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ABSTRACT
XGBoost stands for Extreme Gradient Boosting. XGBoost is an open
source so�ware library where you can implement Gradient Boost-
ing machine learning method. It was created by Tianqi Chen, now
with contributions from many developers and part of a wider col-
lection of open source libraries developed by Distributed Machine
Learning Community (DMLC).

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-401, Machine Learning, Gradient Boosting

1 INTRODUCTION
Before talking about XGBoost, it is best to give introduction to
general gradient boosting method. Gradient Boosting is a machine
learning technique used to build both regression and classi�cation
models that is primarily based on decision trees (it works on other
type of models too). A decision tree is a type of mapping technique
of the data or observations to the target variable based on a certain
spli�ing criteria, that has yes or no answer, dividing input data into
two groups, therby forming a tree. Building only a single decision
tree model on a large dataset, has been proven to be unstable (has
large variance) for making any prediction. �is gave birth to a type
of model building called ensemble models, which is stacking of
decision trees together, forming an additive model of them that
is much more powerful in reducing the overall variance. In sim-
ple words, an ensemble model is weighted aggregation of many
simpler models, called decision stumps. Instead of stacking all the
models together, Boosting improves model accuracy by optimiz-
ing the hyperparemeters that are involved. One of such Boosting
techniques is Gradient Boosting, which involves di�erentiation of
the loss function, to �nd the optimum point, and then updating the
parameters accordingly, for a �xed number of iterations or until
the loss converges below a threshold point.

But building gradient boosting models on huge datasets (that
sometimes contain more than 500,000 observations) is computa-
tionally onerous, not so e�cient. By the use of XGBoost, we can
build heavy gradient boosting models on large data sets and run
them fastly with be�er performance. “�e name xgboost, though,
actually refers to the engineering goal to push the limit of compu-
tations resources for boosted tree algorithms. Which is the reason
why many people use xgboost.” - says Tianqi Chen, creator of XG-
Boost [1]. �e description of XGBoost according to the so�ware
repository on github is “Scalable, Portable and Distributed Gradient
Boosting (GBDT, GBRT or GBM) Library, for Python, R, Java, Scala,
C++ and more” [3].

2 HOW XGBOOST MODEL WORKS
XGBoost model is just like any other Gradient Boosting model, in
that it optimizes a loss function along with regularization term.
But it has its own implementation, with computations done on
special kind of input format called DMatrix, along with a lot more
customizable options for the model.

For an ensemble model, which is a aggregation of a number of
decision trees, there exists an objective function also called a loss
function, that calculates the di�erence in score between predicted
values with that of actual score. Objective function also includes a
second term called Regularization that helps in preventing over�t-
ting our model to the training data. Regularization is a key aspect of
XGBoost, that makes our model more robust to increased variance.
In XGBoost, we use gradient descent method to optimize our loss
function or objective function. In this method, we di�erentiate our
loss function with respect to predicted output (y-hat), which is the
gradient, and improve this ‘y-hat’ along the direction of gradient
to minimize the loss function in an iterative manner.

XGBoost model supports the features of scikit-learn (in python)
and R implementations, like cross validation. �t methods etc. along
with new additions like regularization. Typical loss functions that
one uses depend on the type of Machine Learning model that we
are building. Some of them are:

• Root Mean Square error for Linear Regression problems.
• Log loss for Binary Classi�cation problems.
• mLog loss for Multi Class Classi�cation problems.

XGBoost optimizes its parameters by using Gradient Descent
Algorithm on the loss function [1]. �ree forms of gradient boosting
are supported by XGBoost, which are:

• Gradient Boosting (regular)
• Stochastic Gradient Boosting
• Regularized Gradient Boosting

3 EVOLUTION OF XGBOOST
�e creator of XGBoost, Tianqi Chen, is well versed in large-sccale
machine learning and wanted to build scalable learning systems.
XGBoost was one such project. It was created out of necessity.
While Tianqi was doing research on variants of tree boosting, he
did not �nd any existing Machine Learning method that satis�ed
the combination of boosted trees and conditional random �eld. �is
gave birth to the �rst version of XGBoost, which was nothing but a
con�guration �le. To use this model, one has to use this con�g �le,
along with parameters and read the data for the model in LibSVM
format. When Tianqi learned the popularity of XGBoost in the
Higgs Boson ocmpetition, he along with his friend Bing Xu, to build
a prototype XGBoost model with python wrapper, and later another
one with R package. According to Tianqi, a machine learning model
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cannot be succesful alone with XGBoost. For a model to be good,
all other things like data pre-processing, feauture engineering etc.
had to be factored., which is why, “interfacing XGBoost with R and
Python enables XGBoost to naturally work with language native
data pipelines and become much more powerful” [2]. It also helps
in easy customization and allows user to be�er use the model for
be�er results. �at is why, it did not take long for XGBoost to
be integrated with scikit-learn package in Python package, which
became more powerful, now that users can use grid search feature
to optimize the hyperparameters of the model. Next thing le�, is
to make XGBoost more scalable on distrubuted systems. It was
achieved by building a common Allreduce runtime called Rabit and
use it as a bridge to port to di�erent systems and has edge over
other machine learning models like for example, Support Vector
Machines (SVM). See the below �gure 1 for more understanding.

[Figure 1 about here.]

4 INTERFACES
XGBoost supports various interfaces on your machine a�er you
download and install the so�ware [1]. Here are a few of the main
interfaces.

• Command Line Interface (CLI)
• C++
• Python interface along with built in model from Scikit-

Learn library
• R interface along with built in model in the Caret pachage
• Julia item Java and JVM languages like Scala and platforms

like Hadoop

5 SYSTEM FEATURES
Some of the system features that XGBoost supports are follows:

Parallelization It has the ability to use all of your CPU cores,
as well as GPU cores (if available) for model construction
and training

Distributed Computing It uses cluster of machines to train
models with very large datasets (more than 500,000) on
frameworks like ApacheHadoop, Apache Spark, andApache
Flink.

Out of Core Computing When we have a large datasets
that dont �t into the computer memory, XGBoost has the
capability to access the data like from external harddrive
or when memory is on a computer network and perform
Computing on them.

Cache Optimization XGBoost has the ability of Cache Op-
timization of data structures and algorithm to make the
best use of hardware.

6 ALGORITHM FEATURES
XGBoost was engineered with aim of best e�ciency of compute
time and memory resources. It is designed to make best use of
available resources to train the model [1]. Here are some of the key
algorithm implementation features:

Sparse Aware Automatic awareness and handling ofmissing
values in the train data before building.

Block Structure Supports constructing decision trees in par-
allel therby optimizing compute time.

Continued Training Continued training implies, we can
further boost or train an already trained model on new
data available to us.

7 PARAMETER TUNING
XGBoost has added advantage over regular Boostedmodels in the
number of parameters to tune and more options to optimize your
model �e overall parameters are divided into three categories.

7.1 General Parameters
�ese de�ne the overall functionality of XGBoost

booster[default - gbtree ]
You get to choose whether you want to implement tree

based models (gbtree) or linear models (gblinear).
silent[default - 0 ]

A silent mode of 1 will stop display of any running
messages, but it is generally advisable to keep silent mode
of 0, to understand how your model is training and look
for any errors.

nthread As we know XGBoost supports parallel processing,
with this parameter we can specify number of threads or
cores tobe used simultaneously. If we donot specify any
value all the cores will be used.

7.2 Booster Parameters
We will consider the following tree booster parameters because
they always outperform the linear booster.

eta[default = .3 ]
�is is the learning rate to be used in stochastic gradient

descent lose optimization technique boosting. �is has the
e�ect of making the model more robust by shrinking the
weights on each training step.

min child weight[default = 1 ]
As we know a decision tree has weights assigned to all

the child nodes (including leaf nodes) for all observations.
�is parameter de�nes minimum threshold for the sum of
weights.�is is very much useful to control over��ing of
our boosted model (Higher value implies more over��ing).

max depth[default = 6 ]
�is is simply the maximum depth of a decision tree,

same as in normal gradient boosting algorithm. Also used
to control over��ing. We tune this parameter by using
cross validation.

max leaf nodes �is is the maximum number of terminal
nodes or leafs in a decision tree.

gamma[default=0 ]
In a decision tree a node is split only if it results in

decreased Entropy or increased Information Gain. �rough
this parameter we can specify minimum threshold for this
positive reduction in the loss function.

7.3 Learning Task Parameters
�is parameters are related to optimization objective and the metric
to be calculated at each training step.

2
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objective[default = reg:linear ]
Based on the type of machine learning model we are

building, regression or classi�cation (binary or multi class)
we specify our objective or loss functions as reg:linear or
binary:logistic or multi:so�max respectively.

eval metric[default according to objective ]
�is is the metric that is optimized according to the

loss function while doing cross validation on the train data.
�e default values are rmse for linear regression and error
for classi�cation. We can also use area under curve (auc)
for classi�cation.

8 USE CASES
8.1 Higgs Boson Competition
Higgs Boson was a famous Kaggle Machine learning challenge in
the year 2014, which has the aim of classi�ying the decaying events
of Higgs Boson particle into tau-tau decay or simple background
noise. �e XGBoost made its debut in Higgs Boson Competition.
At the beginning of the competition, Tianqi,creator of XGBoost,
introduced the tool along with a benchmark code, which acheived
top 10 percent already. Towards the end of the competition, it was
the most used tool by many [5].

�e challenge is to build a Classi�cation model that will clas-
sify the test events into either tau-tau decay or background noise.
Logistic Regression machine learning model is known for giving
be�er results on binary classi�cation tasks. But XGBoost outper-
formed all such models, and has gained a lot of popularity with
this competition. �e training data consisits of 250000 events and
test data consists of 550000 events, which is perfect for XGBoost
to handle. �ere are some missing values in the dataset, which
have the value -999, but there is a special feature in XGBoost where
you can mention the missing value format that considers them
as missing data while reading input data into DMatrix. DMatrix
is input format on which XGBoost performs computation tasks,
which is the main reason for its e�ciency, and computation speeds.

�e author and his team in the citation, had built their model
based on single XGBoost instance, which achieved 11th on the
leaderboard, which is more than impressive considering there were
1785 teams in total. �ey have built their model with decision trees
of depth 6 levels, and ‘binary:logistic’ as the objective function.
Besides, giving good performance on the test data, the e�ciency
is also very high with XGBoost. Run time of the XGBoost model
is 1/4th to that of the usual python sklearn model. We can see
the comparision in the �gure 2. With some basic feature engineer-
ing and minimal parameter tuning, one can achieve around 25th
position on the leaderboard with a single XGBoost model [4].

[Figure 2 about here.]

8.2 Porto Seguro’s Safe Driver Prediction
Challenge

�is is Kaggle Machine learning challenge in the year 2017, that
aims at reducing vehicle insurance for good drivers and increasing
the same for bad drivers. Given some data about a particular driver,
we should predict whether he will initiate an auto insurance claim
for next year or not. By this, the Auto insurance companies will

have be�er understanding about their customoers, by �xing driver-
spece�c premiums, which is aimed at improving reputation for
their company [6].

�is is a data heavy challenge, consisting of 595,212 train obser-
vations and 892,816 test observations with 58 columns or features.
A�empting to build a complex ensemble model and boosting it
will be computationally infeasible and will not produce great re-
sults. �e following testimony on the bene�t of using XGBoost
for this challenge comes from my own experience. Firstly, I had
cleaned up my dataset, �lling all the missing values and had done
some one- hot encoding for categorical variables. Before knowing
about XGBoost, as with any other binary classi�cation problem, I
have built my models based on Random Forest Regressor, another
Machine learning technique on decision trees that works with the
principle of Bagging. I have achieved a very low normalized gini
coe�cient of 0.26. With the help of feature importances of Random
Forest Regressor, I have eliminated unimportant variables from
my dataset. A�er reading many kernels from many teams, I have
learned about the powerful tool, that is, XGBoost. I have thus built
an ensemble model, based on XGBoost, on the modi�ed dataset and
had achieved a much improved gini coe�cient of 0.29 on the test
dataset. Also, running this boosted model on the huge data set took
less time than other models that I have tried. �is really proves,
how XGBoost is not only a be�er model but also computationally
e�cient.

9 CONCLUSION
XGBoost is an advanced implementation of normal gradient boost-
ing algorithm which is easy to use, e�cient, has be�er accuracy
and feasible. Its advantages lie in features such as regularization,
parallel processing, high �exibility in parameter tuning, handling
missing values, tree pruning, built-in cross validation etc, which
is why it has become go-to Machine learning method for several
Kaggle competitions. With the advent of XGBoost, other so�ware
implementations of Gradient Boosting are coming up for example,
LightGBM (by Microso�).
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ABSTRACT
AWS EC2 is a cloud infrastructure o�ering from Amazon which
provides compute resource virtualization. We explore AWS EC2
technology to understand how we can use compute resource in a
cloud environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e emergence of cloud computing is changing the paradigm the
way we are working with IT resources. It is helping to virtualize
various IT resources and eliminating the need for on-premise in-
frastructure. EC2 is one such service which provides computation
capability in the cloud. We evaluate EC2 as technology to under-
stand various feature provided by the service and how it is ge�ing
used to solving practical problems.

We get started with the section Cloud which explains the con-
cept of Cloud and various cloud o�erings. Section EC2 provides an
introduction to the EC2 technology. �en we explore technology
in detail through subsections E-Elastic which captures elasticity in
EC2, Instances and AMIs captures various so�ware and hardware
options, Integrated captures integration information, Security ex-
plains security features provided, Storage explores various storage
options and Pricing captures pricing information to use EC2. Sec-
tion Working with EC2 explores various ways to work with EC2.
Section Real Life Use Cases talks about real life EC2 usage examples.
Section Conclusion concludes the study.

2 CLOUD
In order to understand EC2, it’s imminent that we understand the
concept of Cloud as EC2 is nothing but a cloud o�ering and it is
backed up by various feature and bene�ts provided by the Cloud
technology. Cloud’s one of the easiest interpretation is something
which can be done over the internet instead of using our own CPU
or storage [18]. It is a new concept where instead of using the
traditional way of se�ing up IT infrastructure to get the IT work
done and then maintain it, commercially developed infrastructure
is used remotely over the internet. It virtualizes and centralizes the
whole IT infrastructure required by the enterprise. Cloud is o�en
backed up by massive infrastructure which provides an ability to
quickly upscale and downscale the required resources like compute,
storage, network and can use ready to use proven pre-built services.
Customer perspective, cloud enables them to get new capabilities
on demand without bothering about analysis and investment need
to be made on procuring new so�ware or hardware. It cuts down
on the time involved to create the infrastructure as this resources
are already pre-built and readily available for use through the cloud
and can be set up within minutes for the usage. Scaling up or

down of the resources automatically based on a demand is one of
the biggest advantage provided by cloud infrastructure. Instead
of paying for entire infrastructure at once, the cloud provides an
option to pay per use which might be the cheaper alternative and
important consideration for any business operation.

�ere are various cloud services available like So�ware as a
Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and Function as a Service (FaaS) [18]. �e topic of
this study, EC2 is IaaS o�ering and provides compute capability in
the Amazon AWS environment.

3 EC2
EC2 is a commercial web service o�ering from Amazon. Amazon
describes Elastic Compute Cloud which is referred as EC2 is a web
service which provides compute capacity in the cloud along with
security and re-size features [3]. In general, we can think of it as
a virtual computer in the cloud which can be used similarly to a
physical computer. It can be used as a server, development instance,
personal computer, deployment environment, test environment,
virtual machine or many more ways depending on the need. An
EC2 instance can have an operating system from the variety of
the ranges available like Windows, Amazon Linux, CentOS, and
Debain along with the option of uploading your own operating sys-
tem [7]. An EC2 instance can be loaded with a custom application
environment and can be con�gured to work with various AWS or
other services. As this is a cloud o�ering it comes with various
bene�ts o�ered by the cloud technology as well as the massive
infrastructure provided by Amazon.

3.1 E-Elastic
E in EC2 stands for Elastic which provides capability to increase and
decrease capacity on demand but alsomaintains the desired capacity
required. It can be used to commission hundred to thousands of
instances simultaneously based on the requirement [3]. �is is
an important feature of EC2 as it helps control computing power
needed based on the demand and provides optimized performance.
Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling [4] feature enables con�guration of
various rules which are used to maintain or scale the instances.

3.1.1 Fleet Management. EC2 Auto Scaling o�ers Fleet Man-
agement which periodically monitors the health of running in-
stances and replaces faulty instances by terminating that instance
and replacing it with the new instance automatically. �e num-
ber of instances can be con�gured during �eet con�guration and
auto-scaling will ensure that those number of instances are up and
running all the time without any downtime or impact to the users.

3.1.2 Dynamic Scaling. Dynamic Scaling enables to increase or
decrease the capacity based on a parameter like CPU utilization
where new instance will be added or removed a�er certain CPU
utilization is reached. �is mechanism helps in load balancing and
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provides the optimized performance to the users. It can result in
cost saving as resources are optimized as per the rules con�gured.

Figure 1 shows EC2 Auto Scaling.

[Figure 1 about here.]

3.2 Instances and AMIs
EC2 provides �exibility to use the variety of instances which is
based on CPU, memory, storage, and the networking capability.
Each instance type provides various combinations of those parame-
ters to choose appropriate computing capability required as per the
use case. �is helps in optimizing resources and cost based on the
workload. �ese instances are divided into various categories as
General Purpose, Compute Optimized, Memory Optimized, Storage
Optimized and Accelerated Computing. To get an idea of instance
type provided by EC2 we are taking lowest and highest con�gura-
tion available. In general category the smallest instance type t2.nano
would have con�guration as 1 vCPU, 0.5GB memory, low network-
ing performance with Intel Xeon processor 3.3GHz whereas the
higher end instance type m4.16xlarge would have con�guration as
64vCPU, 256GB memory, 25GB networking speed with Intel Xeon
E5-2686v4 processor 2.3GHz [5]. �ere are many more such con�g-
urations available which can be readily picked up and deployed as
EC2 instance without waiting for hardware procurement.

Amazon Machine Image (AMI) [5] is a pre-con�gured image of
the required operating system, so�ware, servers, databases, and
applications. AMI is used to launch an instance which in turn uses
selected AMI to run on the instance. �ere are prede�ned AMIs
which can be readily used but also custom AMI can be created as
per the need.

Figure 2 shows EC2 AMI and Instance relationship.

[Figure 2 about here.]

3.3 Integrated
EC2 is backed by various services o�ered by AWS and can be
integrated with those services. AWS S3, AWS RDC, AWS VPC are
some of the services which can be used in conjunction with EC2
to develop di�erent applications [3]. Figure 3 shows sample EC2
integration with S3, RDS and EBS.

[Figure 3 about here.]

3.4 Security
Security in EC2 is provided on multiple levels like operating system
authentication on the instance, guest OS, �rewall and signed API
calls. Host operating system itself has security and access mech-
anism built in which can restrict unauthorized access. Guest OS
itself is a less privileged access system which doesn’t allow crit-
ical operations. EC2 provides �rewall solution which is used to
restrict tra�c on certain ports as well as for certain protocols and
IP addresses. Inbound tra�c requires explicitly port opening and
speci�c group policy can be applied to access those ports. Remote
access through API calls can only be made if secret access key is
created and established using EC2 [1].

3.5 Storage
Data storage and processing are essential capabilities for many of
the compute operations. EC2 provides various options for the data
storage and those options have their own characteristics in terms
of performance and durability [12]. Figure 4 shows relationship
between various storage types provided by EC2.

[Figure 4 about here.]

3.5.1 Amazon EC2 Instance Store. Instance store [12] is a tempo-
rary storage a�ached as a physical disk to the host computer. �is
can be used as a temporary storage like a bu�er, cache, scratch data
as it is lost in case of instance stopped, terminated or disk drive is
failed.

3.5.2 Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS). EBS provides durable
block-level storage to the EC2 instance. �is storage is independent
of instance life cycle and can be used as primary storage type for
the EC2. �is is a persistent storage and can be a�ached to multiple
instances. EBS can be used as a database storage. It also provides
encryption capabilities [12].

3.5.3 Amazon Elastic File System (EFS). EFS provides �le system
storage to the EC2 instance [12]. �is is a persistent storage which
can be used or shared between multiple instances.

3.5.4 Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). S3 is persistent and
instance independent data store which is suitable for data move-
ment and storage in large volume. �is storage can be accessed
through EC2 as well as from outside over the web [12].

3.6 Pricing
EC2 is a commercial o�ering from Amazon and it o�ers various
pay models which can be used as per the need. It also o�ers free
option to try if the micro instance is used.

3.6.1 On-Demand. �is option allows to pay on per hour or per
the second basis based on the instance usage [6].

3.6.2 Spot Instances. Spot instances are the spare instances and
o�ered at steep discounts based on the biding. Spot instance can
be interrupted at any point if the EC2 instance needs its capacity
back [6].

3.6.3 Reserved Instances. Reserved instance o�ers discounted
rates compared to on-demand rates based on the commitment pro-
vided by the customer. Reserved instance provides capacity reser-
vation to launch instance as required which ensures the instance
availability [6].

3.6.4 Dedicated Hosts. �e dedicated host provides a dedicated
physical EC2 instance for the usage. �is can be useful if any compli-
ance or regulatory requirement needs to be met by the business [6].

4 WORKINGWITH EC2
�ere are 3 di�erent ways which can be used to interact with EC2.
To use EC2, �rst we need to create an AWS account and then
complete related setup like creation of IAM (Identity and Access
Management) user to access, creation of key pair for secure access,
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creation of virtual private cloud (VPC) to lunch instance in user-
de�ned virtual network and creation of security group which acts
as a �rewall [11].

4.1 Management Console
Management Console [9] is a web-based user interface to access
various AWS resources. Log in to the management console and
select EC2 from the list to start working with EC2. �is interface
provides the capability to con�gure, launch, connect and terminate
an instance.

4.2 Command Line Tool
AWS CLI (Command Line Interface) [14] is the command line in-
terface provided by Amazon to interact with various AWS web
services. �is open source tool is built on top of the AWS SDK for
Python. �ese commands can be used from Linux shells, windows
command line and remotely through a remote terminal like PuTTY.
To use AWS CLI, it needs to be installed using pip on Linux, macOS,
or Unix environment and on Windows using MSI installer. AWS
CLI need to be con�gured by se�ing key and region before it can
be used to work with an EC2 instance. Figure 5 shows sample CLI
command to launch an instance.

[Figure 5 about here.]

4.3 SDKs
AWS services can be accessed through various platforms or pro-
gramming languages which enables a developer to work with
AWS in their preferred programming language. �ese platforms
or language-speci�c libraries are called as SDK. Currently, SDKs
are available for Android, Browser, iOS, Java, Microso� .Net, Node.js,
PHP, Python, Ruby, Go, and C++ [13].

5 REAL LIFE USE CASES
Any technology can be understood be�er by understanding real-life
examples of how it is being used practically to solve any problem
or use case. In this section, we explore some examples of EC2 usage
from real life.

5.0.1 Netflix. Net�ix is one of the good examples of cloud plat-
form usage as well as AWS usage. Net�ix completed their migration
to AWS cloud in 2016 which lasted over the period of 7 years [17].
Net�ix uses numerous services provided by AWS out of which
EC2 is used as computing service which hosts Net�ix’s various
customer facing as well as internal applications. It also hosts Cas-
sandra Database, Elasticsearch, and EVCache. It uses EC2 Linux
cloud with thousands of virtual server instances along with the
autoscale feature to support over 50M subscribers [16].

5.0.2 Airbnb. Airbnb is a community marketplace for �nding
vacation rentals and having more than 9 million users. �ey require
massive storage along with the e�cient rental booking application
to support growing request load. Airbnb uses AWS EC2, elastic
load balancing, EMR, S3, Cloudwatch, and Amazon RDS. It uses
about 200 EC2 instances for application hosting, Memcache and
search servers [2].

5.0.3 Novartis. Novartis is a pharmaceutical company involved
in drug discovery and innovation. �ey wanted to run the complex
algorithm to screen 10 million compounds against common cancer
target which would require huge computing capability along with
the storage. �ey used AWS EC2, S3, and EBS to build a program
which ran on multiple instances simultaneously to complete the
matching. �ey used 10,600 EC2 spot instances to run the algo-
rithm [10].

5.0.4 Lamborghini. Lamborghini is an automotive company
which was facing issue with the outdated infrastructure and non-
scalable environment they were using to host their website. �ey
decided to migrate their website to AWS and used AWS ELB, EC2,
RDS, S3, CloudFront, and Cloudwatch in their architecture [8]. It
is not clear from the available documentation that how they are
using EC2 in their design but our guess is, EC2 is ge�ing used as a
web-server host for the web application.

6 CONCLUSION
EC2 is a commercial web service provided by Amazon. �is is an
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud o�ering which provides
compute capability. EC2 provides features like elastic auto-scaling,
�exible hardware and so�ware con�gurations, integrations with
other AWS web services, access security using secure key and �re-
wall con�gurations, data storage options and �exible price options.
It also provides an interactive web interface to work with the EC2
instances at the same time SDKs in various programming languages
to work with EC2 in a programmatic way. One of the biggest advan-
tages of EC2 is the infrastructure provided by Amazon which helps
to create thousands of instances in very less time which is helpful
for solving big data or any other problems which require a lot of
computing capability. �e robust features and �exibility o�ered by
EC2 make it as one of the preferred virtual compute resource.
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ABSTRACT
Apache Mesos is as distributed cluster computing kernel and data-
center operating platform. Mesos performs container support in
a scalable enviromnent by spli�ing scheduling into a two-level
architecture. Applications running on Mesos are containerized
separately from the framework handling infrastructure scheduling
operations. Mesosphere performs resource consolidation, resource
isolation, and storage capabilities in a scalable system as it runs
distributed containerized so�ware. Mesosphere is a commercial
platform built on Apache Mesos.
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1 INTRODUCTION
All urls must be moved to a real citation. Papers do not in-
clude citations.
�e open source Apache Mesos kernel can downloaded at
h�p://mesos.apache.org/downloads/
�e repository for Mesos is hosted at
h�ps://github.com/mesosphere
Documentation for Mesosphere can be found at
h�ps://docs.mesosphere.com/1.11/installing/oss/custom/
Mesosphere can be installed at
h�ps://dcos.io/install/? ga=2.232557215.1886022105.1520970766-

28104652.1516738235
Apache Mesos is a framework for cluster computing manage-

ment for large-scale data applications. Development on Mesos
began in 2009 at UC Berkeley and it became a top level Apache
product on 2013 [3]. Mesos is a data center kernel which provides
views of and access to all resources on all machines in a cloud
computing data center. �e key feature of Mesos is a two-level
scheduler which can manage a diverse array of applications with
minimal heaving by the Mesos interface. It uses container-based
isolation as opposed to machine virtualization, which dramatically
lowers the overhead for applications. Mesos operates with one
active master framework, elected by Apache Zookeeper [7], which
mediates between slave frameworks and resources. Mesos is a com-
peting service to Kubernetes and Docker Swarm at job scheduling
and resource management [2], but can be used alongside both those
cluster management options.

2 ARCHITECTURE
Mesos is a solution to the challenge of scaling data center needs
while maintaining usability. �e needs of both developers and in-
frastructure operators are met through the abstraction between

hardware and applications by theMesos kernel. Developers are able
to focus on the logic of applications without concern for the hard-
ware their applicationmust run on. Operators are free from concern
about the allocation of resources and scalability. An e�ective data
center kernel must meet the key requirements of scalability in the
number of machines used, �exibility with the number of compatible
frameworks, maintainability as infrastructure changes, dynamic
adaptation to new available resources, and fairness in resource al-
location to di�erent users. �e general Mesos cluster is composed
of Mesos masters, Mesos slaves, frameworks, communication, and
auxiliary services.

�e Mesos master is the mechanism which allocates cluster re-
sources between frameworks without o�ering either too few or too
many resources. Mesos slaves are the mechanisms responsible for
using resources and performing tasks from frameworks. Frame-
works are the applications which perform a wide array of tasks and
are built from a scheduler component and an executor component.
Communication within Mesos happens with the libprocess [3] li-
brary with a protocol similar to HTTP. �e auxiliary services are
not part of Mesos but are necessary for an e�ective deployment of
a Mesos cluster. �e most common auxiliary services are shared
�le systems such as Amazon S3, a master election service such
as Apache Zookeeper, and services which connect Mesos-hosted
frameworks to one another [1].

�eMesos two-level scheduler has a simple work�ow. �e frame-
work is registered with the master. �e slave makes a resource o�er
to the master which uses it’s allocation module to decide which
framework should receive the resources. �e framework sched-
uler receives the resource o�er and decides whether the o�er is
acceptable for it’s required tasks. If the o�er is accepted by the
framework, the slave will then allocate the resources and execute
the framework’s tasks. �e framework executor will notify the
scheduler when the task has been completed. �is process repeats
for as long as frameworks have tasks and are registered with the
master for resource o�ers.

Frameworks are containerized by an internal container mech-
anism within Mesos. Containers are based on both process and
control group isolation.

3 INSTALLATION AND SETUP
Mesos is best installed from the command line on most operating
systems and o�ers test frameworks in languages including C++,
Java, and Python [3]. �e Mesos kernel can be launched as a single
node from Linux or OSx [3]. Multi-node deployment is performed
through SSH reliant scripts included in Mesos.
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4 APPLICATIONS
Mesos is compatible with a majority of big data and cloud comput-
ing so�ware. It is therefore compatible with the most important
big data frameworks. �e most common applications deployed on
Mesos are Apache Spark, Ka�a, Elasticsearch, Cassandra NoSQL,
and Hadoop [8].

Apache Spark is a cluster computing framework. Mesos can
act as the cluster manager for Spark and allows multiple instances
of Spark. Because instances of Spark must share resources with
other frameworks when running on Mesos, tuning on the Spark
implementation is necessary depending on the scale and needs of a
given project.

Apache Ka�a is “a distributed, high-throughput, low-latency
publish-subscribe messaging system” [5]. Ka�a was one of the �rst
other Apache projects to be incorporated with Mesos. Any version
of Ka�a can run on Mesos and stream simulations can be run in
real-time since Mesos allows multiple instances of Ka�a to run
simultaneously. Ka�a commands are integrated into the Mesos
scheduler so the data streaming and messaging can be managed
directly from Mesos REST API.

Elasticsearch is a distributed text search and analytics engine
which creates a very e�cient combination with Mesos when an
already fast search function can be duplicated across nodes with
Mesos to run multiple search functions together [6].

Cassandra NoSQL is the popular NoSQL database which o�ers
extensive integration for cluster datacenters. Mesos allows for the
installation of Cassandra so that NoSQL queries can be run through
the Cassandra�ery Language shell.

Apache Hadoop’s MapReduce version 2 does not run on Mesos,
so installation of Hadoop must be done with MapReduce1. Multiple
versions of Hadoop can be run on Mesos container clusters.

Development of a Mesos application is a process of creating a de-
velopment environment, adding framework scheduler and launcher,
writing the executors, then compiling and installing the framework
on the cluster wherever necessary.

5 ANALYTICS
�eprimary analytics tools for big data onMesos are Hadoop, Spark
SQL, Hive, Shark, and NoSQL databases like Cassandra. Analytics
tools which operate on Mesos are applied to each of the Batch,
Speed, and Serving layers of the Lambda architecture [3]. Analytic
frameworks on Mesos are designed to meet the needs of current
data applications to process and analyze data in real-time instead
of periodical or o�ine processing. Spark, Ka�a, and Hadoop are
the earliest and most popular analytics frameworks compatible on
Mesos, but many more frameworks have been in development since
2016.

6 MESOSPHERE
Mesosphere a proprietary product o�ered by the company of the
same name. Mesosphere performs all the tasks described in Apache
Mesos in a user-friendly interface and with a dedicated team who
respond to the needs of client companies and focus on incorporation
of Mesos with other services like Kubernetes, Docker, and emerging
AI machine learning tools [4]. Mesosphere contributes to both

Apache Mesos and Mesosphere DC/OS (datacenter scale operating
center)

7 CONCLUSION
Apache Mesos and Mesosphere are powerful cluster management
tools which have proven e�ective with large scale data applications
like Airbnb, Twi�er, and Uber. Mesos has emerged as one of several
options for container and cluster management as big data appli-
cations have demanded resource management which optimized
resource allocation.
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WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
484: Mesosphere a proprietary product offered by the company of the same name. Mesosphere performs all the tasks described in Apache Mesos in a user-friendly interface and with a dedicated team who respond to the needs of client companies and focus on incorporation of Mesos with other services like Kubernetes, Docker, and emerging AI machine learning tools˜\cite{hid-sp18-404-Mae2018}. Mesosphere contributes to both Apache Mesos and Mesosphere DC/OS (datacenter scale operating center)

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
339: Apache Mesos and Mesosphere are powerful cluster management tools which have proven effective with large scale data applications like Airbnb, Twitter, and Uber. Mesos has emerged as one of several options for container and cluster management as big data applications have demanded resource management which optimized resource allocation.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
137: The authors would like to thank Dharmesh Kakadia, the author of Apache Mesos Essentials, for the very informative text on Apache Mases
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ABSTRACT
Graph databases with RDF data model have been used to repre-
sent knowledge with querying and reasoning capabilities. Star-
dog is a java-based commercial RDF graph database that supports
SPARQL query languages, data uni�cation using Virtual Graph
and reasoning based on OWL, rules and Integrity Constraints. It
provides enriched inference and reasoning beyond the property
graph databases with Graph DBMS model and supports integration
with cloud technologies such as Amazon Web Service and Pivotal
Cloud Foundry.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stardog is a graph database from US-so�ware company Complexi-
ble. Stardog has a particular focus on OWL and RDF-based systems,
and supports SPARQL query language; property graph model and
Gremlin graph traversal language; OWL 2 and user-de�ned rules
for inference and data analytic; virtual graphs; and programmatic
interaction via several languages and network interfaces [19]. Fur-
ther, the developers of Stardog OWL/RDF DBMS have pioneered
a new use of OWL as a schema language for RDF databases. �is
is achieved by adding integrity constraints (IC), also expressed in
OWL syntax, to the traditional open-world OWL axioms [7]. Other
key features of Stardog include Machine Learning and Logical Infer-
ence,Semantic Search, Geospatial Search, Integration with Amazon
AWS and Pivotal Cloud Foundry etc.

2 ARCHITECTURE
�e architecture of Stardog Knowledge Graph Platform, which
combines the graph database with knowledge toolkit, is shown in
Figure 1.

[Figure 1 about here.]

�ere are three broad components centered around the Stardog
graph database within the Knowledge Graph Platform, namely
ETL, Virtual and Applications and Analytics. Each component is
designed to provide the services in a declarative way.

• ETL stands for Extract, Transform, and Load, which are
three database functions that are combined to extract data
out of one database and insert into another database. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates that three main types of data: structured,
semi-structured and unstructured are extracted and incor-
porated into the core graph database: Stardog.

• Virtual refers to the mapping of relational data into the
RDF database as named graphs but without materialization
(as in the ETL fashion) [3].

• Applications and Analytics include generating reports from
the database, querying the database and perform analysis
using statistical inference and probabilistic reasoning and
also built-in machine learning libraries such as Vowpal,
Wabbit and XGBoost [13] [14].

3 KEY FEATURES
In this section, the author discusses several key features of Star-
dog including Virtual Graph, Integrity Constraints, OWL and Rule
Reasoning, Stardog Studio, Machine Learning, High Availability
Cluster, Integration with AWS and PCF etc.

3.1 Virtual Graph
Virtual Graph is a feature that facilitates the mapping of relational
data into the RDF databases. “Stardog supports the standard W3C
R2RML mapping language [21] for de�ning how data in a relational
system maps to RDF graphs” and “the mapped triples representing
the source relational data are considered to be in a named graph
that is not present (i.e., not materialized) in the local RDF graph” [3],
hence, the named graph is considered virtual.

When dealing with uni�ed data sources, users could either apply
ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) a�er materialization of the
virtual graph or directly query the virtual graph using federated
queries (virtual queries). Federated query performs a translation
of a SPARQL query into a SQL query and the execution is through
a relational database engine [2] [6]. Key trade-o�s between these
two operational models are summarized as follows:

• Evaluation of queries over materialized data via ETL does
not involve any communication with the source system.
�is in general leads to be�er query performance and in-
dependence of queries from the availability of the source
system [3].

• Materialization, on the other hand, takes multiple steps
and resources for creating and storing tuples in RDF model,
which is time-consuming. Further, when the data points
are modi�ed frequently before queried, materialization will
lead to a worse performance compared to virtual queries,
which is essentially real-time reasoning.

Stardog o�ers both ways of unifying data, federated queries and
materialization. �e system allows users to switch between the two
and the “choices can be made on a source by source basis” [3].
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3.2 Integrity Constraints
In Stardog, Integrity Constraints (IC) are used to validate RDF data
based on constraints or rules imposed by the database users. Star-
dog supports multiple languages for specifying the rules including
SPARQL and OWL, which allows querying and mapping these rules
in SPARQL as well [19]. Implementation of such constraints allows
the users to apply domain-speci�c knowledge to the data and align
the knowledge with RDF. Integrity Constraints can then be utilized
in the reasoning procedure to ensure logical consistency and ex-
plain errors, which is the advantage of RDF database over plain
property graph database in general.

3.3 OWL and Rule Reasoning
Stardog’s OWL reasoning is based on the OWL 2 Direct Semantics
Entailment Regime and Stardog performs reasoning at query time
without inference materialization. In addition, Stardog provides ex-
planation of an inference by “minimum set of statements explicitly
stored in the database that, together with the schema and any valid
inferences, logically justify the inference” [19]. Under the circum-
stances where OWL’s axiom-based approach is not adequate for
the reasoning, Stardog allows User-de�ned rules as a complements
and enhance the power of the reasoning by combining both OWL
and rules into the system.

3.4 Stardog Studio
Stardog Studio-the Knowledge Graph IDE, which is announced
early 2018, is a front end developing tool for Stardog. It includes
a SPARQL query notebook, which provides “syntax highlighting,
pre�x auto-completion, and exporting results” [18]. In addition,
users could also “execute SPARQL queries against Stardog database
and view results inside Stardog studio and export query results to
the �le system” [20].

Stardog Studio also provides the functionality of database man-
agement and security view. �ese allow the users to view and
administer the Stardog databases as well as user, role and permis-
sions for the Stardog system [18].

Additional features like visualization and cluster management
tools are under development and expected in future releases [20].

3.5 Machine Learning
With the built-in machine learning libraries such as Vowpal, Wabbit
and XGBoost, Stardog could perform traditional machine learning
with statistical inference and probabilistic models [14].

Further, Machine Learning has been used in two unique ways
supporting the knowledge graph. First, learning methods and al-
gorithms are applied when creating the Knowledge Graph which
uni�es di�erent data sources. Second, machine learning is also
utilized to obtain actionable insight from the data uni�ed. For ex-
ample, predictive analytics is used to predict nodes and edges in a
Knowledge Graph, and extract pa�erns from the data in order to
make forecast based on those pa�erns [13].

3.6 High Availability Cluster
Stardog utilizes High Availability Clusters for uninterrupted opera-
tions, redundancy and high query volume [19]. �e clusters aims at
mitigating the risk of failure on a single machine by automatically

creating multiple copies of the service with Apache ZooKeeper as
the distributed coordination tool [16]. �e cluster size a�ects per-
formance in two ways: larger cluster sizes perform be�er for reads
and perform worse for writes compared to small cluster sizes [19].

3.7 Integration with AWS and PCF
�e Stardog High Availability Cluster supports installation by Star-
dog Graviton, which complies to a single binary executable. �is
facilitates the integration with Amazon Web Services and users
could easily deploy, con�gure, and launch a Stardog cluster on
Amazon AWS [5].

Besides, “the integration with Pivotal enables applications run-
ning in Pivotal Cloud Foundry to natively connect to Stardog in-
stances without having to manually wire apes to services” [4]. �is
has been made available by the announcement of Stardog Service
Broker for Pivotal Cloud Foundry.

4 COMPARISONWITH RELATED
TECHNOLOGIES

Stardog is a graph database with RDF as a primary data model.
Besides Stardog, there are other leading RDF graph databases in-
cluding 4Store, GraphDB and Sesame. On the contrary, there is
another type of graph databases, o�en referred to as property graph,
that applies general Graph DBMS model without RDF. Neo4j is one
of the leading technology in this category. In this section, Stardog
will be compared to GraphDB and Neo4j, illustrating strengths and
weaknesses of Stardog both within the category of RDF database
and against the other category namely property graph database. A
comparison of some of the system properties of the three graph
databases are summarized in Table1

[Table 1 about here.]

4.1 Stardog vs. Neo4j
Neo4j, as a leading property graph database (ranking #1 by DB-
Engines according to Table1), has strength in the following aspects.
First, it is highly �exible that most objects and relations could be
represented as nodes and edges respectively in the graph. Second,
it does not require schema or ontology and thus light-weighted
compared to RDF databases. Finally, it has a relative simple graph
structure for traversals and analysis [17].

However, there are several important features of Stardog that
property graph like Neo4j could not achieve. First, Neo4j only sup-
ports materialization of data. Virtualization of data (virtual graph)
cannot be performed. Second, query language used by property
languages such as Cypher and Gremlin lack the expressibility and
ability to yield structured views of data compared to query lan-
guages like SPARQL [1]. Stardog uses SPARQL as a main query
language and also supports all of Apache TinkerPop3 including
Gremlin [19]. Finally, without RDF and OWL, property graph can-
not impose integrity constraints, explanations, user-de�ned rules
or reasoning, which are all achievable in Stardog [10] [19].

4.2 Stardog vs. GraphDB
Both Stardog and GraphDB support RDF models and share many
important features including reasoning, user-de�ned rules, SPARQL
query and machine learning modules. However, Stardog has the

2
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capability of Virtual Graph which avoids materialization when uni-
fying data sources, which is a key strength compared to GraphDB.
GraphDB on the other hand, has a major advantage and focus on
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and text mining by provid-
ing Ontotext Platform as an integrated text analysis system [15],
while Stardog only supports text analytics indirectly by providing
connectors to other NLP libraries OpenNLP [19].

Besides capabilities, researchers have been testing and compar-
ing the performance of RDF graphs including GraphDB and Stardog.
Based on experiments on real data, Ledvinka, Martin and Křemen
concluded that “GraphDB, (and storages performing materializa-
tion in general) has a major disadvantage in that the user has to
specify inference level before actually inserting data into the stor-
ages. Real time reasoning (like Stardog), on the other hand, lets the
user choose reasoning level at the query time. However, GraphDB
appears to be more suitable for the object-oriented application ac-
cess scenario, in which frequent data updates are expected” [11]. In
a more recent study, Luyen and his colleagues compared six RDF
data models: 4Store, Virtuoso, Stardog, GraphDB, Sesame and Jena
Fuseki (TDB) using large RDF graphs. �ey found that Stardog
gives the best results compared to the criteria: Data Loading, Data
Search and Data Inference therefore they stated that in general
outperforms the other �ve candidates for their Benchmark [12].

5 LICENSE
As a commercial so�ware, Stardog is priced for community, devel-
oper and enterprise tiers. �e community version is free with 10
databases, 25 million triples per database and the developer version
o�ers a free 30-day trial with unlimited data or machines [16]. �e
enterprise version comes with a server management module and
customer support by both phone and email [19].

6 CONCLUSION
Stardog, as a commercial RDF-based graph database, supports data
uni�cation using both materialization and virtualization methods,
and allows semantic reasoning and logical inferences by utilizing
integrity constraints, OWL, and user-de�ned rules. �e advantages
of virtual graph, SPARQL query, and reasoning capability has made
it an alternative to property graph databases, such as Neo4j.
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Table 1: System Properties Comparison GraphDB vs. Neo4j vs. Stardog [10] [9]

Name GraphDB Neo4j Stardog
Database model Graph DBMS and RDF Graph DBMS Graph DBMS and RDF
DB-Engines Ranking (Graph DBMS) #12 #1 #10
DB-Engines Ranking (RDF) #7 N/A #6
Developer Ontotext Neo4j, Inc. Complexible Inc.
Initial release 2000 2007 2010
License commercial Open Source commercial
Implementation language Java Java, Scala Java
Any SQL supported SPARQL no SPARQL
In-memory capabilities no no yes
XML support no no partially
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ABSTRACT
Twilio is a developer platform to enable communications between
the business applications and the customers. �e purpose of this pa-
per is to discuss regarding Cloud platform to enable communication
with the customers. Twilio is neither a so�ware application nor a
communication system, it lies at the intersection of both. Twilio
makes communication as user interface element rather than being a
separate infrastructure. Twilio seeks to rid businesses of the messy
telecom hardware by providing a telephony infrastructure web ser-
vice so�ware-based platform which enables customers to easily add
voice, messaging and video to their apps, providing developers with
the predesigned APIs needed to build any communication-based
functionality which is suitable for the business application. Popular
use cases include ridesharing apps enabling anonymous communi-
cation between passengers and drivers and e-commerce companies
sending automated delivery noti�cations or promotional messages.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-406, Twilio, Cloud Service, Communication Platform, In-
tegration API

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays updating information to communicate between the ap-
plications and customers is done through the text messages and
emails. Communication enables the business people to be involved
with their customers and on the other hand to capture the interest
of customers which are increasingly sophisticated. �is process
of managing relationships and interactions with the customers is
called Customer Relationship Management [4]. However, maintain-
ing the communication implementation from the scratch for every
business oriented applications will lead to wastage of resources. To
enable the business entrepreneurs to focus their time on implement-
ing the services required for improving the user experiences Twilio
provides a common developer platform to design the communica-
tions to the customers. Using this platform so�ware developers
can add instant messages, video or voice calling apps without own-
ing the back-end infrastructure to maintain the services. �is is
achieved by providing developers with APIs which are required
to build communication-based functionality which best suits their
application. All of these required infrastructure is virtualized in
the cloud and made available as building blocks through Mobile
and Web APIs. �erefore, this cloud-based service enables power-
ful communication between mobile devices, applications, services,
and systems throughout the business and helps to build the bridge
for the communication between the business application and its
customers [2].

2 ARCHITECTURE
�e main design principle of Twilio is enabling serverless archi-
tecture which is known as serverless computing or function as a
service for the business applications. Twilio hosts the server and
eliminates the need for developers to focus on services which are
out of scope for the main business domain. �is architecture pro-
vides the �exibility of enabling functions individually and scaling
up based on the requirements. Each function required for commu-
nication integrations is hosted by Twilio as Function as a Service
which is called FaaS. Typically, all the management such as phys-
ical server establishment, deploying the operating system, web
hosting processes through virtual servers is managed by Twilio
and provides a �nal API which is ready to be integrated into the
business applications to enable communication interfaces with the
customers. �ere are various architecture diagrams for Twilio, and
it varies based on the communications APIs and the business ap-
plications. Here, let’s consider the basic architecture for building
telephony applications using Twilio TwiML [5].

Figure 1 explains the work�ow of Twilio.
TwiML is the set of instructions which generates the work�ow

depending on the incoming call or SMS. When the caller dials
number purchased from Twilio or sends an SMS on their phone,
Twilio’s inbound call dispatcher receives the call or text. a. Now
the connection is established, and the dispatcher will make an
HTTP GET or POST to the Voice or SMS URL speci�ed given for
that particular number. �is Voice URL will be displayed in the
Sandbox App of the Twilio DashBoard. And then set the voice
and SMS URLs under the Numbers tab in the Dashboard for the
purchased Twilio Numbers. b. �e TwiML document is used as a
point of reference to respond to the Twilio requests for the Voice
and SMS URL which are speci�ed in the Sandbox. TwiML parser
will scan this document and then executes the speci�ed word tag.
For this example, for a ’say’ verb in the document Twilio would
perform the action as reading the text to the caller using the text-to-
speech synthesizer; for ’dial’ Twilio would perform the action such
as dialling the speci�ed number and connect the caller; ’redirect’
Twilio would fetch another TwiML document [10]. c. In order to
send and receive the content on the web, Twilio will perform an
HTTP POST to a web server and the metadata associated with the
call is embedded in the body of the POST request. To retrieve the
details associated with the call Twilio performs HTTP GET request
and the metadata associated with the call will be passed as URL
query string parameters [9].

[Figure 1 about here.]

2.1 Programmable Interfaces
Twilio provides so�ware-based platform for developers along with
prefabricated building blocks to integrate voice, messaging, video
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and several add-ons like sentimental analysis into the application
which are required to build communication functionality. �ese
APIs are further developed as use case API’s which provide a higher
level of abstraction of building communication interfaces for ap-
plication and thus enabling programmable connectivity:: a. Authy:
It is very important to authenticate the contact information when
the user signs up into the business application. One of the best
approaches is to do account veri�cation through SMS. Twilio pro-
vides two-factor authentication API. By integrating this API, the
application will be able to send the one-time password through text
message and the user enters this code to complete the registration.
b. Reminders: Automating the process of communicating with the
customers using these Appointment Reminders API will help the
customers to be updated about their appointment status. �is API
focuses on building appointment reminders when the appointment
is created and until the time it is scheduled and a�ended. c. Con-
ference and Broadcast: For any company to work collaboratively
globally from various locations, it should be well organized to han-
dle video conferences and broadcast abilities. Twilio provides APIs
which enables any organization to build a moderate conference
line that allows people to listen, speak or moderate during the call.
Voice Broadcasting APIs will allow broadcasting a pre-recorded
voice message to a list of contacts. d. Noti�cations: In order to
deliver time-sensitive alert messages, a text message is the most
suitable way compared to emails as it helps to reach the end users
quickly by avoiding the pile of inbox emails. APIs are provided to
send out alert messages as noti�cations from the web and mobile
applications. e. Click to Call: Customers always look for easy ways
to reach their business people such as customer care. It is very
important to keep the customers happy in such ma�ers and Twilio
provides Click to Call APIs for these requirements which enable
developers to implement the call connections to the customer in the
most suitable way. f. Automated Survey: Feedback is an important
factor which veri�es the actual needs of customers and the features
which need to be improvised based on those requirements. Using
the Twilio’s automated survey APIs developer can build a survey
form, which will call the customer at the point of service to get
immediate feedback opinions. �us, these Automated Survey APIs
integrates the customer relationship data to the database without
any di�culty.

�e scope of Twilio is wide apart from the above-listed APIs
including services for Masked Phone Numbers, Dynamic Call Cen-
ter, Call Tracking, Call Forwarding, Work�ow Automation, ETA
Noti�cations, Instant Lead Alerts, Employee Directory and many
more [7].

3 USE CASE
3.1 General Usage
�e most basic use case of Twilio is to enable communication mes-
sages based on the scenarios. First, a developer will sign up for
Twilio, then choose a local virtual number which is used to send
and receive voice or SMS messages. �e next step is to map the
virtual number to a request URL which will guide the communi-
cation interface how to manage the content of phone calls. Here,
the developer will de�ne a set of business rules or instructions to
manage the calls from each customer. �ese rules include: a. Say :

update the customer regarding the order update or play the prere-
corded informational message b. Gather : collect all the required
information from the user. c. Record : record the complete call
conversation. d. Reject : Hang up. e. Dial : make a call to the
number. Here, Twilio initiates the phone call or message �ow on
the one end and on the other end, it provides APIs for developers
who will instruct or code the Twilio’s actions for those calls. Twilio
also provides load balancing of the calls using cluster [1].

3.2 Communication for on-demand service
Ly� is a ridesharing application. �e on-demand service requested
by the customers requires real-time communication between the
passengers and the drivers. By integrating Twilio communication
APIs Ly� has ensured real-time SMS driver updates for passengers
and also the ability of passenger calling the driver without sharing
the individual numbers. Here, when the ride is accepted by the
driver, a communication channel is established without the depen-
dency of sharing the individual numbers. �e call bu�on on the
application will initiate a phone call to the Twilio phone number
assigned to that ride and routes to the driver mobile phone. �us,
ensuring privacy standards for both drivers and passengers. Ly�
also uses other features of Twilio such as sending noti�cations re-
garding the ride updates using the SMS integration API. �e unique
feature of Twilio such as masked numbers was integrated for Ly�’s
Lost and found procedure [1].

Figure 2 explains the usecase of Twilio.

[Figure 2 about here.]

4 CONCLUSION
Twilio is basically a so�ware as a service platform which provides a
set of APIs which is hosted in the cloud and enables any developer
to embed telephony into applications. �rough its innovative ideas
which target the daily needs of the customers, services provided
by Twilio is increasing rapidly. With Twilio, you can reach cus-
tomers in the ways they prefer, and engage with them e�ectively
using context related to that interaction. As customer experience
has become the signi�cant factor, programmable communications
have become more crucial than ever to the success of businesses
today [8].

�e customizable alerts of Twilio help companies to determine
the most suitable way to reach the users based on their prefer-
ences. Twilio has also extended APIs which allow developers to
embed video conferencing within an application. Twilio best �ts the
customer needs because of its global compatibility feature which
includes more than 1000 wireless carriers around the world. By
integrating telephony system into the application any business can
establish an excellent way of extending use and authenticity for
their IT solution. �is helps the business to improve productivity,
usability, reliability and perform the business in a cost-e�ective
way. Hence, by mixing cloud and on-premises with mobile, Twilio
enables developers to work on next-generation business tools [3].
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ABSTRACT
As organizations grow, the amount of data they store grows ex-
ponentially. �e data is essentially stored in multiple data centres
across various regions. Since there is continuous communication
between data centres, reliability and availability of data centres
are the key factors for any organization to store data. A disaster
at a data centre might prove to be really expensive for many or-
ganizations since it would hamper the communication between
data centres. To solve this problem of losing data in large data
centres, IBM provides IBM Big Replicate as a solution which is an
Enterprise-class active-active data replication solution for Hadoop
and object stores.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-408, IBM Big Replicate, Data Replication, WANdisco Fu-
sion

1 INTRODUCTION
Many organizations prefer Hadoop over the traditional data ware-
house solutions because of the cost. However, industry experts have
some concerns that Hadoop is not reliable enough as the database
technologies. Few of the concerns of Hadoop are:

(1) Backup reliability and data consistency across clus-
ters and locations: Backup and Replication in Hadoop is
based on distributed copy which is designed for copying
only the �les and does not provide replication of the entire
cluster.

(2) Performance in distributed environments: Since there
is no consistency across locations, applications would re-
turn di�erent results depending on which region they
run. If data is inconsistent or if the data is out-of-date,
it would introduce business risk which might incur huge
costs. Since business decisions are taken on data, consis-
tency should be present in data across all the locations.

(3) Meeting application service-level-agreements: �ede-
ployment of real-time solutions with stringent service-
level-agreement and high computing power such as ana-
lytical solutions would be a di�cult task.

(4) On-premise IT costs: O�en, organizations would need
to come up with solutions to reduce costs for on-premise
infrastructure. �ey need to �nd solutions to expand the
infrastructure as and when needed in order to avoid costs.
�e cloud is one way to dynamically expand the infrastruc-
ture

IBM Big Replicate helps the organizations ensure business conti-
nuity by providing real-time replication of data between multiple

Hadoop clusters with zero recovery point objective (RPO) and re-
covery time objective (RTO). �e replication engine provides auto-
mated data recovery and synchronization across various regions.
IBM Big Replicate is �exible in a way that it supports replication
across di�erent Hadoop distributions and object stores [1].

2 ARCHITECTURE
�ere are two main components in the IBM Big Replicate - Fusion
servers and IHC servers. �e Fusion servers acts as a proxy for
systems that write into the HDFS. It also writes replicated data
into the local �le system. �ere can be multiple Fusion servers in
the IBM Big Replicate system. On the other hand, the IHC servers
read from the �le system and transfer the data to other clusters.
Although the architecture diagram Figure 1 shows only two clusters
in a data center, in practice there can be multiple clusters in each
data center. �e labels on the lines in Figure 1 indicate the purpose
and also the direction of �ow of data. IHC servers read data from
the �le system and Fusion servers write into it. Since the Fusion
servers write data into the �le system, coordination takes place
between the Fusion servers. IBM Big Replicate is an active-active
replication system wherein each cluster or a data center as a whole
has access to replicated copy of the complete data in real time.
�is way, a cluster or datacenter can obtain updated data from any
replicated HDFS. As the number of connections between clusters
is very minimal, it makes the network security and management
easier. �e work�ow of IBM Big Replicate is as follows: First, the
application makes a request to create a �le. �e fusion coordinates
the �le open operation to other clusters involved. �en, �le is
added to the underlying storage. Following this, the IHC server
gets the data from the cluster and sends the data to remote clusters.
Lastly, the Fusion server coordinates the �le close operation to
other clusters involved [2].

[Figure 1 about here.]

3 FEATURES
IBM Big Replicate provides replication for on-premise systems and
also for cloud systems. �e important features are:

3.1 100 percent availability
�ere is no signi�cant administrative overhead involved in se�ing
up, monitoring, maintenance and disaster recovery of the data
center. It does not need manual intervention as replication happens
in such a way that data consistency is guaranteed across the clusters.
It supports any Hadoop distributions running across the clusters
and the data centers. Lastly, since the data replication happens in
real time, scheduled backup of data a�er the normal business hours
is not necessary.
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3.2 Continuous replication and migration
�ere is no migration downtime as source and target operate paral-
lely during migration process. �ere is no heavy overhead involved
in data transfer since the directories are scanned periodically and
are done in batches. To support scalability, IBM Big Replicate does
not limit the number of servers and data centers.

3.3 Replicate anything
New plugins can be developed to extend the WANdisco Fusion
to incorporate new data sources. �e Fusion components can be
reused for bandwidth management, encryption key handling and
also licensing. �e SDK can be used to customize the Fusion UI
for the new plugins to provide your own user interface. Once the
Fusion UI has been developed, it can be used to support generic
functionality.

3.4 Cloud migration and hybrid cloud
IBM Big Replicate can be used to integrate on-premise Hadoop
clusters with Amazon AWS Data Lake with WANdisco Fusion and
Amazon S3. Data can be moved between any Fusion based on-
premise setup and Amazon S3. �e system setup is simple in both
on-premise and Amazon environment. �is is possible using the
AWS Cloud Formation templates. To monitor the setup, IBM Big
Replicate provides admin console which also handles scheduling
and audit. An EMR cluster could be setup referencing the data
that is currently being replicated into Amazon S3. �is serves as a
low cost disaster recovery environment. Lastly, IBM Big Replicate
also supports data replication between di�erent cloud vendors who
support Fusion such as Microso� Azure, IBM OpenStack Swi� and
Google Cloud.

3.5 Bulk transfer of changing data
Data can be wri�en to Amazon AWS Snowball using the same API
which is being used to interact with Amazon S3. Storage on Amazon
AWS Snowball can be leveraged without experiencing delays over
the network. Since data is replicated continuously, recovery can be
done network or system failures automatically.

3.6 Data Replication on Google Cloud
IBM Big Replicate uses the Google Platform Templates and makes
it easy to set up Google cloud environment with replication. It
provides a console for monitoring, scheduling and to audit the
cloud resources. It facilitates movement of data between Fusion
supported environment and Google Cloud. Because of this, data
can be moved from Google Cloud and other cloud environments
like Microso� Azure, IBM Openstack Swi� and Amazon S3.

3.7 Data Replication on Microso� Azure
HDInsight

�eWANdisco Fusion can be added to the Azure HDInsight clus-
ter in a single click installation from within Azure marketplace to
provide replication of data at scale between various cloud environ-
ments. �e Fusion server does not require dedicated data storage
systems which leads to a be�er cost savings along with the return
on investment. �e administrator can select subsets of data for

replication which gives control to the administrator to �gure out
where the data will reside.

3.8 Data Replication on Microso� Azure Data
Box

Data can be replicated in Azure Box by using the same API that is
used to interact with Azure Cloud. �is allows the client to take
advantage of storage on existing Azure Data box without delays
over network.

3.9 Data Replication on Oracle BDA and Oracle
BDCS

IBM Big Replicate can be deployed in environments which run any
mix of various HCFS compatible distributions. �is eliminates the
need for intervention for out-of-sync conditions. Data replication
happens across any geographic distance and across various data
centers running Hadoop. Since many organizations run Oracle
BDA and BDCS, cost of data migration is greatly reduced by the
use of IBM Big Replicate.

3.10 Data Replication on IBM Openstack Swi�
�e setup is simple for both on-premise and IBM cloud based envi-
ronments. �is Set up can be easily achieved using IBM Openstack
Swi�. Installation can be done using the standard cloud vendor
utilities. Data can be moved between Fusion supported on-premise
environment and IBM Openstack Swi�. Since IBM Openstack Swi�
cloud environment is based on Fusion, data can be moved between
other cloud environments like Microso� Azure, Amaozon S3 and
Google Cloud [3].

4 USE CASES
IBM Big Replicate supports data replication in various domains.
�e most prominent use cases are:

4.1 Financial industry
�e main challenge faced by the �nancial industry is the incon-
sistency of data across various clusters and data centers. �is in-
troduces a business risk in distributed environments. If business
decisions are not done on updated data, the service level agree-
ments are not met. �e solution provided by IBM Big Replicate
includes continuous availability of consistent data across regions,
multi-data center data ingestion enabling real-time business deci-
sions across regions, elimination of underutilized servers for backup
which saves huge amount of hardware costs, replication of selected
data across regions to avoid movement of sensitive information
which would otherwise pose a data security threat, incorporating
multi vendor cloud solutions to e�ectively manage costs according
to business needs.

4.2 Telecommunications industry
�e telecommunication industry faces a challenge of consistent data
replication across multiple data centers. Each data center would
receive terabytes of raw data everyday. �e velocity with which
the data moves is the main reason for not having e�ective data
backup and recovery strategy. So the data backup has to be done
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outside of normal business hours increasing the costs involved. �e
solution provided by IBM Big Replicate includes improved data
availability where, only the vital data is replicated continuously
and made available to other clusters. Since vital data is transferred
in real-time, data transfer load is heavily reduced for a�er business
hours. Lastly, since the active-active replication strategy replicates
data in real-time, it simpli�es the data �ow by avoiding intermediate
connections between network elements.

4.3 Utilities industry
�e utilities industry is faced with a challenge when di�erent data
streams are brought online. Ingestion of all the data into a single
cluster is not feasible. �e data lakes become complicated and new
pipelines have to be setup to transfer data between the clusters.
�e IBM Big replicate includes automatic restoration of systems in
minutes a�er a failure occurs. Because of this feature, data streams
can be brought online instantaneously. Once online, these data
stream resources could be utilized e�ectively and the existence of
multiple data streams online would enable load balancing. It also
improves the performance of the cluster by continuously replicat-
ing data without any overhead. Lastly, data analysis can be done
in real-time since data is ingested and processed on all clusters
immediately.

4.4 Insurance industry
�e insurance industry keeps updating their policies every o�en.
Due to this, a signi�cant amount of time is spent on policy updation,
maintenance and monitoring. It requires a lot of manual interven-
tion to handle out-of-sync conditions. Sharing resources among
production clusters might a�ect the overall performance since a
policy maybe applied only on a subset of data and not through-
out. Using the IBM Big Replicate solution, data is made available
when and where it’s needed, and automatically re-synchronizes as
the network bandwidth allows. �e solution makes every backup
server fully writable as well as readable and facilitates sharing of
subset of data across regions or data centers. �e selective repli-
cation on a per-folder basis allows the administrators to de�ne
the way in which data has to replicated across regions based on
the policies. Data security risks are reduced by working with all
the network encryption methods available for Hadoop. �e only
requirement is that the servers should be exposed through the �re-
wall for data replication between the data centers on the premise
and the cloud [1].

5 CONCLUSION
A large number of organizations adopt the Hadoop ecosystem to
store data e�ciently. �e reliability of a system has to be really
high if the data is large and the data is used to make business rules.
For the system to have high reliability and up-time, an e�cient data
backup strategy has to be adopted. To incorporate the business costs
involved in data replication and migration, the data backup strategy
has to replicate data in real-time. Considering these factors, IBM
Big Replicate is a simple yet �exible data replication solution that
supports data replication for on-premise and cloud based environ-
ments. �e most important advantage of using IBM Big Replicate

is that it reduces the resource allocation for data replication a�er
business hours and thereby reduces the overall cost.
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ABSTRACT
�ere are many cloud technologies available for developers to
choose for their applications. Firebase is one such cloud technology
providing an open source cloud services which was found by James
Tamplin and Andrew Lee in 2011 and later acquired by Google in
2014. Firebase cloud services started as an online chat message ser-
vice and soon expanded to provide cloud services such as Firebase
cloud messaging, Firebase auth, realtime database, Firebase storage,
Firebase hosting, Firebase test lab for Android and iOS, Firebase
crash reporting and etc. A new version of Firebase has released
a�er merging with Google and it provides an uni�ed cloud platform
to build Android, iOS, and web Apps. A�er the acquisition, Google
has stopped supporting their cloud messaging services and merged
it with �rebase cloud messaging services. Admob, Analytics, Au-
thentication, Indexing, Test Lab, and Push Noti�cations are few
important features introduced in the latest release of Firebase. As
James the founder of Firebase stated, push noti�cation support for
Android and iOS mobile application is recently identi�ed as the
most famous feature of �rebase cloud services. In this paper, the
possibilities of exploring the Firebase cloud services and most of
the tools and services which comes under Firebase are studied.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-409, Firebase, Google, Cloud technologies

1 INTRODUCTION
With the expedite development of cloud technologies and infras-
tructure, computing resources have become more powerful and
more available than ever before. Developers have a tedious job of
deciding what kind of technology is well suited for their application
among varieties of cloud technologies. Among these technologies,
Firebase is globally identi�ed as a reliable, open source project and
a �rst-class citizen in the Google ecosystem [6].

Firebase cloud services was started as a startup called Envolve
by James Tamplin and Andrew Lee in 2011 [29]. At the beginning
Envolve only provided an API which allowed web developers to
integrate real-time chat functionality with any web applications
using java scripts [6]. Later, James Tamplin and Andrew Lee had
observed that developers had started to use real-time chat func-
tionality to sync data in real-time among users in applications like
online games. �is interesting discovery led Firebase cloud services
to be launched as a new company to provide real-time back-end
clould services in 2012 [29]. Firebase was acquired by Google when
it had more than 110,000 active developers on its platform at the
end of 2014 [17]. A�er the acquisition, Firebase has grown rapidly
inside Google’s resources and technical infrastructure to scale as a
much faster and reliable back-end cloud service which can store and

sync data instantly to build realtime apps for iOS, Android and the
web. Simultaneously, Google had stopped supporting their cloud
messaging services and merged it with Firebase cloud messaging
services [14]. Currently, It provides 19 cloud services such as Fire-
base cloud messaging, Firebase auth, realtime database, Firebase
storage, Firebase hosting, Firebase test lab for Android and iOS,
Firebase crash reporting and etc. In this paper, We try to help the
developers by reporting the advantages and disadvantages of using
Firebase cloud services.

�e organization of this paper is as follows. In section II provides
a detailed description of the clould services provided by Firebase.
Usage, pricing and summary are elaborated in sections III, IV and
V, respectively.

2 FIREBASE SERVICES
Firebase cloud services can be broadly categorized into two groups
such as development and testing services and audience growing
and engaging services considering the use cases of the services [12].
Most popular services of Firebase cloud platform are shown in
Figure 1. Figure 1 also shows how these services are categorized
under development, community growing and earning categories.
�is study focused on these Firebase services, and hence, they are
discussed in this section.

[Figure 1 about here.]

2.1 Development and testing services
2.1.1 Realtime Database. �e Firebase Realtime Database is a

cloud-hosted, NoSQL database to store and sync data between
Mobile and web application in realtime. �is NoSQL Realtime Data-
base is a really big JSON object structure which can be managed
in realtime [12, 29]. Firebase database is easily plugable and any
application could hold current value of the data and any updates
to that using a single API as data updates syncs across connected
devices in milliseconds. Highlighted advantages for Realtime Data-
base are serverless app support, optimized for o�ine use, strong
user-based security and part of the Google echo system [12].

2.1.2 Crashlytics. Crashlytics is a crash reporting services pro-
vided by Firebase technologies to reduce troubleshooting time by
turning crash reports into a manageable list of issues to allow bug
�xes in realtime [12]. Crashlytics dashboard provides more insights
for the developers to identify which issues should be prioritized
based on user impact. Identi�ed advantages are quickness in iden-
tifying root cause of crashes, prioritized issues and realtime alerts
for crashes [12]. Crashlytics is the successor for Firebase Crash
Reporting service and currently in beta state.
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2.1.3 Crash Reporting. Firebase Crash Reporting service is the
predecessor for Crashlytics and moving to the deprecated state. Pin-
pointed advantages were easy integration, clustered and prioritized
errors and version based problem identi�cation [12].

2.1.4 Cloud Firestore. Cloud Firestore is the successor for Fire-
base Realtime Database service and currently in beta state. Firestore
is also a cloud-hosted, NoSQL database to store and sync data be-
tween users at a global scale. Highlighted advantages are enhanced
query and data structures, enabling truly serverless apps, syncing
data across devices, on or o�ine and scalability [9, 12].

2.1.5 Authentication. Firebase Authentication is an open source
authentication service which consist of easily plugable SDKs and
ready-made user interface libraries to authenticate users in iOS,
Android and the web applications. Firebase Auth allows di�erent
methods to authenticate such as email-password, Google, Facebook
and Twi�er using 10 lines of code, including complex operations like
account merging [12]. Heavily endorsed a�ributes of the Firebase
Auth are �exible, drop-in user interfaces, comprehensive security
and fast implementation [29].

2.1.6 Cloud Functions. Cloud functions enables true server-less
applications by deploying a custom backend code as a Firebase
Cloud function which can be triggered by any Firebase product
such as Cloud Messaging. Main advantages of Cloud functions are
server-less application support, low maintenance and enabling high
security for business logic [12].

2.1.7 Cloud Storage. Firebase Cloud storage allows developers
to store and share application generated content such as multimedia
items via an object storage in Google scale regardless of network
quality with high security. Major advantages of using Firebase
Cloud Storage are scalability at Google scale, robust uploads and
downloads and strong user-based security [12].

2.1.8 Hosting. Hosting service o�ers fast and reliable web host-
ing for modern web applications using Solid-state drives (SSDs)
inside Content Delivery Network (CDN) edge servers all around
the world. �is service provides free SSL certi�cates for custom
domains [6, 12].

2.1.9 Test Lab for Android . Firebase Test Labs allows developers
to utilize large number of mobile test devices to test android appli-
cations by executing automatic and customized tests on virtual and
physical devices maintained by Google. Pinpointed advantages for
Test Lab service are easy integration with existing work �ows, test
any mobile application with zero or minimal coding and availability
of wide range of devices for beta testing [12].

2.1.10 Performance Monitoring. Performance Monitoring ser-
vice enables tracing and diagnosing the performance of speci�ed
components of the mobile application with zero or minimal coding
e�ort inside the Firebase console as a detailed or summarized view.
Key fact about Monitoring service is that it allows to keep the eyes
on network behavior and pinpoint the origin of issues in mobile
application [12].

2.2 Audience growing and engaging services
2.2.1 Google Analytics. Google Analytic service is distributed

under the Firebase services and it allows developers to analyze user
behaviours in real-time to do important decision making [6]. It
also allows to export user behaviours to Google Big�ery to do
advanced analysis. Few important facts of Google Analytics are
capturing user insights from acquisition to app usage, a�ribution
across dozens of sources, segmentation and optimization in one
dashboard and real-time analytics [12].

2.2.2 Cloud Messaging. Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) is the
most used Firebase service among all the services as it provides
a reliable andq energy-e�cient messages and push noti�cations
on iOS, Android, and the web at no cost [12]. Developer has the
control over to con�gure these messages so that it can be sent to a
single devices, groups of devices, or speci�c topics or user segments.
Advantages associated with FCM are advanced message targeting,
customizable noti�cation content, minimal coding required for
con�guring or sending noti�cations, scalability up to hundreds of
billions of messages per day and A/B test noti�cations [12, 14].

2.2.3 Predictions. Firebase Prediction services runs on top of
Firbase Analytics services to make predictions to create dynamic
user groups based on di�erent user behaviours using Google’s
machine learning capabilities. Created user groups could be then
used for sending smart and �ltered noti�cations and messages
without worrying about di�erent content �ltering mechanisms.
Highlighted content for Prediction services is creating customized
user experiences using smarter noti�cations [12].

2.2.4 Dynamic Links. Dynamic Links allows developers to de-
liver a customized user experience by providing deep links to nav-
igate users to the right place inside iOS, Android, and the web
application. Few advantages comes with Dynamic Link activation
are converting mobile web users to native application users, increas-
ing conversion for user-to-user sharing, allowing more installs with
social, email, and SMS marketing campaigns and converting desk-
top users into mobile application users [12, 29].

2.2.5 Remote Config. Firebase Remote Con�g service allows
developers to customize the look and feel of the application for
individual users or user groups based on their behaviours. It also
enables roll out features gradually, run A/B tests and customized
content �ltering without having to deploy and install new version
of the application [12].

2.2.6 Invites. Invites service enables in app sharing using refer-
ral codes via email or SMS. It collaboratively works with Google
analytics to provide feedback to the developer about invites such
as user has opened or installed an application via an Invite [10, 12].

2.2.7 App Indexing. Firebase App Indexing uses Google Search
integration to engage users with a particular application when
searched for related content. If the application is already installed,
open card will be appeared. If it is not installed, an installation
card will be shown. Highlighted advantages of using App Indexing
service are improving your ranking on Search, a�raction of new
users and increasing revenue with be�er in-app ad targeting [12].
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2.2.8 AdMob. Firebase AdMod service allows developers to
implement monetization strategies inside the application to earn
money by showcasing engaging ads to the application audience [7].

2.2.9 AdWords. Adwords service enables advertisement about
the application sharing across Google search to target �ltered or
not �ltered user segments de�ned inside Google Analytics [8].

3 USAGE
Firebase cloud services are trusted by many popular applications
such as Doodle[3], American Express[2], �e New York Times[23],
NPRone[19], Shazam[22], Duolingo[4], Alibaba[1], Ly�[18], Venmo[27],
�e Economist[5], Trivago[26], CTrip[25], Wa�Pad[28], KCB[16],
Hal�rick[15], Rockbite[21], Onefootb[20], Fabulous[24] and many
more [6, 13]. According to the Firebase product review reports
following applications are highlighted to showcase the use cases of
Firebase cloud services.

• Doodle had increased their user engagement by 42 per-
cent a�er using Firebase Crashlytics and Remote Con�g
services [3, 13].

• American Express was able to reduce application load test-
ing cost by half a�er integrating Firebase Test Lab [2].

• KCB Group was able to reduce the application cost per
install by 24 percent a�er utilizing Google Analytics for
Firebase [13, 16].

• Hal�rick game studio was able to increase 7-day reten-
tion rate from 25percent to 30 percent a�er integrating
Firebase Predictions with Remote Con�g to provide in-app
promotion to users [13, 15].

• Rockbite Games development platform was able to boost
application revenue up to 25 percent by integrating Fire-
base Predictions to optimize the digital store user interface
for users who were most likely to make an in-app pur-
chases [21].

• NPR application is integrated Firebase Remote Con�g, An-
alytics and Big�er to gain much smarter targeting and
insights [13].

4 PRICING
�ere are 19 Firebase cloud services o�ered by Google and 12 ser-
vices are completely free of charge. Free services are Authentica-
tion (except Phone Auth), Analytics, Predictions, App Indexing,
Dynamic Links, Invites, Remote Con�g, Cloud Messaging, Perfor-
mance Monitoring, Crash Reporting, and Crashlytics [11]. Rest of
the services such as Realtime Database, Cloud Firestore, Storage,
Cloud Functions, Phone Auth, Hosting, and Test Lab are o�ered
under three di�erent price packages as described below [11].

• Spark plan: Free plan with bandwidth and speed limita-
tions.

• Flame plan: $25 per month plan with much higher band-
width and speed limitations.

• Blaze plan: Calculate the price based on theq usage.

5 CONCLUSION
�is paper is focused on investigating technical aspects of Firebase
cloud technologies and its usages. According to the understanding

gain from the review, it is evident that Firebase cloud technologies
o�ers 19 cloud services and has everything needed to build and
grow Android, iOS, and web applications, all in one place. Out of all
the services, 12 services are completely free of charge. Even though,
all the cloud service o�ered by Firebase are not completely free of
charge, the free services are the most important ones to build an
maintain an application. As stated in [6], push noti�cation support
for Android and iOS mobile application is recently identi�ed as
the most famous feature of Firebase cloud services. Firebase cloud
services are currently being used by many popular applications and
it has more than 10 Million active developers on its platform at the
end of 2016 [6].
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Figure 1: Most popular cloud services published by Google Firebase cloud platform under development, community growing
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ABSTRACT
ELK acronyms for Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana which are a
group of three open source products in the market. Elastic Search
is a NoSQL database that uses and depends on Lucene search en-
gine. Logstash is log pipelining application that takes inputs from
di�erent sources and performs various transformations and �nally
exports data to various targets. Kibana is a data visualization appli-
cation that performs the data reporting and analytics on top of the
Elastic Search.

Although individually these open source projects have performed
well but their potential contribution is realized when the three of
them are combined together. �ese are usually combined and com-
monly used in log analysis, log extraction and troubleshooting in
IT environments where Logstash collects data and parses logs and
later Elastic Search indexes the data and stores the information in
the database. �e visualization tool Kibana �nally showcases the
analyzed data that provides information for further troubleshoot-
ing.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-410, ELK, Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana, Log analytics,
data visualization

1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most common problems in leading IT industries is han-
dling data, analyzing data and troubleshooting production issues
e�ectively and as early as possible to reduce the damage in produc-
tion. Many organizations fail to understand the importance of data
analysis which helps in understanding the problem that needs to
be addressed. ELK is one of the many open source solutions that
provide a suite of data analysis and visualization functions that can
perform the role of a powerful troubleshooting tool [9].

Google Analytics also serves the purpose of monitoring and
data analysis which supports custom client and server events but
working with custom events is a complex operation. It also lacks
system performance counters, log aggregation and alerting [7].
Datadog is another such tool that is targeted to administrators and
people who needs high level understanding of servers and services.
�is happens to be the only tool that could monitor Solr and Dockr
containers. �is tool looks great but lacks log aggregation and also
it is time consuming and requires complex work to get the SQL and
IISmonitoring to actually run in production [7]. Splunk’s Enterprise
so�ware which more famous and leader in devops domain is seeing
a sudden drop in the usage as the functionalities o�ered are not
worth the prices. ELK would not provide all the fancy features
provided by splunk but is a simple, robust log analysis tool that
costs very less compared to splunk [7].

2 ARCHITECTURE
Every organization has so�ware applications that have tons and
tons of logs being generated everyday or every hour depending on
the needs of the application. Since Logging generates tremendous
amount of data which stems more problems and challenges due
to the varied and unstructured nature of logs. Some of the chal-
lenges include varied data log formats, di�erent data log locations,
di�erent data date formats, decentralized data log creation and
storage. Searching �les by keyword is not easy which is important
feature in troubleshooting. Hence ELK is a one stop solution to
all the problems [4] Figure 1 explains the ELK architecture and its
work�ow.

�e �rst step in the process is to collect the logs and Logstash
performs the job of collecting, �ltering normalizing and sending
the logs to a central location. Logstash uses some of the �ltering
techniques such as grok based on date, geoip and useragent.Next
the structured and analyzed data is sent to forwarder that forwards
the important deduced information to the remote endpoint usually
ElasticSearch [4] Next ElasticSearch which is based on Lucene
performs indexing and searching and �nally stores the documents
in JSON format. It provides simple and RESTFUL API abstraction
on top of lucene. Elasticsearch uses NoSQL database for storing
documents and uses queries for searching [4]. �is structured data
is now sent to Kibana that provides a beautiful Graphical user
interaction for the users to enter the reporting requirements which
performs the �nal �ltering of data based on the requirements and
presents the data graphs, reports and information graphs that is
very helpful for the users [4]

[Figure 1 about here.]

3 COMPONENTS
3.1 Elasticsearch
Elastics search open source tool is almost a real-time search engine
which is highly scalable and �exible. Since it is based on Lucene
(another open source so�ware) makes indexing and searching easier.
�e main task of ElasticSearch is to provide an abstraction on top of
the lucene which would perform the task of indexing and searching.
�is tool supports both vertical and horizontal scaling [6]

Figure 2 explains the master node and data node replication
work�ow.

3.2 Logstash
Logstash is a data collection pipeline tool that stands before Elastic-
search mainly to gather data inputs which are usually unstructured
and un�ltered. Logstash supports a wide variety of data type and
data sources. Next it uses various �ltering techniques based on
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parameters like date, IP address and user agent.Logstash can magi-
cally collect these input data and provide the �ltered and structured
data within no time. �is data is passed on to ElasticSearch [6]

Logstash pipeline is explained in Figure 3

3.3 Kibana
Kibana is a data visualization platform that provides a beautiful
dashboard for user to interact with ELK stack. Kibana visualizes
the documents stored in NoSQL database of ElasticSearch along
with timelines and Geospatial data that clearly indicates the various
microservices that are being processed at various times. Kibana
eases the task for developers by creating and saving graphs that
best suit the needs of the particular application [6]

Kibana work�ow is be�er explained at Figure 4
[Figure 2 about here.]
[Figure 3 about here.]
[Figure 4 about here.]

4 USE CASE
Due to the �exible and scalable nature of ELK stack there are always
newer uses cases emerging as more and more enhancements are
added to existing components. Some of the top use cases include
Log analytics, web search, product search, metric analytics and
website search.

4.1 Log and security analytics
�e traditional infrastructure of an application includes web servers,
database servers, application servers and message brokers. It is
practically impossible to log into each individual server and inspect
unstructured log �les. ELK provides complete tool set solution that
collect, analyze, visualize and report errors [8].

4.2 Product Search
searching for most relevant products from hundreds, thousands
and millions of other products. �is is comparable to the problem of
e-commerce websites that sell huge number of products by various
vendors and sellers. [8].

4.3 Metric analytics
Since Elastic search provides powerful aggregation API which em-
braces excellent analytics capabilities. Elastic search and Kibana
supports slicing and dicing of metric data to extract deep infor-
mation out of them thus making ELK powerful tool for handling
metric analytics [8].

4.4 Web search and website search
elastic search can be leveraged as search engine for your website
and also could be used as key-word search for entire application
data. Github, Wikipedia and other platforms increase their search
performance using Elasticsearch. ELK also provides excellent sup-
port for building content aggregation frameworks [8]

5 CONCLUSION
With the increasing number of organization trying to develop appli-
cations involving huge data o�en times run into various challenges

such as e�cient data reporting, e�ective log analytics for trou-
ble shooting production issues, content delivery and application
aggregation, monitoring and indexing.

Since ELK stack has three di�erent components working together
in a pipeline has proven to be extremely versatile and the ability
to enhance the technologies, scalability and �exibility are biggest
features provided by ELK. �is solution just does not provide
another database to store your data but rather provide smart and
e�ective way to solve the problem with increasing capability to
enhance itself to the business needs.

ELK strives hard to o�er set of utilities and tools each one of them
existing for a de�nitive reason. If each of these utilities and tools
are combined which would create search and log analytics platform
for any kind of business architecture.Every IT department of any
organization aspire to have a centralized logging mechanism that
could easily and e�ectively identify server problems that reduces
the production impact. All the clients could leverage the various
factored reporting graphical user interaction tool called Kibana
that provides a beautiful dashboard for data visaualization and data
reporting.

�ere is a lot of scope for improvements with respect to security
and also the out of the box tool lacks monitoring, which could have
been incorporated thus providing it as a service. More con�gura-
tions and se�ings needs to be carried on the client side could be
o�oaded to the server side depending on the application and its
usage.
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Figure 1: ELK Architecture [5]
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Figure 2: Elastic Search tool [1]
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ABSTRACT
With the internet being made available for public use in the early
1990’s, users across the world got an opportunity to create data. In
the last decade, scientists and technicians mostly were engrossed in
trying to solve the problem of “how to store the enormous amounts
of data?”. �is problem was mostly solved by the then new age
storage solution- cloud computing. Now, in this decade, the problem
has shi�ed to “what to do with the huge amount of data?”. �e
�nal aim in this is clearly evident- Data Analytics. But even before
we address that problem we need to integrate the data stored in
di�erent formats sand available from di�erent sources, which is
a challenging task. Apache Flink one of the evolving distributed
computing framework that tries to answer this very problem.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-411, Apache, Flink, Streaming, Big Data, Hadoop, cloud
applications, IoT

1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed data processing platforms for cloud computing are im-
portant tools for large-scale data analytics. Hadoop MapReduce is
the most prominent distributed data processing technology since
its inception in 2006. Hadoop dominated the �eld of Big Data pro-
cessing for over a decade, however the implementation complexity
and challenging programming model has led to the development of
advanced data�ow-oriented platforms. Apache Spark and Flink are
the modern technologies in the �eld of distributed data processing
that overcome the implementation complexity and performance
overhead of Hadoop systems. �ey are designed to satisfy real-time
data processing requirements to improve digital services in this
generation of continuously evolving extremely large-datasets. In
this paper we discuss Apache Flink as a stream data processing
engine, its ability to process and yield continuous data analytics
results. We compare the pros and cons of Apache Flink with its
closest competitor Apache Spark and Apache Hadoop.

2 DATA-SETS AND PROCESSING
METHODOLOGIES

In the space of Big Data processing it is �rst important to understand
the type of data sets and the processing models associated with
them. �ere are 2 types of datasets and 2 types of execution models
that can be adopted by a distributed data processing engine.

(1) Unbounded dataset - �ese are the data that are being
generated continuously and in a limitless fashion. Un-
bounded data make up real-time data. �ey are also called
as in�nite data. Some examples this kind of data include
user transaction data, sensor data, log data etc.

(2) Bounded dataset - �ese are the �nite unchanging data
whose complete information is well known. �arterly
marketing data of a company is one form of bounded data
that is known and �xed during the time of analysis.

Learn about descriptions in latex

(1) Streaming Execution - Processing that executes continu-
ously as long as data is being produced. Commonly stream
processing connects to external data sources, enabling ap-
plications to integrate certain data into the application
�ow.

(2) Batch Execution - Processing of data in batches and
timely manner rather than continuous integration of data
to the processing applications [1].

Either type of datasets can be processed by using Streaming
or Batch execution model. Apache Flink however stands out in
its ability to perform Streaming execution on unbounded datasets.
While Hadoop is a pure batch processing framework and Apache
spark support stream execution(micro batch) execution, Apache
Flink is considered to be a true streaming engine.

3 APACHE FLINK FEATURES
Flink is an open source Real Time Data Analytics (RTDA) frame-
work that was speci�cally designed to tackle the performance and
implementation drawbacks of Hadoop and Apache Spark. Flink
uses a controlled cyclic dependency graph during runtime for its
data �ow management. It is an operator-based streaming model. A
continuous �ow operator is one that processes data when it arrives,
without any delay in collecting the data or processing the data[5].

Apache Flink is a highly fault tolerant system. One of the biggest
advantages of Flink is its ability to provide exactly-once seman-
tics for stateful computations. Stateful applications maintain a
summary of data that has been processed over time, and Flink’s
checkpointing mechanism ensures exactly-once semantics for an
application’s state in the event of a failure. �e state of the stream-
ing applications is stored at a con�gurable place such as the master
node, or HDFS. �is also enhances the fault tolerance capacity of
the Flink system, where in the trade o� between reliability and
latency is minimal and there is also zero data loss. Flink has built-in
functionalities for managing disordered stream data arrival which
is a huge advantage for developers who had to manage this through
their own code in other distributed stream processing technologies.
Flink’s support of cyclic dependency graph during runtime makes
it easier for inclusion of machine learning algorithms and allows
iterative processing in native platform to get higher scalability and
performance.

�e combination of high throughput and low latency of Flink
makes it one of the fastest distributed data processing systems.
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Sometimes being able to process data at 10 times faster speed than
Apache Storm.

Owing to the ease of implementation of Apache Flink it is fast
becoming a favorable technology for distributed real-time stream-
ing data application development among data scientists who have
limited coding ability. Apache Flink also supports built in data
processing within databases with numerous analytics logics. [8]

4 PROGRAMMING MODEL
Apache Flink has 2 core packages DataSet API and DataStream API
which provide functionalities for implementing batch and stream
processing operations. �ese packages are used for implement-
ing transformations on distributed collections. Irrespective of the
source the output of Flink can be directed towards data sinks, which
are applications that consume the output or to standard output.
Flink programs run in a variety of contexts, standalone, or embed-
ded in other programs. �e execution can happen in a local JVM,
or on clusters of many machines. [6]

(1) DataStream API - which is internally implemented in
Java and Scala provide functionalities for data stream trans-
formations such as �ltering, updating state, de�ning win-
dows, aggregating etc. Data is usually unbounded when
the source is a datastream. [3] �e low level abstraction
stateful streaming, which allows users to freely process
events from one or more streams while remaining fault
tolerant. [2]

(2) DataSet API - which is internally implemented in Java
and Scala provide functionalities for data stream transfor-
mations such as �ltering, updating state, de�ning windows,
aggregating etc. Data is usually �nite and �xed when the
source is a dataset. [? ]

(3) Table API - In addition to above API’s, Flink provides
uni�ed stream and batch processing for SQL or other re-
lational databases. “�e Table API and the SQL interfaces
are tightly integrated with each other as well as Flink’s
DataStream and DataSet APIs.” [4]

5 REALWORLD APPLICATIONS
Although new and still in its development stage Apache Flink has
gained popularity in processing unbounded datasets. Below are
few areas where Flink is used to solve real-world problems:

(1) Optimization of search results in real-time: Flink is used
by Alibaba’s search infrastructure team to update product
detail and inventory information in real-time, improving
relevance for users.

(2) Stream processing-as-a-service for data science teams: King
game developers use Flink to provide real-time analytics
available to its data scientists, which dramatically short-
ened the time to insights from game data.

(3) ETL for business intelligence infrastructure: Flinks high
throughput and low latency makes it ideal for large ETL
operaions. Zalando uses Flink to transform data for eas-
ier loading into its data warehouse, converting complex
payloads into relatively simple ones and ensuring that an-
alytics end users have faster access to data. [7]

6 AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
�e ability of combining historical data with real-time streaming
data is important. Flink does not have an API that can share same
abstraction for handling historical data and streaming data. [? ]

MapReduce is the core of distributed computing framework in
Flink, which limits its data integration capabilities from source. As
Flink is still young and was primarily developed in Java, most of
the its capabilities can be exploited in java. However Support for
application development in Scala, Python and R is fast catching up,
along with integration of more machine learning techniques.

7 HADOOP VS SPARK VS FLINK
Below is the comaprision between the three Big data frameworks :

(1) Streaming Engine - Spark works on the principle of “mi-
crobatching”, which refers to diving the streaming into a
discrete subsets of data, repeated on a continuous loop.( a
fast batch operation executed only on a subset of incom-
ing data during a given time unit. ) Mapreduce is batch-
oriented processing tool. It takes large data set in the input,
all at once, processes it and produces the result.Flink on
the other hand, is a stream processing framework that uses
checkpoints on the streaming data to break it into �nite
sets. �us Flink is a stream processing engine, that can
approximate batch processing, rather than the other way
round [5].

(2) Memory management - Spark provides con�gurable
memory management. �e latest release of Spark 1.6 has
moved towards automatingmemorymanagement. Hadoop
also provides con�gurable memory management. It can
be done dynamically or statically. Flink has automatic
memory management. It has its ownmemorymanagement
system, separate from Java’s garbage collector [5].

(3) Processing Speed - Mapreduce processes slower than
Spark and Flink. �is is because it produces lots of inter-
mediate data, and much data is exchanged between nodes,
thus causes huge disk IO latency. Apache Spark processes
faster than MapReduce because it caches much of the in-
put data on memory by RDD and keeps intermediate data
in memory itself, eventually writes the data to disk upon
completion or whenever required. Flink on the other hand
has streaming architecture which makes it process faster
than spark. It increases the performance of the job by in-
structing to only process part of data that have actually
changed [5].

(4) Recovery - MapReduce is naturally resilient to system
faults or failures and is highly fault-tolerant system. In ad-
dition to supporting the recovery style of Hadoop, Apache
Spark RDDs allow recovery of partitions on failed nodes by
re-computation of the DAG. Flink supports checkpointing
mechanism that stores the program in the data sources and
data sink, the state of the window, as well as user-de�ned
state that recovers streaming job a�er failure [5].
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8 CONCLUSION
Apache Flink is an open-source stream processing framework that
is fast gaining popularity for its performance and reliability im-
provements over the currently available stream processing engines.
While other engines such as Apache Spark and Storm are micro-
batch processing frameworks, Apache Flink is the �rst pure stream
processing engine, while also provides all existing capabilities of
Apache Spark and Hadoop. For all these reasons Apache Flink is ex-
pected to become the future of Big Data and Distributed computing
systems.
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ABSTRACT
Amazon Redshi� is a quick, completely administered large-scale
information warehouse arrangement that enables the easy and
cost-e�ective solution to e�ciently analyze expansive volumes of
information utilizing the existing tools of the business intelligence.
Amazon Redshi� has been launched into the market in February
2013. Since then, the service has grown to an innumerable extent
and has been able to e�ectively provide the service for the man-
agement of the clusters. With the range of starting from about a
few gigabytes of data, the scale can e�ectively extend to more than
petabytes of the data [? ].

Amazon redshi� delivers reliable and fast query I/O execution
in order to process the query for the dataset of any size with the
help of columnar storage technology by utilizing the concurrent
execution of the queries across the multiple nodes in a distributed
environment. �e various number of the tasks with respect to the
provisioning, con�guring, monitoring, backups and protecting a
data warehouse are all automated [? ].

Amazon redshi� de�ned in simple words is the combination
of the two major technologies, namely the Columnar Data Store
and the Massively Parallel Processing (MPP). Massively parallel
processing involves the distributed system environment in order
to perform the coordinated computations concurrently [1].
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, there has is an increase in the problem of
providing the integrated access to the non-homogeneous databases
and the other data sources. In the recent community of the research,
the most of the problems with respect to the integration of the data
are because of the below two processes [7]:

�e process of a node accepting a query, and deciding on the
speci�c set of the data sources that need to be addressed in order to
compile the query and break down the query into the sub-queries
targeted for each information source. Collect the various computed
results from the subsequent queries executed by the child nodes,
combine them and return the �nal result to the client application
which has requested the result. �is two-step process is called as
the lazy approach, more speci�cally it is called as the on-demand ap-
proach because the information is extracted only when the queries
are posted [7].

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the lazy approach
for the data integration, we de�ne something called as the data-
warehousing. �e steps in the data-warehousing are [7]:

• �e information from each source is extracted in advance,
rendered, and with the correct �lters applied the data is
combined and stored in a centralized repository.

• �e next step is to directly analyze the query at the repos-
itory, without being able to actually access the root data
sources.

1.1 Amazon Redshi� for datawarehousing
To scale the processing of the query and reduce the CPU, disk
IOs, network tra�c the amazon redshi� was built. Also, in order
to provide the e�ective data warehousing strategy, the Amazon
Redshi� was designed and come up with the below design goals [6]:

• Cost-E�ective Solution for the Experimentation - Amazon
provides it’s customer to experiment with the redshi� so-
lution by allowing a free trial for the customers for 60 days
and they can use up the data upto 160GB.

• Reduce the time for a �rst report - In order to e�ectively
process the execution of the �rst query the amazon redshi�
will take a very less time up to 15 minutes even in a multi-
cluster environment.

• LessManagement andMaintenance -Most of the taskswith
respect to the backup, detection of failures, restoring of the
data crashes are all automated. Additionally, the advanced
functionalities such as the encryption, restructuring the
clusters, and the recovery for the disasters can be achieved
with just a bu�on click.

• Increase the parallelization - �e di�erent number of the
queries are run in parallel e�ectively to enable the concur-
rent execution. �e most of operations such as the building
the cluster, patching, restoring and backup are supported
with the concurrent execution.

• Minimize the redundant Updates and Tuning - In order to
reduce the redundant updates the Amazon redshi� com-
munity aims to restrict itself to release one feature per
week.

�e technology paper is structured as follows:

• Section � presents the architecture of Amazon Redshi�
data-warehouse.

• Section 3 discusses the key features of Amazon Redshi�.
• Section 4 compares Amazon redshi� with the other tech-

nologies and the techniques for the datawarehousing.
• Section 5 summarizes the pricing and licence of the Ama-

zon Redshi�
and Section 6 delivers a general conclusion with the

use cases of the Amazon redshi�.
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2 ARCHITECTURE
�e architecture of Amazon Redshi�, which enables the e�ective
data warehousing, is shown in Figure 1.

[Figure 1 about here.]
�e amazon redshi� data warehouse is a group of the nodes

which act as a speci�c compute resource. �ese nodes are together
grouped and we call them as a cluster. �e each of the cluster uses
at least one database, and in order to provide the processing unit
each of the cluster will have a Amazon redshi� engine [2].

A speci�c node in the cluster will be treated as the leader node
and the rest of the other nodes as the compute nodes. �e leader
will be able to receive the requests from the client applications
and parse the queries and carries out the process of developing the
query execution plan to ful�ll the client request [2].

2.1 Client Applications
�e most of the tools with respect to the data mining, analytics,
and the business intelligence reporting tools can be integrated into
Amazon Redshi�, also including the ETL tools. �eAmazon redshi�
is constructed based on the industry-standard PostgreSQL, and this
enables the easy integration of the business applications with the
Amazon Redshi� [2].

2.2 Connections
�e most of the recent industry-standards PostgreSQL JDBC and
the ODBC drivers are used for the communication between the
client applications [2].

2.3 Clusters
�emajor component of the Amazon Redshi� is a cluster. A cluster
contains other nodes which are called as the compute nodes. �e
coordination between these nodes is handled by the leader node.
�e leader node also interacts with the client application and all
the internal communications are handled by the leader node [2].

2.4 Leader Node
�e leader node acts as a leader in a team and e�ectively manages
the communication between the client applications and compute
nodes. �e leader node compiles the code and will handle the
distribution of the compiled code to the compute nodes. In order
to run the complex queries, the leader node will parse and develop
the execution plan with the speci�c number of steps and deliver
the result to the request of the client application [2].

�e leader node will completely handle a query that needs to
be executed by the client application unless if there is reference
table residing on the compute node. In case, if there is a reference
table that resides on the compute node then the leader node will
distribute the SQL query to the compute node and complete the
execution by obtaining the result from the compute node [2].

2.5 Compute Nodes
�e compute nodes are in continuous coordination with the leader
node. �e compute node performs the individual tasks that are
assigned by the leader node and executes the part of the query
required by the leader node. �e compute nodes process the part

of the compiled code that is received from the leader node. �ey
execute this part of the compiled code and send these intermediate
results back to the leader node [2].

Each of the compute nodes has an individual CPU, memory, and
the disk storage depending on the node type. �e compute node can
be upgraded depending on the processing needs and the execution
context that is required for the execution of the client application.
�e cluster capacity can also be increased by increasing the number
of the compute nodes that are allocated. Speci�cally, there are two
types of the nodes that are o�ered by the Amazon Redshi�, they
are dense storage nodes and the dense compute nodes. �e storage
capacity of a single node can start from 160 GB and can extend up
to the size of 16 TB [2].

2.6 Node Slices
�e compute node is further partitioned into slices. �ese slices
are allocated a part of the computing memory in order to process
the part of the execution of the workload. �e distribution of the
workload is managed by the leader node. �e slice concurrently
executes to complete the execution of the query assigned to the
main node [2].

3 KEY FEATURES
�is section discusses the key features of the Amazon redshi� such
as Optimization of the Data warehousing, Petabyte Scale, No Up-
Front Costs, Fault Tolerant, Automated Backups etc.

�e diverse innovations enable the amazon redshi� to perform
e�ectively with the queries ranging from the hundred gigabytes
to an exabyte or more. In order to process the local data with
the size of the petabyte, the amazon redshi� uses the techniques
such as columnar storage, data compression and zone maps for the
e�ective reduction of the I/O to process the complex queries. �e
architecture is designed to process the distributed SQL operations
with the goal of utilizing all the resources [4].

3.1 Petabyte Scale
�e number of the nodes can be easily changed with the help of
few bu�on clicks in the AWS console. �e number of the nodes can
extend upto more than that contain petabytes of the user data can
be handled e�ectively by the Amazon Redshi�. �e dense compute
(DC) nodes will allow the users to create a high-performance data
warehouses that have the fast CPUs, large amounts of RAM and
high-speed Solid State Drive (SSD) [4].

3.2 No Up-Front Costs
�e pricing is based on the on-demand pricing with the less up-
front costs. �is avoids the additional unnecessary costs incurred
as compared to the other platforms. �e more details with respect
to the pricing are out of the scope of this paper [4].

3.3 Serializable Isolation
In the distributed environment, some of the applications may not
only require the concurrent querying and loading but also the
functionality to write to the multiple tables parallel. To e�ectively
provide this serializable isolation Amazon redshi� has the support
for the default automatic commit behavior which enables the SQL
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commands that are executed separately to be commi�ed individu-
ally [? ].

3.4 Automated Backups
Amazon RDS has the ability to automatically backup the DB in-
stance. �e storage volume snapshot of the DB instance can be
easily created to successively back up the complete DB instance
rather than each database separately [4].

3.5 Resize Progress Indicator
�is is the novel addition in the Amazon Redshi�. �e clusters size
can be modi�ed in Amazon Redshi�, and the progress needs to be
monitored. In order to e�ectively monitor the progress, Amazon
redshi� provides the redshi� console as shown in the Figure 2
in order to provide an e�cient monitoring functionality for the
users [5].

[Figure 2 about here.]

4 COMPARISONWITH RELATED
TECHNOLOGIES

4.1 Compression Techniques
�e techniques used for the compression of the data resembles the
technique that is used by the Vertica which is a column-oriented
database. �e major di�erence between the Redshi� is that it skips
the traditional indexes and rather the focus is made on the sequen-
tial scan speed with the execution of the compiled code. �e column
blocks are correctly skipped in order to increase the scan speed
depending on the values stored in the memory [6].

4.2 Block Skipping Techniques
�e block skipping techniques used by the Amazon redshi� is
similar to the Infobright Knowledge grid and the Netezza’s Zone
Maps which also rely on the same. �e code compilation techniques
used in the Amazon Redshi� has been currently a�racted to be used
in the systems such as the Academia and Microso�’s Hekaton [6].

4.3 Column Oriented DBMS Products
�e amazon redshi�’s core database technology was derived from
the technology licensed from ParAccel. �e technologies such as
the parser, optimizer, engine, storage organization, MPP architec-
ture that are used in the Amazon Redshi� were originally derived
from the ParAccel which is the Column-oriented DBMS product.
At the end of 2000’s systems such as Vertica, Ingres Vectorwise,
Kick�re, Infobright and the many of the other systems came into
the picture that had the same kind of the similarities with respect
to the architecture and the design. �ere included the same kind
of the features that were motivated by the two developing novel
column-store systems namely C-Store and MonetDB/X100 [6].

5 LICENSE AND PRICING
�e Amazon redshi� can be purchased and used with the below
three options:

• On-Demand Pricing �e cost will be based on the hourly
rate with respect to the type and the number of nodes
available in the cluster [3].

• Amazon Redshi� Spectrum Pricing �is pricing is mainly
based on the number of bytes scanned while running the
query [3].

• Reserved Instance pricing �is can be utilized to save up
to 75On-Demand rates while being dedicated to be used
for 1 or 3 year term [3].

6 CONCLUSION
Amazon Redshi� is dedicated to helping all the companies to up-
grade and provide the cost-e�ective simple service for the data
warehousing. �e advantages of the Amazon redshi� as compared
to the traditional data warehousing systems exceed to a great ex-
tent. With the easy and simple mechanisms, it is possible to set-up
a data-warehousing platform avoiding the hassles of installation,
tuning, and con�guration.

Amazon redshi� overcomes the price hurdles for the small and
mid-sized organizations that target to utilize the cloud-based data
warehousing solutions. Additionally, it also ensures the data dura-
bility and the availability through the automatic replication and
back-up via Amazon S3 storage service.

In the recent years, there has been an overwhelming number
of the enterprise’s shi�s from the native data-warehousing envi-
ronment to the cloud systems in order to leverage the bene�ts of
the cloud’s accessibility and cost-e�ectiveness. With the goal of
providing the easy migration ability for these enterprise models,
AWS has enabled an e�ective warehousing solution as compared
to the traditional warehousing systems.
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ABSTRACT
�is paper provides a brief summary of Puppet and brie�y discusses
its implementation with Kubernetes.Puppet is a open source so�-
ware con�guration and automation tool. It is wri�en in C++ and
Clojure. Puppet is a declarative language and uses domain speci�c
language for con�guration. Puppet uses facter to gather informa-
tion about the system and user de�nes the desired state. Puppet
does not use sequential programming where order of execution
is key but uses graphical representation to represent the order of
execution. Resources are de�ned in manifests wri�en in Domain
speci�c language. �ese manifests are complied into catalogue on
puppet master and supplied to puppet clients. �ese catalogues are
only applied if actual and desired states are di�erent.Kubernetes is
cluster manager from googl and puppet makes it easy to manage
the kubernetes resources. Puppet is declarative, modular, has code
testing features and therefore managing kubernetes with it is easier.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-413, puppet, Kubernetes

1 INTRODUCTION
Puppet is con�guration management and automation so�ware that
works in a standalone or client server mode. Puppet is made up
of two parts, puppet language and puppet platform. In contrast to
procedural language, desired client con�guration is described in
Puppet Domain Speci�c language and it is applied via catalogues.
Puppet master compiles the catalogue which is applied on servers
running puppet agents. Puppet employs idempotency meaning it
does not apply anychanges if system is already in desired state.

2 PUPPET ARCHITECTURE
Puppet works in standalone andmaster agent con�guration. Puppet
works in two steps, �rst by compiling a catalogue and second by
applying it. When puppet is working in master agent con�guration,
agent requests the catalogue, master complies and it is then applied
on the agent. On the agent node puppet agent checks the catlogue
for the resources and if any is not in desired state, changes are
applied. Communication between puppet agent and master is h�ps
via ssl. Agents ssl certi�cates must be veri�ed by master for them
to communicate [4].

Puppet can also work in standalone mode. In standalone mode
puppet apply is used to apply the catalogues. In smaller organisa-
tions which cannot have dedicated puppet masters and puppetdb,
standalone con�guration works just �ne although standalone mode
comes with its own sets of prolems and is usually not recommended.
Standalone mode is decentralized and con�guration change on mul-
tiple devices need to be run individually and then synced with

other devices. Cpu and memory utilization will be high. If running
puppetdb it is much easier to run reports and query resources, with
standalone agents, it is not possible.

3 PUPPET LANGUAGE
Puppet is a declarative language. User de�nes the end state or
desired state of system and is not bothered by how that state is
reached for example to install open-shh di�erent operating systems
will use di�erent package manager like apt-get, yum, pkgadd or
msi and then de�ne the steps of how installation should proceed.In
puppet you declare that for example package open-ssh should be
prsesent and same code will work on various operating systems.
�is is achived by de�ning resources using types, a�ributes, values
and metaparameters [7]. Resource describes the resource to me
managed and it could be package, user, service etc.Puppet groups
similar types of resources into types. Users fall into one type, �les
into another and services into another. Title of resource distin-
guishes a resource from other resources. �ese must be unique
for example openssh. A�ribute describe the desired state of re-
source. For example ensure, present, owner, �le. A�ributes have
values which de�ne the desired state of a�ribute for example, mode,
present, mode. Metaparametres like before and require (De�ne de-
pendency relationships) File resource de�nes source to get con�g
to be deployed on agents. Variables in puppet are infact constants
and can be assigned any value from multiple data types. Varables in
local scope are available locally and to child scopes and any value
assigned from outer scopes is overrulled. Out of scope varables are
assigned by using quali�ed name of its scope.Variables in puppet
are immutable meaning value of varaiable cannot be changed in
its scope. But same variable name can have a di�erent value in
another scope.

4 PUPPET MODULES
Similar to any other programming language Puppet makes use of
modules to wtite reusable and modular code [8].Puppets module
are collection of classes, resource types, �les and templates. Puppet
has a rich library of existing modules that are freely available to use.
In addition to existing modules users can create their own modules.
Puppet follows a directory structure for de�ning modules and they
must be ordered. Each puppet module must have a valid name
and must be located in module path. When looking for modules
puppet searches module path and makes all classes and resources
available for all modules in the path. Following is puppet’s module
directory structure. Mymodule is My module name. Manifests
contains all manifests. Init.pp is the main class de�nition �le and
class de�nition must have the same name as module. Other.pp
contains a class mymodule other.pp Files contains con�g �les to
be used by clients. Facter contains custom facts. Each manifest in
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manifests folder should have only one class de�nition that maps to
corresponding �le name. Files in modules use three backslashes to
point to �le location in �les directory. Templates in modules are
used to render output to a �le recourse or be used as a variable.

5 PUPPET FACTER
Facter is a tool used by puppet to gather all the environment vari-
ables in a system [6]. Facter comes packaged with puppet agent
and stores the environment variables in key value pair. When agent
requests catalogue from puppet server these facts are available as
variables. Because facts in a operating systems are de�ned by its
environment varaibles, they are sometimes not enough. Puppets
provides the ability to write custom facts in ruby and these can
then be made available to all puppet clients.

6 PUPPET HEIRA
Puppets heira data is used to separate puppet code from con�gura-
tion data. Heira enables puppet’s code to be reusable.y seperating
con�guration data from code Heira enables con�guration to be
applied to di�erent environments without change in code. Heira
con�guration is de�ned in heira.yaml, hierarchical data look up is
de�ned in heiarchy section and data dir de�nes where thesearch
path should begin. Heira enables puppet code to be more modular
and di�erent con�gurations can be applied to di�erent systems in
a more e�cient way. Newest feature of Heira enables heirarchial
con�gurations for each environment and module enabling users to
change default values without having to change anything in the
actual code.

7 PUPPET DB
Puppet DB [5] is the central database for infrsatructures running
pupperdb. It stores themost recent facts from all agents, most recent
catalogues and reports from all agents. With catalogues being stored
on puppetdb, puppet master is free to run more catalogues which
is specially helpful in large infrastructures. With the use of puppet
DB performance of Puppet infrastructure is enhanced many folds.
Puppet DB serves as a secure storage for all puppet data and comes
with a built in API that can be used to query resources and metrices
e�ectivly.

8 PUPPET MONITORING
Puppet runs can fail due to multiple reasons [9]. Agent failure,
network disruption, server error etc. It becomes necessary to mon-
itor puppet uns. Puppet logs itslast run status into lastrunsum-
mary.yaml. RegistrationMetaData plugin for mongodb [2] and
mcollective [3] can be used to store all logs from agents into a cen-
tral mongodb database. �is is turn can be monitored and visualized
using graphana or other so�wares. Puppet has extensive logs both
for servers and agents and another option it to use elasticsearch,
logstatsh and kibana (ELK) stack. Elasticsearch will perform the
indexing and Kibana using Lucene can be used to query logs.

9 PUPPET AND KUBERNETES
Kubernetes is Google’s cluster manager and coupled with con-
�guration management so�ware like puppet it makes managing
POD’s, replication controllers and services easier. Puppet is known

for con�guring agents �les, resources or services but with kuber-
netes module it extends its functionality to easily manage di�erent
kubernetes types like node, event, service, resource quota. Main
advantage of using puppet lies in idempotency i.e if kubernetes is
already in desired state, no changes will be applied. Interface for
puppet’s code is exactly the same YAML format as kubernetes [?
]. Puppets current kubernetes module supports con�guring pod,
service, replication controller, node, events, endpoint, namespace,
secret, resource quota, limit range and persistant volume. Puppet’s
kubernets module uses kubeclient library to communicate withku-
bernetes. “�is module includes a con�guration tool called kubetool
to auto generate all the security parameters, the bootstrap token,
and other con�gurations for your Kubernetes cluster into a Hiera
�le. �e tool is available as a Docker image to simplify installation
and use.” [1] Puppet’s familiar code can be used to con�gure di�er-
ent kubernetes resource types.Kubetool creates a YAML �le and it
should be placed in heira directory. Kubernetes module allows for
buisness speci�c cases to be implemented. Resource needs to be
declared ones and matching resources can then be spun without
describing full state from beginning.

10 CONCLUSION
Puppet is a very powerful tool and programming language for con-
�guring and managing ever changing computer systems. Infrastru-
cure as code is the main principle behind puppets ideology. Puppet
gives you the ability to run it in simulation mode and therefore if
things are not as desired it is easy to rollback. Many organisations
use puppet for small tasks and as skills enhance i can be used to
manage biggest of infrastructures thus le�ing users take baby steps
�rst.Main advantage of puppet lies in the fact that if system is al-
ready in desired state nothing will be changed and deployed. With
the fast advent and advances in cloud computing Puppet is coming
to the forefront in helping to manage and automate vastly huge
infrastructures.
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ABSTRACT
Just as the internet has altered our daily lives and transform indus-
tries, Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies is promising to
continue to revolutionize many aspects of our society. Blockchain
is most famously known as the backbone and underlying tech-
nology to cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. From
the onset, the goal of these cryptocurrencies was to eliminate cen-
tralization and to create an open and inclusive global currency. To
accomplish these goals, the Blockchain relies on a distributed ledger
that contains transactional information shared amongst members.
Transactions occurring on the Blockchain are con�rmed by a major-
ity through the use of consensus algorithms that provide protection
against any fraudulent transactions. As records (blocks) are con-
�rmed and added to the ledger, they become a permanent part of
the chain and are unalterable. With the a�ention that has been gar-
nered by these cryptocurrencies, the aim of many now is to explore
all of the use cases for Blockchain technology and to understand
the impact that the technology may have on our daily lives.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e idea of blockchainwas �rst presented in thewhite paper“Bitcoin:
A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” by Satoshi Nakamoto in
early 2008. While others had come close to creating a working
model, Nakamoto’s paper di�erentiated itself by providing details
around the recording of transactions, the problem of double spend,
controlling the supply of bitcoins, maintaining privacy for mem-
bers and ensuring security [4]. While is it important to understand
Bitcoin, in recent years many people have begun to look at how the
underlying Blockchain technology can revolutionize their �elds.
As stated in the Harvard Business Review, “In this world every
agreement, every process, every task, and every payment would
have a digital record and signature that could be identi�ed, val-
idated, stored, and shared. Intermediaries like lawyers, brokers,
and bankers might no longer be necessary. Individuals, organi-
zations, machines, and algorithms would freely transact and in-
teract with one another with li�le friction. �is is the immense
potential of blockchain” [6]. Because of this immense potential,
blockchain technology will continue to grow and evolve. As such,
this evolutionary process has produced three distinct generations
of Blockchain: Blockchain 1.0 for digital currency, Blockchain 2.0
for digital �nance, and Blockchain 3.0 for digital society [12].

2 BLOCKCHAIN 1.0 - CRYPTOCURRENCY
Blockchain 1.0 is considered the �rst iteration of blockchain tech-
nology. It has three main components which are the underlying
technology platform (mining, hashing, and the public ledger), the
overlying protocol (transaction enabling so�ware), and the digital
currency [2]. �e underlying technology used in Blockchain 1.0 has
served as a building block to the future iterations. We will explore
two of the most important aspects of this technology, the cryptog-
raphy used to secure transactions and the consensus algorithms
used to build and validate the blockchain.

2.1 Cryptography
�e use of cryptography is fundamental in providing secure digital
signatures to the transactions which take place on the blockchain.
�ere are two main asymmetric cryptographic methods that could
have been used for the blockchain, RSA and Elliptical Curve Cryp-
tography (ECC). While RSA remains a very popular method of
encryption, Bitcoin and Ethereum use ECC. As stated by Ameer
Rosic from BlockGeeks, “�e reason why EEC was chosen over RSA
is because it o�ers the same level of security as RSA by consuming
far less bits. For example, for a 256-bit key in EEC to o�er the same
level of security RSA will have to provide a 3072-bit key. Similarly,
for a 384-bit key in EEC the RSA will have to provide a 7680- bit
key to provide the same level of security! As can be seen, EEC is far
more e�cient than RSA” [9]. �e reason why size is so important
is because every new block that is created on the chain has a size
limitation, placing a premium on the size of the key used to encrypt
transactions [5].

So how exactly is EEC used in the blockchain? It provides two
separate keys to each user, a public key and a private key. �e
public key is hashed through several algorithms to produce a wallet
address and the associated private key is used to access and control
the wallet. When a user wants to initiate a transaction, they must
have three pieces of information: a wallet address (a public key),
a private key (to access and control the funds within one’s wallet)
and the wallet address of the person they would like to transact
with [9].

2.2 Consensus Algorithms
�e �rst consensus algorithm to be deploy is known as Proof of
Work (PoW). �is algorithm provides miners with extremely di�-
cult cryptographic puzzles that can only be solved through brute
force. When a miner solves the puzzle, they announce the solution
to the network and are awarded a prize for solving the puzzle. As
more miners enter the network and add resources (CPU power) to
the mining pool, the di�culty of the puzzle is adjusted to ensure
that a new block will only be added at a prede�ned time interval [8].
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�is algorithm provides a trustless and distributed consensus that
is critical to the success and security of many Blockchains; however,
there are some downsides to this approach. Critics of this approach
state, “… this consensus algorithm requires enormous amounts of
computational energy, that it cannot scale to accommodate for a
large number of transactions and that it leads to centralization of
mining power where electricity is cheap” [3].

To combat the downsides of PoW, the leading alternative is Proof
of Stake (PoS).�e di�erences between PoWand PoS are thatminers
are replaced by validators and coins are no longer mined but rather
exist from the onset. �e process begins with validators who stake
their coins on the block they deem correct and once a consensus
is reached, that block is commi�ed to the chain. �us, the issues
associated with PoW are no longer present in PoS as the system is
no longer reliant on raw CPU power. Critics of PoS have pointed
out that because there is no Proof of Work, this system does not
have a mechanism to combat bad actors since they have “Nothing
at stake” [8]. To combat this issue, the most recent iteration of Proof
of Stake relies on slashing conditions, which provides a penalty for
bad actors. As stated by Vitalik Buterin, the creator of Ethereum,
“Economic �nality is accomplished by requiring validators to submit
deposits to participate, and taking away their deposits if the protocol
determines that they acted in some way that violates some set of
rules (slashing conditions)” [8].

3 BLOCKCHAIN 2.0 - SMART CONTRACTS
While Blockchain 2.0 leverages the technologies discussed above,
it further looks beyond optimizing the simple payment, transfers
and transaction that has been sole focus of Blockchain 1.0. �e
scope of applications include traditional banking instruments (loans
and mortgages), complex �nancial instruments (stocks, bonds, fu-
tures, derivatives) and legal instruments (titles, contracts, and other
assets) [2]. As such, Blockchain 2.0’s main focus is to provide a
platform to build and execute smart contracts. �is concept �rst
proposed by Nick Szabo in the 90’s who stated,“�e basic idea of
smart contracts is that many kinds of contractual clauses (such
as liens, bonding, delineation of property rights, etc.) can be em-
bedded in the hardware and so�ware we deal with, in such a way
as to make breach of contract expensive (if desired, sometimes
prohibitively so) for the breacher” [4].

�ese smart contracts aim to enhance fraud prevention, allow
for transparency in the contract de�nition and reduces the cost of
verifying, executing and enforcing the contract. �e most promi-
nent and widely used platform for creating smart contracts at the
moment is the Ethereum Blockchain [1].

An example of the blockchain technology being used in �nance
is set to go live later this year. �e Depository Trust and Clearing
Corporation (DTCC) is an organization which provides clearing
and se�ling services to �nancial markets. In fact, almost every
broker and institutional investor that trades US-based securities,
se�les those trades through the DTCC [7]. Later this year, their
blockchain project is set to be deployed in production to run parallel
to their current legacy warehouse. �e goal for the DTCC is to have
the blockchain system as their production se�lement system by the
end of 2018. If they meet that goal, the system would be responsible

for the entire global credit default swap market, currently valued
at 11 trillion dollars [10].

4 BLOCKCHAIN 3.0 - DECENTRALIZED
APPLICATIONS

Going further, Blockchain 3.0 refers to all of the applications that
can exist outside of the currency (Blockchain 1.0) and �nancial/legal
(Blockchain 2.0) space. Such applications include but is not limited
to art, health, science, identity, governance, education, public goods,
and other aspects of culture and communication [4].

�e real focus of blockchain 3.0 is to enable the construction
of decentralized applications for all industries. While these appli-
cations can share the same front-end interface and code as their
centralized predecessors, these applications would use decentral-
ized storage and communication so that their back end code runs
on decentralized peer to peer networks (a blockchain) [1].

One of the use cases showing much promise currently being
explored is in the digital identity management space. In the case of
digital identity, it could simplify process of verifying and validating
your identity when dealing with any organization. For instance,
�nancial institutions are required to comply with regulations that
require verifying the identity of their clients (Know Your Customer
policy). Having a digital identity stored on the blockchain could
streamline the process of going from an unknown entity to a veri�ed
customer. [11].

5 CONCLUSION
Blockchain technology has an in�nite number of use cases and
its prominence in various industries will continue to grow as the
technology evolves. By that same token, adoption will only increase
with more awareness and understanding of both the origins of the
technology as well as the innovation that is taking place to solve
some of the pressing problems with the current iteration.
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1115: Just as the internet has altered our daily lives and transform industries, Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies is promising to continue to revolutionize many aspects of our society. Blockchain is most famously known as the backbone and underlying technology to cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. From the onset, the goal of these cryptocurrencies was to eliminate centralization and to create an open and inclusive global currency. To accomplish these goals, the Blockchain relies on a distributed ledger that contains transactional information shared amongst members. Transactions occurring on the Blockchain are confirmed by a majority through the use of consensus algorithms that provide protection against any fraudulent transactions. As records (blocks) are confirmed and added to the ledger, they become a permanent part of the chain and are unalterable. With the attention that has been garnered by these cryptocurrencies, the aim of many now is to explore all of the use cases for Blockchain technology and to understand the impact that the technology may have on our daily lives.
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1495: The idea of blockchain was first presented in the white paper``Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System'' by Satoshi Nakamoto in early 2008. While others had come close to creating a working model, Nakamoto's paper differentiated itself by providing details around the recording of transactions, the problem of double spend, controlling the supply of bitcoins, maintaining privacy for members and ensuring security˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-theory-application}. While is it important to understand Bitcoin, in recent years many people have begun to look at how the underlying Blockchain technology can revolutionize their fields. As stated in the Harvard Business Review, ``In this world every agreement, every process, every task, and every payment would have a digital record and signature that could be identified, validated, stored, and shared. Intermediaries like lawyers, brokers, and bankers might no longer be necessary. Individuals, organizations, machines, and algorithms would freely transact and interact with one another with little friction. This is the immense potential of blockchain''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-Truth-Blockchain}. Because of this immense potential, blockchain technology will continue to grow and evolve. As such, this evolutionary process has produced three distinct generations of Blockchain: Blockchain 1.0 for digital currency, Blockchain 2.0 for digital finance, and Blockchain 3.0 for digital society˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-financialinnovation-zhao}.
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618: Blockchain 1.0 is considered the first iteration of blockchain technology. It has three main components which are the underlying technology platform (mining, hashing, and the public ledger), the overlying protocol (transaction enabling software), and the digital currency˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-promise-bitcoin-blockchain}. The underlying technology used in Blockchain 1.0 has served as a building block to the future iterations. We will explore two of the most important aspects of this technology, the cryptography used to secure transactions and the consensus algorithms used to build and validate the blockchain.
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1102: The use of cryptography is fundamental in providing secure digital signatures to the transactions which take place on the blockchain. There are two main asymmetric cryptographic methods that could have been used for the blockchain, RSA and Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC). While RSA remains a very popular method of encryption, Bitcoin and Ethereum use ECC. As stated by Ameer Rosic from BlockGeeks, ``The reason why EEC was chosen over RSA is because it offers the same level of security as RSA by consuming far less bits. For example, for a 256-bit key in EEC to offer the same level of security RSA will have to provide a 3072-bit key. Similarly, for a 384-bit key in EEC the RSA will have to provide a 7680- bit key to provide the same level of security! As can be seen, EEC is far more efficient than RSA''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-science-cryptocurrencies-cryptography}. The reason why size is so important is because every new block that is created on the chain has a size limitation, placing a premium on the size of the key used to encrypt transactions˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-ECDSA-vs-RSA}.
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598: So how exactly is EEC used in the blockchain? It provides two separate keys to each user, a public key and a private key. The public key is hashed through several algorithms to produce a wallet address and the associated private key is used to access and control the wallet. When a user wants to initiate a transaction, they must have three pieces of information: a wallet address (a public key), a private key (to access and control the funds within one's wallet) and the wallet address of the person they would like to transact with˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-science-cryptocurrencies-cryptography}.
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1059: The first consensus algorithm to be deploy is known as Proof of Work (PoW). This algorithm provides miners with extremely difficult cryptographic puzzles that can only be solved through brute force. When a miner solves the puzzle, they announce the solution to the network and are awarded a prize for solving the puzzle. As more miners enter the network and add resources (CPU power) to the mining pool, the difficulty of the puzzle is adjusted to ensure that a new block will only be added at a predefined time interval˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-pow-vs-pos}. This algorithm provides a trustless and distributed consensus that is critical to the success and security of many Blockchains; however, there are some downsides to this approach. Critics of this approach state, ``... this consensus algorithm requires enormous amounts of computational energy, that it cannot scale to accommodate for a large number of transactions and that it leads to centralization of mining power where electricity is cheap''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-consensus-protocols}.
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1186: To combat the downsides of PoW, the leading alternative is Proof of Stake (PoS). The differences between PoW and PoS are that miners are replaced by validators and coins are no longer mined but rather exist from the onset. The process begins with validators who stake their coins on the block they deem correct and once a consensus is reached, that block is committed to the chain. Thus, the issues associated with PoW are no longer present in PoS as the system is no longer reliant on raw CPU power. Critics of PoS have pointed out that because there is no \emph{Proof of Work}, this system does not have a mechanism to combat bad actors since they have ``Nothing at stake''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-pow-vs-pos}. To combat this issue, the most recent iteration of Proof of Stake relies on slashing conditions, which provides a penalty for bad actors. As stated by Vitalik Buterin, the creator of Ethereum, ``Economic finality is accomplished by requiring validators to submit deposits to participate, and taking away their deposits if the protocol determines that they acted in some way that violates some set of rules (\emph{slashing conditions})''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-pow-vs-pos}.
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994: While Blockchain 2.0 leverages the technologies discussed above, it further looks beyond optimizing the simple payment, transfers and transaction that has been sole focus of Blockchain 1.0. The scope of applications include traditional banking instruments (loans and mortgages), complex financial instruments (stocks, bonds, futures, derivatives) and legal instruments (titles, contracts, and other assets)˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-promise-bitcoin-blockchain}. As such, Blockchain 2.0's main focus is to provide a platform to build and execute smart contracts. This concept first proposed by Nick Szabo in the 90's who stated,``The basic idea of smart contracts is that many kinds of contractual clauses (such as liens, bonding, delineation of property rights, etc.) can be embedded in the hardware and software we deal with, in such a way as to make breach of contract expensive (if desired, sometimes prohibitively so) for the breacher''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-theory-application}.
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338: These smart contracts aim to enhance fraud prevention, allow for transparency in the contract definition and reduces the cost of verifying, executing and enforcing the contract. The most prominent and widely used platform for creating smart contracts at the moment is the Ethereum Blockchain˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-evolution}.
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835: An example of the blockchain technology being used in finance is set to go live later this year. The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation (DTCC) is an organization which provides clearing and settling services to financial markets. In fact, almost every broker and institutional investor that trades US-based securities, settles those trades through the DTCC˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-wallstreet-blockchain}. Later this year, their blockchain project is set to be deployed in production to run parallel to their current legacy warehouse. The goal for the DTCC is to have the blockchain system as their production settlement system by the end of 2018. If they meet that goal, the system would be responsible for the entire global credit default swap market, currently valued at 11 trillion dollars˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-2.0}.
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383: Going further, Blockchain 3.0 refers to all of the applications that can exist outside of the currency (Blockchain 1.0) and financial/legal (Blockchain 2.0) space. Such applications include but is not limited to art, health, science, identity, governance, education, public goods, and other aspects of culture and communication˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-theory-application}.
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423: The real focus of blockchain 3.0 is to enable the construction of decentralized applications for all industries. While these applications can share the same front-end interface and code as their centralized predecessors, these applications would use decentralized storage and communication so that their back end code runs on decentralized peer to peer networks (a blockchain)˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-blockchain-evolution}.
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581: One of the use cases showing much promise currently being explored is in the digital identity management space. In the case of digital identity, it could simplify process of verifying and validating your identity when dealing with any organization. For instance, financial institutions are required to comply with regulations that require verifying the identity of their clients (Know Your Customer policy). Having a digital identity stored on the blockchain could streamline the process of going from an unknown entity to a verified customer.˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-beyond-bitcoin}.
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386: Blockchain technology has an infinite number of use cases and its prominence in various industries will continue to grow as the technology evolves. By that same token, adoption will only increase with more awareness and understanding of both the origins of the technology as well as the innovation that is taking place to solve some of the pressing problems with the current iteration.
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The first consensus algorithm to be deploy is known as Proof of Work (PoW). This algorithm provides miners with extremely difficult cryptographic puzzles that can only be solved through brute force. When a miner solves the puzzle, they announce the solution to the network and are awarded a prize for solving the puzzle. As more miners enter the network and add resources (CPU power) to the mining pool, the difficulty of the puzzle is adjusted to ensure that a new block will only be added at a predefined time interval˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-www-pow-vs-pos}. This algorithm provides a trustless and distributed consensus that is critical to the success and security of many Blockchains; however, there are some downsides to this approach. Critics of this approach state, ``... this consensus algorithm requires enormous amounts of computational energy, that it cannot scale to accommodate for a large number of transactions and that it leads to centralization of mining power where electricity is cheap''˜\cite{hid-sp18-414-
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ABSTRACT
Growing demands for internet of things and other smart devices
increase need of web-based services and their applications. �ese
applications and services are used across various sectors such as
trade, commerce, business, government, entertainment, research
and development and day to day consumer needs. Cloud computing
provides a medium where services and applications can be devel-
oped, deployed and managed over the web. �ese services and
appplications might need bigger (hardware) and di�erent types
(so�ware) of infrastructures for data management, storage, back-
end data access and data anlaysis. Cloud computing customers
use cloud services for certain price or free if available so that they
do not have to invest on the needed infrastructures. �is means
they deploy their applications and services while their needed in-
frastructures (hardware and so�ware) and resources are hosted on
other platforms. Heroku, a cloud based service provider provides
developers a platform to implement locally developed applications
to be hosted in a cloud based servers or virtual containers.It de-
pends on Amazon Web Services for the infrastructure it needs to
run its applications while developers do not have to worry about
data management, servers and containers. �is paper discusses
features and applications of heroku cloud platform.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides platforms, infrastructures and resources
(databases) and their storage to the clients and developers. Based
on type of services cloud provides they can be called Infrastructure
as Service (Iaas), Plastform as Service (Paas) or So�ware as Service
(Saas). Heroku is a Paas provider that provides its services for
application development, their management and deployment in
a scalable manner. Scalable in the sense that if app gets heavy
web tra�c, Heroku can increase the number of needed servers to
manage and host the app. It is basically a platform as a service
(PaaS) provider build on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).
“It has a dynamic distributed runtime environment” [1]. It was
founded in 2007 and has been in development since then [3]. As
a PaaS cloud service, heroku o�ers operating systems, hardware,
servers and databases to application developers. �is certainly helps
developers to save time and money as they do not have to focus
on acquiring the necessary infrastructures like se�ing up a server
and installing so�ware. While ruby, java, php, python and node
are the core languages supported by heroku, it supports variety of
other languages such as Scala and Clojure through buildpacks [3].
�ese buildpacks are third party add–ons. �ese add–ons provide
features such as databases, continuous integration, performance

monitoring and others as such. �ey can be a�ached to the servers.
It allows developers to locally build source codes with the language
that they prefer or are familiar with and then deploy them through
git push. Applications are stateless that means they can be reused.
App deployments are managed through Git, which does version
control and code management [10]. Codes can also be “deployed
from GitHub or Continuous Integration (CI) systems” [7]. Apps are
run in virtual containers called Dynos. Number of dynos or virtual
servers are preset in the application but they can be instantly scaled
to support the needs [10].

Heroku Continuous Integration (CI) system is a “visual, low
con�guration test runner that runs app in automatically created
disposable heroku apps” [9].

1.1 Database Services
“Heroku Postgres, Heroku Redis and Apache Ka�a on Heroku” are
the database services managed by Heroku platform [7]. �ey are
add–ons available through other cloud services.

1.2 Dynos
Heroku dynos, building blocks of heroku app, are virtual linux
containers or virtual servers which run developers speci�ed source
codes once they are deployed [5]. �ese containers provide nec-
essary environment to run an application. Unless speci�ed, app
will start running with one dyno with web request but they can
be scaled depending upon the volume of the application tra�c [5].
Number of Dynos, their RAM and CPU can be con�gured based on
application’s needs. From Heroku Dashboard or Command Line
Interface (CLI) these dynos can be scaled manually up and down or
also can be autoscaled [5]. Each dyno has a set of “unique proper-
ties and performance characterstics” [5], based on which they are
categorized as “Free, Hobby, Performance and Standard dynos” [8].
Heroku Enterprise has private dynos.

Based on the con�gurations they are further categorized as Web
dyno, Worker or One–o� dynos. Dynos that receive HTTP requests
areweb dynos and are of web process type in proc�le. Worker dynos
are responsible for background jobs and queuing [8]. “Temporary
dynos called One-o� dynos with their input/output can be created
and a�ached to local terminal” [10]. �ey will be terminated due to
inactivity or session termination. �e dyno manager is responsible
for keeping dynos run automatically, that is restart and stop [8].
Dyno manager manages all dynos across all applications on Heroku.
Its job is to make sure dynos are running and cycled at least once
a day, detects fault in applications or hardware, awaken sleeping
application when it receives h�p requests [10].

2 ARCHITECTURE
Heroku’s architecture on the developer’s side include, source codes,
a list of dependencies listed in text �le called requirements.txt and
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a Proc�le. Its architecture is stateless and scalable both horizontally
and vertically. Vertical scaling is done by increasing the memory
of running dyno and horizontal scaling is increasing the number
of dynos as required by the tra�c [4]. Scaling can be done either
through commmand line interface (CLI) by writing a command or
simply by sliding a bar on Heroku dashboard.

A Proc�le is a text �le with process command to be used to
start running the code. Process commands might be web com-
mand if a developer wants to run application in the web or queue
command to include app in queue before deploying [10]. Proc�le
basically speci�es the process to be executed. Source code can be
presented in developer’s preferred language. Next step, application
deployment to Heroku is done preferably using Git as remote repos-
itory associates with local git once app is created in Heroku. But
locally developed applications can also be send to Heroku using
Github, Dropbox or through API [10].Heroku Platform starts build-
ing source application once it receives application source codes.
�is process also called buildpacks which retrieves app dependen-
cies as speci�ed in the source and generates output in the form of
compiled code. �en along with language and framework, appli-
cation source code, retrieved dependencies and compiled code are
assembled for execution. �is bundled assembly is also called slug.

Heroku allows to develop and deploy applications in di�erent en-
vironments. �is makes heroku portable. Here,environment means
language and operating systems. Con�guration variables or con�g
vars are environment variables that have speci�c information about
environment di�erences. �ey are separately located from slug.
�ey are dynamic, so can be changed or customized independently
from source code [10].

Heroku executes applications in a dyno, proloaded with slug and
con�guration variables, by running a command speci�ed in Proc�le.
Developers can specify number of dynos needed to run the app in
the proc�le. In other words, speci�cation of dynos in the proc�le
allows application scaling. When new version of applications are
deployed all of the currently executing dynos are killed and newer
ones replace them preserving the existing dyno formation [10].
HTTP routers distribute application requests across all running
web dynos.

3 PYTHON API ON HEROKU
Python is one of the in-built languages supported on Heroku cloud
platform. APIs and apps build on any version of python can be
deployed to heroku. Following steps are referenced from Heroku
documentation.

To create a simple web API using Flask framework, initiate the
process by creating a git repository then under this directory specify
needed dependencies like python version, Flask, and Gunicorn. Gu-
nicorn enables concurrent h�p requests. If these dependencies are
not available locally, �rst create a virtualenv or pyenv then perform
pip install–dependency name (e.g., gunicorn). �ese dependencies
are then stored in requirements.txt �le by running command pip
install requirements.txt. To make sure the dependencies do not get
changed while deploying app in Heroku, we can run pip freeze
requirements.txt command. �en create a simple web API using
�ask under the same directory. Next step is creating a Proc�le. Proc-
�le is a text �le that has information about the application process.

Process might be web or queue or others depending on what we
want to run in our API. Now initialize local git repository with
command git init and git add, git commit and git push add these
locally created �les into git repository.

Command, Heroku create will create herokuapp.com. Now lo-
cally created API can be deployed to Heroku by command git push
Heroku master. Curl command can be issued to test newly created
API or it can be tested in the web browser as well.

4 HEROKU USE-CASES
Heroku seems to be a�ordable to a start-up business, since it is
a platform as a service cloud system. Companies do not have to
worry about managing servers, upgrading the system to make it
scalable and dealing with security issues. �ese add up to be an
extra costs for businesses.

Ivisalign is a user-end app for Align Technology Inc., which
is a provider of invisible orthodontic products to the customers.
“Along with invisalign.com app, other consumer–facing apps of
Align Inc., are run on Heroku” [6]. �is allows developers to focus
on apps instead of managing the infrastructures, so that the app
can be quickly updated on a daily basis with minimal changes in
the source code. Heroku also allows to scale up HTTP requests and
process simply through dashboard or a single command in heroku
CLI.

Apartment List is one of apps built on Heroku and available
for iPhone and Android. Apartment List Inc., allows customers to
search apartments by connecting them to a consolidated listing of
available apartments in their area [6]. �is app is location based
and requires real time results. It serves customers by helping them
search neighborhoods based on street address and displays an entire
inventory for every neighborhood in real time [6]. “ Apartment
List has a team that works on their native app, a team that works
on their web app and a team that works on the in-house rental
specialist app all running on Heroku” [6].

Another example this paper likes to showcase is Olga Tennison
Autism Research Center (OATRC), Australia. �is center provides
a platform for autism related research activities, evidence–based
intervention programs, training opportunities and collaboration
between stakeholders in Australia and overseas [6]. Based on com-
prehensive research and the data gathered from trained nurses to
study behaviors in children aged between 12 to 24 months, predic-
tive algorithm forAutism Syndrome Detection (ASD) was developed
into ASDetect app. �is app was launched in 2016 [6] and runs on
Heroku platform. Now parents from all around the world can track
observations of behavior of their child. �is app allows parents to
look for risk factors and needed guidance.

ToyotaMotor Europe, CiTriX,Macy’s Inc.,Lynx Internet of Grilled
�ings, Dubsmash, Dollar General are few of manymore companies
running their apps on Heroku.

5 LIMITATIONS
Free dyno has 512 MB of RAM and as the name suggests it is free.
Free dyno sleeps for 6 hours [10]. For others like performance and
standard dynos RAM is higher but they may not be free. If dynos
need to be scaled both in numbers and RAM size there is extra
charge for that [10]. HTTP requests on heroku has 30 seconds
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window for some kind of response. Once it responds a 50 seconds
window is rolled up in both client side and server side [2].

6 CONCLUSION
Heroku cloud platform, a Paas solution allows developers focus
on building applications rather than spending time, energy and
money on infrastructures needed for application. While apps are
developed locally they are deployed through github. And rest of the
processes will be managed by Heroku. Its multi language support
makes it portable. It provides free server called dyno for minimal
application. However, as per higher tra�c dynos can be scaled
but developers might have to pay for increased number of dynos.
Companies can run their apps in heroku without having to worry
about investing in infrastructures and managing them.
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ABSTRACT
Morpheus is a cost-e�ective cloud orchestration and management
tool. �e main goal of Morpheus is to provide a secure, �exible and
agile cloud orchestration so that customers will be able to deploy
any application in any environment or platform using any data-
base. Morpheus can be used to manage systems in di�erent clouds
such as business, public and personal in a single heterogeneous
architecture. With solutions such as optimizing resource allocation,
assuring predictable control, accelerating DevOps work�ow and
modernizing the application infrastructure Morpheus aims at in-
creasing the e�ciency of companies by 100x faster deployments
and 30% cost reductions.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-416, Morpheus, Multi-cloud orchestration, DevOps, Uni-
�ed Ops

1 INTRODUCTION
Today, multiple organizations want to adopt the cloud-�rst ap-
proach into their organizations, which means they either tend to
o�er their services as cloud services to other customers or they
will be using cloud platforms to enhance their internal systems.
Nevertheless, it is inevitable that cloud is here to stay. Many major
companies such as Google and Amazon focus on providing various
infrastructures, containers and many other elements necessary for
building the infrastructure and maintaining it, but there is a lack of
tools that support the wide range changing cloud infrastructures.

�is has created opportunities for tools such as Morpheus to
take the lead in cloud orchestration and management. Morpheus
is a DevOps tool that supports building any application on any
cloud using any database. Compared to many other similar tools
such as Scalr [21], CloudBolt [4], Right Scale [20] and a few others,
Morpheus provides a wide range of deployment options, database
cloning, built-in automated backups, monitoring and logging [17].

�e abstract contains the following structure. Section 2 provides
an overview of the products o�ered by Morpheus. Section 3 discuss
the problems faced by current organizations and how the products
o�ered by Morpheus helps in solving them. Section 4 provides a
list of integrations supported by Morpheus while Section 5 brie�y
describes the list of customers. Finally, we will conclude with the
details of pricing in Section 6 and the summary in Section 7.

2 PRODUCTS
�is section describes the core products o�ered by Morpheus which
are analytics, governance, automation, and evolution. Each prod-
uct is also enhanced using either machine learning, access control
mechanisms or Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery

(CI/CD). Further details will be discussed in the following subsec-
tions.

2.1 Analytics
�is product is also termed as Intelligent Analytics. Morpheus tar-
gets to stop wastage of money, hardware resources, and human
e�ort by using machine learning, hence the term Intelligent Analyt-
ics [14].

2.1.1 Discovery and Guidance. �ere is a need for gathering
and maintaining data related to the performance, resource con-
sumption and cost of applications and/or installations. �e data is
then analyzed with the use of machine learning and the outcome is
predicted, also giving customers the opportunities to remedy them.
With the use of machine learning, Morpheus has improved the
well-known analytics components necessary for businesses [13].

2.1.2 Real-Time Cloud Brokerage. Morpheus also acts as a bro-
ker for cloud infrastructures. It provides real-time comparison
between many di�erent public infrastructures such as XenServer,
AWS, OpenStack and many more. Customers are able to select the
platform suitable to their application workload, compare prices and
make decision suiting their custom needs [13].

2.1.3 End-to-End Lifecycle Management. Morpheus also pro-
vides the capability to manage the complete lifecycle of a service
which contains the tasks such as (1) design, setup and build (2) test
and deploy (3) manage and monitor, and (4) optimize and report.
With the use of ServiceNow [22] customers are easily capable to
perform the tedious tasks related to life cycle management [13].

2.2 Governance
�is product is also termed as Deterministic Governance. �e cloud
resources can be de�ned in according to a prede�ned template,
thus easing the complicated process of managing resources [14].
Deterministic Governance avoids employees in the company from
using online applications without the permission of the upper man-
agement, which is known as Shadow IT [23].

2.2.1 Service Catalog and Image Tools. Morpheus allows cus-
tomers to build complex components by providing them with the
basic components necessary to build the complex structure. �ey
provide abstractions such as applications, databases, environments,
and servers. �e customers are then able to build their functioning
system by using the relevant components such as Rails applications
on Cloud Foundry and PostgreSQL database [9].

2.2.2 Fine-Grained Access Management. Not only does Mor-
pheus allow the choice of many di�erent basic components, it also
allows proper access management. �e catalog items listed above
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can have limited access based on the user, group, role or tenant.
�e granularity in access control allows the management to impose
restrictions on employees, thus maintaining an ordered environ-
ment [9].

2.2.3 Workflow Approval Automation. With the ability to select
components from templates and manage access to them, the �nal
use case is to manage the work�ow of the components. �is can
also be automated with tools such as ServiceNow [9].

2.3 Automation
�is product is also known as Frictionless Automation. �is refers
to the seamless integration of developer code into the production
environment by DevOps. �is also includes the easy transition of
code from the developer environment to the staging environment
to the production environment faster [14].

2.3.1 Continuous Integration. Continuous integration refers to
the ability to obtain the code from repositories and building them
using tools such as Maven and Gradle and automating this with
the use of Jenkins [10].

2.3.2 Continuous Delivery. �is refers to the deployment of
code in many di�erent infrastructures. Traditionally Ansible and
Puppet have been used and now the usage of Kubernetes can be
seen. Morpheus allows ops orchestration to perform the continuous
delivery [10].

2.3.3 Continuous Optimization. Continuous optimization of code
is provided with the element of monitoring and incident handling.
A loop is created between monitoring and operating which allows
space for improvement. A�er production deployment, there is a
need to monitor the network, load balancing performance under
unusual instances, resource consumption, and high availability. �e
issues are then addressed during the improvement stage [10].

2.4 Evolution
�is product is also known as Futureproof Architecture. It signi�es
the capability of the platform to last for years to come due to support
for the next generation of platform, database, application and many
more elements [14].

2.4.1 Cross-platform Unification. Morpheus has the capability
to support any combination of application, platform, environment,
and database. Morpheus also supports hybrid deployments such
as a combination of virtual machines and containers. Additionally,
the use of automation tools can also be seen to make deployments
across heterogeneous architectures easy [11].

2.4.2 Autonomic Bursting. In unusual situations or spike times
occurring due to many di�erent reasons in businesses, the systems
might not be able to handle the incoming workload if scalability is
not considered. Most importantly automatic scaling is necessary
so scaling up and down can be down without human intervention.
Morpheus supports scaling based on thresholds and priorities [11].

2.4.3 Service Assurance. Finally, when human intervention is
needed Morpheus allows the option to notify developers and De-
vOps via email or SMS. Monitoring is important for incident han-
dling. Morpheus also allows the usage of native backup tools or

allows the integration of third party back up tools in order to reduce
the recovery time [11].

3 SOLUTIONS
Morpheus aims to address a key set of problems visible in the
cloud domain. Each of the products o�ered by Morpheus aims to
solve these problems with the solutions as shown in Figure 1. �e
following subsections aim to provide a description of the problem,
solution, and the associated product.

[Figure 1 about here.]

3.1 Optimize Resource Allocation
�e problem addressed in this section is the high cost of allocating
di�erent resources and the wastage of resources. Morpheus helps
with the provisioning of resources using the Analytics product by
means of Discovery and Remediation. Morpheus has the capability
to gather data about the usage of resources and in many di�erent
environments. Morpheus is also capable of analyzing the gathered
data and provide valuable information that can be used by its’ users
to choose the environment be�er suited for their application and
choose remediation techniques to help avoid resource wastage [14].

3.2 Assure Predictable Control
It is now easier than ever to gain access to cloud resources. �is
could cause employees to use tools that might not be permi�ed by
their organization [23]. As an example consider an employee of
the company using an on-line tool to decode secret keys necessary
for a component. �is allows a breach of secret keys used within
a company and in wrong hands could do great harm to the com-
pany. �ese situations need to be avoided. �us with the use of the
Governance product and its’ elements such as Templates and Poli-
cies, Morpheus allows the ability for customers to use application
templates and control access to environments by using di�erent
policies [14].

3.3 Accelerate DevOps Work�ow
It is inevitable that as organizations adapt to a cloud-�rst approach
and start to deploy their codes in the cloud, the frequency of code
deployments will increase. It will also get more complex as there are
deployments spanning across multiple platforms and environments.
�is causes an increased workload for devlopers and DevOps profes-
sionals. With the Automation product by means such as Integration
and Provisoning Morpheus makes the workload of DevOps easier
by introducing multiple tools that can be used easily. �e man-
ual process of deploying tools in environments is replaced by the
support from Morpheus. Morpheus is capable of providing not
only automation services but also services such as logging and
monitoring [14].

3.4 Modernize Application Infrastructure
Application infrastructure keeps changing over time, for example
from traditional virtual machines to containers. With this contin-
uous change in infrastructure, organizations �nd it hard to adapt
their legacy applications to the ever changing infrastructure. But
with Morpheus, it is possible to get a single view of the complete set
of infrastructures and adopt di�erent kinds of technologies. �ere
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is also support for easy migration from one technology to another
as well as one technology version to another and auto-scaling. Mor-
pheus provides this support with the use of the Architecture product
by means of Migration and Scaling [14].

4 INTEGRATIONS
Morpheus has many cloud integration choices such as clouds, au-
tomation tools, identity management, load balancing, DNS, storage,
IPAM, backups, monitoring, logs, discovery, ITSM, containers, and
deployments as shown in Figure 2. Examples for each of the cate-
gories are listed below [12].

[Figure 2 about here.]
Public Clouds: AWS, Azure, So�layer, GCP, Digital Ocean,
vCloud Air

PrivateClouds: VMware, VMware ESXi, OpenStack, Hyper-
V, Azure Stack, Nutanix, Oracle VM, XenServer, VMWare
Fusion, VirtualBox, metacloud, KVM, Cisco UCS, MacSta-
dium

Automation: Puppet, Ansible, CHEF, SaltStack
Identity Management: LDAP, okta, SAML, Microso� Ac-
tive Directory, JumpCloud, OneLogin, Custom External,
Custom API

Load Balancers: F5, ACI, A10, Citrix, HAProxy, Amazon
ALB, Anazon ELB, Azure Load Balancer

DNS:Microso� DNS, Power DNS, Route 53
Storage: Local storage, Amazon S3, OpenStack, Azure Stor-
age, Rackspace, CIFS, NFS, 3Par

IPAM: IPAM internal, Infoblox, Bluecat
Backups: Backups internal, Veeam, Commvault
Monitoring: Morpheus Monitoring, App Dynamics, New
Relic, Service Now

Logs: Morpheus, Syslog, Splunk, LogRhythm
Service Discovery: Consul
ITSM: ServiceNow
Containers: Docker, Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, Nexus +
Docker

Deployments: Git, Jenkins

5 CUSTOMERS
�e CIO of Spireon states “Morpheus has been a game changer for
us. It has allowed for us to keep costs low and get our infrastructure
up and running very quickly”, which provides us with essentially
the vision of Morpheus [19]. Morpheus targets to bring its cus-
tomers to the digital age by providing them with the heterogeneous
platforms, deployments, storage, applications, and servers. In major
cloud deployments the qualities that are lacking are the inability
to easily integrate the legacy applications into cloud-�rst deploy-
ments, high cost due to the ine�ciency of resource management
and the inability to deploy faster.

Morpheus is being used by customers such as McDonald’s [7],
BLACKROCK [3], HSBC [6], Spireon [24], ARRIS [1], WGU [25],
AstraZeneca [2], �icken Loans [18] and GBG [5]. �e customers
range from fast food chains, investment management corporations,
banks, biopharmaceutical companies, mortgage lenders, private on-
line universities to identity data intelligence providers. �e list of
customers is proof of the vast impact Morpheus has made on many

di�erent domains. It is evident that many companies tend to move
from typical legacy applications to cloud-�rst applications. �e
requirement of each company might di�er, but the agility provided
by Morpheus is key to the success [8].

6 PRICING
Morpheus is a commercial tool which provides its services to the
lowest quote of 25,000 U.S. Dollars. At the lowest Essentials package
users are able to obtain the basic services expected from a cloud
orchestration tool which are the service platforms such as virtual
machines, bare metal servers or containers across all clouds and its
provisioning and orchestration. �e more advanced packages of
Morpheus are Pro and Enterprise which both contain capabilities to
provision resources based on the requirement and can be provided
automatically along with the features provided in the lower tier.
Another feature common to both packages is the ability to integrate
with the customer deployed third-party tools for various activities
such as logging, backup, code repositories and many more. �e
Enterprise package is the package o�ering the most important fea-
tures such as multi-tenancy and customizable private themes and
logos [16].

7 SUMMARY
In conclusion, we provide an overview of theMulti-cloud Orchestra-
tion tool Morpheus. Morpheus provides four core products, namely
analytics, governance, automation, and evolution. �e core vision
of Morpheus is to solve many problems faced by organizations with
the use of di�erent clouds, platforms and database types. Morpheus
also aims to make the transition from the legacy systems to the
cloud-�rst applications smoother.

Morpheus is a tool solely focused on cloud orchestration and
management. Currently, there are many companies who use Mor-
pheus as such a tool. Examples of some of the organizations are
McDonalds’, HSBC, BLACKROCK, Spireon, and WGU. �ese orga-
nizations belong to di�erent domains showing the applicability of
cloud across many domains and the existence of challenges that
comes with it. Morpheus can be viewed as a core tool for companies
that would like to make the digital transformation and increase the
e�ciency of companies by allowing 100x faster deployments and
30% cost reductions.
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ABSTRACT
In this ever-evolving age of cloud computing, it is important for
organizations to adopt the right cloud orchestration tool to pro-
mote the rapid growth of their infrastructure. Ease of maintenance,
robust research-base for future growth also facilitates the process.
CloudStack can be the solution to the problem. Apache CloudStack
is a top-level project from Apache Foundation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Apache CloudStack is an Apache Foundation open-source tool
developed to ease the deployments in and management of an orga-
nization�s cloud infrastructure. �e cloud orchestration of the tool
facilitates seamless operation, enhancing networking speed and
fallback handling. �e �exible cherry-picking architecture allows
users to customize the cloud as per the organization�s current need
and scale it later per requirement. �is Apache tool o�ers options
for public, private cloud setup and even a hybrid con�guration is
feasible. It is a Java based project.

2 HISTORY
CloudStack project was initiated by cloud.com, formerly known as
VMOps. �e project started in 2008 and was released under GNU
general public license in 2010. In the same year Microso� partnered
with cloud.com to facilitate support of Microso� server integration.
In Jul 2011 Citrix purchased the so�ware and released it again. In
2012 Citrix renewed CloudStack license under the Apache and later
donated the project to Apache. Since then the tool has graduated
from Apache incubator and released in Mar 2013.

3 KEY FEATURES
Hypervisor Support: CloudStack currently supports most of the

major hypervisors. It currently supports: XenServer with XAPI,
KVM, and VMware with vSphere. CloudStack supports a single
cloud to constitute of multiple types of hypervisor implementations.
Hosts of a single cluster must run same so�ware/hypervisor. �is
is considered a key advantage when implementing CloudStack on
an existing infrastructure to enable maximum use of the existing
resources. [3].

Massively Scalable: “CloudStack canmanage tens of thousands of
physical servers installed in geographically distributed datacenters.
�e management server scales near-linearly eliminating the need
for cluster-level management servers. maintenance or other outages

of the management server can occur without a�ecting the virtual
machines running in the cloud” [8].

High Availability: CloudStack provides features to increase avail-
ability. It enables the management server deployed across multiple
nodes, this increasing availability through load balancing. MYSQL
can be con�gured simulate a replication that can serve as a fallback
in case of data loss. �e tool also provides a robust rest API for
operation and management of the cloud. �e API can be used with a
CloudStack system as the underlying server. �e so�ware also pro-
vides Amazon Web Services compatible API. “CloudStack provides
an EC2 API translation layer to permit the common EC2 tools to be
used in the use of a CloudStack cloud.” [1] �e tool also eases con-
�guration management, Hypervisor agnostic, user management,
snapshot management and networking resource optimization.

GUI:. It might not be a prominent advantage for the cloud com-
puting community as it mostly prefers to carryout instruction in
the console, but for occasional users it is an added bene�t that
CloudStack provides an e�cient customizable Graphical User In-
terface. In all CloudStack provides a comprehensive package of
features that can enable an organization to deploy a full featured
cloud Infrastructure. CloudStack also o�ers CloudMonkey CLI tool
to easy orchestration from console.

CloudStack o�ers orchestration of networking from datalink
layer to application layer through several secure channels: �re-
wall, Virtual Private Network [VPN], Dynamic Host Con�guration
Protocol, Network Address Translation and others.

4 TERMINOLOGY
It is important to be aware of certain terminology to get an idea on
how resources are organized in CloudStack.

Management Server. : A management server is the control sys-
tem of any CloudStack deployment. Depending of the size or the
cloud there can be multiple management servers deployed to ease
the tra�c and facilitate high availability. A management server
needs Java, Apache Tomcat and MySQL server. �e server controls
the allocation of resources, manages snapshots and disk images,
provides API interface.

Grouping resources appropriately enhances availability and fault
tolerance. Here is the list in descending order in terms of size:

Region: �e largest available unit in CloudStack infrastructure
is a region. In case of a large Cloud network it is ideal to group it
into several geographic regions. A region may consist of multiple
datacenters located in proximity. It can be managed by one or a
cluster of management servers. Data can be spanned acrossmultiple
regions so that in case of failure of one region the services will still
be available from other regions(s).
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Zone: A zone typically consists of a datacenter. A zone can have
it is own LAN network and supply line.

Pod: A pod is typically a rack or cluster(s) of hosts. Hosts in a
Pod are expected to be in same subnet.

Cluster: A cluster is a group of hosts that can be a pool of
VMwares or KVM servers. “�e hosts in a cluster all have identical
hardware, run the same hypervisor, are on the same subnet, and
access the same shared primary storage. Virtual machine instances
(VMs) can be live-migrated from one host to another within the
same cluster, without interrupting service to the user” /citehid-sp18-
417-www-cloudstack-management-cluster

Host: A host is a single node/machine that has hypervisor in-
stalled.

Storage: At least one Primary Storage is associated with a cluster
or zone. �e storage is available to each cluster in the zone and store
a virtual copy of each VMs to be used in case of failure. CloudStack
also o�ers a secondary storage option for ISO images and snapshots.
Figure 1 depicts how resource can be grouped in a CloudStack
deployment.

[Figure 1 about here.]

5 DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURE
To use CloudStack, several deployment architectures can be adopted
depending on the cloud requirements of an organization. �e
strength of the deployment can range from a single machine to
thousands of nodes spread across the globe in several data centers
using various supported networking technologies.

Networking: �ough CloudStack support many types of network-
ing technologies; they typically fall into two categories: Basic net-
working uses Flat layer 2 network design. �is is similar to that
AWS-Classic uses. �e guest users are isolated at layer 3 using a
hypervisor bridge device. Here every machine can communicate to
others. �e devices are hosted typically in the same subnet. �is
design is suitable for simpler subnet that ensures reliable �rewall.
For sophisticated deployments, advanced networking is adopted.
�is implementation uses layer 2 isolation design such as SDN
technologies. �is enhances security and availability. [6]

A CloudStack deployment. primarily consists of a management
server and set of resources [IP addresses, VLANs, storage systems]
to constitute the cloud. For simplest form of deployment, only
one single machine can be used to serve both as the management
server and hypervisor host. �e same system can be scaled to feed
increased demand to spread across multiple management servers
to support larger userbase and facilitate be�er load balancing. “�e
management server typically runs on a dedicated machine or as
a virtual machine. It controls allocation of virtual machines to
hosts and assigns storage and IP addresses to the virtual machine
instances. �e Management Server runs in an Apache Tomcat
container and requires a MySQL database for persistence.” [5] �e
management server as the name suggests provides the single point
Management controlling the con�gurations, snapshots, resources
monitoring, API, Web Interface etc.

Pluggable Model: CloudStack supports a pluggable model. It
allows the organization to cherry-pick the desired features. “Cus-
tomers may choose SDN support from Nicira, Midokura or Big
Switch Networks and choose load balancing using NetScaler or
F5. For object storage, CloudStack o�ers a choice of products from
Basho, Caringo, Cloudian or EMC’s Atmos. Users also may choose
OpenStack Swi� component.” [9] �is model provides �exibility
for the organizations to scale their infrastructure using latest tech-
nology as well as reusing the existing resources.

6 INSTALLATION
Before the CloudStack installation it is important to decide on the
resources, deployment architecture-based on resources, hypervi-
sors, network and storage con�gurations. �e management server
needs Cent OS or ubuntu operating systemwith 64bit x86 processor.
�e server needs a minimum of 4 GB RAM and 250 GB hard disk
space.

Hypervisor Setup: Each of the host must have hypervisor in-
stalled that is Hardware virtual machine[HVM] supported. A host
optimally needs 64bit x86 processor, 4 GB RAM, 36 GB hard disk.
It is worth noting that while deploying CloudStack the virtual ma-
chine shouid not be running. Each of the machines needs at least
1 Network Interface Card to connect to the cloud network. A�er
the OS installation vh-util need to be installed in case Xen server.
Now is time to install and con�gure the very �rst management
server following by se�ing up the mysql DB. Once the DB is setup
it is important to setup Primary and Secondary storage for high
availability. Finally, the system virtual machine template needs to
be prepared for the secondary storage. Please note that additional
management servers can be added if required. It is an optional
con�guration.

Package Repository. : O�cially, CloudStack o�ers distribution
source from the o�cial mirror. Deployment from the source is an
elaborate process. To ease the installation process for simpler sys-
tems, many opensource community members provide convenient
binaries so that the user doesn’t have to install from the source
going through a detailed setup process. �e packaged repositories
are typically helpful for trial user. [4]

7 BEST PRACTICES
�e o�cial website of CloudStack recommends a set of best prac-
tices for ease of maintenance and installation. It is advised that a full-
scale production deployment can take 4-8 weeks, so the deployment
to be planned accordingly for possible fallbacks and troubleshooting.
It always eases the deployments issues if a sophisticated advanced
system deployment is done a�er a staging. A smaller system that
emulates the production will help the deployment team foresee
the possible hurdles well in advance. For security, each machine
should be allowed contact with limited resources and over a secure
SSL channel. RAM and disk storage usage monitoring is the key
to promote high availability. It is ideal to disable allocation of a
hypervisor to a cluster when the max limit is approaching. Regular
application of hot�xes is also necessary for seamless operation.
It is be�er to use smaller multiple storages per cluster than a big
single one. �is promotes high availability. Maximum number of

2
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virtual machines allocated per hypervisor to be limited as per the
speci�cations of the type of the hypervisor used. It is be�er to allow
a safety margin to handle ocassional spike in network tra�c. [2]

8 CONCLUSION
Community: Regular CloudStack events are being conducted

all over the world to promote team c ollaborations, meetups and
contributions. CloudStack Collaboration Conference is one of the
major events across major cities that the developers look forward
to. Datapipe is one of the major user of CloudStack. �e major
users of CloudStack includes: Apple , Citrix Systems, Dell, Disney,
Hitachi , Juniper Networks, PPTV, SAP, WebMD etc.

CloudStack provides a comprehensive package of unique features
for an organization to develop a robust cloud architecture. �e
platform being an open source project from Apache foundation,
it provides a regular stable updates and releases that enables it to
stay in put with the latest in the industry. Even though it provides
a comparatively smoother deployment, CloudStack installation
still involves a time-intensive process with several steps. �ough
availability of package repository eases the process, the users are
still hoping the process to get be�er with newer versions of the tool.
�ere is a good developer community support behind CloudStack.
Apache normally releases a long term release every two years.
�ere can be short term releases for bug �xes or security patches.
�e most recent source release of CloudStack is 4.11.0.0.

Security: CloudStack has a dedicated security team to identify
possible vulnerabilities and address to breach reports. A possible
exposure can be reported at security@cloudstack.apache.org with
the details.
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ABSTRACT
Power BI is a business analytics tool o�ered by Microso�. It is
mainly used in the industry for analyzing data, creating interactive
dashboards for visualization, business intelligence features and its
wide range of cloud services. It is notable for its ability to connect
with a wide range of data sources on the cloud, data preparation
capabilities and extracting business insights from the data. It has
many advanced features which is really helpful in the industry in
terms of creating secure and advance dashboard visualizations.
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1 HISTORY
Power BI was launched by Microso� in September 2013 as Power
BI for O�ce 365. �e initial release of Power BI was based on the
Microso� Excel��based add-ins like Power �ery, Power Pivot
and Power View. Microso� kept adding many additional features
like �estion and Answers, enterprise level data connectivity and
security options via Power BI Gateways throughout time. Power
BI was �rst released to the public on July 2015 [2].

2 INTRODUCTION
Power BI facilitates the creation of interactive visualizations, reports
and dashboards that are shared across the cloud, also features to
type natural-language questions about the data on the dashboard,
handling �les that are too large for Excel are available in it [4].
Power BI includes both a desktop program and a cloud service.
�e cloud service is multi-platform which runs on Microso� Edge,
Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari forMac and Firefox. �ere are also
mobile apps for iOS, Android and Windows that enables viewing
of the Power BI or SQL Server Reporting Services reports and
dashboards in devices like mobile phones and tablets.

3 TERMINOLOGIES
3.1 Power�ery
Power �ery is an Excel add-in that can be used for data discov-
ery, data reshaping and aggregating the data from various sources.
Power �ery is one of the Excel add-ins provided as part of Mi-
croso� Power BI self-service solution [4].

3.2 DAX
Data Analysis Expression, is a formula language. DAX is used to
de�ne custom calculations for calculated columns and measures.
DAX includes some of the formulas used in excel [5].

3.3 Content Pack
Content Pack is a collection of prede�ned visualizations and reports
with respect to certain sample data sources.

3.4 �ick Insights
�ick Insights is a functionality within Power BI which enables it to
deep dive into the connected dataset for hidden insights and display
certain generated visuals with respect to any dataset accordingly.

3.5 PowerPivot
PowerPivot uses an in-memory engine called VertiPaq. �is SSAS
engine takes advantage of the increased RAM available in the PC
thus enabling the calculations and the aggregations to be compara-
tively faster, it works on DAX [3].

3.6 Power View
Power View is a data visualization technology that allows the cre-
ation of interactive charts, graphs, maps, and other visuals which
is very e�ective in Ad hoc analysis.

3.7 R-Powered Visuals
R code can be wri�en to construct visualizations using Power BI.

4 COMPONENTS
4.1 Power BI Desktop
Power BI Desktop is mainly used to create reports and data visual-
izations on the dataset, it is a desktop-based application. Power BI
Desktop can also be used to build data models and the dashboards
can be shared by publishing it to the Power BI service. Also, it is
available for free to download online.

4.2 Power BI Gateway
Power BI on-premises gateway is used to keep the data fresh by
connecting to on-premise data sources without needing to move
the data. It enables querying large datasets and bene�ting from the
existing investments [9].

4.3 Power BI Mobile Apps
Power BI mobile apps can be used to view the dashboards and the
data in mobile phones. Power BI apps are available across Win-
dows, iOS, and Android platform. �e dashboards are automatically
rescaled with respect to our devices.

4.4 Power BI Service
Power BI Service is a cloud service and is mainly used to publish
the Power BI reports and data visualizations on the cloud. Every
dashboard hosted here is well secured because we would need to
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authenticate via email by providing the email of our desired audi-
ence while sharing our work and only they would receive the link
of the dashboard to view it. Microso� also covered the security
loophole involving exposure of the link to a dashboard to unau-
thorized personnel by granting viewership only to authenticated
audience as directed by the author of the dashboard. [9].

4.5 Power BI Embedded
Power BI REST API can be used to build dashboards and reports
into the custom applications that serves Power BI users [9]. It could
also be used for non-Power BI users as well.

5 INSTALLATION
We need a work or university email id in order to download Power
BI Desktop. �e basic version of Power BI with cloud service is
available for free which o�ers 1GB data storage which can be ex-
panded through a paid account. Also, it extends its automated data
refresh, increased streaming capacity features to the paid accounts
and it is not available in this basic version of Power BI. �e pub-
lished dashboards will be available on the cloud and can be accessed
from the applications website of Power BI provided the individual
has the access rights to the dashboard.

6 KEY FEATURES
Power BI desktop additionally o�ers basic data wrangling capabili-
ties like Power�ery from Excel. It can work with some unique
data types like Salesforce, Google Analytics, MailChimp, GitHub,
�ickBooks online and pull them from the cloud [4]. It has the
capability to run R script �les as well, indicating that any data that
could be extracted by R can be imported into Power BI as well.
Organizations can create their own content packs for ge�ing data
from their on-premise systems and the cloud services they use.
What the content packs do is give Power BI the data model of the
services it gets data from, so it can automatically build dashboards
and charts to expose useful data, and so you can use the natural
language Q and A feature. Power Q and A is a natural language
engine for the data model that we create in Power BI. Users can ask
questions and answers would be processed and output with respect
to the data model.Once the data model has been deployed into the
Power BI website, then users can ask questions and get answers
on the model [4]. �e Performance of the of Q and A is also quite
remarkable and accurate. �e author of the dashboard can grant
di�erent types of access with respect to the hierarchy of the viewer
based on the row level security concept within Power BI, which
restricts data access depending upon the user.

7 DASHBOARD SAMPLE
A toy dashboard using quick insights on Power BI using the sample
Human Resource data available on it has been created below [6].
�e dashboard and the report analyses the new hires, active em-
ployees and employees who quit to discover trends and insights
with respect to the hiring strategy. �e dashboard can be published
online and in order to share it with a another personnel we would
need to authorize by providing an email to the Power BI share
module so that it can send the link of the dashboard to our desired
audience and they would require a Power BI account as well to

view the dashboard. �e dashboard provides information regard-
ing the bad hires, active employees and new hires of a �rm with
respect to various metrics. �e visualization is generated by the
quick insights feature of Power BI, which is capable of generating
automated visualization with respect to a given dataset.

[Figure 1 about here.]

8 SHORTCOMINGS
Although Power BI has many advanced features with respect to
the business intelligence domain, interactive visualizations, cloud
features and data analysis. It does possess some �aws in comparison
to its fellow competitors like tableau.

(1) Handling big datasets: When it comes to working with
big datasets, importing and connecting them would hurt
the performance and cause timeouts [8]. Hence third party
tools like SQL Server is being used to overcome this short-
coming.

(2) Modularity: �ere are many modules being released by
Microso� with respect to Power BI which is a positive in a
way but,it leads to confusionwith respect to the end user on
whatmodules they require for a particular project as the list
is really big and also since the number of modules increase
the possibility of a module breaking is also respectively
high [8].

(3) Preprocessing: Most visualization tools have some pre-
processing modules installed within them which can be
used to clean the data. But Power BI assumes that the data
it deals with is already preprocessed, therefore the end user
has to rely on other tools for preprocessing [8].

(4) Sharing: In some cases sharing dashboards to public would
be required, but it is not allowed in Power BI, we would
need to authorize an email access to the audience of the
dashboard. But, we can still share the reports of the dash-
board to anyone with the help of a link.

(5) Learning: One huge pitfall when it comes to Power BI
is its complexity, since most of the end users would be
from a variety of backgrounds mastering Power BI would
take some signi�cant amount of time in order to use its
features e�ciently. Whereas less complex tools in the
industry o�ering similar features are easy to use even by
non technical personnel.

9 COMPARISONWITH COMPETITORS
Power BI is still emerging in the analytics industry and is actually
making signi�cant progress with respect to it competitors.

9.1 Tableau
In comparison to Power BI, Tableau is still ahead in the industry
for creating and maintaining real time dashboards with integration
to the data available in real time, but still Power BI provides similar
features and also additional automated dashboard refresh features
in real time to stay in the competition [1]. Both the tools o�er well
sophisticated visualizations, charts and drill downs when it comes
to dashboards. But in terms of ease of use and learning Tableau is
still leading over all of its competitors and Power BI in terms of
ease of use and learning is a bit complex comparatively. Power BI
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has complex features like Power Q and A, quick insigths and so on
which tableau lacks although it has drag and drop visuals it is not
as informative as Power BI. Finally, when it comes to sharing or
publishing the work Tableau has an edge over Power BI because of
its extended features and also, Power BI has its own restrictions in
this area but at the same time making sure that the accessibility of
the work is more secure.

9.2 Qlikview
When comparing Power BI with respect to Qlikview, one huge
downfall of Power BI lies in its data management capabilities, like
mentioned previously Power BI relies more on third parties for it,
whereas Qlikview has its own ETL [1]. Again when it concerns
aspects like sharing and publishing Qlikview is be�er than Power BI
due its restrictions as mentioned previously and also it is supported
by many solutions. Qlikview is comapratively more adapatable
than Power BI. �ere is feature in Qlikview called Finally, when
it comes down to analyzing the entire platform, Power BI is built
on a much more integrated and sophisticated platform making it
be�er supportive than Qlikview in the industry [1].

10 CONCLUSION
Power BI in overall is being used as a cloud-based analytics envi-
ronment which can be employed to solve a wide range of problems
related to business analysis and automated cu�ing edge data visual-
izations. �e extravagant features available o�ers Power BI an edge
over its fellow competitors like Tableau, Qlikview and so on. �e
options to automate most of the operations makes Power BI the
go to platform when it comes to building data models and sharing
dashboards on the cloud in the industry. Having mentioned that
there is still scope for improvement in areas like data management,
ease of use, publishing and sharing which would make Power BI a
leader in its domain.
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ABSTRACT
Google Compute Engine is an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
o�ering from Google. �e company o�ers a wide variety of virtual
machines, operating systems, and storage options to serve a wide
variety of customers, including many high-end options and con-
�gurations designed for speci�c applications. �e history of the
o�ering is described as well as the expansion of locations. Details
about the types of virtual machines, images, and additional hard-
ware available are provided. Advanced features like live migration
and preemtible VMs are discussed. An overview of the competitve
landscape is presented to put Google’s o�ering into the context of
the overall IaaS marketplace.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Compute Engine is Google’s Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) of-
fering. IaaS is “a standardized, highly automated o�ering, where
compute resources, complemented by storage and networking ca-
pabilities are owned and hosted by a service provider and o�ered
to customers on-demand [2].” Customers run virtual machines for
which they choose the operating system and storage, but they do not
have control over the underlying hardware or network infrastruc-
ture [29]. IaaS providers generally di�erentiate themselves based
on pricing, service level agreements (SLA), storage and networking
options, and the types of database and application development
services that they o�er [32]. Google a�empts to further distinguish
their IaaS o�ering from the o�erings of their competitors with
claims of environmental friendliness and greater �exibility mani-
fest in the availibility of Preemtible Instances, which are VMs that
automatically terminate a�er 24 hours or if resources are needed
for other purposes. Preemptible instances are o�ered at a lower
cost than other VMs. �ey are useful for batch processing jobs
or other situations where VMs are needed for activities that are
fault-tolerant and not time sensitive [18].

2 HISTORY
A preview edition of Google Compute Engine was launched on
June 28, 2012 [3] to expand on the capabilities of Google App En-
gine, which had been around since 2008 [28]. �e preview release
supported Debian and Centos linux distributions that Google had
customized to some extent. Google Compute Engine was made
an o�cial Google product on December 2, 2013. When it became
an o�cial product support was added for SELinux, CoreOS, SUSE,
FreeBSD, and other Linux distributions. Support was also added
for Docker, FOG, xfs, and aufs. Early customers included Snapchat
and Evite [4]. �e �rst Google platform Live event was held in

San Francisco on March 25, 2014. At the second such event on
November 4 [5], 2014 Google announced the release of Compute
Engine Autoscaler which allows developers to dynamically resize
VMs in response to utilization or other triggers, and the beta release
of Local SSD, allowing users to a�ach local solid-state drive block
storage to VM instances. Some technology journalists saw this
event and its many announcements, including the launch of Google
Container Engine, Google Cloud Interconnect (which allowed cus-
tomers to connect directly to Google’s data centers [26]), and many
enhancements to Google App Engine, as a sign that Google was
ge�ing more serious about competing with Amazon in the cloud
computing market [25].

In January, 2015, Local SSD became generally available, and
Google Cloud Monitoring, including support for Compute Engine
went into beta [10]. �ese enhancements were made possible as a
result of the integration of Stackdriver, which Google acquired in
May of 2014 [8]. �e beta release of Preemptible Instances happend
in May, 2015 followed by the o�cial release in September of the
same year [31]. Citadel and Descartes Labs were early adopters of
the technology [11]. In July, 2015 Google added Windows Server
to the VMs available on Compute Engine [9], which had been
in beta since December, 2014 [6]. �is enabled them to compete
more e�ectively with Microso� Azure IaaS, which at the time was
much closer to Amazon EC2 in overall IaaS market share than it is
today [33].

�e beta release of Nvidia Tesla K80 GPUs on Google Compute
Engine was announced in February of 2017, allowing customers to
a�ach up to eight GPUs to a custom VM. At the same time, Intel
Skylake processors were made available in a number of regions [15].

In March, 2017 Google enhanced their support of Microso�
SQL Server on GCP, adding SQL Server Enterprise images to the
VMs available along with a number of other relational database
announcements [14].

InMay of 2017, Google expanded their machine types available as
Compute Engine VMs, o�ering VMswith up to 64 virtual processors
and up to 416 GB of memory which are certi�ed for running SAP’s
in-memory database HANA. In October, 2017 Google increased
their top o�ering to 96 CPUs and 624 GB of memory, and they
are reported to be working on products that will deliver 4 TB of
memory [30].

In February, 2018 Google added the ability to create VMs from
templates based on existing VM instances [16].

3 LOCATIONS
One thing that made it di�cult for Google to compete e�ectively
with other players in the IaaS space was how few regional data
centers the company had relative to their competitors. From the
beta launch of the service in 2012 until mid-2014, they only had two
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locations, us-central1 in Iowa and europe-west1 in Belgium [28]. Ex-
pansion to the Asia-Paci�c region was announced on April 14, 2014
with the openning of asia-east1 in Taiwan to support customers
in the region including Applibot, an mobile gaming company in
Japan, and Tagtoo, an content tagging startup in Taiwan. Japanese
and Traditional Chinese language web sites and developer consoles
were launched at the same time [7]. �ey started o�ering services
to GCP customers from an additional sites, us-east1 in South Car-
olina, in October, 2015. Before this the site had only been used for
Google’s internal applications. At the time us-east1 was launched
Microso� had 20 locations hosting Azure services [27]. Another
location, us-west1 in Oregon was made available to GCP customers
in July, 2016, and a Tokyo location was announced in March, 2016
and went live in November 2016 [12]. �e Oregon location was seen
as critical to making their service a�ractive to the online gaming
community. �ey anticipated a 30-80% reduction in latency for
customers located in cities on the west coast of the US with the
launch of us-west1 [13].

In September, 2016 Google announced eight additional loca-
tions [28]:

• Mumbai
• Singapore
• Sydney
• Northern Virginia (launched May 2017)
• São Paulo
• London (launched July 2017)
• Finland
• Frankfurt

Currently, Google has 15 locations on �ve contenents: �ve in
North America, four in Europe, four in Asia, and one each in South
America and Australia. Each region is broken out into two to four
zones. Certain resources are only available in certain zones within
a location, and some resources must be in the same zone. For
example, a disk must be in the same zone as the instance to which
it is a�ached, and GPUs are only available in certain zones within
certain regions [24].

4 VIRTUAL MACHINE TYPES
Google o�ers 25 di�erent standard machine types. Machine types
are de�ned by the number of virtual CPUs, gigabytes of memory,
maximum number of persistent disks, and the maximum total size
of persistent disk storage available. �e two smallest instances,
f1-micro and g1-small, respectively run on .2 and .5 fractions of
a shared physical core and have .6 or 1.7 GB of memory. �ese
VMs are limited to 4 persistent disks totaling 3 terrabytes. �e
other 23 machine types are named with the pre�x n1. Customers
can choose from �ve di�erent Intel Xeon E5 processors for these
instances ranging from the the older 2.6 GHz Sandy Bridge to
the ��h-generation 2.0 GHz Skylake. Depending on the region
and zone of the VM certain processors and con�gurations are not
available.

�e n1- pre�x VMs are organized into three groups: standard,
high-memory, and high-cpu. �ere is a single CPU option for the
standard con�guration, which has 3.75 GB of memory. �e other 22
options are con�gured with two to 96 CPUs, and di�er from each
other by the amount of memory o�ered, ranging from 1.8GB for

the n1-highcpu-2 con�guration to 1.4TB for the n1-megamem-96.
Up to 16 persistant disks adding up to a total of 16 TB of persistent
storage can be a�ached to any of the n1 pre�xed VMs, which can be
augmented with additional storage from Google Cloud Platform’s
variety of database and blob storage options. Custommachine types
are also available, and up to 128 persistent disks can be a�ached in
beta VM con�gurations [23].

Con�gurations of VMs can be saved in instances templates and
organized in groups for easier scaling and overall management.
Managed instance groups can automatically scale, perform load
balancing, and automatically recreate unhealthy or failed instances
within the group. Managed instance groups can be within one zone
or in multiple zones in a single region [21].

5 ADDITIONAL HARDWARE
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) can be a�ached to VMs con�g-
ured with one to 64 Broadwell (fourth generation) Xeon E5 CPUs.
NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs are generally available. NVIDIA Tesla
P100 GPUs are available in beta only, which means that they are
not covered under any SLA. VMs with K80 GPUs are not coverd by
SLAs in certain zones as well. GPUs are only available on VMs in
certain zones, all of which are located in the US, Europe, and Asia.
Customers can a�ach up to eight K80 GPUs or up to four P100
GPUs, which can be con�gured with one to 416 GB of memory,
depending on the zone, the number and the type of GPUs a�ached.
Also available in beta is the ability to create preemptible instances
with GPUs a�ached to them [19].

Google’s custom-developed application-speci�c integrated cir-
cuits (ASICs), dubbed Tensor Processing Units (TPUs), can also be
a�ached to VMs for accellerating machine learning applications us-
ing TensorFlow, an open source machine learning so�ware library
developed by Google [34]. �ey are marketed under a separate
brand “Cloud TPU” and are only released in beta [17].

6 IMAGES
Google allows a wide variety of images to run on Compute Engine
VMs. �e company provides public images for several versions of
linux, including CentOS and Ubuntu. Premium images include Red-
Hat Enterprise and several versions ofWindows Server. Google also
o�ers images for speci�c application, including the company’s own
container-optimized OS, VMs designed to run SAP, and SQL Server
on Windows Server. With the exception of Google’s container-
optimized OS, these special purpose images are all priced at the
company’s premium tier.

Google also allows custom images to run on Compute Engine
VMs, as well as a few community-supported images: Debian Testing,
openSUSE, and FreeBSD. Customers running custom images can
save them so that they can be easily redeployed on a number of
di�erent VM instances. Multiple releases are available for most
images [20].
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7 LIVE MIGRATION
Google provides customers with the ability to keep instances up and
running seemlessly through maintainence, certain hardware fail-
ures, upgrades, and some con�guration changes through a technol-
ogy they call Live Migration. �e components involved in making
live migration work is shown in Figure 1.

[Figure 1 about here.]
Live migration is not an option for VMs with GPUs a�ached or

for preemptible instances [22].

8 COMPETITORS AND MARKET SHARE
Google Compute Engine’s main competitors are Amazon Elastic
Cloud Compute (EC2), Microso� Azure IaaS, AlibabaCloud Elastic
Compute Service, and Rackspace Public Cloud. Amazon is by far
the leader in this space with 44.2% of total revenue in 2016 (almost
$10 billion). In terms of revenue, Google Compute Engine was the
fourth largest IaaS public cloud service, behind Amazon, Microso�,
and Alibaba but ahead of Rackspace due to year over year growth
from 2015. In 2016, GCP’s revenue doubled from $250 million in
2015 to $500 million. GCP had a 2.3% share of the IaaS market in
2016 and is growing faster than all of the above named competitors
except for Alibaba, which grew 126.5% in 2016 [1].

9 CONCLUSION
Google arrived into the IaaS market later than some more suc-
cessful competitors. �e company has recently made some very
signi�cant investments in features and infrastructure. �ey have
a�empted to di�erentiate themselves from their competitors with
headline-grabbing massive instances and high-end add-ons like
GPUs and TPUs. �ey also have a�empted to appeal to budget-
minded customers with services like preembtible VMs and to the
environmentally conscious with greener data centers.

�e company’s o�ering in the IaaS space is designed to appeal
to a wide variety of customers and it will be interesting to see how
it continues to evolve over time.
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ABSTRACT
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) is a storage system built to
store and retrieve any amount of data from anywhere on web such
as web sites or mobile applications. It is a simple web service that
provides �exibility for user to manage data in a secure way and
optimized cost. Amazon S3 manages security by providing access
control, data encryption and versioning capability. �is simple
storage service can be used to access and manage data by web
sites, mobile applications, corporate applications and data from IoT
devices [3].

Amazon S3 is being used as a secured, reliable and scalable data
storage. With multiple features of S3, it can be used for data in-
tensive web content storage,static website hosting, data achieving,
performing computations and analytics on stored data along with
other Amazon services. Due to these multiple advantages of Ama-
zon S3, many big companies such as Net�ix, Airbnb, �omson
Reuters and Zillow are using it as a secured storage solution.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Amazon S3 stands for Simple Storage Service. Amazon S3 provides a
highly scalable, reliable, and low latency data storage infrastructure
at low costs [5]. Amazon S3 can be used to store and retrieve data
of any kind and any amount. It can be accessed from anywhere.
Amazon S3 can be used for static website hosting for di�erent web
applications.

One of the important features of using S3 is it o�ers a highly
durable, scalable, and secure destination for backing up and archiv-
ing critical data [3]. As per AWS documentation, “Amazon S3 is
designed to deliver 99.999999999% durability, and it is used to store
data for millions of applications used by market leaders in every
industry” [3].

Amazon S3 provides versioning capability for protection of
stored data by giving versions to each of the data �le. Amazon
S3 enables user to write lifecycle rules to migrate less frequently
accessed data. One can store any number of �le objects. Size of one
object ranges from 0 bytes to 5 terabytes. Price for using Amazon
S3 service depends on the usage of the service and is speci�c to the
AWS region.

2 CONCEPTS AND ARCHITECTURE
Amazon S3 stores data within resources called buckets and data
is stored inside these buckets as an object where object is nothing
but a data like text �le. Each bucket has its own name and this
name is globally unique. Amazon has de�ned di�erent regions

based on availability of its resources and this globally unique name
indicates uniqueness across all regions provided by Amazon. �e
global namespace allows to organize and access data e�ectively.

Amazon has not speci�ed any restriction on number of data
objects to be stored in one bucket but number of buckets are limited
to 100 per account. Each objectis associated with a meta data which
is in key value pair format and consists ofprede�ned key values
such as Last Modi�ed date time of an object.

S3 �les can be accessed or created based on the access control
restrictions applied to that bucket. �is adds security to data. Ama-
zon S3 has a search functionality which can be used to search the
objects within the bucket. �is search is based on the �le name
and the search string should contain the full �le name or any pre-
�x of �le name. Amazon does not provide content based search
functionality for S3 so one cannot search for the internal data in a
�le.

3 KEY FEATURES
3.1 Simplicity and Flexibility
Amazon S3 is very simple to access and use. With the GUI provided
by amazon, it is very easy to perform di�erent operations such as
bucket creation or deletion, �le upload and download, a�aching
di�erent policies to bucket and many more. Amazon s3 can be
accessed using web based AWS management console, mobile app,
full REST APIs and AWS SDKs for integration with Mobile SDK,
Java, PHP, Python, NET, Node.js, Ruby. Amazon S3 provides dif-
ferent mechanisms which gives �exibility to control data access by
providing di�erent options to manage where, how and when the
data can be accessed. In this way, di�erent S3 features allows users
to take data driven approach for optimization and management of
data e�ciently [5].

3.2 Data Durability and Reliability
“Amazon S3 provides durable infrastructure to store important data
and is designed for durability of 99.999999999% of objects. Data is
redundantly stored across multiple facilities and multiple devices
in each facility” [3].

Di�erent mechanisms such as access control, versioning capa-
bility, data encryption, audit logs, multi-factor user authentication,
limited time access to objects and many more makes Amazon S3 as
a reliable storage solution.

3.3 Scalability
Amazon S3 is useful for fast growingwebsites. No additional storage
provisioning is required by S3. �e payment is based on usage
so developers can start with small and grow their application as
per need with same performance and reliability. Industries like
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healthcare, media and �nancial services that requires big data and
analytics or archive application with changing demand can best
make use of Amazon S3.

3.4 Simple Data Transfer
Amazon S3 makes it simple to transfer data as it provides set of tools
and di�erent options of data migration to move large volume �les
from Amazon S3. Using S3 transfer acceleration [8], it is fast, easy
and secure to transfer �les over long distance. AWS Snowball [9],
AWS Snowball Edge [10] and AWS Snowmobile [11] are used for
large transferring where data migration can be made at one ��h of
the cost of high speed internet [12].

3.5 Security and Access Management
Amazon S3 provides multiple mechanisms to provide data security
and to control or monitor data access to user.

User identities. Each user registered to Amazonweb service
gets an identity. �ese identities are linked to credit cards
to prevent one person to create multiple fake user accounts.
S3 also has a concept of anonymous requests when no
information is associated about user within the request.

Access control. Access controls are given by access control
lists (ACL).Each ACL can specify the access for up to 100
identities [4] S3 supports di�erent access controls.
FULLCONTROL �e owner preserves full control over

the object with all permissions.
READ It is given to buckets or users to read the object.
WRITE It is given to buckets so that user can create

objects in the bucket.
READACL It is given to buckets or objects by which

a user can read the ACL and get the identity of the
owner.

WRITEACL It is given to user to change the Access
control list. It is similar to full user control since the
user can assign any right.

Encryption. Data can be securely uploaded or downloaded
in S3 using SSL encrypted endpoints. If user chooses to
server side encryption, Amazon s3 will automatically en-
crypt the data on every write and decrypt the data on every
read [13].

Versioning. Amazon S3 provides versioning capability to
preserve and restore all the versions of objects in a bucket.
�is allows the recovery for any application failure or
wrong action of user or it is available whenever required for
reference. S3 enables user to con�gure life cycle rules [6]
to automatically manage the versioning.

3.6 �ery in Place
�is is one of the important features of Amazon. S3 allows to run
some big data analytics on data without moving it to any other
system. Amazon provides suit of tools for analysing and processing
data in S3. Using di�erent queries, subset of data required from S3
object can be taken [3].

4 USE CASES
Amazon S3 can be used in di�erent ways based on the requirement.

Static web content and media. Amazon S3 is widely used
for storing static web content and media for di�erent ap-
plications. Each object in the S3 has a unique HTTP URL
to access that object. Hence, this content can be delivered
directly. Amazon S3 can be used as an origin store for
content delivery networks like Amazon CloudFront [1].
Amazon S3 is suited for hosting web content that requires
bandwidth for addressing extreme spikes in demand. For
fast growing websites such as hosting data intensive con-
tent like video or photo sharing websites, Amazon S3 is
the solution as it does not require any additional storage
provisioning.

Host Static Website. Amazon S3 provides completely avail-
able and scalable solution for static website hosting. It can
be used to host the websites with static content such has
HTML �les, images, videos and scripts such as java scripts.
Bucket with this static content needs to be con�gured
for website hosting. While con�guring this bucket, index
document which is nothing but the webpage to which all
requests to root domain are redirected [4]. It is normally
index.html �le. A�er con�guring the bucket, it is available
with its end point. �ere is no additional cost involved for
hosting static website on Amazon S3. Pricing is same as
S3 storage, requests and data transfer pricing.

Computation and Analytics. Amazon S3 is used as a data
store for big data analytics. It is suitable for data that
requires large scale analysis like �nancial transaction anal-
ysis and multimedia transcoding [5]. Since Amazon S3 is
scalable horizontally, user can access data from multiple
computing nodes simultaneously without any constrain of
single connection. Amazon o�ers di�erent services that
helps to manage big data in S3.

Backup and Archive. Amazon S3 o�ers di�erent ways to
securely backup data stored in S3. Amazon glacier [2] can
be used to move data from S3 for backup purpose. Amazon
has speci�ed di�erent regions based on the resource avail-
ability. Amazon S3 cross region replication can be used for
disaster recovery. With cross region replication all S3 ob-
jects from main bucket are replicated to destination bucket
in di�erent region. So in case of failure, there is always a
backup in another region.

Amazon also provides versioning capability for S3 data.
Versions are crated for data objects in S3 so older data can
be accessed with the older version of that data object.

5 PRICING
For Amazon S3 storage, pricing is performed based on the storage
used. �ere is no cost required for setup and no minimum fee
applicable. Amazon S3 pricing is based on the storage in the form
of per GB per month, data transfer and number of requests per
month. �ese rates di�er based on the AWS region. “AWS free tier
provides discount which includes 5GB storage, 20000 get requests,
2000 putrequests and 15 GB data transfer for free” [7].
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6 CONCLUSION
�ese days, usage of internet is increased on a large scale. Amazon
S3 is one of the key services that ful�ls this increased demand of
big data storage. It is a secure, fast, reliable and scalable storage
solution provided by Amazon. Along with the secured data storage,
Amazon o�ers multiple features such as computation and analytics
on stored data or performing queries to get the subset of data. Since
S3 does not require any additional storage provisioning it is used as
a data storage for fast growing websites. Data intensive content on
a website such as videos or photo sharing websites can make best
use of Amazon S3. S3 buckets can be con�gured as a static website
hosting where once a bucket is con�gured, a website is available.
Due to such features of S3, it has become a choice of some of the
big companies like Net�ix, Airbnb, �omson Reuters, Zillow and
many more [3].
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ABSTRACT
HBase is ’NoSql’ database designed a�er Googles BigTable to handle
large datasets through the use of coloumn orientation. In this paper
we examine HBase by understanding the architecture, key features,
components, data �ow and limitations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We are in an era where huge data ge�ing added day by day. It’s
ge�ing di�cult with traditional Database to store and retrieve huge
data. HBase is one such database where data can be stored in
clusters and new data can be added when ever we want. Google
initially started an idea of BigTable, later it is copied by Hadoop
as HBase . HBase is a Nosql data base with key-value store. It
is developed as a part of Apache Hadoop Project. It is a column
oriented Database Management systems which is built on top of
Hadoop Distributed �le system. Googles Bigtable is a googles NoSql
database which is built to handle and quick random acess large
data bases with billions of rows and millions of columns. HBase
is similar to Bigtable and built on HDFS. HBase is an open source,
distributed, versioned and non- relational database a�er bigtable [1].
Unlike Nosql databases it provides consistency in read and write
which makes it di�erent from even Nosql databases.

HBase has many features [2]

1. Scalability is the capability of application to add more ma-
chines without actually changing the source code. HBase
is linearly and also modularly scalable. It can add more
machines without changing the application code.

2. As stated already HBase is consistent in reading and writ-
ing among the CURD operations.

3. It has a capability of providing automatic and con�gurable
sharding tables.

4. HBase provides automatic failure support from Region
Servers.

5. HBase has easy Java API for client.
6. Base classes are very convenient in backing MapReduce

jobs with HBase tables.
7. Cache is blocked and Bloom �lters are available for real

time queries.
8. �ere is a query predicate push-down via server side �lters.
9. It provides a REST-ful webservice which supports format

XML, Protobuf and binary encoding options.
10. HBase has Extensible jruby-based(JIRB) shell.

2 COLUMN ORIENTED DATABASE
Column oriented database has di�erent de�nition compared to row
oriented one. It uses columns to store data tables that is each �eld of
all the records in the table is stored seperately where as row oriented
database stores each record. Saving �elds rather than records will
have e�ciency in computations. column oriented database makes
it easy access of required data among billions of data.

3 DATA STORAGE
HBase stores the data in key-value pair. Since it is column oriented
database for every data that is entered into HBase needs a row
key. A row is broken into groupings called column families. �ese
column families group similar or frequently accessed data together.
A row key uniquely identi�es a row’s data.

4 HISTORY
A�er Google released paper on BigTable in 2006, Hadoop con-
tributed a prototype of HBase in Feb 2007 and �rst version of HBase
is released in the same year october. HBase became a noticeable
project in Jan 2008 and released subsequent versions in two years.
In 2010 HBase became a top level project of Apache [5].

5 ARCHITECTURE
HBase works on the concept of Master and Slave architecture. It has
3 components they are the HMaster, Region Servers and ZooKeeper.
HMaster provides administrative functionalities like creation and
deletion of tables like handling the data by spli�ing and Region
servers act as slaves. Region Server communicates with HMaster
for the actual �les. Regionservers will have a memstore where
the cache of the �le but actual HFile would be there in Hadoop
Distributed File systems. And the log �les get logged into WAL
of HDFS, so whenever any of the Regionserver goes down we
can rebuild everything using the log �le. Zookeeper performs
distribution coordination.

Data in HBase table is divided horizontally into di�erent Regions.
�ese regions are sorted across di�erent region service. one region
server serves thousands of regions. �e size of the regionservers
are 1GB by default which can be controlled as per the requirement.
Every region is sorted according to the key and the content of the
region speci�ed by start and the end key. HBase is a key value store
where value is a set of column families with a key being unique
identi�er of the records. �e client can read from region server
any quantity of data and any key they are looking for. �e Regions
are the horizontal subsets of the table which are stored in Region
server and are sorted according to the keys.

Region Servers and HMaster sends information to the zookeeper
regularly. Zookeeper maintains which among them are active and
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inactive. So multiple HMasters help to rescue during down time
which is detected my zookeeper.

HMaster is responsible for create and delete tables which are
administrative tasks and the client will connect to HMaster.

6 META TABLE
Meta table contains the information that in which region or on
which region the start key and end key will be found. If we donot
have the table it will scan every region of the particular table to get
a data. when we wanted to get some data for a particular key and
if you have the meta table then you can directly go to the speci�ed
regionserver.

GET is the operation which client performs to read a partic-
ular entry from HBase table.

PUT is the operation performed by the client to add some
data to the HBase table.

when ever these operations are required the client connects to
the zookeeper to get the address of the meta table, on ge�ing the
address of the meta table it stores the details of the data present in
the meta table and looks upto that particular data.

7 HBASE AND HDFS
HDFS is a distributed �le system and HBase is a database built
on top of Hadoop. HDFS doesn’t support fast querying where as
HBase supports very fast checking of data. HBase is very be�er
in latency it has random access and can access single row from
billions where as HDFS has very high latency. �is random access
of HBase is due to internal usage of Hash tables. where as HDFS
only allows sequential access of data [6].

8 KEY FEATURES
8.1 Multidimensionality
Traditional RDMS is two dimensional that means we need row and
column to access data where as accessing HBase requires row key,
column family name and the column name. Also it is a sorted Map,
Sparse and consistent.

8.2 Bigdata
Architecture of HBase is completely distributed and so HBase can
work on very large scale data with high speed.

8.3 Scalability
Facebook Messenger platform collaborates all the messaging plat-
forms together like email, chat, SMS into real-time conversation and
so it wanted robust and scalable infrastructure to facilitate these
services. It has to store datasets so it requires dataset which has
high processing and high performance so that it can serve millions
of requests at a time. Previously Facebook used Cassandra but a�er
many discussions it shi�ed from Cassandra to HBase because of its
good scalability and simpler consistency model.

8.4 Table Operations
Zookeeper service helps to forward clients read request directly to
RegionServer. “An HBase write to a single row is atomic, meaning

the whole operation either succeeds or fails, even if the write oc-
curs across column families. A write operation to multiple rows
however is not atomic, some row writes may succeed while others
fail.” [4]. Multiple values can be stored in HBase with timestamp
and associated version, live values can be speci�ed for cells which
tells HBase to delete cells at intervals. Deletion request is wri�en
as tombstone marker to the blocks of data storing the row and the
marked data is removed in the next major compaction.

8.5 Compactions
8.5.1 Minor Compactions. Data is �rst wri�en to memstore in

HBase a�er it is full data is wri�en to store-�le on disk and marked
read-only and when it reaches its threshold a minor compaction
occurs that merges multiple store�les.

8.5.2 Major Compactions. Major Compaction runs for every 24
hours which merges all the store�les into single store�le. Also any
row marked as tombstone are deleted [4].

8.6 Security and Access Management
HBase provides multiple mechanisms to provide high security and
to easy control or monitor data access to user.

9 LIMITATIONS AND PROBLEMS WITH
HBASE
Only one HMaster is active at a time and since it acts as clus-
ter for 5000 plus nodes if it goes down inorder to activate
other HMaster it will take time.

Cross data or joint operations cannot be done using HBase.
Large data is available in RDBMS database source so while
migrating data from such sources it may take longer time
to create new design.

Since HBase is not Sql we have to integrate some sql layers
for querying.

Real time queries and sorting is limited by storage memory.
HBase has expensive hardware and for its performance it
requires high memory machines [3].

10 READ ANDWRITE PATH
10.1 Write
Write or Update operation updates the in-memory data (Memstore)
and a local disk �le(WAL -Write Ahead Log) which is used if incase
the memory crashes. Over the period of time, the data in Memstore
is �ushed to the HDFS and the Memstore and WAL are cleared.

10.2 Read
Read operation �rst looks up the Memstore �rst and if it is not
found then it looks in Mem cache(RAM part to keep frequently
accessed data). If it is not found in Memstore and Mem cache then
it looks into HDFS.

11 WHEN HBASE CAN BE USED?
HBase can be used when we have High volume data, Unstructured,
when we need Near Real time Operations, when we have to perform
Column oriented operations, and when high scalability is required.
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12 CONCLUSION
HBase is open source, column oriented database which handles
large datasets with billions of rows. Architecture allows it random
and fast read and write operations which can be scaled to even
million/sec. HBase is poor in cross and join operations.
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ABSTRACT
Azure Cosmos DB is Microso�’s globally distributed, multi-model
database service designed for developers who build mission-critical
applications that require global horizontal scale out capabilities.
Azure Cosmos DB allows customers to elastically scale across any
number of geographical regions while delivering a �nancially-
backed SLAs for high availability, performance, latency, and consis-
tency. �is paper will discuss the various features and capabilities
of Azure Cosmos DB and how it solves unique distributed database
challenges. A basic understanding of distributed database concept
is assumed to understand the content of this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, managing data is a critical part of app development
and computing generally. Whether it�s a game, news, travel or
fashion app, it�s always all about the data. For example (cite1)
according to Go-Globe.com [1], every 60 seconds, 320 new accounts
and 98,000 tweets are generated on Twi�er, about 168,000,000 emails
are sent, there are 695,000 status updates, 79,364 wall posts and
510,040 comments are published on Facebook and so on. �ese
examples demonstrate the ubiquitous nature of data as well as the
need to manage such a huge volume. Beyond big data management,
modern apps also require databases that is always on, can enable
customers to elastically and globally scale throughput and storage
based on demand and support multiple data models and popular
APIs for accessing data. Azure CosmosDB is designed to address the
challenges described above. It is a globally distributed database that
o�ers users high throughput, 99th percentile availability, latency
and consistency. Azure CosmosDB also supportsmulti-tenancy and
global distribution. �e following sections describe the capabilities
of Azure Cosmos DB.

2 FEATURES
2.1 Global Distribution Architecture
(cite 2) Azure Cosmos DB is designed so that resources are dis-
tributed along two dimensions: within a given region, all resources
are horizontally partitioned using resource partitions (local distri-
bution) [2]. Furthermore, each resource partition is also replicated
across geographical regions (global distribution). Figure 1 shows
the global distribution architecture for Cosmos DB.

[Figure 1 about here.]
To scale throughput or storage, Azure Cosmos DB transparently

performs partition management operations across all the regions.
Independent of the scale, distribution, or failures, Azure Cosmos

DB continues to provide a single system image of the globally-
distributed resources. Global distribution of resources in Azure
Cosmos DB is turnkey: at any time with a few clicks or program-
matically with a single API call. Regardless of the amount of data or
the number of regions, Azure Cosmos DB guarantees each newly
associated region to start processing client requests in under an
hour at the 99th percentile. �is is done by parallelizing the seeding
and copying data from all the source resource partitions to the
newly associated region. An existing region can also be removed
or taken o�ine.

2.2 Indexing and�erying
Azure Cosmos DB�s automatic indexing feature indexes all data
properties. With Azure Cosmos DB, users do not need to decide up
front which elements they’re likely to query on. Azure Cosmos DB
does not expect or require any schema or secondary index de�ni-
tions to index data at scale. It is truly schema-agnostic. Indexes can
be customized where required to remove unused a�ributes and ele-
ments. Azure Cosmos DB also provides rich querying capabilities
(SQL, MongoDB, Gremlin (graph database), Table) with projections,
�lters, aggregate, sort and �a�en operators, expressions (arithmetic,
logical, and various data transformation). Spatial data types and
queries are also provided.

2.3 Replication, Consistency and Transactions
Generally, most distributed databases o�er either strong consis-
tency or eventual consistency. In contrast, Azure Cosmos DB pro-
vides a control of consistency with �ve well de�ned consistency
levels. A default account consistency level is con�gured for write
operations; developers may then �weaken� reads on per request
basis. Levels: Strong, Time Bounded Staleness, Session (Read Your
OwnWrites), Consistent Pre�x, Eventual. Azure Cosmos DB allows
users to specify either single partition collections or partitioned
collections. Single partition collections are limited to 10GB/10kRUs.
Partitioned collections on the other hand have no theoretical limit
to scale. �eries may span multiple partitions, but transactions
are always bounded to within a single partition. Azure Cosmos
DB also support geo-local reads and writes, Elasticscaling through-
put, failover priorities and consistent database schema and index
migration. Users can dynamically associate �priorities� to the re-
gions associated with their database account. Priorities are used
to direct the requests to speci�c regions in the event of regional
failures. In an unlikely event of a regional disaster, Azure Cosmos
DB will automatically failover in the order of priority. In order to
test the end-to-end availability of the application, users can manu-
ally trigger failover (rate limited to two operations within an hour).
Azure Cosmos DB guarantees zero data loss in the case of customer
triggered regional failover and guarantees an upper-bound on data
loss in the event of a system-triggered automatic failover during a
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regional disaster. �e application does not need to be redeployed
upon regional failover, and the availability SLAs are maintained.
For this, Azure Cosmos DB allows developers to interact with their
resources using either logical (region-agnostic) or physical (region-
speci�c) endpoints. �e former ensures that the application can
transparently be multi-homed in case of failover; the la�er provides
�ne-grained control to the application to redirect reads and writes
to speci�c regions. �e availability guarantees are agnostic of the
scale (throughput and storage associated with a customer�s data-
base), number of regions, or geographical distance between regions
associated with a given database.

2.4 Data Analytics, Full-Text Search and Mobile
For data analytics, there is direct connectivity from analytics tools
such as Power BI to Azure Cosmos DB. Furthermore, Azure Search
and Azure Cosmos DB o�er native integration through the use of
Indexers. �e creation and management of data sources (including
Azure Cosmos DB) and indexers that operate against those data
sources allows Azure Cosmos DB content to be indexed and queried
from Azure Search. For mobile app development, Azure Cosmos DB
also provides a native integration with Xamarin (a multi-platform
app development tool) allowing those apps to be able to store data
in the cloud.

2.5 Schema and Data Type Support
Azure Cosmos DB provides a true schema-agnostic data model
while indexing all data types (documents, graphs, tables). Schema
could be enforced if required using the Javascript trigger capability.
Azure Cosmos DB entities are stored as JSON. Primitive data type
support is as per JSON (implementation of ARS �� atoms, records
and sequences). Spatial types are supported using GeoJSON en-
coding and spatial indexing and queries are supported using the
WGS-84 co-ordinate system. Both distance and within spatial oper-
ators are provided; collections must be explicitly enabled for spatial
data type indexing.

2.6 Programmability, Tools and Client SDKs
Azure Cosmos DB provides rich Javascript based programmability
for SPROC, triggers and UDFs. Javascript provides a mechanism
to support atomic transactional operations and to improve perfor-
mance by reducing round-trip calls to the service by shredding and
manipulating input service side. �e Cosmos DB endpoints are
standard REST endpoints with JSON payload. A SQL like query
syntax is also provided along with SDKs for dotNET, Node, Java
and Python. Azure Cosmos DB also provides MongoDB protocol
compatibility meaning that many MongoDB drivers and supported
tools will also work.

2.7 Management and Monitoring
For Azure Cosmos DB, the Azure portal provides CRUD support
with syntax highlighting and other IDE-like features including Data
Explorer (Graph, Documents, Table). �e Microso� Visual Studio
IDE also provides support for Azure Cosmos DB. �ery execution
returns basic statistics about Resource Units consumed, but there
is no query-plan mechanism to return a detailed query execution
plan from the service. Cosmos DB has a fully automatic, online

backup which is done approximately every 4 hours and the last 2
backups are stored at all times. �ese backups are stored in Azure
Blob Storage to guarantee low latency and e�cient upload.

2.8 Security and Encryption
Authentication to Azure Cosmos DB is by way of master keys and
delegated resource tokens. Master keys can be retrieved from and
reset via the management portal. Azure Cosmos DB is also inte-
grated with Azure Active Directory at this time. Permissions can be
granted at any level of the resource hierarchy; database, collection,
document or a�achment; this provides item level permission gran-
ularity. Permissions are either All which grants full CRUD access
or read-only. Execution of procedures requires an All permissions
token on the collection. Client to service connections must be se-
cured with SSL. Azure Cosmos DB does not support encryption at
rest. User requiring an audit capability would need to implement
this themselves using triggers.

2.9 Stack Governance
Azure Cosmos DB is designed to allow users to elastically scale
throughput based on the application tra�c pa�erns across dif-
ferent regions to support �uctuating workloads varying both by
geography and time. Operating hundreds of thousands of glob-
ally distributed and diverse workloads cost-e�ectively requires
�ne-grained multi-tenancy, where hundreds of customers share
the same machine and yet thousands share the same cluster. As a
resource governed system, Azure Cosmos DB is a massively dis-
tributed queuing system with cascaded stages of components, each
carefully calibrated to deliver predictable throughput while oper-
ating within the allo�ed budget of system resources. In order to
optimally utilize the system resources (CPU, memory, disk, and
network) available within a given cluster, every machine in the
cluster is capable of dynamically hosting from 10s to 100s of entities.
Rate-limiting and back-pressure are plumbed across the entire stack
from the admission control to all I/O paths. Our database engine is
designed to exploit �ne-grained concurrency and to deliver high
throughput while operating within frugal amounts of system re-
sources. �e number of database operations issued within a unit of
time (i.e., throughput) is the fundamental unit of reservation and
consumption of system resources. Users can perform wide range of
database operations against their data. Depending on the operation
type and the size of (the request and response) payload the opera-
tion may consume di�erent amounts of system resources. Azure
Cosmos DB is designed to include an abstract rate-based currency
for throughput called Request Unit or RU which is available in two
denominations based on the time granularity - request units/sec
(RU/s) and request units per minute (RU/m). Users can therefore
elastically scale throughput of a container by programmatically
provisioning RU/s (and/or RU/m) on a container. Internally, the
system manages resource partitions to deliver the throughput on a
given container. Elastically scaling throughput using horizontally
partitioning of resources requires that each resource partition is
capable of delivering the portion of the overall throughput for a
given budget of system resources.

2
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3 CONCLUSION
Modern application development requires database that ensures
Global distribution, elastic horizontal scalability, and multi-model
and that is schema-agnostic. Azure Cosmos DB is designed with
these requirements in mind. As a cloud-born multi-tenant database
system, Azure Cosmos DB�s design interleaves resource gover-
nance across its entire stack. �e system is designed from the
ground up to o�er global distribution of data, multiple well-de�ned
consistency levels, ability to elastically scale throughput across geo-
graphical regions, and comprehensive SLAs encompassing through-
put, consistency, latency, and availability to all users and apps.
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ABSTRACT
An increasing number of devices and applications rely on cloud-
based app-centric services. Most of these application, such as In-
ternet of �ings (IoT) applications rely on traditional Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), to securely communicate the data. It is known
that PKI infrastructure has problems and is not the best solution
as the number of connected devices increases. Apache Milagro
provides a distributed and scalable multi factor authentication that
is ideal for app-centric services.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the increasing competition in the industry, fast delivery of
services to users is one of the major concerns. Starting up services
with traditional cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platforms
can be challenging since a bulk of the work needed to set up and
deploy an application is le� for the user. With the increase in ap-
plication centric cloud computing, the developers do not need to
worry about all of the networking issues [13]. An application cen-
tric cloud computing environment abstracts away the complexities
of di�erent cloud environments, allowing the developers need to
manage speci�c tasks related to the application and not the indi-
vidual servers themselves, thus enabling developers to spend more
time to improve the overall user experience. Most IoT applications
bene�t from application centric clouds as the connected devices
are part of a common application [10].

In view of this, it is important to ensure security in the cloud.
With most of the services using password based authentication,
which is inherently vulnerable, it is important to use other infor-
mation to authenticate users properly. Multi Factor Authentication
(MFA) allows users to establish their identity by providing evidence
for two out of three requirements- knowledge (something the user
knows), possession (something the user has) and inherence (some-
thing the user is) [14].

Apache Milagro [5] is an Apache incubator project that provides
an open source, distributed, certi�cate less security solution for
cloud based application that is easy to scale. Milagro consists of
Apache Milagro Crypto Library (AMCL) that allows users to estab-
lish distributed trust systems using proven and tested protocols.
Applications can then build on AMCL and provide multifactor au-
thentication using Milagro MFA, secure communications between
a client and a server and also in peer to peer comunication [6].

2 PROBLEMS WITH PKI
Public Key Infrastructure has had many problems and has faced
various threats over the years. Firstly, PKI has too many moving

parts, and se�ing up a PKI service is not a trivial task. �is has
lead to many organizations not deploying PKI correctly and leaving
their systems vulnerable. Furthermore, most applications and users
ignore PKI warnings such as a website not being secure. �ese
warnings and errors can not be enforced in web browsers now,
otherwise, a lot of pages and services would stop working [12].

Since distributing the list of revoked certi�cates to the whole sys-
tem can take a long time, there is no guarantee that a key belongs
to a well identi�ed user at any time. Users may have certi�cates
from di�erent Certi�cate Authorities, which makes it di�cult to
identify users that have revoked certi�cates form some Certi�-
cate Authorities [16]. �ere have been a�acks on PKI Certi�cate
Authorities (CAs) and various CAs have been compromised. Not
only this, a�ackers in the past have been successful in stealing
website certi�cates, and code signing certi�cates as in the case of
stuxnet [9]. Encryption makes initiating an SSL connection a heavy-
weight process and thus SSL protected services are susceptible to
a�acks such as Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS). Many such a�acks on PKI have been listed in [17].
Many commercial PKI services use Identity certi�cates to side-step
the concern whether a commercial CA actually had the authority
to provide certi�cates, and leave it to the users to verify the actual
identity [11].

Most password protected services rely on PKI and SSL to send
passwords over the internet. Recording passwords on a server is
another problem as password servers can be a�acked and pass-
words can be stolen even if PKI and SSL are working properly. A
more philosophical issue with centralized PKI is that user iden-
ti�cation information lies with centralized servers and not users
themselves [16]. Various approaches have been proposed to avoid
some of these errors, none of which have been widely accepted.
Google has proposed an enhancement to PKI as they suspect that
PKI may be broken in the future and a�ackers can use this to de-
cipher recorded messages from old communications [9]. Many
of these problems can be avoided by adopting a decentralized ap-
proach.

3 MILAGRO DETAILS
Milagro uses cryptography techniques based on pairing on elliptic
curves. Elliptic curves are mathematical structures on which op-
erations are easily de�ned. Multiplication of a point on a curve to
a number can be easily computed, but it is computationally di�-
cult to �nd the multiplier even if the result is known. �is makes
it di�cult to break the system while using smaller multipliers as
compared to RSA based encryption which requires the generation
of large prime numbers [7]. �is removes the need to maintain and
distribute certi�cates, thus eliminating the need for a centralized
certi�cate authority.
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Apache milagro uses pairing based cryptography (PBC) to split
a users key among di�erent distributed trust authorities (D-TAs)
and provides additional security as the D-TAs are isolated and
independent of each other as shown in �gure 1. �is eliminates a
single point of failure and allows the key generation and distribution
to be a part of the system itself. Apache milagro provides Identity
Based Encryption (IBE) where a key can be set to a prede�ned
identi�er, and zero knowledge authentication, where the identity
of a user can be proved without showing the user’s key. �ese
cryptographic operations are handled by the AMCL [7].

[Figure 1 about here.]

4 APACHE MILAGRO CRYPTO LIBRARY
Despite extensive research in cryptography, most of the industry
relies on old technology for security solutions. �ere are many
libraries available that provide new cryptographic methods that
a�empt to solve the issues in PKI. Most of these libraries are not
easy to use or are dependent on other libraries [15].

ApacheMilagro crypto library is self contained and only depends
on external processes to add randomness to the key generation pro-
cess. �e library is portable as it is not wri�en in assembly language
and is reasonably fast. �e library has been created keeping in mind
the memory restrictions on small connected devices and takes min-
imum space. AMCL is available in many languages namely C, Java,
Javascript, Swi� and Go, and uses general programming constructs
avoiding language speci�c functions. �is allows the library to be
translated to most other languages using already available transla-
tors [15].

AMCL uses 128-bit AES encryption since it is the current stan-
dard for cryptography and works as well as other variants like
256-bit AES, or 192-bit AES. Apart from this, the library uses
“SHA256 for hashing, 256-bit prime �eld elliptic curves for pub-
lic key protocols, and 256-bit BN curves to support pairing-based
protocols. However three di�erent parameterizations of elliptic
curve are supported - Weierstrass, Edwards and Montgomery, as
each is appropriate within its own niche” [15]. �e library borrows
random number generation and symmetric encryption functions
from the open source MIRACL library [15].

5 MILAGRO MFA
Milagro Multi Factor Authentication is an Apache licensed version
of the M-Pin protocol and is safe against man in the middle and
key compromise impersonation a�acks [8].

Under the M-Pin protocol, the client and the server are issued
secret keys derived from their identities. �e client then uses a
zero knowledge proof protocol to prove to the server that it has
the secret key. �e keys are not generated at a centralized server
but by various independent D-TAs. Each part of the key (factor)
is generated using pairing on elliptic curves and is a point on the
curve. �e key can be regenerated by adding the two parts together.
One part of the key can be a 4 digit pin that the user knows and
the other can be an authentication token saved on a device that a
user has. �us enabling distributed two factor authentication. �e
keys are generated only at the server and the client. �e M-Pin
protocol ensures forward secrecy, so that, if long term keys are
compromised, the previous session can not be decrypted [4].

To set up a Milagro MFA service, �rst the crypto libraries need
to be cloned and built. �en, the credentials can be obtained by
a python script provided in the repository. Once this is done, the
distributed trust authorities need to be set up along with a relaying
party service and a relaying party application that allows users to
log in. �eMilagro repository provides scripts for these tasks. �en,
various clients can connect and user the service, with the help of
SDKs available. �e SDKs are available for Android, Microso� and
iOS platforms, and Milagro MFA can be integrated easily in web
applications easily [3].

6 MILAGRO TLS
Milagro TLS uses pairing based cryptography to achieve mutu-
ally authenticated key agreement. It uses two di�erent modules,
Milagro CS which uses the M-Pin protocol to establish mutual au-
thentication between a server and a client, and Milagro P2P which
uses the Chow-Choo protocol for key exchange in peer to peer
communication [1].

�e Chow-Choo protocol is an identity based key management
protocol that uses important concepts form elliptic cure pairing
based cryptography. �e protocol helps Milagro to achieve MFA,
key agreement and distribution of keys from the D-TAs [4].

As mentioned before, Milagro relies on D-TAs to issue fractions
of keys. �is is possible because using a pairing on elliptic curves,
keys are generated by multiplying a master secret with a point (P).
�is master secret can be easily represented as the sum of secrets
that are maintained by di�erent D-TAs and the point (P) can also
be represented as a sum of di�erent points representing di�erent
factors such as a user’s PIN, or a key embedded in a device. �e
key in its entirety is only known by the device. If two devices
with embedded keys need to communicate with each other, they
can then calculate a common key that can be used to encrypt the
communication. Further restrictions can be enforced on the devices
where a device is allowed to send or receive data only if it is assigned
a sender or a receiver key respectively, which are two di�erent keys
generated using fractions of keys available to each of the devices [4].

7 CONCLUSION
Traditional cryptography solutions based on Public Key Infrastruc-
ture su�er from several problems and security threats, which have
been exploited in the past by a�ackers. However, PKI can still be
used in a client-server based application it is not the best solution for
distributed and peer to peer applications such as IoT applications.

Apache Milagro provides an open source, distributed and cer-
ti�cate less security solution for cloud based and IoT applications.
Milagro is built on AMCL and provides Milagro MFA, which is an
Apache licensed multi factor authentication service, that can be
integrated on various platforms. Milagro also provides milagro TLS
module which enables certi�cate less authentication in client-server
and peer-to-peer communication.
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ABSTRACT
Orange is a data mining, visualization, and machine learning toolkit
based on Python 3. Built at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia by
the Faculty of Computer and Information Science utilizing the Bioin-
formatics Library, this so�ware was developed to allows domain
experts and data scientists, alike, to take advantage of its capabili-
ties in order to perform complex data mining and machine learning
practices. Orange is targeted towards practitioners with varying
degrees of technical background, including complete novices, and
aims to simplify the product�s o�erings through a visualization
interface that describes the work�ow in components, otherwise
known as widgets. Capabilities of this product include the ability to
utilize random forests, Nave Bayes, neural networks, and k-nearest
neighbors for data mining and machine learning practices. Or-
ange�s data source is typically in tabular format, with a�ributes in
columns and instances in rows, and the so�ware�s capabilities can
be enhanced by developers who wish to create their own widgets.
Add-ons are also readily available to extend Orange’s functionality
in speci�c domains such as bioinformatics, or text mining.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-504, Orange, Machine Learning, Data Mining, Visualiza-
tion

1 INTRODUCTION
Developed in a bioinformatics laboratory by a Computer and Infor-
mation Science faculty [1], Orange was built for use by practitioners
of all skill levels, ranging from developers to novices [1]. With an
interactive data visualization interface, Orange allows for a simple
approach to perform complex data mining and machine learning
practice through a component based work�ow ui. �is simpli�ed
approach to utilizing data mining and machine learning practices
can be utilized not only as a tool to bridge the gap between do-
main experts and data scientists, but in addition to be leveraged
in academic and research se�ings. Orange�s visual programming
component is presented in the form of widgets in order to per-
form qualitative analysis through a visualized work�ow map. �is
work�ow map can have a number of di�erent widgets included,
each grouped into its own clas depending on a widget’s function;
which encourages the use of various di�erent types of widgets
mapped together in any given typical work�ow. Orange can not
only be utilized as a Python library, but developers can create their
own custom widgets via Python scripting and add it to their work-
�ow [3]. In addition to Orange being used for various data mining
tasks, visualizations, and machine learning tasks, additional add-
ons are available to extend Orange’s functionalities, such as for
domains involving “biomedicine, bioinformatics, [and] genomic
research” [5].

2 DESIGN OVERVIEW
�is open source toolkit’s latest version (3+) uses various python
libraries for computation, while utilizing the Qt framework for the
visualization end [5]. Orange was initially built atop C++ classes to
cover modeling and preprocessing. Users interact with the Python
layer which uses “popular Python libraries numpy for linear al-
gebra, networkx for working with networks and matplotlib for
basic visualization” [2]. Orange can integrate with various Python
IDEs such as PyCharm or shells such as iPython, and o�ers cross-
platform support onWindows, Linux, and MacOS X [1]. �e overall
interface the user encounters with Orange can be broken down into
two separate features; widgets, which cover Orange�s data mining
and machine learning functionalities, and a canvas interface for
users to design their work�ow which links together widgets [5].
See for an example of a work�ow in Orange.

[Figure 1 about here.]

3 FUNCTIONALITY
Some of Orange’s available Python classes and methods include
classes based on data models, preprocessing, classi�cation, regres-
sion, clustering, distance, evaluation, and projection. �e classi�-
cation and regression classes o�er the largest number of available
methods, such as random forests,Naive Bayes, neural networks, and
k-nearest neighbors [3]. �ese classes can either be used directly
as a Python library, or used in Orange’s widget sets. Users are able
to script their own custom widgets in Python once meta data for
the widget is de�ned, along with input/output speci�cation, which
are handled by class methods. �ese custom widgets can then be
aded to the Orange work�ow, which de�ne some of Orange’s key
capabilities [5].

3.1 Widgets and Add-Ons
Widgets are the self-contained functional components that de�ne a
work�ow’s task. Using communication channels to pass outputs
from one widget to another, data can be processed and transformed
using these self-contained functionalities to achieve the desired
output. Users are capable of scripting their own functionalities
in custom widgets once an input/output speci�cation has been
de�ned, along with constants for the class namespace. Users also
have the ability to utilize the pre-existing widgets that are packaged
with the so�ware [3].

Add-ons are utilized for targe�ed research, which extend Or-
ange’s functionality. Add-ons that are o�ered with Orange include
Bioinformatics, Network, Spark, and Text, which can be simply
added to Orange by navigating to the Options menu. �ese add-ons
can be used in conjunction with Orange’s existing widget set [3].

�e current widget catalog [3], including some of the available
add-ons, can be categorized as the following:
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• Data (de�ne data sources, perform transformations, pre-
process)

• Visualize (utilize various visualizations such as heat maps,
linear projections, and Pythagorean forests)

• Model (implement algorithms such as Nave Bayes, neural
networks, linear regression, kNN)

• Evaluate (perform predictions and plot analysis)
• Unsupervised (implement algorithms such as k-Means,

distance transformation, correspondence analysis)
• Data Fusion (construct data fusion graphs and relation

matrices)
• Educational (designed for educational purposes such as

interactive k-Means and polynomial classi�cation)
• Text (o�ers various text based sources)
• Network (o�ers functionality for network analysis)
• Bioinformatics (various components related to bioinfor-

matics, such as gene info and KEGG Pathways)
• Associate (o�ers associate rules and frequent item sets)

3.2 Data Sources
Using the File Widget, Orange is capable of importing native �les,
csv�s, text �les, Excel spreadsheets, or Google Sheets. In short,
the data that is consumed by Orange is typically in tabular format
de�ned as samples by a�ributes, or rows by columns. A�ributes can
be de�ned as one of four category types: discrete, time, continuous,
or string. Orange will make assumptions of a�ribute roles and
types when importing data, but corrections can be made once again
by utilizing the File Widget. For performance and compatibility
(such as with scikit-learn), Orange wraps its datasets in numpy
arrays, which allows details of the values and feature names to be
stored [3].

3.3 Classi�cation
Supervised data mining, or classi�cation, is a primary focal point of
Orange’s machine learning methods, which are dependent on class-
labeled instances. �ese classi�ers are comprised of two di�erent
object types, learner and classi�ers [3]; where learners consume
class-labeled data in order to return classi�ers. Many di�erent
learners can be used on the same dataset, each with varying param-
eters to distinguish one learner from another and provide unique
feedback, which are further utilized in ensembles, which are imple-
mented as wrappers around various learners [1].

To further enrich the classi�cation methods that are o�ered, the
following types of classi�cation can be utilized in Orange [3]:

• Probabilistic Classi�cation (classi�er that is called us-
ing additional parameters in order to specify a classi�cation
based on output)

• Cross Validation (this method is used to validate the ac-
curacy of a classi�cation by averaging the result across
several runs of classi�cation from the dataset)

• Classi�ers (scikit-learn is utilized to o�er a number of
di�erent classi�ers in Orange which include logistic re-
gression, kNN, support vectore machines, classi�cation
trees, and random forests)

3.4 Regression
Regression, similiar to classi�cation, is also dependent on class-
labeled data, and is implemented using learners and regressors. In
short, regression models, or regressors, predict a continous class
value based on an input. Also similiar to classi�cation, there are a
number of available regressors in Orange (such as neural network,
regression trees, linear regression, and polynomials), and cross
validation is also a good way of checking a regression scoring
method [3].

4 SUPPORT
Orange is open source, and is released under GPL [2]. �is toolkit
is cross-platform, and supports Windows, Mac OS and Linux [5].
“As of March 2018 the stable version is 3.11 and runs with Python 3,
while the legacy version 2.7 that runs with Python 2.7 is still avail-
able” [5]. Orange�s installer comes packaged with Anaconda [4],
and the GUI requires a PyQt installation [3]. Users may also in-
stall Orange directly from the Python Package Index repository [2].
Given t hat Orange is a free so�ware released under the terms of the
GNU General Public License, Orange does not o�er any warranty
on the product.

5 CONCLUSION
Using a canvas-based work�ow diagram with functional widget
components, Orange o�ers a solution which simpli�es the process
of data mining, machine learning, and visualization, and makes it
accessible to users with novice technical backgrounds. �is toolkit
allows domain experts the ability to take advantage of powerful
data-science rooted analytic methods; methods which tradition-
ally were available to practitioners of data science with a strong
technical background. Friendly towards experts as well, Orange�s
Python-based functionalities o�er users the ability to utilize a large
number of existing Python libraries and integrate with various IDEs
and shells. Users also have the �exibility to develop custom wid-
gets using Python scripts with support for Python 2.X and Python
3.X. Orange also has a number of add-ons available, which include
bioinformatics-based enhanced functionalities. �is open source
so�ware has gathered an audience in research and academic set-
tings due to its ease of use and simply entry into practicing data
mining and machine learning techniques. In addition, Orange has
accumulated several add-ons, which include bioinformatics and
text mining; and is thus known in the bioinformatics domain space,
as well.
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ABSTRACT
We are in the information age. Possibly, the information overload
age. Data are the commodity of this technological era. A signi�cant
number, if not most of the world’s industries are dependent on
the internet and the exchange of data. It is reasonably safe to
assume that how data are exchanged is an important to understand.
Understanding data services have been changing over time may be
as vital as development of new tools and methods for data exchange.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Although data services and data exchange long pre-date the early
2000’s. �e volume of work that pre-dates 2000 would require
volumes to adequately describe. For clarity, this paper focuses
on data services technologies that have emerged since 2000 and
the advent of Web 2.0 and in particular the data mining and data
sciences explosion that is taking place across the globe.

“Web services evolved from the Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
mechanism” [7]. �e development of web services is meant to
address a distributed computing environment, where data might be
stored on one system, applications consuming or processing that
data might be stored on a second system and clients that render
data are on systems like desktop computers, mobile devices or other
machines further process that data. All of these systems are linked
together, typically via some sort of network and an RPC system
provides a mechanism so that both the data and procedures that
can be used on that data are discoverable [7].

SOAP and XML, REST and JSON have been part of the pro-
gression of the development of web services and web Application
Programming Interfaces (API). Some might say that the develop-
ment of each has revealed something new that has lead to the next
technological advancement in data services and data. A�er the de-
velopment of a new technology we also discover limitations of that
technology, which in-turn leads to the next technological advance-
ment. For example, not long a�er SOAP and XML became primary
tools in web API development, some people began to notice the
di�culty in reading XML data in cases where developers need to
con�rm data requests or data responses. One might argue that
using XML as the data packet could have been an over extension of
the use of XML in web services. In the mid to late 2000s, REST and
JSON based web services began to take hold. JSON may have been a
be�er �t for web services and data mining because forma�ing data
to comply with a JSON data format focuses more on the data itself
than describing the data like XML does. If true, and we concede the
format of JSON data rendered for situations where developers are
trying to test web services and the rendered data are easier to read

then JSON may have been the next logical step in the evolution of
web services.

�is paper will brie�y describe two import exchange protocols,
SOAP and REST. Next the paper will compare XML, a data format
used in SOAP, with two data formats used in REST, JSON, and
GraphQL. SOAP and REST are not the only protocols that currently
exist. Nor are XML, JSON, and GraphQL the only data formats that
exist. However, both protocols and all three formats are widely
used in academia and industry today and merit discussion.

2 SOAP AND XML
SOAP is a XML-based data exchange protocol [11]. SOAP stands
for Simple Object Access Protocol [8]. SOAP is a lightweight pro-
tocol that, simply stated, is extensible and designed to facilitate
the exchange of structured data between disparate systems [8].
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the structured data format
that has been used in conjunction with SOAP for data services [14].
SOAP and XML are still widely used today. In some cases, due to
legacy systems and security concerns SOAP and XML are required
for the use and development of data services. An example of XML
is shown in Figure 1 [15].

[Figure 1 about here.]
An important point to note is, XML is a markup language, which
can be interpreted as a meta-language. XML serves to not only
contain the data it delivered, but it also describes the data [1].

Figure 2 [9] is an example of the type of interface developers and
web service data consumers had to understand in order to work
e�ectively with SOAP/XML based web services.

[Figure 2 about here.]
Anyone trying to read the WSDL document had to not only under-
stand the nuances of things like XML, name-spacing, but also had
to be able to understand how the web service’s operations were
de�ned in the WSDL document.

3 REST AND JSON
Pautasso [10] de�ne REST as Representational State Transfer. REST
was designed by Roy Fielding as part of his doctoral dissertation
while a�ending the University of California, Irvine [5]. Fielding
developed REST in order to propose a framework for and archi-
tecture that can be used in network-based application so�ware [5].
Fielding’s work on REST occurred around 2000, but it has only been
in the last few years that we have seen the widespread implemen-
tation of REST. Figure 3 we show an example of a REST/JSON data
packet.

[Figure 3 about here.]
�e example could be the output from a query to a RESTful web
service or the input to be delivered to a RESTful web service that is
meant to create our update data. JSON in comparison to XML is
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not a markup language. In comparison to XML, JSON is the data
with some de�ning a�ributes, but it his li�le, if any, meta-data
that describe the data itself. As an example, a JSON data packet
might have a list of users where each user object or item has a �rst
name a�ribute, last name a�ribute and an email address a�ribute
with values for each of those a�ributes, but the data packet itself,
does not describe the data format. REST and JSON have also leant
themselves towards the development of web-based APIs.

Figure 4 [12] is example of a REST/JSON web service interface.

[Figure 4 about here.]

In comparison, it seems easier to understand not only the proce-
dures or methods the service provides, but as Figure 5 [12] demon-
strates, it is easier to understand the data types required for the
services input parameters and resulting output data packets.

[Figure 5 about here.]

However, Figure 6 [6] provides an example of service response
from a REST/JSON based service and although, visually, easier to
understand compared XML.

[Figure 6 about here.]

It can be challenging to understand the relationships between the
data set’s components.

4 GRAPHQL
“GraphQL is a query language constructed to facilitate the devel-
opment of APIs” [3]. GraphQL is meant to provide a complete and
understandable description of the data in an API as well as allowing
clients to ask for exactly what data is needed and nothing more
than that [3]. GraphQL was developed by Facebook to address
Facebook’s need for having an API that could retrieve and describe
all of Facebook’s data while keeping the API simple to learn and
use [2].

An issue with both SOAP and REST based services is that once
a remote procedure is implemented both inputs and outputs are
�xed. In other words, a developer has to create the appropriate
inputs and its required input values for an RPC call. �e remote
procedure produces a resulting data set with the exact same output
�elds each time. For example, the developer instantiates an API call
to retrieve a list of all users. A single user has three a�ributes, �rst
name, last name, and email address. �e resulting user list always
has all three a�ributes. However, what if the developer wants the
same list of users, but only wants the �rst and last name a�ributes
of each user. GraphQL provides that �exibility.

Figure 7 shows an example of a GraphQL query and the results
using GithHub.com’s GraphQL API.

[Figure 7 about here.]

Figure 8 is an example of using GitHub’s same GraphQL API, but
requesting the list of licenses excluding the nickname �eld.

[Figure 8 about here.]

A second issue that has been a challenge to manage in SOAP and
REST based APIs has been versioning. In a REST API, an endpoint
for requesting users might look like:

http://somedomain.com/api/v1.0/users

Over time the API might need to evolve and the next version of
the equivalent user call might produce a data set that has slightly
di�erent a�ributes for the user. �e new endpoint might look like:
http://somedomain.com/api/v2.0/users

�is versioning structure requires work to make sure the new ver-
sion of the API is documented. E�ort is also required to make
sure the previous version of the API is documented and there is
good communication with API consumers so they know there are
multiple versions of the API and the di�erences between those
versions. Simply stated, GraphQL does not create this situation.
If the domain model for the user object changes to include a new
�eld (e.g., phone number), then the new �eld can be added to the
model. �e GraphQL query schema can be adjusted for new �eld
and anything that consumes that already accesses that GraphQL
query will continue to work.

A third issue that GraphQL addresses that can be viewed as a
challenge in SOAP or REST services is accessing related resources
in single requests [3]. Typically in REST or SOAP, if a user object
had a one-to-many relationship to an address object and an API
consumer wanted to get a user’s address data then multiple calls
have to be created to retrieve the related resources (i.e., addresses).
Also, the API developers have to develop and maintain multiple
API endpoints (i.e., user endpoint, addresses endpoint).

A fourth feature that GraphQL o�ers that relates back to it
being a single (url) resource is, e�ciency. Micro-services and a
micro-service based architecture has emerged as robust and pop-
ular format for delivering web services. Technically, the goal of
a micro-service is to keep the service small and easy to maintain.
REST based services tend to require multiple endpoints that can
be used for typical Create, Read, Update Delete (CRUD) operations.
GraphQL’s single endpoint means that all CRUD operations are
handled by a single endpoint making the resources required to build
and run the service smaller.

5 CONCLUSION
�ere have been very notable advances in data and service delivery
since the advent of the Internet and the Internet’s integration into
industry. At the same time we are seeing incredible increases in the
amounts and demands for data that are used in almost every busi-
ness and academic sector. With these changes we see enhancement
to the tools used to deliver the data and the services.

In the early 2000s, data delivery handled was typically handled
via tools like SOAP and XML where XML data packets not only
contained the data, but contained meta-data that described the data
in the packet. �is required service users to have to develop an
understanding of the data and the domain at the same time. �is
would not have necessarily been a bad thing, but it would have
required more e�ort.

Between approximately 2005 and 2015 there has been a wider
acceptance and implementation of REST and JSON based web ser-
vices. Using JSON as the format for structuring data has lead to
possibly cleaner and easier to understand data packets while leav-
ing the metadata for those packets and services as part of the APIs
documentation. However, this still means that someone has to de-
velop and maintain the documentation (metadata) and that service
consumers have to expend e�ort to stay aware of changes to the
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services being consumed in case a change occurs that might a�ect
the clients accessing those services.

A slightly more rigorous way to gage whether GraphQL has
traction for becoming reliable part of web and data services infras-
tructure is to examine who is using GraphQL. According to the
GraphQL website (graphql.org/users/), major companies like Cours-
era, Facebook, GitHub, Intuit, Neo4j, Shopify, Twi�er and Yelp are
using GraphQL [4]. Assuming that most of these organizations
investigate and research new technological tools before making the
tools part of their infrastructure, it may be reasonable to assume
that GraphQL has notable viability.

Figure 9 [13] also provides data that could support the choice of
using GraphQL as a part of a services system architecture.

[Figure 9 about here.]
�e table indicates that GraphQL performance may be be�er than
REST. GraphQL has an almost 50 percent performance increase.
Serious architecture related decisions would require checking the
constraints of the test and repeating the tests for veri�cation.

Finally, in approximately 2016, developers at Facebook seemed
to have developed the next step forward in service and data delivery
by addressing some of the weaknesses in SOAP/XML and REST/J-
SON by creating and publishing GraphQL. Because GraphQL is a
query language the structure of the query and the language used
to create a query have, what seems to be, a more intuitive �t to the
data domain. �is may allow service developers and consumers to
work with the services without having to spend time in trying to
understand the underlying mechanisms used to deliver the services
and the data. GraphQL requires a single endpoint for service access
therefore minimizing the need for developers to maintain and doc-
ument multiple endpoints and/or having to version the API. Lastly,
API consumers will be able to use a query format that matches more
closely the resulting data set produced from query requests, which
could help facilitate understanding the data and services provided
by the API.
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Figure 6: Swagger UI Response
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Figure 7: GitHub GraphQL Licenses�ery
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ABSTRACT
Every business organization around the globe are rapidly progress-
ing towards taking advantages of big data o�erings. Big Data char-
acteristics includes high Volume, Variety as well as Velocity of data.
Big Data needs to be processed fast so as to enable organizations
to act in real-time for fast paced changing business conditions. Big
data technologies stack includes Open Source Hadoop platform
that o�ers capabilities for storage, distributed data processing, data
streaming in real-time and computational platform for business
analytics. In this paper, an a�empt is made to capture real t ime
data streaming process including the components involved in the
process along with Industry stream processing frameworks and
commonly used Streaming products. �is paper also provides brief
on practical use cases for real time stream processing.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-514,hid-sp18-506, Apache NIFI, Apache Ka�a, Apache
storm, Apache spark, and Stream processing

1 INTRODUCTION
Streaming data is the data that is produced continuously by many
data sources and includes a wide variety of data such as browser
cookie data, server log �les, credit card transactions, data gener-
ated from social networks, �nancial trading, data generated by
customers using mobile and IOT sensor data. When data is con-
tinuously bucketing in your organization, we need a huge data
warehouse system or HDFS, or Apache HBase or any other NON-
Relation database server to store it. �ere are two ways to analyze,
and process either in batch mode or in real time mode depending
on organization requirements. But most of the organizations are
looking for real time actionable analytics to make faster decision

2 STREAM OVERVIEW
“�e data needs to be processed sequentially and incrementally on a
record-by-record basis or over sliding time windows, and used for
a wide variety of analytics including correlations, aggregations, �l-
tering, and sampling. Information derived from such analysis gives
companies visibility into many aspects of their business and cus-
tomer activity such as -service usage (for metering/billing), server
activity, website clicks, and geo-location of devices, people, and
physical g oods -and enables them to respond promptly to emerg-
ing situations. For example, businesses can track changes in public
sentiment on their brands and products by continuously analyz-
ing social media streams, and respond in a timely fashion as the
necessity arises” [1].

Below are few of the frameworks and products developed in
order to implement data streaming

3 APACHE NIFI
NIFI works with Apache Ka�a, Apache Storm, Apache HBase and
Spark for real-time distributed messaging of streaming data. NiFi
platform is used for ingesting real-time streaming data sources,
such as the internet of things, sensors and transactional systems.
Ni� has in built tools to �lter any un-wanted data during data
pre-processing stage

�ere are four main components of NiFi to consume data for
processing and producing the output

• FlowFile
• Processor
• Connections
• And Flow Controller

4 NIFI ARCHITECTURE
[Figure 1 about here.]

FlowFile responsible to bring the data in to NiFi from any data
sources. Connections are link between NiFi components to move
within the �ow. Controller normalizes of FlowFiles between the
processes. Processors are action component to process FlowFiles
contents and produces output. In the enterprise NiFi acts as a
producer to publish messages to the topic. �e messages are broad-
casted over the network to the Apache Ka�a Cluster.

5 APACHE KAFKA
“Ka�a works in combination with Apache Storm, Apache HBase
and Apache Spark for real-time distributed messaging of stream-
ing data. Ka�a is a low latency messaging platform for real-time
streaming data sources, such as the internet of things, sensors, and
transactional systems. Ka�a brokers huge message streams for
low-latency analysis in Enterprise Apache Hadoop ecosystem” [2].

6 APACHE STORM
Apache storm is a real time distributed computational system for
processing huge volume of data in parallel and with high scalability.
Initially it was developed by twi�er and it is composed of other open
source components. Storm provides an interface for developers to
develop applications that analyze streams of data (multiple rows).
A row may contain any objects type. “At the core of Storm’s data
stream processing is a computational topology, which is discussed
below. �is topology of nodes dictates how tuples are processed,
transformed, aggregated, stored, or re-emi�ed to other nodes in
the topology for further processing” [2]

Below characteristics of Storm ideal for real-time data processing
workloads:

• Fast
• Scalable
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• Fault-tolerant
• Reliable

Storm has three sets of components, each them have own re-
sponsibility during processing. Nimbus node uploads computation
for execution, code distribution, launch workers, monitor and real-
locates workers based on load in the cluster. ZooKeer co-ordinates
the storm cluster in the enterprise. Supervisor node, interact with
Nimbus through ZooKeeper to manage workers according direction
from Nimbus.

[Figure 2 about here.]
Five key abstractions help to understand how Storm processes

data
• Tuples: An ordered list of elements.
• Streams: “An unbounded sequence of tuples” [2]
• Spouts: “Sources of streams in a computation (e.g. a Twi�er

API)” [2]
• Bolts: “Process input streams and produce output streams.

�ey can run functions, �lter, aggregate, or join data, or
talk to databases” [2]

• Topologies: “�e overall calculation, represented visually
as a network of spouts and bolts” [2]

7 APACHE SPARK
Apache spark is a framework for large-scale data processing that
supports several di�erent programming languages and concepts
such as Hadoop Map Reduce, distributed in-memory processing,
stream processing, and machine learning. �is can be used on top
the Hadoop framework

8 OTHER STREAM PROCESSING
FRAMEWORKS AND PRODUCTS
• Apache Samza
• Esper
• AWS Kinesis
• Data Torrent
• And Oracle CEP

9 USER CASE
Real time audience selection based on browse pa�ern in the web
(credit card recommendation)

10 HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE
Data ingestion happens from various sources in real time. Real time
audience selection application hosted on Big Data platform. Bluekai
(Oracle) posts cookie data to this application through REST API
continuously. �is application performs pre-processing, validation,
and then perform actual processing in real time and then �nd the
selected audience based on cookie data and business rules and post
back recommended audience to Bluekai

[Figure 3 about here.]

11 CONCLUSION
Stream processing is required when data has to be processed con-
tinuously in a real time. �ere are several open source, commercial
frameworks and products available in the industry for real time

stream processing. In this paper, an a�empt is made to describe
Hortonworks streaming components, NiFi ingests, route and land
real time data streaming. Ka�a captures and perform instant pro-
cessing with Apache Storm. �is paper also provided one use case
for real time audience selection using Big Data platform
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ABSTRACT
Openchain is an open source blockchain technology developed so
that enterprises could stand up their own, fully functional, secure,
highly customizable, blockchain environment while maintaining
full administration rights beginning with the transactions recorded
on the chain themselves through the validation processes and even
how the data is stored and used.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Openchain is a blockchain technology designed as a simple yet
customizable, enterprise-ready, cryptographic ledger to track the
ownership of digital and real-world assets. Openchain o�ers both
the back-end blockchain framework as well as a blockchain-enabled
wallet for managing digital assets. �e open source technology
company leverages its online development community and o�ers
support in designing and building a blockchain network for client-
speci�c needs. Openchain’s design di�ers from other and more tra-
ditional blockchain concepts by utilizing a client-designed hierarchy
for validating assets and transactions, rather than using an anony-
mous decentralized validation system. Openchain’s blockchain
concept can be stood-up in seconds and is fully customizable for
any individual’s, company’s, or asset-type’s needs and the open-
source nature ensures constant development and improvements.

2 BLOCKCHAIN
In recent years, the concept of blockchain has established itself
as a promising innovative technology with pro�table, real-world
implications and interest in blockchain technologies peaked in late
2017. But what is ‘Blockchain’ and what does this technology mean
for existing industries? In order to understand the capabilities
and near-future potential impacts this technology will have on the
world, we mist �rst understand what it is. Running a basic search
on the web for ‘Blockchain’ is sure to turn up resulting descrip-
tions that use the terms ‘distributed ledger’, ‘decentralized’, and
‘transparent’. Blockchain is a distributed ledger meaning that the
data records (ledger) is duplicated and maintained on any number
of computers or servers worldwide (distributed). �e idea behind
the distributed ledger is security in the sense that the data records
must be identical across all servers so that any discrepancies, errors,
or a�empts to change information will be virtually impossible to
occur. �e concept of verifying information and ensuring no foul
play or errors occurred exists in many industries today but the pro-
cess of guaranteeing the information is accurate is precisely what
Blockchain technology is designed to tackle. A prime example is
how banking institutions verify account balances and the ability to

transfer money or pay for goods and services. A bank would have
to verify the originating account’s balance to ensure su�cient funds
are available prior to the transaction. �en the bank would verify
the address or location of the destination account; sometimes, this is
a di�erent banking institution with similar processes. Finally, once
the transaction is completed, all parties must verify completion
and maintain records of that transaction for any auditing purposes.
Blockchain is expected to disrupt this process, and many similar in
concept, by cu�ing out the middle man, or in this case, the banks.
�rough the use of a blockchain, the account balance, address, des-
tination address and balance are all connected on the same chain
through information in some form or another. �is information
is stored as blocks, or essentially a collective of information mak-
ing up some de�ned amount of memory, which are all connected
(block-chain) and therefore can be veri�ed through a query rather
than (sometimes multiple) a middle-man like a bank. Financial
transactions and institutions are not the only industry threatened
by the use of blockchain technology. FUTURETHINKERS, a pop-
ular podcast covering evolving technologies, discusses 19 major
industries that will likely be impacted by blockchain technology in
a big way [7]. Any institution who’s responsibility is to verify or
maintain ownership of an asset can be disrupted by the adoption
of blockchain; however many of these institutions are recognizing
the potential of blockchain technology and have begun investing
in utilizing the technology themselves.

Understanding the distributed-ledger concept is only half of the
de�ning capability within a blockchain. Blockchains are, by de-
sign, secure through the use of various cryptography practices.
Blockchain technology utilizes cryptography and dual-pair public
and private keys to verify the users of the chain itself. �e informa-
tion stored within the blocks of a blockchain is transparent so that
anyone with access to the chain can view the information stored
on the chain; however only the owner of the private key can make
changes (depending on the chain, such as a transaction) to their
account. �is description is very high-level and the blockchain
technologies in use today invoke a wide variety of characteristics
that make each unique. Blocks can vary in size, enabling less or
more information stored per block and entry within a block. �e
ability to view, add, or change the information within a blockchain
can be enabled or disabled by the administer of the blockchain.
And the purpose of the blockchain can vary from any need to store
information securely.

Most notably in today’s media, cryptocurrency is at the fore-
front of blockchain use and is the driving force behind its adoption
as well as its hype. According to Google trends, the idea of cryp-
tocurrency spiked interest far beyond blockchain, the technology
behind cryptocurrency, tokens, and initial coin o�erings, or ICOs
(see Figure 1).

[Figure 1 about here.]
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�e hype for cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies has
led to major jumps in various company stock prices who wither
mention blockchain in a press release or even toy with the name
“Bit” or “Block” as a part of the company name itself [10]. Accord-
ing to Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies for 2017,
blockchain is well within the “Peak of In�ated Technologies” phase
and therefore it will be some time before blockchain is adopted
as the game-changer technology behind the hype [8]. More infor-
mation on the technology behind and concept of Blockchain can
be found at h�ps://www.ibm.com/developerworks/ cloud/ library/cl-
blockchain-basics-intro-bluemix-trs/ . Additionally, see Figure 2 for
a basic example of a transaction on a blockchain.

[Figure 2 about here.]

3 OPENCHAIN
Openchain aims to narrow the time to enlightenment in using
blockchain and theOpenchain technology enables developers, clients,
consumers, and large businesses to deploy and bene�t from the
open source blockchain capabilities that are available already. Blockchain
itself is traditionally implemented as a distributed ledger where
each node or entity on the connected network keeps a copy of the
ledger and through cryptography, anonymity, and the chain itself,
guarantees security and reliability in maintaining accurate, valid
ledger entries. One of the original and most famous implementa-
tions of the blockchain technology is Bitcoin, a decentralized digital
currency with a price determined by the market for the currency
itself. Bitcoin transactions, or the passing of the digital coin from
one owner to another is veri�ed and maintained by the blockchain
so that no one ledger can claim a false transaction compared to the
other ledgers on the chain. Early adopters of blockchain usages
boast that in order to fake a transaction or alter a transaction, the
entirety of the chain would need to be reveri�ed and re-recorded;
this implies that thousands of nodes on a network would need to
be changed instantly (a feat Don Tapsco�, a Co-Founder of the
Blockchain Research Institue once described as “turning a Chicken
McNugget back into a chicken” [13]), thus guaranteeing security.
However, this concept of wide distribution, although secure, is not
bene�cial in a large-scaled environment. Bitcoin and other instanti-
ations of this early concept of peer-to-peer, distributed, anonymous
validation processes are o�en time consuming with veri�cation
times spanning multiple days while the nodes sync in validation.
Challenges such as this can be solved by alternative blockchain
technologies, such as the enterprise-ready blockchain technology
by Openchain [9].

Coinprism, the parent company to Openchain, and its founder,
Flavien Charlon, have pioneered multiple technologies utilizing
blockchain concepts and developed Openchain as a way for large
industries to tailor a blockchain to its own industry standards [11].
In a presentation with CoinDesk, a leading cryptocurrency and
blockchain news outlet, Charlon explained that large industries and
private companies saw the value in using a blockchain to manage
asset ownership but were hesitant to adopt blockchain because
of the increasingly longer validation cycles and veil behind not
knowing who is a part of validating or denying transactions on
an open chain [6]. What makes Openchain a viable solution to
private industry concerns, beyond its ability to be deployed in

seconds, is that the private entity is the owner and administrator of
all aspects of its own blockchain ledger. �is means that a company
who manages the land leases of thousands of lease contracts can
enable its own third party resources to validate contracts rather
than relying on the potential for lease-expertise or even competitors
to approve transactions.

Openchain can function as a standalone blockchain, can be
deployed beside other closed blockchains, or be developed as a
“sidechain” to other existing blockchain technologies, such as a Bit-
coin or Ethereum chain [4]. �e end-users of a chain can exchange
the asset freely within the openchain per the rule and validation
characteristics that the administrator sets. Administrators can elect
to have asset-speci�c validating entities and can maintain multiple
chains for each asset-type it handles. For instance, the company
that maintains a ledger for land-leases can also administrate a ledger
for the ownership of cars, gi�-cards, medical expense history, or
even digital currencies, and can choose to combine the chains to
leave as individual standalone instances.

In addition to the blockchain technology designed for enterprise
asset management, Openchain o�ers a digital wallet, compatible
with its openchain technology so that the end-user can store the
digitized asset and have any transactions and ownership validated
by the chain its connected to. �rough Openchain, a company, large
or small, can implement and administer its own private blockchain
as well as provide a digital wallet for client use. �is model is com-
mon among small companies which use blockchain technologies
and private coins or tokens to fund projects as a means of venture
capitalism instead of the traditional and policy-laden concept of
stocks through public o�erings.

4 UNDER THE HOOD
Under the hood of an Openchain server you’ll see Openchain uses
a Docker image to set up the requirements and dependencies when
spinning up the service. You can build an Openchain instance
without docker and the documentation is provided by Openchain,
although the con�guration of both the docker-provided setup and
the self instantiation are identical. �e server itself defaults to using
SQLite for the storage of transaction data, although you can use
SQLServer. Additionally, customization and support for develop-
ment and implementation are available via the active Openchain
forum [3]. Openchain is wri�en in JavaScript and therefore na-
tively uses JSON formats for its HTTP API. �e available methods
include POST, for submi�ing a transaction for validation, and GET,
for retrieving information of a validated transaction. Note, once
a transaction is validated, there is no way to append or adjust the
ledger entry. �e validation process itself, via a POST method,
involves submi�ing transaction data, which is mutated via a hex-
encoded byte string, and then hashing the mutation via double
SHA256 [5]. Finally, the transaction is signed using a private-public
key pair, of which the private key is signed using Secp256k1, a
popular cryptographic curve in blockchain signatures [1].

5 CONCLUSION
Despite the hype and the general population’s misconceptions of
blockchain, Openchain o�ers a simple, yet powerful opportunity
for organizations and individuals to implement their own secure
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blockchain instance. Whether the purpose is to handle the initial
o�ering of a (hopefully) useful investment currency, to backup
personal digital assets, or to have a tangible back-story to claims
that your company is exploring blockchain technology so that your
public stock price soars, Openchain is available as an open source,
highly customizable, simple, and widely supported blockchain tech-
nology.
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ABSTRACT
�is paper introduces what is Hadoop, how to use Hadoop and why
using Hadoop.
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1 ORGANIZATION
�e document is �rst to introduce Hadoop from three levels, its
two main parts: MapReduce and HDFS, and Hadoop itself. Second,
to show the applications and features of Hadoop, which can tell the
advantage of Hadoop. Finally to introduce the environment setup
and the use cases of Hadoop.

2 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there are huge amounts of data in the world and there
are also lots of di�erent models to analyze those data. No ma�er
how good the models are, big data can always bring be�er result.
However, there are also some problems with storing big data and
analyzing them. Disk capacity grows much faster than the speed of
Disk read. Hadoop can solve the problem. Hadoop is a distributed
computing open source framework of the Apache open source
organization, It has been used on many large websites such as
Amazon, Facebook and, Yahoo. �e most important part of Hadoop
framework is MapReduce and HDFS. HDFS is the abbreviation of
Hadoop Distributed File System and provides base-level support
for distributed computing storage. MapReduce is used to analyze
and process data.

3 MAPREDUCE
MapReduce can be split to two verbs Map and Reduce. Map is to
break down a task into multiple tasks, and Reduce is to sum the
results of multiple tasks and come up with the �nal result.

“MapReduce program executes in three stages, namely map stage,
shu�e stage, and reduce stage.

Map stage: �e map or mapper’s job is to process the input data.
Generally, the input data is in the form of �le or directory and is
stored in the Hadoop �le system (HDFS). �e input �le is passed to
the mapper function line by line. �e mapper processes the data
and creates several small chunks of data.

Reduce stage: �is stage is the combination of the Shu�e stage
and the Reduce stage. �e Reducer’s job is to process the data that
comes from the mapper. A�er processing, it produces a new set of
output, which will be stored in the HDFS” [5]. A architecture of
Hadoop shown in Figure 1.

[Figure 1 about here.]

4 HDFS
When the amount of data exceed the ability of independent com-
puter storage, it has to be split and stored in more than one computer.
HDFS is the storage foundation for distributed computing. HDFS
is the abbreviation of Hadoop Distributed File System and the core
of Hadoop.

Hadoop’s distributed �le system is very similar to other dis-
tributed �le systems. �e basic characteristics of a distributed �le
system are:

Extensibility. Data Consistency. Multiple servers work together
to complete tasks that a single server cannot handle. Multiple
nodes in a distributed system can concurrently operate on shared
resources. Suitable for write once and read multiple times models.

[Figure 2 about here.]

�e above �gure 2 shows the three important roles of HDFS:
NameNode, DataNode, and Client. DataNode is the basic unit
of �le storage. Each �le block can have multiple copies and be
stored on di�erent DataNodes. DataNode stores the Block in the
local �le system and sends all existing Block information to the
NameNode. Client gets the access to data through interactions
with the NameNode and DataNodes. Client contacts NameNode to
get the Metadata of the �le. �e NameNode stores the Meta-data
of the �le system in memory. �is information mainly includes
the �le information and the information of each �le block on the
DataNode.

�e advantage of HDFS:
1. Suitable for batch processing 2. Handle huge �les: Can store

petabytes of data on HDFS. 3. Access stream data: Write once and
Read multiple times. 4. Cheap: the �lesystem relies on commodity
storage disks that are much cheaper than those used for enterprise-
grade storage. Besides, HDFS is open source and does not need pay
for licensing fee [1].

�e disadvantage of HDFS: Does not support multi-user writes:
HDFS is immutable, which means �les cannot be modi�ed. One
�le can only be wri�en once.

5 HADOOP
[Figure 3 about here.]

�e above �gure 3 shows in the Hadoop system, there will be
a Master, responsible for the work of NameNode and JobTracker.
JobTracker’s main responsibility is to start, track and schedule the
execution of each Slave task. �ere will be more than one Slave,
each Slave usually has the function of DataNode and is responsible
for the TaskTracker’s work. TaskTracker performs Map tasks and
Reduce tasks in conjunction with local data based on application
requirements.
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6 APPLICATION
�e most suitable is the analysis of massive data. In fact, Google
�rst proposed MapReduce for mass data analysis. At the same time,
HDFS was originally developed for search engine implementation
and was later used in distributed computing frameworks. Mass data
is divided into multiple nodes and then calculated by each node in
parallel, and the results obtained are merged into the output. At the
same time, the output of the �rst stage can be used as the input for
the next stage of calculation. �erefore, it can be imagined that a
tree-structured distributed computing map has di�erent outputs at
di�erent stages. Simultaneous parallel and serial calculations can
also be very well handled e�ciently in distributed cluster resources.

7 FEATURES
Extensibility: Hadoop’s distributed storage and distributed comput-
ing are done on cluster nodes, which also determines Hadoop can
scale to more cluster nodes.

Economy: “Hadoop generates cost bene�ts by bringing massively
parallel computing to commodity servers, resulting in a substantial
reduction in the cost per terabyte of storage, which in turn makes
it reasonable to model all your data” [2].

Reliability: �rough the distributed storage, Hadoop can auto-
matically store multiple copies. When the data processing request
fails, it will automatically redeploy the calculation task.

E�ciency: �e e�cient data exchange implementation of the
distributed �le system and the combination of MapReduce and Local
Data processing make basic preparations for e�cient processing of
large amounts of information.

8 ENVIRONMENT SETUP
“Before installing Hadoop into the Linux environment, Linux using
ssh (Secure Shell) is needed. At the beginning, it is recommended to
create a separate user for Hadoop to isolate Hadoop �le system from
Unix �le system. SSH setup is required to do di�erent operations
on a cluster such as starting, stopping, distributed daemon shell op-
erations. To authenticate di�erent users of Hadoop, it is required to
provide public/private key pair for a Hadoop user and share it with
di�erent users. Java is the main prerequisite for Hadoop. Download
and extract Hadoop 2.4.1 from Apache so�ware foundation.

Once you have downloaded Hadoop, Hadoop cluster can be
operated in one of the three supported modes:

Local/Standalone Mode: A�er downloading Hadoop in your
system, by default, it is con�gured in a standalone mode and can
be run as a single java process.

Pseudo Distributed Mode: It is a distributed simulation on single
machine. Each Hadoop daemon such as hdfs, yarn, MapReduce
etc., will run as a separate java process. �is mode is useful for
development.

Fully Distributed Mode: �is mode is fully distributed with min-
imum two or more machines as a cluster. We will come across this
mode in detail in the coming chapters” [6].

9 USECASE
Yahoo is the biggest proponent of Hadoop. Since Hadoop is created
more than 10 years ago, it has already become Yahoo’s most im-
portant technology. At �rst, Hadoop is just used as Web searching,

but with the times going, Yahoo’s Hadoop application includes
more aspects, which includes: advertising system, user behavior
analysis, anti-spam system, personalized recommendation. Today,
there are nearly 300 unique Hadoop platform application scenarios
in di�erent areas [4].

“Facebook runs the worldś largest Hadoop cluster” says Jay
Parikh, Vice President Infrastructure Engineering, Facebook. As a
world-renowned social networking site, Facebook has more than
300 million active users, of which approximately 30 million users up-
date their status at least once a day; users upload more than 1 billion
photos and 10 million videos per month; and Weeks share 1 billion
items, including logs, links, news, Weibo, etc. �erefore, the amount
of data that Facebook needs to store and the process is enormous.
�e cloud platform for performance is very important to Facebook,
and Facebook mainly uses the Hadoop platform for “searching, log
processing, recommendation system, data warehousing and video
and image analysis. Basically, Facebook runs the biggest Hadoop
cluster that goes beyond 4,000 machines and storing more than hun-
dreds of millions of gigabytes” [3]. Its �rst user-facing application,
Facebook Messenger is also based on Hadoop database.

�e world’s largest supermarket chain, Wal-Mart, uses Hadoop
to analyze the behavior of customers searching for products, and
users search for keywords on the Wal-Mart website through search
engines. Using the analysis results of these keywords to explore
customer needs, in order to plan the next quarter’s product promo-
tion strategy. It even intends to analyze customers’ discussion of
products on social networking sites such as Facebook and Twi�er,
hoping to �nd customers? needs one step ahead of the competition.

10 CONCLUSION
Hadoop mainly consists of two parts: 1. HDFS, responsible for
storage, distributed �le system; 2. MapReduce, parallel processing
framework, used to achieve task decomposition and scheduling.

�ere are two main types of nodes in Hadoop:
NameNode: management node, used to store �le metadata, in-

cluding a mapping table of �les and data blocks; a mapping table
of data blocks and data nodes.

DataNode: Work node, used to store the real data block.
And there are many applications on Hadoop.
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ABSTRACT
TensorFlow is an open source library to implement machine learn-
ing algorithms speci�cally deep learning algorithms. TensorFlow
provides both an interface and implementation to execute these al-
gorithms using data�ow graphs. Being �exible and cross-platform
in nature, code built using this library can be implemented and
executed on a variety of systems, ranging from mobile platforms
such as smart phones and tablets to large-scale distributed systems
comprised of thousands of high performance computational devices
such as GPUs/CPUs.
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1 OVERVIEW
1.1 History
To explore use of large scale deep neural networks, Google Brain
project, which started in 2011, built a scalable distributed framework
for training and inference, known as DistBelief. �is system and
framework has been used by various companies under Alphabet
across both research and commercial applications [1].

TensorFlow is a robust and faster production grade version of
DistBelief that can achieve higher accuracy in generation of neural
networks. Due to its �exibility and robustness, it has been widely
used for conducting research and for deploying production grade
machine learning systems across various areas of computer sci-
ence and other �elds, “including speech/text recognition, computer
vision, robotics, information retrieval, natural language process-
ing, geographic information extraction, and computational drug
discovery” [1].

1.2 High level architecture
In simpler terms, TensorFlow can be visualized as a python/C++
implementation of deep learning models. It also has a API layer that
sits on top of Python/C++ framework, providing easier methods to
train and evaluate distributed machine learning models [9].

TensorFlow takes data�ow graphs as input to perform compu-
tations and maps these computations onto diverse hardware plat-
forms, ranging from mobile device platforms such as Android and
iOS to large scale distributed systems containing one or many GPU
cards. �is kind of �exibility makes TensorFlow a good candidate
for building models for research and prototypes and then allowing
to easily scale those neural networks through usage of parallel
execution.

2 BUILDING BLOCKS
2.1 Programming Model
A TensorFlow computation is described by a graph-type data struc-
ture. �e graph represents a data�ow computation and is composed
of a set of nodes, job of a developer would be to write code to build
such graph, utilizing nodes for state maintenance, decision and
looping control. �ese computation graphs can be built using one
of supported langauges (Python and C++) [1].

2.2 Operations and Kernels
• An operation has a name and a�ributes, representing a

computation (e.g., subtract, or add). All a�ributes must be
declared at the time of constructing a graph in order to
instantiate a node to perform that operation [1].

• A kernel is an implementation of an operation that is spe-
ci�c to a particular type of device (e.g., CPU or GPU). A
TensorFlow binary is used to de�ne the sets of operations
and kernels available [1].

2.3 Sessions
To interact with TensorFlow, client programs create a Session. Ses-
sion interface supports two methods, Extend and Run [7].

• Extend method augments initial graph with additional
nodes and edges

• Run takes a set of named nodes as argument, that are to
be computed as well as an optional set of tensors. It then
determines all the nodes of the graph that are required
to compute the requested outputs, and performs those
operations in an order based on their dependencies. In
most of the TensorFlow programs, graph is setup once
within a Session, and then run multiple times.

2.4 Variables
Variables are a special kind of operations that return a handle to a
persistent mutable tensor, which survives across executions of a
graph. Handles to these persistent mutable tensors can be passed to
a handful of special operations, such as Assign and AssignAdd that
mutate the referenced tensor. For a typical model, parameters are
usually stored in tensors held in variables, that are updated during
training the model [7].

3 IMPLEMENTATION
TensorFlow is a cross-platform library and hence its provided API
separates the user code in di�erent languages from the core pro-
cessing. “�e core TensorFlow library is implemented in C++ for
portability and performance: it runs on several operating systems
including Linux, Mac OS X, Windows, Android, and iOS; the x86
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and various ARM-based CPU architectures; and NVIDIA’s Kepler,
Maxwell, and Pascal GPU microarchitectures” [2].

�e distributed master divides user requests across a set of tasks.
Using pruning and partitioning, a graph is divided into sub compu-
tations and a subgraph is sent to each participating device, these
subgraphs are cached to be used in subsequent steps. Master applies
standard optimizations to the computations and also coordinates
execution of the optimized subgraphs.

�e data�ow executor handles requests from the master for
each task, and then schedules the execution of the kernels, which
contains a local subgraph. Current implementations of TensorFlow
can execute 10,000 subgraphs per second, which enables several
replicas to generate rapid, �ne-grained training steps. �e data�ow
executor is also responsible for dispatching kernels to local devices
and running kernels in parallel when possible, by utilizing multiple
CPU cores or GPU streams [2].

Implementation di�ers between single device, multiple device
and multiple machines.

• In case of a single worker process with a single device, the
nodes of the graph are executed in order of their depen-
dencies. Each node is polled for number of dependencies
to be satis�ed and once all dependencies are satis�ed, node
is queued for execution. �e queue is processed in an un-
speci�ed order, delegating the mode’s kernel execution to
a speci�c device object. Once a node has �nished process-
ing, count of all nodes that depend on its completion are
updated.

• In case of multiple devices, mapping algorithm is used
to decide which device should handle the computation.
�e device for a computation is selected based on cost
model which includes simulating the cost of processing a
computation on a node based on type of device and com-
munication between di�erent devices. Device with optimal
cost is chosen for the execution.

• Distributed execution of a graph is very similar to multi-
device execution with an additional step of creation of a
subgraph per device a�er the placement. Data is transmit-
ted between send/receive nodes via TCP or RDMA.

4 ADDITIONAL TOOLS
TensorFlow also provides some additional tools along with the core
implementation of deep learning models.

4.1 Tensor Board
TensorBoard is a visualization tool provided by TensorFlow as part
of its open source release that helps users visualize and comprehend
the structure of their computation graphs and overall behavior of
their machine learning models. �e visualization provided as part
of TensorBoard is interactive, where users can zoom and drill down
to create di�erent visualizations [1].

One of the main requirements while training machine learning
models users have is ability to examine the various aspects of the
model, and how it changes over time. To help users be�er un-
derstand their models and document several metrics, TensorFlow
supports di�erent Summary operations that can be inserted into
the graph such as scalar summaries, distribution or image-based

summaries. Typically, these summaries are calculated as summary
nodes for each graph and then visualized using TensorBoard visu-
alizations [1].

TensorBoard can read TensorFlow �les that contain summary
information about the training process, these �les can be generated
when running TensorFlow jobs. TensorBoard can then be used
to compare di�erent training runs, collect runtime statistics, and
generate histograms [9].

4.2 Performance Tracing
TensorFlow also provides a tool called EEG (not included in the
initial open source release in November, 2015) that can be used to
collect and visualize detailed information about the exact ordering
and performance aspects of the executions of graphs. �is tool can
be utilized to track the performance bo�lenecks and rectify any
e�ciency issues with the execution [1].

4.3 TensorFlow Debugger
TensorFlow also provides a useful diagnostic tool called TensorFlow
debugger (tfdbg), this tool helps developers monitor the internal
structure and states of execution of graphs during training and
inference that help in debugging and troubleshoot any issues [9].

4.4 TensorFlow Serving
With version 1.0.0 TensorFlow also provides an easy to deploy
model which can be used to move a trained model to production
on high performance servers for scalable model executions[9].

5 FEATURES
Some of the salient features of TensorFlow are [9]

• Scalability and cross-platform deployability
• Portability, since a graph can be executed immediately or

saved to use later, and it can run on multiple platforms:
CPUs, GPUs, TPUs, mobile, embedded.

• Optimizable by transforming the graph to produce e�cient
version suited to a given platform via various parameters

• Support for distributed execution
• Support of debugging of graphs
• Out of the box learning models - Object detection API,

sequence-to-sequence model, text processing using ParseySaurus,
Image stylization using multi-style pastiche generator from
Magenta Project [9].

• Python control �ow can be used within TensorFlow APIs
for various programing functions: loops, conditionals, func-
tions, closures, etc.

6 OTHER RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Some other open source frameworks or libraries similar to Tensor-
Flow have also been developed to perform large scale computa-
tions [1].

• �eano [8]
• Torch [5]
• Ca�e [6]
• Chainer [3]
• Microso� CNTK [4]
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7 CONCLUSION
TensorFlow is a scalable and �exible solution to test and deploy
deep learning models across wide variety of systems. TensorFlow is
an open source library that was developed by Google Brain group
and is not maintained through git hub. TensorFlow can be used
to create prototypes of deep learning models and then deployed
to production grade servers with minimal con�guration changes.
TensorFlow supports Python and C++ as programming languages
and uses Graph like data structures to perform computations.
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ABSTRACT
In today’s world data comes in di�erent format (structured data,
semi-structured data and unstructured data), di�erent volume (data
size is upto hundreds of terabytes) and high velocity (amount of
data ge�ing generated per second is too huge). Also, with the grow-
ing demand of cloud there is massive amount of cloud-based data
as well as on-premise data. �is data is si�ing ideal in the systems
and every organization has a necessity to integrate such kind of
data between on-premise and cloud-based systems for synchroniza-
tion, replication or building warehouse for analysis and reporting
purpose. Organization need to understand the data and get inside
about it for business decision.

Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] provide com-
plete suite of integration for such kind of diverse and unique require-
ment. Customers can use the features of Informatica Intelligent
Cloud Services (IICS) [5] to ful�ll the data related need. �is could
help to integrate data in di�erent format like text �le, csv �les,
databases, on-premise ERP systems, cloud-based systems and many
more.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] is built on micro
service architecture and provide capability of data integration be-
tween cloud-based and on-premise systems. Informatica Intelligent
Clod Services IICS [5] provide integration capability in four areas
mainly Integration Cloud, Data �ality and Governance Cloud,
Master Data Management Cloud, and Data Security Cloud.

Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] processing en-
gine which is called integration engine could be run in the cloud
or on-premise. In case of on-premise processing customer has to
download the integration agent and use that for the processing
logic.

Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] comes under
the category of Integration platform as aa service (iPAAS) [9]

As Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] is in the
cloud hence customer need not to worry about the maintenance or
upgrade of the so�ware. �e underlying hardware maintenance,
OS patching, so�ware upgrade etc. maintenance tasks will be
performed by Informatica and customer has to focus only on the
business logic. �ere are di�erent type of pricing options available
for the product![6]. Customer has the option to use pricing model
as per the requirement and need.

As Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] provide 30-
day free trial. �is free trial could be used to evaluate the product

and make the decision based on the features provided by the prod-
uct.

Informatica provide very robust easily accessible Global Cus-
tomer Support (GCS) [7]service. �is team is a set of dedicated
people who are ready to help in resolving the questions related to
pricing, technical queries or any other kind of help.

2 INTEGRATION CLOUD
Integration Cloud [5] product provide easy to use framework and de-
signer for developing data integration engine between on-premise
and cloud-based systems. It provide easy to develop interface for
fast and easy development of integration logic. It has high perfor-
mance data transformations including �lter, router, expression etc.
to massage the data in desired format. �ese transformations are
ready to use and can be used in any data processing. Each transfor-
mation has di�erent customization option which customer could
use as per the requirement. It has push-down optimization feature
for fast performance to move the data processing logic to database
itself instead of retrieving the data and performing the operations
in Integration Cloud [5]. push-down optimization feature is really
helpful to improve the performance of the integration logic. It pro-
vide the connectivity between cloud based databases like Amazon
Redshi� [1], Microso� Azure SQL Data Warehouse [10], Google
Big�ery [4], and Snow�ake [12] and on-premise legacy databases
for the integration between these systems.

2.1 Easy to use interface
Integration Cloud [5] provide easy to use, common framework for
developers and administrators. �is interface is consistent across
all products. As the development framework is in the cloud hence
it could be accessed from anywhere and anytime.

2.2 Fast development
Integration Cloud [5] provide pre-built logic which customer can
use and customize as per their need. �ere is no need to develop the
logic from scratch. �is helps in fast development. Time to market
is a concern in today’s IT industry and availability to deliver in the
market fast is very important. �e pre-built logic helps organization
to deliver in the market very fast. Customer can prepare the logic
from scratch too if they want.

2.3 Changed Data Capture
Integration Cloud [5] has changed data capture functionality to cap-
ture only the changed data at source system and replicate to down-
stream systems. �is way replication is fast and as only changed
data gets processed instead of bulky process of moving the entire
data from source to downstream systems.
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2.4 Access Policy
Integration Cloud [5] has access policy to determine who can access
and what. Administrators can easily provide the permission to
di�erent project and folders based on the requirement to di�erent
users using easy graphical user interface. �ere could be multiple
projects and di�erent set of people could be working on those
projects. �ere is a need to separate the access across team so
one team can not access the work done by others. Also, there is
a need to separate the access between lower environments and
higher environments. Developers can run the integration logic in
development environment but they should not be able to run the
integration engine in higher environments. Access policy is very
important in any organization and Integration Cloud [5] provide
easy way to do this.

2.5 Amazon S3 integration
Integration Cloud [5] provide tool to move the data from �at �les
on-premise systems to cloud based Amazon �le store (S3) [2]. �is
is useful for the mass ingestion of the data. Multiple set of �les
could be move to S3 in a single click.

2.6 Development framework
Integration Cloud [5] provide easy to use designer to develop the in-
tegration logic and monitor tool to check the progress of integration
�ow.

2.7 Application integration at run time
Integration Cloud [5] provide functionality to integrate cloud based
application like Salesforce [11]with on-premise systems like databases
in real time. Real time integration happens through RESTful APIs.
Developers have to provide the RESTful APIs to be called when an
event occurs in Salesforce [11] system like customer added, order
made etc. RESTFul APIs will be called once such event occur which
have the logic to push the data to legacy systems like databases.
All this happen in the real time. �ere are few security related
con�guration that organization have to provide.

2.8 Business to Business integration
Integration Cloud [5] provide transformation to deal with industry
standards format like Electronic Data Exchange (EDI) [3]. Customer
can easily leverage the industry standards with legacy systems to
understand or transform the data. B2B tools provide tool for easy
integration of industry standard formats.

3 DATA QUALITY AND GOVERNANCE
CLOUD

With the massive amount of data available in today’s world it is
very important that we have access to the clean and quality data.
Information can be retrieved and analysis could be performed only
if we have the good quality data with we could rely upon and trust.
Incorrect data means incorrect analysis and ultimately incorrect
decision which might lead to business loss. Data�ality and Gover-
nance Cloud [5] product provide tools to visualize the data quality
issues present in the data and �x them in automated way. It also
provide tools to verify and correct the common data related issues

like update the address of people and organization based on the
available address database, update the email addresses based on
the common email address rules, update the phone numbers based
on the phone rules etc. Data �ality is very �rst and important
process in data analyis.

4 MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT CLOUD
Master Data Management Cloud [5] provide 360 view of customer
data by consolidating the customers data from di�erent systems.
�is is very important for any organization to get the full view of
the customer in a holistic way and make the decisions accordingly.
Customer data is normally stored in di�erent systems having dif-
ferent perspective. �e data could be on Salesforce[11] and it could
be on legacy on-premise systems like database. �is kind of data
which is stored at multiple places doesn’t server any purpose unless
it is integrated and analyzed.

5 DATA SECURITY CLOUD
Testing is a real need for validating the application before it could
be used for the real purpose. No one is ready to use any system until
it’s authenticity and functionality is proven. However, providing
live data for testing is a risk and data could be compromised. Data
breach might lead to lot of compliance issues and might risk the
position of the organization and ultimately business loss. Hence,
there is a real need to provide the real live look like real data without
compromising it. Data Security Cloud[5] provide tool to mask the
data before sharing it with anyone which will convert the data
without loosing the shape of the data

6 API MANAGEMENT
Customer could develop RESTFul APIs using Informatica Intelli-
gent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] framework. Informatica Intelligent
Cloud Services (IICS) [5] framework allows easy debugging, API
lifecycle management, API access security, API usage dashboard [6].
Customer could develop APIs for the data integration, replication
and similar data integration features which end user could consume
in various applications. �e metadata about the APIs is stored in a
well structured format that developer could easily locate and use
them. It provide complete suite for the API development for the
end consumers.

7 CLOUD INTEGRATION HUB
Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) [5] provide Cloud
Integration Hub [8] which could be used to integrate to on-premise
and cloud systems. �e services are self serviced, e�cient and cost
e�ective. It provides various cost options based on the requirement
and available on major Cloud Service providers. It provide data
integration of Salesforce [11] system with on-premise systems in
real time.

[Figure 1 about here.]
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ABSTRACT
As we all stepping into the era of Cloud Computing, we also have
to embrace the increase in their security concerns. It becomes
very vital to �nd and continuously develop new mechanisms to
secure the cloud environment. In a decentralized architecture, it
is extremely di�cult to secure the sensitive data. �e computer
science industry, alongside of these modern organizations need to
continue to develop ways to protect their infrastructure, hardware
and data. �is paper is going to highlight the security mechanisms
in Cloud Computing and access control in clouds and challenges
related to cloud security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is the recent buzz word, the new state of the
trending art technique in the current with almost all organizations
are trying to get into. Cloud computing is regarded as a “method
of running application, so�ware and storing the related data in
provided computer systems and providing customers or other users
the access to them through the Internet” [6]. Cloud Computing
provides a �exible IT architecture which enables companies to mini-
mize their capital expenditure. �e advantages of Cloud Computing
are: reduction of investment in hardware and their maintenance,
customer can run their business without worrying about their so�-
ware up-gradation and accessibility of information from anywhere
and their IT services. In Cloud Computing there are many service
models and deployment models.

1.1 Service Model
�ese services are classi�ed into four main categories:

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - IaaS provides the user
to use storage, processing, networks and other compu-
tational resources that enable user to run and deploy a
so�ware. EC2 is the perfect example [8].

Platform as a Service (PaaS) - PaaS is a cloud environment
or platform for developers to build cloud applications. PaaS
Providers deliver a database, an operating system, pro-
gramming language execution capabilities and web servers.
Salesforce.com falls under this category [8].

So�ware as a Service (SaaS) - SaaS is also referred as on
demand so�ware which is a so�ware delivery model in
which so�ware and associated data are centrally hosted on
the cloud. Microso� O�ce 365 can be operated through
browser without installing the so�ware on the local ma-
chine [8].

Function as a Service (FaaS) - It allows to deploy function
which can be invoked through any event. AWS Lambda,
Azure Functions, Google Cloud Functions are few examples
of this category.

1.2 Deployment Model
�ere are for deployment models in Cloud Computing as below.

Private Cloud - �e cloud infrastructure is provided for pri-
vate use by a single organization including multiple con-
sumers. It may be owned and managed by the organization
and this deployment model is expensive when compared
to others [1].

Community Cloud - �e cloud infrastructure is provided
for special use by a certain community of consumers from
organizations that have common concerns. It may be
owned, managed, and functioned by more than one or-
ganization in the community [1].

Public Cloud - �e cloud infrastructure is provided for pub-
lic use by the general public. It may be owned, managed,
and functioned by any pro�table organization, government
which provides services to public users. �is type provides
very less security and it cost less [1].

Hybrid Cloud - �e cloud infrastructure is provided for two
or more cloud infrastructures may be private, community,
or public that stay unique objects, but they are linked to-
gether by a uni�ed technology or proprietary technology
that enables data and application portability [1].

2 CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY
Cloud Computing security refers to a set of policies, technologies,
and controls deployed to protect data, applications, and the associ-
ated infrastructure of cloud computing. It is a subset of computer
security, network security, and, more broadly, information secu-
rity. Companies that are planning on migrating to Cloud should be
aware that they will be surrendering all their private and sensitive
information to a third-party Cloud Service provider which will put
the companies to great risk. Hence, companies should thoroughly
understand and feel comfortable and con�dent about the various
level of security that the most reliable service provider can provide
to keep companies information and infrastructure totally secure.
�e data security and privacy protection in cloud computing is
similar in many aspects to the traditional data security and pri-
vacy protection. Cloud Computing as a multi-user, multi-tenant
distributed environment brings the unique security challenges, de-
pendent on the level at which the user operates [12].
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2.1 Application Level
Service Model, So�ware as a Service (SaaS) falls under this category
where end client applies to a person or organization who subscribes
to a service o�ered by a cloud provider and is accountable for use.
Security requirements are: access control, privacy in multi-tenant
environment, data protection from exposure (remnants), communi-
cation protection, so�ware security and service availability.

2.2 Virtual Level
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
falls under this where developer moderator applies to a person
or organization that deploys a so�ware on a cloud infrastructure.
Security requirements are: access control,application security, data
security, cloud management control security, secure images,virtual
cloud protection and communication security.

2.3 Physical Level
Physical data-center where owner applies to a person or organiza-
tion that owns the infrastructure upon which clouds are deployed.
Security requirements are: hardware security, legal not abusive use
of cloud computing, hardware reliability, network protection and
network resources protection.

3 THREATS, CONCERNS AND RISKS OF
CLOUD COMPUTING

�e level of risk in Cloud Computing depends on the type of cloud
architecture being considered. Security concerns of cloud comput-
ing fall into two broad categories: security issues faced by cloud
providers (organizations providing SaaS, PaaS, IaaS via the cloud)
and security issues faced by their customers (companies or organi-
zations who host applications or store data on the cloud). Gartner
identi�es seven key areas of cloud security concerns [2].

3.1 Privileged User Access
Sensitive data processed outside the organizations expose the data
to the highest level of risk. So when choosing the cloud service
provide, it is very critical to get enough information on who will
have access over the data that is being stored.

3.2 Regulatory Compliance
Company is responsible for their security and integrity of their
data irrespective of where it is stored. Cloud service providers are
subjected to external audits and security certi�cations [2].

3.3 Data Location
Usually cloud service providers may not disclose the location of the
data. It is be�er to know check with the providers ahead to know
their commitment to obey local privacy requirements on behalf of
their customers [2].

3.4 Data Segregation
Data in the cloud is typically in a shared environment alongside
data from other customers. Cloud service provider should share all
the information regarding how data is encrypted and how the data
is segregated.

3.5 Recovery
It is very critical to know how the data will be recovered and time
for restoration in case of any disaster.

3.6 Investigative Support
In situation where one needs to investigate, it becomes very di�cult
as logging and data for multiple customers may be co-located.

3.7 Long-term Viability
Data should be available even if the service provider is acquired by
some other larger company.

Based on report of ENISA (�e European Network and Infor-
mation Security Agency), we can divide the security risks of cloud
computing into following three main categories [5]:

Policy and organizational risks: Loss of governance, compliance
challenges, cloud service termination or failure, cloud provider
acquisition.

Technical risks: Data protection risks, isolation failure, cloud
provider malicious insider, intercepting data in transit, data leakage,
con�ict between customer procedures and cloud environments.

Legal risks: �ese types of risks represent the security risks
speci�c for cloud computing, both from the customer and provider
point of view. We can also distinguish risks not speci�c for the
cloud, such as network management, network tra�c, privilege
escalation, social a�acks, and natural disasters.

4 METHODS TO SECURE THE CLOUD
Cloud computing and storage provides vital services, poor security
and privacy in the cloud storage has made many users do not
want to upload data on the cloud. Both customer and provider are
responsible in many di�erent ways for the security of services. In
IaaS, provider has least control over security as the customer takes
care of end o end whereas in SaaS, provider has full responsibility
to secure both the data and systems in the environment.

4.1 Best Practices for the Cloud Providers
Cloud providers should ensure, secure and isolate the environ-
ment for their customers meaning users should gain access only
to their environments, data and their applications [10]. Physical
data center should be properly secured and access to the build-
ing should be allowed only to authorized personnel using security
keycard, biometric scanning protocols and round-the-clock inte-
rior and exterior monitoring. Each isolated network has to have
proper perimeter controls and policies to limit access to it. Host
machine protection should include [4] intrusion detection system
monitoring network and system for any malicious activities and
very few user accounts as possible with limited administrator access.
Provider should not allow any unnecessary programs running on
the machine and should perform regular vulnerability scanning of
cloud infrastructure to prepare for proper mitigation strategies [11].
Provider should enforce strong authorization and authentication to
provide the customer with secure access to their data and resources.
Provider should also ensure proper auditing mechanisms are in
place logging every time the customers or administrators access
and use the resources. Provider should perform frequent backups of
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data and share the details with the customer on measures taken dur-
ing disaster recovery [10]. All API’s through which the customers
access the cloud resources with SSL, recommended to provide the
secure communication over Internet has to be encrypted [4].

4.2 Best Practices for the Cloud Customers
Even though a signi�cant amount of security responsibility falls
on the provider, the cloud’s customers have to be aware of certain
practices as well.

4.2.1 Firewalls. �e purpose of a �rewall is to prevent the unau-
thorized access to the local computer by third parties via the In-
ternet. Firewalls analyzes the tra�c to and from the local network
and securing there by securing unauthorized tra�c. As �rewalls
protect a customer’s own local network, it is important to ensure
that any local network connectable to the Internet includes strong
�rewall protection. Customers need to understand the two types
of �rewalls both hardware and so�ware. Hardware �rewalls are
properly con�gured to correctly protect all the machines on a local
networks whereas So�ware �rewalls have to be installed on indi-
viduals machines to prevent a third party from taking control of
the machine and to protect the customer’s virtual machines [4].

4.2.2 Passwords. Insecure passwords are considered as theweak-
est link in the whole security domain. Customer should enforce
users to make sure their their passwords are strong, no use of use
common dictionary words or words associated with the user’s per-
sonal data, use the passwords with mix of lowercase, uppercase
characters, numbers and special characters, use long passwords,
change passwords periodically and the best use di�erent passwords
for di�erent services [3].

4.2.3 Patches and Backups. Customer has to discuss back up
policies with the service provider to be certain what is whose re-
sponsibility. It is always be�er to have some third-party backup
services to have the copies of the data in a case of sudden data loss
in the cloud services [4]. Customers should access the impact of
installing a local patch on functioning of their application in cloud.

4.2.4 Access Control of all Devices Connected to Cloud. Access
to any mobile devices like laptops, mobile phones, tablets have to
be strictly monitored. Since they devices can be easily stolen, in
case of any security or data breach, administrators should ideally
have the ability to remotely wipe any data stored on a computer [4].

4.2.5 Virtual Machines Security. If the customer has signed up
for IaaS cloud, where the user sets up everything on his own includ-
ing operating system, any middle-ware and so�ware. It is then the
customer responsibility to ensure the proper security mechanisms
are in place [4].

4.2.6 Data Encryption. �edata that is shared over the cloud has
to encrypted while it is being transferred through shared networks.
Otherwise there is a potential risk of data to be lost or stolen while
transferring.

5 ACCESS CONTROL, AUTHORIZATION AND
DELEGATION IN CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud being regarded as a large scale platform for data sharing
with multiple owners, multiple tenants and users, there is always
increase in demand for �ne-grained access control policies. Access
control is a policy or procedure that allows, denies or restricts access
to a system. Most common models are Mandatory Access Control
(MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and Role Based Access
Control (RBAC) [7].

�e role-based access control (RBAC) model is the most common
model because of its simplicity, �exibility in capturing dynamic re-
quirements and the support for least privilege principle and e�cient
management [1].

Identity and Access Management (IAM) allows us to control who
has access to the resources in Cloud Platform project. Resources
include Cloud Storage buckets and objects stored within buckets.
�e set of access rules applied to a resource is called an IAM policy.

Access control can be managed with the use of access control
lists (ACL). In Cloud Storage, we can apply ACLs to individual
buckets and objects.

�e struggle to maintain password security without risking non-
compliance with data security regulations like PCI DSS or HIPAA
is becoming more and more di�cult and AAAS protocol comes
into play to create safe communications among cloud computing
tenants in respects to its authority and priority [9].

A�ribute-based encryption (CPA-BE), is a good cryptography
method that provide well access control to data. It is a type of
public-key encryption in which the secret key of a user and the
ciphertext are dependent upon a�ributes. For instance, ciphertext
are dependent on a�ributes such as the country in which he lives,
or the kind of subscription he has. In such a system, the decryption
of a ciphertext is possible only if the set of a�ributes of the user
key matches the a�ributes of the ciphertext [9].

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), Extensible Access
Control Markup Language (XACML) and web services standards
helps to ensure cross-domain accesses are properly speci�ed and
enforced.

Role mining uses the already existing system con�guration data
to de�ne the roles. In a cloud, users acquire di�erent roles from
di�erent domains based on the services they need. To de�ne global
policies, RBAC type systems con�gurations can be used in conjunc-
tion with IAM and ACL to de�ne the global roles and policies.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Cloud computing de�nitely has lots of advantages such as cost
e�ective, unlimited storage capacity, much easier backup and re-
covery, automatic so�ware integration, easy access to information
and faster deployment. However, �exibility has paved a way for
number of security issues. �e bigger the clouds are, the bigger the
risks and responsibilities are. �ere exists a much greater need for
proper security measures. Cloud Computing security lies in the
hands of both the consumers and their service providers and both
of them working together can signi�cantly develop more secure
way of delivering cloud computing than traditional approaches.
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In this paper, we presented guidance on cloud computing secu-
rity, their challenges and their best practices for both provides and
consumers.
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ABSTRACT
Processing a large data, usually terabytes in size, can take huge
amount of time. Also, in the event of a failure, recovering the data
would sometimes even take longer resulting to longer downtime
and an unpleasant user experience. Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) provides an open-source solution to these problems by
implementing a distributed, redundant and scalable architecture to
make processing fast while ensuring high availability of data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
HDFS is an open-source distributed, scalable, and portable redun-
dant �le system wri�en in Java and was originally based on Google
white paper named Google File System which eventually became
the Hadoop Distributed File System that we know today. HDFS
is one of the core component of Hadoop framework. It is a spe-
cially designed �le system for storing huge dataset with cluster of
commodity hardware with streaming access pa�ern.

2 OVERVIEW
At a high level architecture, a Hadoop cluster has basically a one
namenode plus a group of datanodes used to store large �les usually,
but not limited to, terabytes in size. �e namenode holds the �le
metadata, example the �le names, the location of the actual �le
data and others. �e actual �le data is split into blocks and stored
to the datanodes. �is way the �le is read, processed and wri�en
in parallel by multiple data nodes therefore making the architec-
ture performant. It then achieves high availability by replicating
data across the datanodes like that of RAID Redundant Array of
Inexpensive Disk systems [1].

3 ARCHITECTURE
[Figure 1 about here.]

�e Figure 1 shows how a large �le gets distributed across di�er-
ent datablocks in di�erent racks and the replication of datanodes
between racks.

A default replication value of 3 means that data is stored on three
datanodes: two on the same rack, and one on a di�erent rack. A
datanode resides on a rack and there can be multiple data nodes
in a rack. �ere’s a built-in coordination among the data nodes
to rebalance data, to move data copies around and maintain the
replication of data high. �is builtin replication helps make the data

highly available. And because HDFS is not fully POSIX-compliant,
the �le-system has increased performance for data throughput [2].

However, having only one namenode in the cluster can be a
single point of failure of the system. But starting version in 2.0,
the nameNode could be manually fail-over onto a backup. �is
version also paved the way for developing automatic failovers in
the subsequent versions.

When a client requests for a �le, the namecode knows which
nodes the data is stored and the request is then processed by the
multiple nodes in parallel. When a node is unavailable the other
nodes can take its place since the data is replicated across the
di�erent nodes.

A rack is box that �ts multiple computers and has its own power
supply and switch. If any of hardware pieces in a rack fails, the
entire rack may fail. In a rack are the Name Node and Data Nodes.
�e name node manages �le and directory metadata while the data
node stores the data.

�ere are three main actors involved when creating a �le in
DHFS- namely, the Hadoop client, the Name Node and the Data
Nodes in a rack. �e Hadoop client initiates the �le creation and
contacts the Name Node with the �le name and directory path
where the �le will reside.

�e Name Node in turn performs systems validation checks - like
if the �le or directory already exists, rights and permissions of the
client and others. If all checks passed, an empty �le is created. �e
client then starts writing to the �le in blocks. �e �le is bu�ered in
the client until a block size is reached. At which point the client
contacts the Name Node to request for block allocation. �e Name
Node then responds to the client which data node is the block
allocated. Once the client has the block allocation information, the
block is wri�en directly to the Data Node.

To ensure high availability, HDPFS writes the block to di�erent
Data Nodes. In the event that a Data Node fails, HDFS fails over
to the other Data Nodes that has the exact copy of data in the
Data Node that failed. By default, HDFS makes 3 copies of a block.
�is is the called Replication Factor. �e Replication Factor can be
con�gured to higher value, especially for critical �les.

At the backend, the Data Nodes continually send heartbeat to
the Name Node so the Name Node is aware which Data Nodes have
failed. When that happens, the Name Node could automatically
initiate replication of the blocks in the failed Node. �e Replication
Factor is always maintained by the Name Node.

[Figure 2 about here.]

HDFS Services:

(1) NameNode
(2) Secondary NameNode
(3) JobTracker
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(4) DataNode
(5) Task Tracker

3.1 JobTracker
�e JobTracker process runs on master node on HFDS.CLient �rst
submits the request to JobTracker for processing, JobTracker locates
the location of the data on NameNode. Once JobTracker has the
data location details, then it submits the requests to TaskTracker on
slave nodes. �ere is an inter communication between JobTracker
and TaskTracker through heartbeat for every 3 sec by default if not
explicilty con�gured time interval.If JobTracker does not receive
heatbeat from TaskTracker in a given time interval then it assumes
that that node on slave is down and assigned job is scheduled to
another TaskTracjer.JobTracker and TaskTracker are processing
services in HDFS.

3.2 TaskTracker
A TaskTracker process runs on slave nodes of a cluster. TaskTrack-
ers run tasks and send progress reports to the jobtracker, which
keeps a record of the overral progress of each job. If a job fails,
the jobtracker will reschedule it on di�erent trasktracker. Each
TaskTracker has a �nite number of task slots based on the ability
of a node. �e heartbeat protocol permits JobTracker to know how
many task slots are available in TaskTracker on a slave node. It
is the responsibility of JobTracker to allocate appropriate jobs to
the particular TaskTracker based on load balancing. TaskTracker
runs the execution of every MapReduce operation on each slave
node. Even though, there is only one TaskTracker per slave node,
each TaskTracker can start multiple virtual machines to execute
MapReduce operations in parallel.

4 HDFS HIGH AVAILABILITY
�e NameNode is a single point of failure in HDFS cluster. Each
cluster has a single NameNode in the standard con�guration. As
NameNode is a single point of failure, if it fails all clients inclusing
scheduled jobs would be unable to read, write and perform any
actions. In such events the cluster as a whole is unavailable until
the NameNode either restarted or brought up a new host by ad-
ministrators. �is problem also exists during regular maintenance
planned activities.

HDFS High Availability addresses the above problem in Hadoop
2.x by providing options of 2 NameNodes in the same cluster as
active/passive con�guration. �ese are mentioned to as active Na-
meNode and standby NameNode. Unlike the Secondary NameNode,
the standby NameNode is hot standby, allowing a fast automatic
failover to a new NameNode in the case that a host crashes, or an
administrator initiated failover in case of regular planned mainte-
nance.

[Figure 3 about here.]

5 CONCLUSION
�erefore, HDFS provides an e�cient and reliable solution to pro-
cess large data �les more e�ciently while maintaining high avail-
ability of data. By harnessing the power of multiple machines
working in parallel to split the large data into blocks, process the
blocks simultaneously and replicate the blocks into di�erent racks,

reading and writing are faster as well the recovering from failure
are much shorter.
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ABSTRACT
�is paper is an Introduction about Oracle NoSQL technology. First,
the concept of Oracle NoSQL will be demonstrated. Second, the ar-
chitecture of Oracle NoSQL technologywill be generally introduced.
And the application, performance usecases about this technology
will be demonstrated as follows.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Oracle NoSQL provides a scalable, distributed NoSQL database.
Highly reliable, �exible and available are three main properties of
data management service it provides.

As the cloud computation being developed, the requirement of
distributed storage system is also ge�ing more signi�cant. Even
though traditional relational database is friendly to the storage
space and highly reliable, but it is not convienient enough to be
scaled. Based on this situation, the NoSQL database is designed.
NoSQL is designed as high-performance, non-relational databases.
NoSQL utilizes a partition key to retrieve values, column sets, or
semi-structured JSON, XML, or other documents containing related
item a�ributes. NoSQL is designed to scale out using distributed
clusters of low-cost hardware to increase throughput without in-
creasing latency. Based on the NoSQL concept, Oracle NoSQL
Database is designed. Oracle NoSQL Database is a NoSQL-type
database from Oracle Corporation. It provides transactional seman-
tics for data manipulation, easy scalability, and simple management.
�e de�nition of NoSQL Database is still unclear now, it is either
not only a SQL-based relational database system or a simply not
SQL-based RDBMS. But all these de�nitions explain not enough
about what NoSQL is. Compared to the traditional RDBMS, charac-
terized by ACID: Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability,
the NoSQL can be explained by BASE acronym: Basically Avail-
able, means replication helping to reduce the probability of the
data unavailability, and making any remaining failures partial. �e
system will be always availabe under this property, even though
some nodes fail sometimes. So� state: Compared to ACID, the
NoSQL systems allow data to be inconsistent and relegate. Eventu-
ally consistent: Although so� state does exist in the system, NoSQL
ensure that the whole system will be consistent again in the future.
�e di�erence between the traditional RDBMS and NoSQL is that
NoSQL guarantees consistency only in the unclearly de�ned fu-
ture. Nowadays, there are a lot of NoSQL database so�wares, such
as MongoDB, HBase, casandra, etc. Oracle is a traditional power-
ful database corporation, its main products, Oracle Database 10g
and 11g occupy the main important enterprise such as banks and

telecommunications. Even though Oracle is just signi�cant in tra-
ditional RDBMS system, the new product, Oracle NoSQL Database
should be trust worthy because this corporation owns powerful
development teams.

2 ARCHITECTURE
�e Oracle NoSQL database application reads and writes data by
executing a network request against a data store (called KVStore)
for the Oracle NoSQL database. KVStore is a collection of storage
nodes. Each storage node hosts a set of replication nodes. Data is
automatically propagated to these replication nodes through the
internal KVStore mechanism. Given the traditional three-tier Web
architecture, KVStore can replace the back-end database and can
also run with it. �e store contains multiple storage nodes. Stor-
age nodes are physical (or virtual) machines with their own local
storage. �e machine is designed to become commodity hardware.
It should, but does not have to, be the same as all other storage
nodes in the store. Each storage node carries one or more replica-
tion nodes that are determined by its capacity. �e storage node’s
capacity can be used as a rough measure of its associated hard-
ware resources. Storage can contain storage nodes with di�erent
capacities, and the Oracle NoSQL database will ensure that storage
nodes are allocated a load that is proportional to their capacity.
�e duplication node in turn contains some subset of the store
data. Stored data is automatically and evenly distributed into logi-
cal collections called partitions. Each copy node contains at least
one (usually multiple) partition. Partitions are described in more
detail in the partitions. Oracle NoSQL Database is based on the
Oracle Berkeley DB Java Edition high-availability storage engine.
It adds an addition layer of services for distributed environments
to provide a distributed, highly available key/value storage, suited
for large-volume, latency-sensitive applications.[1]. Oracle NoSQL
Database is a client-server system. Each of the nodes in the system
has the replicated shard data, which comprise the shard. A simple
key-value paradigm is provided to the application developer. And
the majority part of the key for a record is hashed to identi�y the
shard which owns the record. Oracle NoSQL Database is designed
to support dynamical numbers of shards, which means additional
hardware should be easy to apply. �e key-value pairs will be redis-
tributed across the new set of shards without shutdown the system
if the number of shards changes. A shard is controled by a master
node which controls reading and writing requests of the shard.
Streaming replication is used to keep up replicas to date. Every
single change on the master node is recorded locally in disk.[1].
Oracle NoSQL Database is based on single-master, multi-replica
structure. When the master replica node fails, a consenus will min-
imizes downtime, which is based on PAXOS. When the failed node
is repaired, it will rejoin the shard, and is rolled forward to the date
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and becomes available again. �erefore, Oracle NoSQL Database
server is high available against the failures of nodes. Oracle NoSQL
Database partitions the data and distributes it to the storage nodes
in a balance way. It is routing read and write operations to the
most suitable node for optimizing the performance.[1] Avro data
serialization is supported by Oracle NoSQL Database, which means
a compact, schema-based binary data format is provided.[1] Oracle
NoSQL Database includes a topology planning feature, means that
an administrator can modify the con�guration of database without
shuting down the database.Increasing data distribution, Relication
Factor and Rebalancing Data Store are executable while the data-
base is still online. [1] An administration service is provided by
Oracle NoSQL Database, which can be accessed from web console
or command-line interface.

3 APPLICATION
Oracle NoSQL Database suppoerts multiple applications. Java, C,
Python, RESTAPIs are supported by Oracle NoSQLDatabase. �ese
APIs allow developers to manipulate data stored in Oracle NoSQL
Database. And they also include Avro support, which means de-
velopers can serialize key-value records and de-serialize keyvalue
records interchangeably between C and Java applications.[2] Or-
acle Big Data SQL is a SQL access layer to data stored in Oracle
NoSQL database. It can also access the data in Hadoop, HDFS,
Hive. User can run query Oracle NoSQL data from Hive or Oracle
Database with this layer, and map reduce jobs against data stored
in Oracle NoSQL Database can also be run by Oracle Big Data
SQL.[2] Oracle Corporation adds support for Oracle REST Data
Services in the Oracle NoSQL Database 12.1.3.2.5 version, which
allows customers to build a REST-based application that can ma-
nipulate data stored either in Oracle Database or Oracle NoSQL
Database. [2] Large Objects such as audio and video �les can also
be read and wri�en by Oracle NoSQL Database based on the stream
APIs. �e value in LOBs’ entirety have not to be materialized in
memory. �ese APIs decrease the latency of operations across
mixed workloads of objects of varying sizes. Oracle NoSQL Data-
base also supports KVAvroInputFormat and KVInputFormat to read
from Oracel NoSQL Database into Hadoop Map/Reduce jobs. [2]
External table can be fetched by Oracle NoSQL data from Oracle
database using SQL statements such as Select, Select Count(*) etc
Developer can manipulate the data via standard JDBC drivers and
visualize it through enterprise Business Intelligence tools when
the external tables are accessed by Oracle NoSQL Database. Ora-
cle Event Processing is used to read Oracle NoSQL Database via
the NoSQL Database cartridge. CQL queries can be used to query
the data when the cartridge is con�gured. Large volumes of RDF
data can be also accessed by Jena Adapter, which is developed
by Oracle Semantic Graph. �is adapter accesses to graph data
stored in Oracle NoSQL Database in an e�cient way via SPARQL
queries. [2] Facilities are provided by Oracle NoSQL Database for
performing a rolling upgrade, which allows all of the nodes in the
system to be upgraded in the database cluster without shuting down
the database and keep the system availabel to clients. [2] Oracle
Event Processing (OEP) provides read access to the Oracle NoSQL
database through a NoSQL database cartridge. Once a cartridge
is con�gured, CQL queries can be used to query the data. Oracle

Semantic Graph developed a Jena adapter for Oracle NoSQL Data-
base to store large amounts of RDF data (eg, triples/rectangles).
�e adapter can quickly access graphical data stored in the Oracle
NoSQL database via SPARQL queries. Provides integration with Or-
acle Coherence, which allows the Oracle NoSQL database to be used
as a cache for Oracle Coherence applications and allows applica-
tions to access cached data directly from an Oracle NoSQL database.
Greater protection from unauthorized access to sensitive data is
provided from OS-indenpendent, cluster-wide password-based user
authentication and Oracle Wallet integration. SSL encryption and
network port restrictions is used to improve protection from net-
work. [2] �e Oracle NoSQL database supports de�ning multiple
zones from the topology deployment planner. It uses the de�nition
of these areas internally to intelligently distribute process and data
replication to improve reliability in hardware, network, and power-
related failure scenarios. �ere are two types of zones: �e main
zone contains nodes or replicas that can be used as masters, and
is usually connected through a fast interconnection. �e auxiliary
area contains nodes that can only be used as replicas. Auxiliary
zones can be used to provide low-latency read access to remote
data, or to o�oad read-only workloads such as analysis, report
generation, and data exchange to improve workload management.
�e most common version of Oracle NoSQL Database is released
updates (4.0), the new features are as follows: - Full text search -
with Elastic Search, Oracle NoSQL Database can perform full text
searches. - Time-To-Live - easily to target and cut o� the expired
data. - SQL �ery - help developer easier to query using SQL than
API. - Import/Export - convenient to backup/resore and transform
data among di�erent Oracle NoSQL Database. [1]

4 PERFORMANCE
�is is a experiment about Oracle NoSQL Database and Yahoo!
Cloud Serving Benchmark(YCSB), demonstrating how the system
scales with the number of nodes in the system. All the results is
from this pdf �le.[3]. A constant YCSB load per storage node to
con�gurations of varying sizes. Each storage node owned an Intel
Xeon Processor X5670 dual socket machine with 6 cores/socket and
24 GB of memory. Each machine ran RedHat 2.6.18-164.11.1.el5.crt1.
�e disk size is 300GB, which limits the scale size. 100M records
was held by each node to dictate the overall con�guration, with
an average key size of 13 bytes and data size of 1108 bytes. �e
performance of raw insert in Oracle NoSQL Database for con�gu-
rations ranging from a single replication group system with three
nodes storing 100 million records to a system with 32 replication
groups on 96 nodes storing 2.1 billion records(the YCSB benchmark
is limited to a maximum of 2.1 billion records). �e result shows
that �roughput of system has almost the linear relationship with
the database size and number of replication groups grows, even
though the response time increase slightly. �e response time for a
workload of 50% reads and 50% updates was also evaluated. Both
the update and read latency decline while the system grows in
size(data size and replication groups number), and the throughput
scales was still almost linearly satisfying the scalability needed for
nowaday’s demanding applications.
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5 USECASES
A good use case for an Oracle NoSQL database will share these
common a�ributes: strict latency requirements for simple queries,
high-speed request processing, the ability to �nally tolerate eventu-
ally consistent data, and the ability to linearly scale loads on a set
of commodity servers. Based on these concepts, the following is a
good example of an Oracle NoSQL database: 1. Online display ad-
vertising - It is a common use case to store behavioral segments in a
NoSQL database. �ese are o�en high-speed, low-latency requests,
where the data used is basically used to increase the likelihood of a
user clicking on a display ad. So the �nal consistency of this use
case is de�nitive. In this use case, scaling the cluster to scale with
the load is absolutely necessary. 2. Scalable email system - �is
native ACID transaction using Oracle NoSQL database transactions
is really useful. Modeling key/value solutions to address the scale
and transaction requirements of such workloads is very convenient.
3. Online fraud detection - Another important use case for the
Oracle NoSQL solution where the fraud model must be retrieved
and updated with the latest transaction within the minimum delay
window. 4. Customer pro�le management - Because the queries for
this kind of database is simple, and the schema needs to change all
the time because the features are cared of customers will change.
And the volume of the dataset is huge. Also, the data should be
accessed in real time.�erefore, this management system is suitable
to deployed in Oracle NoSQL database.
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WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
290: Large Objects such as audio and video files can also be read and written by Oracle NoSQL Database based on the stream APIs. The value in LOBs' entirety have not to be materialized in memory. These APIs decrease the latency of operations across mixed workloads of objects of varying sizes.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
165: Oracle NoSQL Database also supports KVAvroInputFormat and KVInputFormat to read from Oracel NoSQL Database into Hadoop Map/Reduce jobs. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
318: External table can be fetched by Oracle NoSQL data from Oracle database using SQL statements such as Select, Select Count(*) etc Developer can manipulate the data via standard JDBC drivers and visualize it through enterprise Business Intelligence tools when the external tables are accessed by Oracle NoSQL Database.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
418: Oracle Event Processing is used to read Oracle NoSQL Database via the NoSQL Database cartridge. CQL queries can be used to query the data when the cartridge is configured. Large volumes of RDF data can be also accessed by Jena Adapter, which is developed by Oracle Semantic Graph. This adapter accesses to graph data stored in Oracle NoSQL Database in an efficient way via SPARQL queries. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
271: Facilities are provided by Oracle NoSQL Database for performing a rolling upgrade, which allows all of the nodes in the system to be upgraded in the database cluster without shuting down the database and keep the system availabel to clients. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
652: Oracle Event Processing (OEP) provides read access to the Oracle NoSQL database through a NoSQL database cartridge. Once a cartridge is configured, CQL queries can be used to query the data. Oracle Semantic Graph developed a Jena adapter for Oracle NoSQL Database to store large amounts of RDF data (eg, triples/rectangles). The adapter can quickly access graphical data stored in the Oracle NoSQL database via SPARQL queries. Provides integration with Oracle Coherence, which allows the Oracle NoSQL database to be used as a cache for Oracle Coherence applications and allows applications to access cached data directly from an Oracle NoSQL database.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
293: Greater protection from unauthorized access to sensitive data is provided from OS-indenpendent, cluster-wide password-based user authentication and Oracle Wallet integration. SSL encryption and network port restrictions is used to improve protection from network. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
711: The Oracle NoSQL database supports defining multiple zones from the topology deployment planner. It uses the definition of these areas internally to intelligently distribute process and data replication to improve reliability in hardware, network, and power-related failure scenarios. There are two types of zones: The main zone contains nodes or replicas that can be used as masters, and is usually connected through a fast interconnection. The auxiliary area contains nodes that can only be used as replicas. Auxiliary zones can be used to provide low-latency read access to remote data, or to offload read-only workloads such as analysis, report generation, and data exchange to improve workload management.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
109: The most common version of Oracle NoSQL Database is released updates (4.0), the new features are as follows:

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
96: - Full text search - with Elastic Search, Oracle NoSQL Database can perform full text searches.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
133: - Import/Export - convenient to backup/resore and transform data among different Oracle NoSQL Database. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor00}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
235: This is a experiment about Oracle NoSQL Database and Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark(YCSB), demonstrating how the system scales with the number of nodes in the system. All the results is from this pdf file.\cite{hid-sp18-515-editor02}.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
432: A constant YCSB load per storage node to configurations of varying sizes. Each storage node owned an Intel Xeon Processor X5670 dual socket machine with 6 cores/socket and 24 GB of memory. Each machine ran RedHat 2.6.18-164.11.1.el5.crt1. The disk size is 300GB, which limits the scale size. 100M records was held by each node to dictate the overall configuration, with an average key size of 13 bytes and data size of 1108 bytes.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
826: The performance of raw insert in Oracle NoSQL Database for configurations ranging from a single replication group system with three nodes storing 100 million records to a system with 32 replication groups on 96 nodes storing 2.1 billion records(the YCSB benchmark is limited to a maximum of 2.1 billion records). The result shows that Throughput of system has almost the linear relationship with the database size and number of replication groups grows, even though the response time increase slightly. The response time for a workload of 50\% reads and 50\% updates was also evaluated. Both the update and read latency decline while the system grows in size(data size and replication groups number), and the throughput scales was still almost linearly satisfying the scalability needed for nowaday's demanding applications.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
377: A good use case for an Oracle NoSQL database will share these common attributes: strict latency requirements for simple queries, high-speed request processing, the ability to finally tolerate eventually consistent data, and the ability to linearly scale loads on a set of commodity servers. Based on these concepts, the following is a good example of an Oracle NoSQL database:

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
400: 1. Online display advertising - It is a common use case to store behavioral segments in a NoSQL database. These are often high-speed, low-latency requests, where the data used is basically used to increase the likelihood of a user clicking on a display ad. So the final consistency of this use case is definitive. In this use case, scaling the cluster to scale with the load is absolutely necessary.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
232: 2. Scalable email system - This native ACID transaction using Oracle NoSQL database transactions is really useful. Modeling key/value solutions to address the scale and transaction requirements of such workloads is very convenient.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
198: 3. Online fraud detection - Another important use case for the Oracle NoSQL solution where the fraud model must be retrieved and updated with the latest transaction within the minimum delay window.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
362: 4. Customer profile management - Because the queries for this kind of database is simple, and the schema needs to change all the time because the features are cared of customers will change. And the volume of the dataset is huge. Also, the data should be accessed in real time.Therefore, this management system is suitable to deployed in Oracle NoSQL database.
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Warning 2 in content.tex line 68: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
Oracle NoSQL Database includes a topology planning feature, means that an administrator can modify the configuration of database without shuting down the database.Increasing data distribution, Relication Factor and Rebalancing Data Store are executable while the database is still online. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor00}

ˆ
Warning 2 in content.tex line 77: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
Oracle Corporation adds support for Oracle REST Data Services in the Oracle NoSQL Database 12.1.3.2.5 version, which allows customers to build a REST-based application that can manipulate data stored either in Oracle Database or Oracle NoSQL Database. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

ˆ
Warning 2 in content.tex line 79: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
Oracle NoSQL Database also supports KVAvroInputFormat and KVInputFormat to read from Oracel NoSQL Database into Hadoop Map/Reduce jobs. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

ˆ
Warning 36 in content.tex line 80: You should put a space in front of parenthesis.
External table can be fetched by Oracle NoSQL data from Oracle database using SQL statements such as Select, Select Count(*) etc Developer can manipulate the data via standard JDBC drivers and visualize it through enterprise Business Intelligence tools when the external tables are accessed by Oracle NoSQL Database.

ˆ
Warning 2 in content.tex line 81: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
Oracle Event Processing is used to read Oracle NoSQL Database via the NoSQL Database cartridge. CQL queries can be used to query the data when the cartridge is configured. Large volumes of RDF data can be also accessed by Jena Adapter, which is developed by Oracle Semantic Graph. This adapter accesses to graph data stored in Oracle NoSQL Database in an efficient way via SPARQL queries. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

ˆ
Warning 2 in content.tex line 82: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
Facilities are provided by Oracle NoSQL Database for performing a rolling upgrade, which allows all of the nodes in the system to be upgraded in the database cluster without shuting down the database and keep the system availabel to clients. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

ˆ
Warning 2 in content.tex line 84: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
Greater protection from unauthorized access to sensitive data is provided from OS-indenpendent, cluster-wide password-based user authentication and Oracle Wallet integration. SSL encryption and network port restrictions is used to improve protection from network. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor01}

ˆ
Warning 2 in content.tex line 90: Non-breaking space (`˜') should have been used.
- Import/Export - convenient to backup/resore and transform data among different Oracle NoSQL Database. \cite{hid-sp18-515-editor00}

ˆ
Warning 36 in content.tex line 93: You should put a space in front of parenthesis.
This is a experiment about Oracle NoSQL Database and Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark(YCSB), demonstrating how the system scales with the number of nodes in the system. All the results is from this pdf file.\cite{hid-sp18-515-editor02}.

ˆ
Warning 36 in content.tex line 95: You should put a space in front of parenthesis.
The performance of raw insert in Oracle NoSQL Database for configurations ranging from a single replication group system with three nodes storing 100 million records to a system with 32 replication groups on 96 nodes storing 2.1 billion records(the YCSB benchmark is limited to a maximum of 2.1 billion records). The result shows that Throughput of system has almost the linear relationship with the database size and number of replication groups grows, even though the response time increase slightly. The response time for a workload of 50\% reads and 50\% updates was also evaluated. Both the update and read latency decline while the system grows in size(data size and replication groups number), and the throughput scales was still almost linearly satisfying the scalability needed for nowaday's demanding applications.

ˆ
Warning 36 in content.tex line 95: You should put a space in front of parenthesis.
The performance of raw insert in Oracle NoSQL Database for configurations ranging from a single replication group system with three nodes storing 100 million records to a system with 32 replication groups on 96 nodes storing 2.1 billion records(the YCSB benchmark is limited to a maximum of 2.1 billion records). The result shows that Throughput of system has almost the linear relationship with the database size and number of replication groups grows, even though the response time increase slightly. The response time for a workload of 50\% reads and 50\% updates was also evaluated. Both the update and read latency decline while the system grows in size(data size and replication groups number), and the throughput scales was still almost linearly satisfying the scalability needed for nowaday's demanding applications.

ˆ
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ABSTRACT
Jasperso� is a Business Intelligence platform with reporting, ana-
lytics, data visualization and data integration capabilities. It uses a
commercial open-source business model providing support for a
variety of big data, mobile and cloud deployments. It helps organiza-
tions in be�er decision-making with the help of highly-interactive
reports and dashboards. It allows its customers to deliver e�ciently
by providing themwith the self-serve capabilities to get the answers
they need inside their preferred apps or on their favorite device. It
scales architecturally and economically to reach everyone to meet
their business goals.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Accessing information in today’s world while the world competes
on time and information to gain competitive advantage, is still
overly complex and time-consuming formost business-people. Busi-
nesspeople need to access their information, but typically do not
have the time or inclination to do so in specialized BI tools. �is is
where Jasperso� comes into play. Jasperso� brings information to
information workers, when and where they need it, by embedding
intelligence inside the application or portal, process or system that
they regularly use.

Recently acquired by TIBCO in 2015 [36], Jasperso� is a BI so�-
ware that is embedded in thousands of apps to reach millions of
information workers to enable be�er decision making each day. It
provides the ability to gain insight from various data sources and
deliver e�ciently [12]. Using an embedded BI solution delivers
state-of-the-art reporting and analytics saving the cost and time of
building one from scratch [13].

2 JASPERSOFT COMMUNITY
Jasperso� provides two di�erent editions: Jasperso� BI Enterprise
Edition and Jasperso� Studio Professional Edition. �e Enterprise
Edition is suitable for Developers, BI administrators, business users
and data analysts that lets them build, deploy and manage reports,
dashboards and data visualizations. �e Professional Edition is
suitable for report developers, application developers and BI experts.
�e Jasperso� Studio Professional Edition is a desktop designer
used to build simple or complex reports and data visualizations,
but don’t need the power of dashboards. �e Professional Edition
is basically used by organizations who need business intelligence
but do not need the same capabilities as provided by the Enterprise
edition [11].

3 JASPERSOFT BI SOLUTIONS
�e Jasperso� platform comprises of 3 main components: Jasper-
Reports Server, Jasperso� ETL and Jasperso� Studio. Each of these
components has a unique role in powering the capabilities that
Jasperso� has to o�er. �e Jasperso� platform is built on Java and
HTML5 within a �exible commercial open source package. Let’s
look at each of these platforms [20]:

3.1 JasperReports Server
At the heart of Jasperso� is the JasperReports Server. It is a stand-
alone and embeddable reporting server that provides reporting and
analytics. It is used to create dashboards and adhoc views and this
is where all Jasperso� content is stored, accessed and distributed.
It can be embedded into any mobile or web application. It can also
operate as a central information hub for the enterprise to deliver
mission critical information either in real-time or as per schedule
to the browser, mobile or email inbox in a variety of �le formats. It
builds on JasperReports Library, which is a Java Library that o�ers
an interface to the JasperReports Library reporting engine [18].
Figure 1 shows the JasperReports Server Architecture. �e archi-
tecture includes data layer (it can take any data source as input),
con�gurable back-end layer, security layer, business layer provid-
ing number of APIs, and user layer that includes the Web UI, Web
Services and Extensions to view and interact with the reports. All
security is taken care by Spring Framework [19].

[Figure 1 about here.]

3.2 Jasperso� Studio
�e Jasperso� Studio is a leading desktop tool for the creation of
precision reports with control over the �nest details. It is the new
Eclipse-based report designer for JasperReports and JasperReports
Server. It is available as Eclipse [4] plugin, and as a standalone
application. Sophisticated layouts can be created which contain
charts, images, subreports, crosstabs and more can be created. Data
can be accessed using di�erent sources through JDBC, TableModels,
JavaBeans, XML, Hibernate, CSV, and custom sources, and the
reports can be published in a variety of formats as “PDF, RTF, XML,
XLS, CSV, HTML, XHTML, text, DOCX, or OpenO�ce” [17]. A
report designed in Jasperso� Studio creates a JRXML �le, which is
an XML document that contains the de�nition of the report layout.
�is layout is completely visual, and it needs to be compiled before
it can be executed. �e compiled �le is called Jasper �le which is a
binary object. �e report execution is done by passing Jasper �le
and the data source to JasperReports, which is then able to generate
the �nal document in the format we want. Figures 2 and 3 shows
the Report Lifecycle and the User Interface as Eclipse plugin of the
Jasperso� studio respectively [17].

[Figure 2 about here.]
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[Figure 3 about here.]

3.3 Jasperso� ETL
Finally, the Jasperso� ETL bridges the divide between Jasperso�
and the data sources by carefully tuning the ways in which the
two interact. Jasperso�’s comprehensive data integration so�ware
extracts and transforms data from multiple systems and loads it
into data stores optimized for reporting and analysis data marts
and warehouses. Several disparate relational or non-relational data
sources including �les, web services, big data and enterprise ap-
plications can be leveraged, combined and quickly connected. �e
drag and drop process designer’s prede�ned connectors and trans-
formations can be selected to create and test simple or sophisticated
jobs that aggregate data for visualizations, reporting and analysis
requirements. With the ease of built-in repository service, each
job can be scheduled, reused or shared with others. �e integrated
job monitoring dashboard gives instant insight into the integration
jobs with point-and-click access to ensure that the data manage-
ment is up-to-date and running smoothly at all times. Also due
to the in-built resiliency and scalability powered by its distributed
architecture, it’s easy to synchronize volumes of data in real-time
for more accurate decision making [10].

4 PROCESS
�e four key steps involved in distributing BI to its consumers across
a spectrum of channels that Jasperso� applies which include [15]:

• Platform: Choose a platform for Jasperso� to be deployed
onto.

• Data: Data is fed in and organized.
• Author: �e data fed is placed in the form of reports and

dashboards.
• Delivery: �e reports and dashboards generated are then

distributed through a range of channels whether through
email or as part of an application [15].

5 CAPABILITIES/ FEATURES
Let’s look at some of the main features of Jasperso� [14]:

5.1 Reporting
Jasperso�’s reporting so�ware allows its customers to build any
type of reports including pixel-perfect for print layouts or inter-
active reports for web and mobile applications. It can take infor-
mation from one or more data sources and produce information
in an easy-to-read, highly interactive format for business users.
With its interactive report viewer, users can easily format, �lter,
sort and restructure data to create their own personal report. �is
interactively is automatically enabled which reduces the response
time to user interactions. �e pixel-perfect reports are print-ready
and can be published in PDF, XLS, XML, DOC, JSON etc. Jasperso�
Studio, speeds development of pixel-perfect and advanced reports.
Jasperso� also provides non-technical users an easy-to-use drag-
and-drop adhoc report designer, allowing them to build a report on
own their making it a self-service BI tool [21].

5.2 Analysis
Jasperso�’s embeddable cost-e�ective reporting and data analytics
so�ware allows users to quickly access, de�ne and analyze any
kind of data whether it’s in relational, Big Data or OLAP stores all
through web-browser. Data can also be accessed fromNoSQL stores
like MongoDB [37] without requiring ETL. It’s powerful analysis
interface helps users to quickly perform advanced data analysis
in order to identify issues and spot trends. �e fast columnar in-
memory engine allows to quickly explore data using interactive
html5 power charts and the multi-level zoom toolbar. It gives
powers to end users making their application more competitive to
make be�er decisions quickly [6].

5.3 Dashboard
Jasperso�’s embedded dashboard solutions combines data and graph-
ical indicators to provide users with direct insight within their own
applications. It gives summaries of information for it users to view
the state of their business and quickly respond. Just like reporting,
users can control data through external �lters with the help of em-
bedded views. Along with gaining deeper insight into application
data, users can also enhance the look and feel of their application
with the help of these interactive dashboards. Users can also build
and create new reports or dashboards on their tablets with the fully
featured mobile dashboards. It provides server-side authentication
for both mobile and tablet devices to make decisions securely [9].

5.4 Easy to integrate and maintain
“Jasperso� is based on modern REST web services, supports stan-
dard identity management systems, provides built-in multi-tenancy
support, and has a HTML5/CSS driven user interface for easy re-
branding. �e result is a full featured set of reporting and analytics
capabilities made available in your Cloud-based or locally deployed
application, all in a ma�er of weeks, not months” [13].

6 EMBEDDING METHODS
Jasperso�’s user interface can be embedded using three di�erent
methods: Visualize.js, Iframes (HTTPAPIs) andWeb Services (REST
APIs). Jasperso� uses Visualize.js to embed JasperReport Server
reports and visualizations inside web applications. It is a JavaScript
API framework that is used to embed and dynamically interact
with reports. �e look and feel of all the elements can be controlled
through CSS and new data can be merged into the application.
Advanced Business Intelligence can be made available to users with
the help of Visualize.js [23].

�e HTTP Interface can be used to call Reports, Dashboards
and parts of the Jasperso� application and is primarily used as
shortcuts or entry points to commonly used features or content.
It can be embedded via Iframes [16]. �e HTTP interface can’t be
embedded in non-Jasperso� applications, like the way web services
and Visualize.js APIs can be [22].

�e components of JasperReports Server can be integrated into
other applications via the RESTWeb Service API calls by the hosting
application. �is includes components repository services, schedul-
ing services, Domain services and administrative services. Authen-
tication of the Web Service requests are done using Spring Security
and the web services can be con�gured to use HTTPS [24].
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7 PLATFORMS SUPPORTED
Jasperso� supports a variety of platforms to meet the needs of al-
most every organization. It can be installed on di�erent operating
systems like Windows, Linux, Unix and Apple macOS. It can be
deployed in-premise, on cloud, in docker containers [5] and also
on Amazon Web Services (AWS) [2]. It supports di�erent browsers
including Firefox, Internet Explorer and Edge, Apple Safari and
Google Chrome. It supports di�erent types of data sources including
relational, massively parallel databases like Teradata [29], Pivotal
Greenplum [26]; many hosted databases like Amazon Redshi� [1],
Microso� SQL Azure [3], NoSQL Data sources like MongoDB, Cas-
sandra [32], Big Data support for Hadoop Hive [33], Impala [31],
Spark [34] can be used. All Jasperso� Editions support application
servers like Apache Tomcat [35] [20].

8 JASPERSOFT AND BIG DATA
Jasperso� gives the ability to work with Big Data by supporting
native Big Data functions for Native Connectors to connect and vi-
sualize data for Cassandra Analytics, MongoDB Analytics, Hadoop
Analytics and more. It provides users with Real Time Analytics to
connect and analyze data from these big data stores for interactive
reporting without having to move data through ETL. It also makes
it possible to blend data from relational databases with Big Data
sources to achieve a complete view of the business or customer
for business users. �is can be achieved by blending data either
through data virtualization metadata layer or traditional data ware-
house method using ETL. Figures 4, 5 and 6 shows the ways in
which the data can be blended [7].

[Figure 4 about here.]
[Figure 5 about here.]
[Figure 6 about here.]

9 LICENSING
Jasperso� Community Edition is licensed under the AGPL. �e
Enterprise and Professional Edition is available to the users on a
commercial license. It needs to be purchased under a subscription
model which o�ers di�erent services and support. Jasperso� for
AWS available on the AWS Marketplace provides the BI so�ware
for less than $1 per hour, paying only for what one uses [8].

10 COMPARISONWITH OTHER BI
SOFTWARES

Jasperso� products compete with the other popular BI So�wares
like Pentaho [30], Tableau [28], Sisense [27], and more. But Jasper-
so� provides features that are competitive enough compared to its
equivalents. Jasperso� has got 100% user satisfaction with respect
to the other BI So�wares currently in the market [25].

11 CONCLUSION
Jasperso� is a commercial open-source Business Intelligence plat-
form embedded with reporting, dashboards and data visualization
capabilities. It is suitable for small, medium and big businesses
and provides data integration capabilities for Big Data stores. It
provides pixel-perfect documents with the use of data from any
data sources and brings timely, actionable data to users for faster

decision-making. It supports cloud and big data deployments and
supports multi-tenancy, multi-dimensional analytics by delivering
data with usability, security and integrity.
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ABSTRACT
KNIME also known as Konstanz information miner is an open
source analytics platform that provides a drag and drop GUI in-
terface for building a Data Science project. It facilitates with com-
ponents involved in building a data pipeline such as loading data
from disparate sources, agrregation, data exploration, statistical
functions, machine learning algorithms and �nally visualization.
KNIME support reading from a variety of popular formats including
csv, excel, json and xml to name a few. It supports reading data from
awide range of databases and supports accessing them using jdbc or
a product speci�c connector for Microso� SQL server, MySQL and
others. KNIME supports a veriety of machine learning algorithms
for regression, classi�cation, PCA and so on. It also provides deep
learning framework through Keras which enables users to use a
variety of deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow, cognitive
tool kit [14]. A work�ow is a collection of nodes where a node is a
single unit or a step that does processing such as reading from �les,
connecting to a database. Nodes are connected to other nodes in a
wprk�ow. �e GUI interface that provides drag and drop interface
and facilitates the building of a work�ow is called a workbench.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-517, KNIME, Work�ow, Text, mining

1 INTRODUCTION
�e world of information technology is experiencing Data deluge
sometimes also refered as the Data Tsunami wherein almost every
organization is trying to make sense of all the data that is being
collected. Almost every company has invested or is planning in-
vest into big data projects. Analytics and predictive analytics has
been the key to this process. Naturally, we see an array of tools,
open source to commercial being introduced frequently to support
the analytics requirements. In most cases, the analytics process
progresses through a series of steps from data loading, wrangling,
cleaning to make it ready for performing analysis and building
machine learning models to bring out the value from data. �e
entire process requires multiple tools, programming as well as man-
ual steps. KNIME analytics platform works at all these steps and
provides an abstraction layer to all the underlying complexities.
KNIME provides a GUI interface that is user friendly and takes out
the complexities of writing complex code to perform tasks and build
models. Subsequent sections will provide more insight into KNIME
tool its features and how they can be leveraged to complete an
analytics project. �e popularity and success of KNIME is obvious
by the fact that Gartner has placed KNIE as leader in Data Science
and Machine learning platform from 2013 to 2018 [7].

2 ARCHITECTURE
KNIME so�ware is bundled with multiple components such as
KNIME analytics platform which forms the core of the tool, KN-
IME server that provides the scalability. KNIME extensions enable
the integration with other open source projects including Apache
hadoop. Finally it also support community and partner extensions
which makes it favourable for all environments [24]. See Figure 1

[Figure 1 about here.]

3 OPEN SOURCE AND LICENSED
KNIME was initially developed by a group of developers from sil-
icon valley targe�ing pharmaceutical applications and the �rst
version was released in 2006. �e analytics platform is released
under Open Source GPLv3 license. Vendors can create wrappers
to facilitate their tool execution from within a KNIME work�ow.
Alongside KNIME AG the parent company also licenses commercial
so�ware. �e commercial version includes additional extensions
that are suitable for larger teams or companies and a license fee
is charged to such customers. �e current model also accepts di-
rect customer engagements wherein KNIME developers develop a
speci�c component for businesses though at a charge, these com-
ponents however are made available to public on the open source
platform [17].

3.1 KNIME Analytics platform
KNIME analytics is the core of the product and is built on eclipse
and hence you would notice the interface is somewhat similar to
eclipse. It’s grahical and user friendly interface enables faster data
science cycles and makes it easier to learn as well. It can be installed
on Windows, MAC and linux and comes with many ready to run
examples [12].

A node is a smallest processing unit in KNIME and it supposed
to perform a speci�c task for example loading of a csv �le. Similarly
collection of a nodes sequenced in order makes a work�ow. Nodes
within awork�owmay be connected to each other and output of one
node could be an input to the other depending on the sequence [10].

�e GUI interface is divided into multiple sections, mainly work-
bench, work�ow coach, explorer and the node repository. Work-
bench is the area on which you actually drag and drop nodes. For
example, if I have to read a csv �le and load it into a database, I
would create a node by dragging the read node type on the work-
bench followed by a read-write node of the database type and link
them, naturally, additional con�guration of columns and so on
would be needed. An interesting feature of KNIME is Work�ow
coach which is an inbuilt recommender system that provides rec-
ommendations on what type of node to use as the next step, these
recommendations are built based on the community usage of those
type of nodes. �e interface is customizable and can be changed as
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per user requirements in order to display complex work�ows with
large number of nodes [21]. KNIME analytics platform includes
extensive data visualization capabilities that allows users to create
interactive dashboards, charts and graphs [6].

KNIME can be used to create data visualizations for performing
exploratory data analysis as it supports many native visualization
nodes including interactive visualizations. It also allows to use R or
Python or java script code to create charts or plots. Hiliting feature
allows to highlight a certain category of data points ploteed on
the sca�er plot. For example in a classi�cation algorithm, we can
highlight the wrongly classi�ed data points to distinguish them and
highlight them on the plot. �ere are open street maps available
that allow map visualizations for geo spatial data. A few other
visualization that are supported are the R choropleth library as well
as wordcloud visualization of text [23].

3.2 KNIME Server
In a large scale implementation, scalability can be achieved by
deploying a KNIME server. KNIME server scales the platform from
an individual to a group or a team of data scientists and facilitates
collaboration, deployment and management functionalities [18].
KNIME server is available in three editions small, medium and large
based on number of users and features. Small edition is suitable for a
smaller teams and has no support available except for forum access
whereas medium and large o�er higher number of users and more
features including the ability to deploy work�ows as REST API [19].
KNIME server allows you to be�er manage access control at all
levels such as nodes, �le and application level. It allows the Data
Scientists to run their work�ows on a central server that provides
be�er performance and handles large datasets. Its web interface
allows users to access the work�ows and analytics platform on any
device which also includes REST services [19].

KNIME cloud option makes KNIME Analytics platform and KN-
IME server available in cloud through AWS as well as Microso�
Azure [20].

3.3 Extensions
KNIME supports both open source and commercial extensions that
help in integrating with the analytics platform. �is enables the
users to integrate R or python within the work�ow. Similarly
Apache Hadoop, Spark and other Big Data open source projects
can be integrated with KNIME through respective estensions. A
good Big Data integration example is being able to import or export
data from HDFS or performing analytics using Hive, Impala that
are setup as KNIME nodes in a work�ow, you can also transfer
data between Apache Hive and Apache Spark [24]. A work�ow
can have Hive node as well as SQL Server or Oracle node that can
be combined or joined instead of having to write complex joins and
queries.�e Big Data connectors are all open source and are certi�ed
by leading hadoop platforms such as cloudera, hortonworks and
mapr [13]. Similarly, extension for Apache Spark extensions is a set
of nodes that enable a variety of tasks such as data manipulation,
machine learning and so on [16]. For not so savvy developers this
serves as a biggest advantage as they can still complete all the steps
without actually having to write code. Ofcourse there is an option
to write your scripts and use them in the nodes if you wish.

Big data extensions are included in the platform and include
those for Apache Hadoop, Spark that enable reading and writing
from HDFS, Hive as well as Impala. �is extension as such provides
a graphical interface for big data applications.

4 ANALYTICS
KNIMEAnalytics: KNIME provides deep learning capability through
KNIME analytics platform that enables users to create, train and
execute deep learning models. Also allows integration with Keras
that enables users to use deep learnign frameworks such as Tensor-
�ow and others [15]. In the meachine learning space it supports all
majority of predictive modeling algorithms for regression, classigi-
cation, Neural networks, Naive Bayes and most of the tree based
models [4].

It also supports transferring data from and to H2O [9] which is
a popular open source machine learning platform [8].

5 ETL
An important step in the data science process is that of pre-processing
of data, as we know that around 80 percent of time is spent in clean-
ing and preparing data. To support this KNIME provides more than
100 pre-de�ned nodes that handle a varity of tasks such as row
�ltering based on regex, wildcard and so on, string manipulation,
substituting of missing values, grouping data. KNIME ETL function
also allows to create a loop structure within a work�ow that helps
in repeating the procedure, for eample loading many �les one a�er
another [22].

6 REST SUPPORT
If your project involves fetching data through a REST API then
KNIME Work�ow allows you to con�gure nodes that can get data
from these available REST services [5]. KNIME server also makes
it possible to create a service that can be called using post and get
methods, some of the examples of REST services are uploading and
downloading of �les, sentiment analysis and so on. Again all this
can be done using KNIME work�ow and nodes on drag and drop
graphical user interface [1].

7 SIMPLE WORKFLOW
Lets consider an example of reading a ascii data �le cluster the
data and also visualizing the data on a sca�er plot. See Figure 2
Steps included in building such a work�ow are, �rst we add a node
that can read the data �le. Note that adding node is nothing but
dragging the File reader node from the Node Repository list onto
the workbench. �e next step is to con�gure the node so it know
what �le to read and the location where it is stored. �e next step
would be to add the k-means node which can be found under the
mining section. In the next step we add the last node that is the
color node, this node will assign a unique color to the di�erent
categories in the dataset. See Figure 3 Finally all the nodes should
be connected to each other serially. When the work�ow is executed
it reads the data �le, applied k-means algorithm to classify data
and the classi�ed data points are plo�ed on the sca�er plot with
a unique color assigned to each category [3]. Row �ltering and
columns �ltering nodes are also available that can be used to select
only required columns or �lter data based on the values in rows.

2
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Both simple and complex rules can be applied based on the search
criteria and can be achieved using advanced �lter [2]. KNIME also
allows aggregating data, bining of data, joining of data as well as
le�, right, inner and outer joins [11].

[Figure 2 about here.]
[Figure 3 about here.]

8 APPLICATIONS
KNIME is used in almost every domain from government to pharma
to manufacturing, some of common applications of KNIME are
Social media mining, sentiment analysis, credit scoring, churn pre-
diction, energy use prediction, outlier detection in medical claims,
recommender systems, social media music recommender system,
network tra�c reporting, Actuarial tables, address deduplication
and so on [25]. While KNIME is Open Source, KNIME AG extends
the same analytics platform with extensions to o�er increased pro-
ductivity and collaboration [17]. Ninety percent of the revenue
comes from licenses and most of that is used to add new features
and development [17].

9 CONCLUSION
In todays world of analytics which is heavily focussed on scripting
wherein usage of analytical tools such as R and python to perform
various tasks in Data science cycle is common, however these tools
are not user friendly and can sometimes be overwhelming for users
who are used to a graphical interface. KNIME �lls in this gap
and provides not only an easy to use Graphical user interface but
supports an array of integrations which makes it a good choice.
It has options for scalability provided through a server version.
A user friendly GUI that takes out the guess work and need to
know scripting and command syntax. It’s easy integration with the
popular hadoop platforms, availability of extensions and above all
the user friendly interface de�nitely takes out signi�cant amount
of complexity from the analysis process and makes it a preferred
tool by many especially in the medical sciences domain. It’s rich
library of machine learning algorithms
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Figure 1: KNIME Architecture [24]
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Figure 2: Node Repositories [3]
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Figure 3: k-means �ow [3]
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ABSTRACT
�e AWS CloudTrail service [10] is an activity recording service
provided by Amazon Web Services. �e service allows you to track
the history of account usage for your AWS instances. �e service
is not on by default yet when con�gured, it will record all API calls
from all sources like the console, CLE, SDKs or CloudFormation.
�e data is wri�en into an S3 bucket via JSON and would include
a�ributes like user, IP address, timestamp and the action the user
took.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Your API is �nally working. A�er weeks of learning Docker, AWS
Lambda and other Cloud technologies, you feel the pride of seeing
your code �nally providing a service. And that service is on the
Internet! Yet, a few days later, you are noti�ed by AWS that your
AWS bill is about to reach the cap you set for it. �at obviously can
not be right. As you log into your AWS account to check on what is
going on, you notice containers running that you do not recognize.
How is this possible? Who did this? �at is where CloudTrail [10]
can help.

As cloud technologies are quickly adopted, one of the common
mistakes is skipping past features related to security. To cover the
aspect of logging and monitoring, both features that are critical to
ensuring appropriate use, and the intent is to help build understand-
ing of how these features can help you keep your system uptime
high, your bills low and provide you certainty that you know when
changes occur.

CloudTrail is a scalable, extensible and simplied logging service
available in AWS to be used to log all actions taken by multiple
aspects of interacting with AWS. In AWS, one of the primary means
of providing logging is through AWS CloudTrail. Amazon explains
it as a service that enables governance, compliance, operational
auditing, and risk auditing of your AWS account [11]. To simplify,
AWS provides a logging service that can be used to meet logging
requirements, either ones you design personally or requirements
that are directed by a higher entity such as government or a regu-
latory body such as PCI-DSS, HIPAA or NIST Security Technical
Implementation Guides.

It is imperative to also state what CloudTrail does not do. Cloud-
Trail is not an all-encompassing log generation service. It is not
related to logs generated by operating systems, applications or even
your own code. It is only for the generation of creating logs for the
use of AWS API.

2 HOW IT WORKS
CloudTrail will record activity, based on your con�guration, into
an AWS S3 bucket [8]. �e JSON-forma�ed log �les are compressed
before they are wri�en into an S3 bucket. �e convention for
storing the �les consists of two parts, path and �lename. �e path
will follow a convention of account/region/date and each day will
have its own path. �e �lename of the compressed �le follows a
convention of account/region/timestamp.

[Figure 1 about here.]
�e default path of account to region may not work well for a

multi-account, multi-region AWS instance. �ere are options to
de�ne logging for multi-region

where the con�guration can be applied to all known existing
regions and even con�gured to include new ones when they come
online by default [6]. Additionally, for multi-user situations, you
can leverage AWS Identity and Access Management [12] to set
global logging for all accounts as well. �e aspect of regions is
important to recognize because while most instances of AWS will
leverage the same region, it is not easily apparent when you have
instances that are outside your region con�guration which e�ec-
tively would mean you would not receieve CloudTrail logs for those
assets.

To manage CloudTrail, you can use the AWS command line
interface, RESTful APIs or a so�ware development kit for Python,
Java or multiple other languages. �ese methods will allow you to
make view the existing logs, which are natively

built in for you for the �rst 90 days. �e management interfaces
also allow you con�gure which S3 bucket to use, pre�xes you may
wish for organization, encryption keys to be used as well as more
complex features like custom event noti�cations to solutions like
email, Slack channels or a text message.

�e AWS command line environment is the most full-featured.
To do so, you �rst

will need credentials for an active AWS account. As credential
management can be its own comlex topic, the AWS con�guration
guide should be leveraged to provide a step by step to con�gure
credentials. �e simplest way to set up a trail is to use a command
as follows:

aws cloudtrail create-trail –name my-trail –s3-bucket-name my-
bucket

�e two parameters to declare are name, which is the unique
name you want to provide to the trail and the second is the s3
bucket to use.

If you choose to use the RESTful API support, these are a few of
the actions currently available to be called.

• AddTags
• CreateTrail
• DeleteTrail
• LookupEvents
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• StartLogging
• StopLogging

If you used the API call, the response from a successful query
will respond with a 200 HTTP status code and a JSON blob with
the requested content. For example, when using LookupEvents, the
response back for a query related to a user would be include the
following details.

• eventVersion
• userIdentity
• type
• principalId
• arn
• userName
• eventTime
• eventSource
• sourceIPAddress
• userAgent
• requestParameters

Another solution you can use are called AWS �ick Starts [13]
which can reduce error caused by manual implementation. �e
command create-subscription will automate the creation of an S3
bucket and will begin the login. AWS provides these prebuilt solu-
tions for customers who may not feel comfortable with using AWS
or want to try a solution out before con�guring on their own.

Advanced CloudTrail con�gurations can bemanaged using Cloud-
Formation [5] which allows you to de�ne multiple aspects of an
AWS instance in a text �le using YAML or JSON forma�ed �les. A
visual editor is available in AWS to build a template or community-
provided templates are also available. For CloudTrail, the use of
CloudFormation ensures that all instances stood up that are using
a template will have CloudTrail de�ned and set up as well.

To ensure no one can accidentally delete your CloudTrail logs,
it is important to leverage features in Identity and Access Manage-
ment. With Identity and Access Management, you can grant access
per user on who is authorized to read logs stored in the CloudTrail
S3 bucket or who can make changes to the CloudTrail con�guration.
It is also recommended

to leverage features like Multi-Factor Authentication, which can
be used to ensure that a request to delete an S3 bucket for CloudTrail
logs is legitimate [11].

Another aspect where Identity and Access Management can help
you with CloudTrail is ensuring the logs are owned by a service
account. Access requests to the log

data can be controlled by only authorizing access by log analysis
and correlation service accounts and a human would never had
direct access to the logs stored in S3. �is helps ensure access
control is not lost if your organizational use of AWS Identity and
Access Management continues to grow.

To ensure no one can intentionally or accidentally delete your
CloudTrail logs, it is important to leverage Identity and Access
Management to limit access per user on who is authorized to read
logs stored in the CloudTrail S3 bucket or who can make changes
to the CloudTrail con�guration.

�e CloudTrail log integrity solution is a process which will
create hashes for the current log metadata and appends some infor-
mation from the previous log

archive. �at way you can walk back the integrity of your logs
and quickly identify which log was tampered with. �e log valida-
tion service also provides you a tool to assist with validation and
you just need to provide it a time range to validate [9].

It may also be salient to ensure proper encryption of your log
�les if a mistake happens, like the S3 bucket being made public.
�is is done using AWS Key Management System [4] which allows
you to leverage AWS to manage encryption and key management.
Encryption itself is di�cult to implement and even more di�cult to
implement well. Leveraging the CloudTrail integration with AWS
Key Management System will ensure encryption is

done properly and is easy for you to implement and manage.
You can use the CloudTrail console to con�gure which key pair to
use, and you can use a key pair across a multi-region CloudTrail
environment.

When encryption through KMS is used, CloudTrail will send a
request to KMS for a one-time key pair to encrypt with. �e keys
are used to encrypt the individual zipped �le and then the keys are
destroyed. �ere are some additional steps taken to append the key
to the zipped log �le. �is is done so each log �le is individually
encrypted and only a compromise of the master key would undo
the security of all log �les.

3 HOW TO VIEW THE LOGS
�e most common method to review the logs is with the AWS
command line interface. It is used by leveraging the AWS logs
function and the accompanying parameters. While useful, this is
typically used for singular queries and is di�cult to use for more
in-depth uses of the log �les. For a broader investigation, there are
log correlation tools available that can be used to review CloudTrail
logs.

Depending on the size of your AWS instance, a solution like AWS
Athena, Apache Spark or an ElasticSearch-Logstash-Kibana [1]
instance may be useful. To begin, you would need to con�gure
architecture to consume and post-process the data placed by Cloud-
Trail into the S3 bucket. �e log �les will need to be unzipped and
transformed from JSON into Spark data frames. �ere is sample
code published by AWS Labs, which makes beta AWS products,
that can provide a starter pack [2].

Once you have the logs forma�ed in a manner that can be lever-
aged, you can �nd containers available running Apache Spark that
can access S3 buckets. �is would provide you a very powerful way
to quickly go from command line queries for individual requests
to a very powerful Big Data platform to investigate. Additionally,
using the available containers ensures you are only billed for the
data you consume and review. You would still have the original
zipped JSON log �les to revert back to if needed.

Alternatively, you could use a YAML �le in CloudFormation to
spin up an instance of ElasticSearch-Logstash-Kibana [1]. �is will
allow you to only decompress the log �les and consume them with
LogStash when you have a need to. �ere are community YAML
�les available for this scenario as well.

If you do choose to keep an active Spark or ElasticSearch-Logstash-
Kibana instance up, it will give you a platform to de�ne custom
alerting based on aggregation that you not normally get with Cloud-
Trail. Additionally, while CloudTrail logs are speci�c to AWS API
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calls, the consumption of logs for Spark and ElasticSearch-Logstash-
Kibana are not limited to just CloudTrail. You could include logs
from your own APIs or functions and include them into the reposi-
tory. Rules can then be developed that chain the context between
CloudTrail and your other log sources which can enable some very
speci�c and context rich alerting.

�e use of AWS Athena [3] is another means to review the logs
generated by CloudTrail. Athena is a serverless implementation
that can natively work with S3 buckets in a SQL-like fashion. You
can leverage community support to quickly convert your S3 bucket
with CloudTrail logs into an easy to query platform. Using these
simple solutions will allow you to review the logs quickly, yet they
do not come at the cost that customization is limited. Athena and
CloudTrail are the simplest combination to get a low-cost analytics
platform connected with logs from CloudTrail.

4 CONCLUSION
�e AWS feature of CloudTrail is a log event generating service for
AWS API calls. CloudTrail is used to monitor high-level access to
your cloud infrastructure and also generates an audit trail to iden-
tify when changes occurred. Once con�gured, you can use other
features to leverage CloudTrail logs so you can know immediately
when something has changed. �e power of AWS allows you to
automate and leverage templates for the creation of CloudTrail logs
and your ability to review them.
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ABSTRACT
Amazon Relational Database Service also known as RDS is cloud
computing platform providing a prime web service to operate with
relational databases. With AWS database services, it provides
an mechanism for creating/ replicating/ migrating any existing
databases on AWS cloud.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Amazon Relational database services are the web service which
has been e�ectively used for handling and managing relational
databases, which in return provides high performance, security,
maximum availability and compatibility. Amazon is providing a
SQL database by the service which is known as RDS, which pro-
vided key features related to easy management and tracking or
monitoring. It is compatible with variety of database engines run-
ning in background including Amazon Aurora, PostgrSQL, MySQL,
MariaDB, Oracle and Microso� SQL Server.

2 KEY FEATURES
Amazon RDS provided is the latest infrastructure platform with
updated database so�wares and management tools to maintain and
perform databases administration with security and fault tolerant
features. It check and updates the latest patches of so�ware and
ensuring the database are running on latest so�ware and hardware.
It schedule major and minor releases of the so�ware to keep the
Infrastructure platform updated. It also allows to con�gure with
previous DB Instance version.

Below are some popular features
• Scaling Storage-It can automatically increase the storage

once size or volume of the databases ins reaching its maxi-
mum capacity. It can also scale storage based on high vol-
ume data ge�ing loaded or read from the database. Based
on the usage trend, it can scale the database services. It
handles the read request e�ectively and optimally with
read replicas, which is to create the replica of the database.
Also, upon usage if it is not needed, it can be deleted from
Management console or API and with API, it can manage
the same operation as possible with management console
for create, start, stop, modify, failover, describe, authorize
and add DB clusters and DB instances.

• O�ers less Administrative workload-When the services are
ge�ing setup, all the databases instances are con�gured
with its respective database engines. Amazon provides
command line and management consoles for easy admin-
istration of the databases.

• Reliability-It can replicate the data to a standby instance on
di�erent Availability Zone using the Multi-AZ DB instance.
It provides automates backups, user de�ned snapshots of
the data stored on Amazon S3. In the event of failure
of an hardware, it can automatically replace the instance.
Upgrade from single AZ to multi AZ can occur with no
latency or downtime. Once the selection is done from up-
grade to Multi AZ, the snapshot of the instance is captured,
a�er which a new instance is built from the snapshot and
con�guration is setup for taking or keeping the Multi AZ
databases in sync. [2]

• High Performance and Secure-It provides high performance
using General purpose SSD storage and Provisioned IOPS
SSD storage. It provides the feature of encrypting the
databases using keys (AWS Key Management Services).
Along with, it provides Amazon VPC for network isola-
tion for databases on cloud to securely connect with on
premise applications. With in this Amazon VPC, we may
have mutiple subnets with atleast on the AZ zone. Data
restoration or migration outside VPN is prohibited and it
is not supported.

3 BUILDING BLOCKS FOR AMAZON RDS
DB Instances are Amazon RDS primary building blocks which is
a secured database environment on AWS cloud. DB Instance can
consists of multiple databases. As mentioned in above section, these
DB instance can be easily managed using simple API, AWS manage-
ment console and Command line interfaces to set the con�gurations
and monitor the behavior and capabilities of relational databases.
It does not need any additional database maintenance so�ware.
In these DB instances, we can have multiple databases created by
many users or applications. In the background, we have DB en-
gines interacting with DB instances. Few of the examples can be
“MySQL, Maria DB, PostgreSQL, Oracle and Microso� SQL Server
DB engines” [1]. �ere are 3 types of storage available with DB
instances (Magnetic, General Purpose SSD and Provisioned IOPS).
Storage capacity depends on various storage type and respective
database engines it been con�gured. Amazon RDS can select IP
address range, subnets, access control list and con�gure routing to
make it more secure and reliable. Another component provided by
Amazon is IAM (Identity and Access Management), which this you
can provide provision on users to create, delete, modify read any
DB instances.

4 RDS AUTOMATED AND MANUAL
MONITORING TOOLS

Amazon RDS can monitored for it performance and can be reported
in case of any issues or failures on DB instances, DB clusters DB
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Cluster Snapshots, DB parameter group or DB security group. On
real time, DB instances or clusters can be monitored. It also main-
tains the database log �les which can referred or consulted in cases
of any failure or issues encountered. Amazon TRDS also provided
extra feature for monitoring with CloudWatch for metrics, alarms
and logs, along with service health status. With Command Prompt-
using below command can view performance metrics and alarm-

“aws cloudwatch list-metrics –namespace AWS/RDS
put-metric-alarm” [3]
With API-using the CloudWatch API GetMetricStatistics with

start and end time can provide detail metrics on performance and
form se�ing up alarm with “PutMetricAlarm” [3] on DB Instance.

Based on the user de�ned baseline for performance and resource
to be monitored Amazon RDS store the respective monitoring logs
including your CPU, RAM, Disk Space consumption. It can monitor
the network tra�cs and help in deciding the throughput details.
With Amazon RDS, it helps in Disk space monitoring helps in tak-
ing decision, if the data needs to be purged or archived. Number of
users connected to database can be monitored with kind of oper-
ation ge�ing performed on Database with Amazon RDS console.
�ere are con�guration monitoring to identify the changes to con-
�gurations on DB instance using a service AWS Con�g like security,
subnet, events on DB instance.

Various Amazon RDS metrics dimensions can be on name of the
Engine, speci�c DB Instances, DB Clusters with Roles and data-
base class. It uses EBS volumes, which it automatically adjusts to
upgrade and enhance performance. IOPS (SSD) storage is recom-
mended with High workloads from Online transaction processing
data. General purpose (SSD) storage is recommended for workloads
with small scale on database. It also provides the enhanced moni-
toring, which will be used for monitoring the health of DB instance.
It will help in monitoring the operating system with process being
executed details. It will capture the system level metrics for CPU,
memory, �le system and disk I/O.

Amazon RDS can also encryption on databases with Amazon
Key management services It can restore point in time data as part of
recovery process.It can automatically initiate the failover process,
if we can not access the primary AZ, can’t connect to primary on
network, failure of storage. Database events can be integrated with
another amazon service known as Amazon SNS, which can send
the SMS text messages. [3].

5 CREATE DB INSTANCE-EXAMPLE WITH
MYSQL

Creating a DB instance using MySQL Database engine. As prereq-
uisite, we need to have access on AWS management console. For
initial DB Instance set-up, it is managed through AWSManagement
Console. Search from Database section with listing name as RDS
and Navigate to open Amazon RDS Console. Next, its needed to
have the understanding on what con�guration is needed for creat-
ing MySQL DB instance. For example, we can have certain amount
of storage and backup strategy to be build. From the AWS RDS
Console, we �rst need to select the region, also known as Avail-
ability zone, where we can host AWS RDB activities. From AWS
RDB Console, we next need to launch DB Instance from Instances
menu. Next, we will provided with option to select the SQL Engine

for the DB Instance. As we are taking the example for MySQL, we
will select the MySQL Engine. From Console, we need to select the
Database engine named MySQL and Need to select the purpose of
the database instance like for production purpose, we can select the
radio bu�on as Dev/Test. In this step, we need to specify the DB
details or con�gurations DB Instance Speci�cations with license,
engine version, class, multi-AZ deployment, storage type, storage
allocation. Provide the Identi�cation name of DB Instance, user-
name and password. DB Instance can be con�gured with network
security-Virtual private cloud, security group, subnet group.

Provide the database name, port-default to 3306, DB parameter
group. Along with backup strategy and monitoring capabilities cab
be de�ned while creating. Next launch DB Instance bu�on on the
console.

�ese above steps have completed the creation DB Instance.�e
Status- creating for DB Instance changes to ready for use and then
to available.

Once the status is changed to available, it is ready to be connected
with SQL client.

In this example, we are con�guring MySQL, so we can download
and connect using MySQL workbench as SQL client for MySQL
database. On MySQL Workbench-Database, Click on connect to
database. We can pass the connection parameters like hostname,
port -default to 3306, Username, and password. Once connected
to the database, we can perform DDL, DML statements on the
database.

You can connect to Read Replica as the same way with de-
tails on endpoints. DDL statement can also be performed on read
Replica [5].

6 PAID SERVICE
DB Instance hours, Storage per month, I/O request per month with
data transfer, backup storage with provisioned IOPS per month are
paid services. So the services must be deleted or stopped and avoid
extra billing than usage. [2]

7 DELETE DB INSTANCE-EXAMPLE WITH
MYSQL

Once logged into Amazon RDS console, navigate to Instance Ac-
tions and hit the delete link. DB instances can be deleted a�er
taking the �nal snapshot or it can be deleted with capturing �nal
snapshot of relational database

Using the CLI, there can be a option to issue commands for
deleting the DB instances. Below are the CLI statements for various
operating system.

aws rds delete-db-instance –db-instance-identi�ermydbinstance
–�nal-db-snapshot-identi�er mydbinstance�nalsnapshot

With above command, it will �rst or create the �nal snapshot of
data and then proceed with the deletion of DB instance [4].

8 CONCLUSION
Amazon RDS is provides highly optimized and high performance
web services supporting multiple type of SQL databases, providing
service to easily customize, con�gure and monitor the DB activ-
ities and administration. We have many sources of data ge�ing
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generated and are gets used for multiple purpose of analysis, in-
terpretation. �is cause for highly complex and high performance
databases, which as a service is provided by Amazon to maintain
a relation database on cloud. With disaster recover mechanism
reduces the risk of downtown and latency.
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ABSTRACT
Amazon EMR is a Hadoop framework that allows users to process
data on the AWS platform using their EC2 technology to spread
the load across multiple EC2 instances. Elasticity a major bene�t of
EMR as it can be set to auto scale up or down the number of EC2
instances that EMR is running in a cluster. �e user can choose
to run additional frameworks supported on EMR in addition to
Hadoop, such as Spark, HBase, Flink and Presto. �e platform
allows the user to focus on the processing of the data and not have
to deal with the setup, management or tuning of a Hadoop cluster.
Using EMR allows a user to setup and provision a cluster quickly
and allows for scalability of compute resources up or down and
in or out as needed. Interactions with EMR can occur through a
web service interface or by using the AWS Management Console to
launch and monitor clusters. To e�ectively con�gure and use EMR,
knowledge of how EMR infrastructure is provisioned and how the
EMR service architecture works is bene�cial.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AWS has described EMR as “a managed cluster platform that sim-
pli�es running big data frameworks, such as Apache Hadoop and
Apache Spark, on AWS to process and analyze vast amounts of data.
By using these frameworks and related open-source projects, such
as Apache Hive and Apache Pig, you can process data for analytics
purposes and business intelligence workloads [5].” EMR provides
a variety of features which make it an a�ractive platform to work
with for many di�erent big data use cases. Elasticity, as with any
cloud computing platform, is the major feature of EMR. Deploying
a new cluster or resizing an existing cluster are both options. �is
elasticity allows the user to either automatically or manually scale
an EMR cluster up or down based on processing needs. On demand
cluster provisioning can also be done for scenarios when a user
needs to run a one-time job, which can then be setup to shut down
on completion in order to avoid paying unnecessary idle resource
fees. But excess capacity never has to be provisioned based on a
guess for future requirements and can be handled automatically
based on CloudWatch metrics and a speci�ed scaling policy [1].

Multiple types of data stores can be integrated into EMR such as
S3 (via EMR File System), HDFS, DynamoDB, Redshi�, Glacier and
RDS. On premise data stores can also be used by EMR by integrating
the AWS Data Pipeline, which can move data between on premise
and AWS at chosen intervals. EMR fully supports Hadoop tools
to which AWS has added modi�cations to that allow for improved
interactions with other AWS services, some of whichwill be covered
below in more detail the frameworks and applications section [1].

Many other features are included that enhance usability. �e
type of EC2 instances provisioned for an EMR cluster can be chosen
based on the requirements of the use case, allowing the cluster to be
built to handle standard, high CPU, high memory or high I/O based
workloads. Additional con�guration of EMR clusters can also be
performed as root access can be granted to a user to perform further
customization at the EC2 instance level. Amazon Cloudwatch can
be used to monitor the performance of your EMR clusters and setup
alarms on metrics you’re interested in tracking. Deep learning
frameworks are also supported on EMR within clusters that were
created with a focus on increased GPU capabilities. Additional
so�ware can be installed on nodes within the cluster by using
bootstrap scripts that execute when the cluster is launched. �e
EMR team at AWS also curates a Github repository of bootstrap
scripts that can be used for installing and con�guring additional
so�ware to EMR clusters [1].

2 ARCHITECTURE
A group of EC2 instances is what makes up an EMR cluster, which
is the central component of EMR. Each EC2 instance in a cluster
is called a node, of which there are three di�erent node types.
Every node type has di�erent role and can have di�erent so�ware
installed, allowing each node to play a speci�c role within the
cluster that can then be utilized by any distributed applications the
cluster is running. �e master node is where management of the
cluster occurs and contains the so�ware that handles where data
and tasks are dispersed between the other nodes, called slave nodes,
for further processing. It also tracks cluster health and status of
tasks that it has assigned. �ere are two types of slave nodes, core
nodes and task nodes. Core nodes are where data in the HDFS
is stored within the cluster and can contain additional so�ware
components which execute tasks. Task nodes are optional and are
only allowed to run so�ware to execute tasks [3].

Once a cluster is up and running, work can be submi�ed to it in
a variety of ways: through the AWS Management Console, through
the interface of the applications installed on the cluster, through
APIs or using the AWS CLI. By using one of these methods, data
can then be processed by either submi�ing jobs or queries directly
to the speci�c applications installed on the cluster or by running
ordered steps on the cluster. A step is considered a unit of work
that tells the speci�ed application how to manipulate the data. Data
can be passed from one step to the next with each step calling a
di�erent application if needed. By default, when a step fails, all
subsequent steps are then cancelled and no longer set to be run,
but this behavior can be changed to ignore failures and continue
with running the remaining steps [3].

Each EMR cluster follows a lifecycle during its creation. When a
cluster is �rst provisioned with the applications the user has chosen,
the cluster enters a starting state. A�erwards, the cluster goes into
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the bootstrapping state, which is where bootstrap actions such as
additional so�ware and any user-de�ned actions are then executed
on the cluster. Once the bootstrapping state has completed, the
cluster then enters the running state and is ready to accept and run
jobs, queries or steps. If the cluster is set to automatically terminate
a�er the completed steps, it will then enter the shu�ing down
state which terminates all EC2 instances in the cluster and all data
that was stored inside the cluster gets deleted. A�er a successful
shutdown state, the cluster then moves to the completed state. Or if
the cluster has auto terminate disabled, it then goes to the waiting
state and stays online and ready to accept new commands at any
time. �is cluster would then need to be manually terminated
whenever it is no longer needed. Any failures within the lifecycle
of a cluster would cause the process to terminate the whole cluster
including all of its EC2 instances and any data stored directly on
the cluster. But there is a termination protection option that can be
enabled which will allow the user to retrieve data from the cluster
before it becomes fully terminated [3].

�ere are four layers of architecture which supply di�erent func-
tionality to an EMR cluster: storage, cluster resource management,
data processing frameworks and applications and programs. �e
storage layer refers to the type of �le system used by the clus-
ter. Storage options include HDFS, EMR File System (EMRFS) and
local �le systems. “Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a
distributed, scalable �le system for Hadoop. HDFS distributes the
data it stores across instances in the cluster, storing multiple copies
of data on di�erent instances to ensure that no data is lost if an
individual instance fails [4].” All HDFS storage is reclaimed upon
cluster termination though. EMRFS adds to existing HDFS func-
tionality by allowing direct access to data in S3, treating S3 as an
extension of HDFS. It allows for the usage of persistent data instead
of the ephemeral storage provided by HDFS. �e local �le system in
an EMR cluster refers to disks connected to each of the EC2 nodes
in the cluster. All EC2 instances in a cluster come with pre-a�ached
stored called an instance store, but this storage only exists as long
as the instance is running [4].

�e cluster resource management layer is where resources are
managed and the scheduling of data processing jobs occurs. YARN,
or Yet Another Resource Manager, is the default component used
to handle these tasks in EMR because it can manage resources
for a wide variety of the Apache Hadoop related data processing
frameworks. �e nodes in a cluster that administer YARN processes
have an agent running of them that will track cluster health and
talk directly with the EMR services [4].

3 FRAMEWORKS AND APPLICATIONS
�e data processing framework handles the analysis and processing
of the data. A variety of these frameworks utilize YARN and others
supply their own resource management so�ware. When choosing
a framework, the use cases of the data need to be considered, such
as batch, in-memory or streaming data processing. �e framework
chosen then determines what additional languages and interfaces
can be used within the application layer. �ree popular frameworks
that are supported on EMR are MapReduce, Spark and Tez [4].

MapReduce is a programming model designed for distributed,
parallel computing that helps simplify the creation of distributed

applications by dealing with the logic, leaving the user to focus on
the creation of Map and Reduce functions. Spark is an additional
data processing framework used for distributed data processing, the
main di�erence being that it performs in-memory caching of data
sets whereas MapReduce uses disks [4]. Input, output and interme-
diate data are all stored in-memory allowing Spark to perform faster
processing without I/O costs. Using Spark on EMR within EMRFS
allows direct access to data stored on S3 [2]. Tez is a framework
that can be used as an alternative to MapReduce and uses directed
acyclic graphs (DAG), which Spark also uses, for its data processing.
DAGs allow applications that use the data processing framework
to determine the overall work�ow of a job before it is executed. It
contains all of the steps within that work�ow so than an optimal
plan can be decided upon before execution. DAGs also allow for
caching of intermediate processing results in-memory. MapReduce
has to store these intermediate results on disk which can add to
processing overhead [6].

�e �nal layer of EMR architecture is the applications layer.
Applications residing on EMR can provide a variety of functionality
depending on user needs such as allowing for the use of higher level
programming languageswith data processing, creation of streaming
applications, machine learning and data warehouse implementation.
Examples of applications that are supported include Flink, HBase,
Hive, Mahout, MXNet, Pig, and Presto. Additional open source
so�ware is supported for applications that use their own cluster
resource management layer instead of YARN. Other languages
and libraries can be integrated into applications depending on the
data processing framework. For example, MapReduce supports
Java, Hive or Pig integration and Spark supports Spark SQL, Spark
Steaming, MLib and GraphX [4].

4 CONCLUSION
Amazon EMR o�ers a cloud computing solution to handle a wide
array of big data related use cases. A general understanding of
the architecture and platforms supported on EMR allows for a
greater ability to properly architect a solution to meet user demands.
Provisioning and supporting all of hardware needed to implement
a solution can all be done within the cloud, freeing up users to
focus more time on working with the data itself. Elasticity of
the platform is a major bene�t of EMR, allowing the hardware
to scale up or down automatically to meet the needs of the data
processing. �e primary component of EMR is a cluster, which is a
collection of EC2 instances, also called nodes, with each node being
assigned a speci�c taskwithin the cluster. Each cluster contains four
levels of architecture that provides the layers of EMR functionality:
storage, cluster resource management, data processing frameworks
and applications and programs. Multiple options can be chosen
when implementing each of these layers, allowing the creation of
di�erent solutions formultiple use cases. Understanding the options
available within each of these layers can help determine which
applications will later be available for use with the EMR cluster. A
high-level understanding of the architecture and implementation
could then be applied to help dig deeper into the technologies and
applications supported on EMR, allowing users to develop highly
customized cloud based EMR platforms than can handle many
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di�erent data processing challenges that companies and institutions
are faced with today.
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ABSTRACT
Spark is an Apache open source project originally developed in
AMP Lab at UC Berkeley. It is a cluster computing framework
which is built on top of Hadoop distributed �le system HDFS for
data analysis and processing. Unlike Hadoop, Spark does not use
Map-reduce engine to read and write to hard disk. It is based on,
in memory computation process which increases its speed over
100X as compared to Hadoop. Spark has very tight integration of
components and also, inexpensive.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e amount of data consumed and generated by enterprise are huge
in current world. Such large volume of data has created a necessity
for the companies to make the best use of the diversity and hidden
information associated with them. Not only these informations
improvise the productivity but enables enterprises to identify new
opportunities.With the advent of big data, more enterprises are
incorporating data analytics when building strategic applications
and making decisions. Data processing and its e�ective analysis
plays a very important role in functioning and ge�ing ahead of the
competition for almost every enterprise now a days.

Enterprises need to have a standard process and infrastructure
to perform data analysis which involves several stages like Data
Collection, Data Cleaning, Data Storage, Data Processing, Data
Analysis. On top of these stages lies the models on which enterprise
map their business to get ahead of their peers.

Apache Spark is cluster computing framework which is used for
data processing and analysis over large scale with great processing
rate. It is one of most popular framework being used for data
analytics and processing due to its several advantages like speed,
easiness and cost e�ectiveness.

2 SPARK OVERVIEW
In memory cluster computing framework allows applications to
load data into a cluster memory. �is process enables multiple
recursive queries without performance overhead. It allows both
batch and real-time data analytic and processing pay loads. Spark
can be installed over cluseter managers like Hadoop Yarn, Apache
Mesos or standalone Spark cluster. Spark can process data from
variety of sources like HDFS, Amazon S3, Cassandra etc. It supports
�le formats like text �les,avro,parquet and other hadoop input
formats.

Spark has several applications as below:

• Batch Applications
• SQL
• Machine Learning
• Streaming Data Processing
• Graphical Data Processing

Spark is available for Linux, OSX and Windows. It integrates
well with several languages like Java, Scala and Python. It provides
an optimized engine that supports general execution graphs. It also
supports a rich set of higher-level tools including Spark SQL for
SQL and structured data processing, MLlib for machine learning,
GraphX for graph processing, and Spark Streaming.

[Figure 1 about here.]

3 SPARK ENGINE
Spark Core is the base engine for large-scale parallel and dis-
tributed data processing. It contains basic spark functionalities like
Task Scheduling, Memory management, Fault Recovery and Inter-
acting with storage systems. It also provides an API that de�nes
RDD’s

Spark is built around RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset). Re-
silient Distributed datasets is basically a distributed collection of
immutable data which is fault tolerant and has ability to use many
datasets. It supports parallel and partitioned operation. With the
release of Spark 2.0, RDD’s are being replaced with Dataframes
but Files are still being distributed as RDD’s. RDDs support two
types of operations. First one is Transformation which includes
operations like FlatMap, Filter, Join etc. Second operation is Action
where the actual magic happens. Action comprises of functions
like Reduce, Count, collect etc.

Transformations in Spark are lazy, which basically means that
they don’t perform any function on the cluster until action is called.
Transformation gets the access to dataset and learns the future
action to be performed on them. �e transformations are executed
when an action is called, and the result is returned to the driver
program. During Transformation Spark creates a DAG (Directed
Acyclic graph). DAG has a map which contains execution of RDD
transformations. Transformation can be of two types:

• Narrow Transformation: Map, Filter, Sample, Union
• Wide Transformation: Intersection, Join, Reduce by key

Action actually triggers execution on cluster. When action is
called on Spark RDD then Spark submits graph to DAG scheduler.
Operators are divided into stages of task in DAG scheduler. �e
stages are passed on Task Scheduler which are launched through
cluster manager.

4 SPARK ARCHITECTURE
Spark core has three major components:
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• Main driver program also known as Spark Context or Spark
Session

• Cluster Manager
• Executer

4.1 Spark Driver
Spark driver runs over master system. Whenever a spark applica-
tion is submi�ed, then main function is run by the master. Spark
context is created inside driver and other components like task
scheduler and DAG scheduler reside within it. Driver runs over
master node and negotiates with cluster manager to schedule tasks.

4.2 Cluster Manager
�ey are pluggable components which means that it can be used
with Yarn, Apache Mesos or standalone spark cluster. Its primary
function is to allocate and de-allocate resources.

4.3 Executer
Excecuters run on slave systems.�ey are distributed over di�erent
systems within cluster. Single executer may perform multiple tasks.
It reads, processes and writes data related to the allocated task. It
may write data into memory, disk and cache.

5 SPARK LIBRARIES
Spark has other components tightened with it in form of libraries
which are very useful in multiple data analysis, machine learning
and data processing applications. �ese libraries currently include
GraphX, MLlib, SparkSQL and Spark Streaming. Spark core and
these bundled libraries together form Spark architecture

[Figure 2 about here.]

5.1 SparkSQL
SparkSQL module is the library to process structured data in the
form of MySQL, Avro,Parquet etc. SparkSQL gets started with
SparkSession and it manipulates data in two ways. One through
Dataframe or dataset api’s and other through sql queries. Dataframes
are distributed collection of data organized into named columns.
Pandas library of python or R language provide dataframes.

Dataframes can be created in two ways:
• From an existing RDD either with schema inference or

with an explicit schema
• Reading in a speci�c data source from �le

SparkSQL allows to create dataframe from variety of sources like
Json, avro,ORC, Hive, Hbase, cassandra, couchbase etc. It also has
two backend components. Catalyst component is query optimizer
which optimizes the code. Another component is Tungsten which
is o� heap serializer.

[Figure 3 about here.]

5.2 Spark Streaming
�e most powerful feature of spark is its high speed processing
capability for massive datasets. One of the desire in data processing
is to process it in real time in contrary to batch or periodic process-
ing. Spark Streaming provides the capability to analyze and process
data in real time instead of huge batch jobs. One of the use case

is to analyze streams of web server data and run some business
logic around them. Spark streaming is also the technology for IoT.
�e highlevel �ow of spark streaming starts from receiving data
streams and distributing it over RDD’s. �is process of receiving
the data stream and spli�ing them into small chunks or RDD’s is
called De-Streaming. Data are then processed, transformed and
sent to databases or other systems. Processing of chunks of data
over di�erent RDD’s can happen in parallel on di�erent worker
nodes. �is basically distributes massive data into smaller groups
over clusters and hence gives a huge performance boost.

[Figure 4 about here.]

5.3 MLlib
Spark MLlib is a party of Spark ecosystem which comes bundles
with Machine Learning algorithms and utilities which can run in
parallel on Spark clusters. It has few new data types like Vector,
Labeled point. Vectors can be local or distributed over multiple
RDD’s. MLlib allows to invoke multiple algorithms and models on
distributed datasets and on di�erent nodes within the cluster.

Spark MLlib has two components as below:
spark.mllib: It is built on top of Spark abstraction unit RDD

and has several utilities like Linear Algebra and statistics used in
modelling. It comes packed with several Feature extraction and
feature transformation utilities.

spark.ml: It is built on top of datasets. It has all the features of
mllib plus several other libraries like Pipeline having persistence,
train-test split, k-fold cross validation from scikit learn. �ese li-
braries make it a powerful product for end-to-end machine learning
modeling.

5.4 GraphX
GraphX is a Spark library for graphs and graph-parallel computa-
tion. A graph is a data structure having vertices and edges where
Vertices are connected via edges. Most of the computational prob-
lems have graph and they are very useful in solving many problems.
One common use case is �nding friends in social graph in facebook.

GraphX package of spark uni�es graph computations like ETL,
Exploratory analysis and Iterative. It extends the Spark RDD by
introducing a new Graph abstraction which is faster than Giraph
but slightly slower than GraphLab. It enables data view as graph
or collection. GraphX provides fundamental operators like sub-
graph,joinVertices,aggregateMessages etc. GraphX can convert
RDD’s to graphs and vice versa. It can transform and join graphs
with RDD’s.

It provides very rich library of algorithms as below:

• Page Rank
• Connected Components
• Triangle counting
• Label propagation
• SVD++
• Strongly connected components
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6 OTHER APACHE SPARK USE CASES
6.1 Gaming Industry
“In the game industry, processing and discovering pa�erns from
the potential �rehose of real-time in-game events and being able
to respond to them immediately is a capability that could yield a
lucrative business, for purposes such as player retention, targeted
advertising, auto-adjustment of complexity level, and so on.:” [4]

6.2 Finance Industry
In Finance Industries like banking, credit card or lending �rms,
Spark stack can be used in fraud or illegitimate transaction detec-
tion applications. Huge amount of data archives can be processed
through Machine learning models to identify and avoid such �nan-
cial breaches.

Spark can be used to trains features from gigantic data logs to
design such fraud detection models. Spark’s powerful computa-
tional ability through batch or stream jobs could be utilized across
multiple applications in such domains.

6.3 IoT
“IoT is rapidly emerging as a leading area for Apache Spark appli-
cations. In the real-world data analysis pipelines, where real-time
streams are collected from edge devices, gateways, or other clouds,
and then processed by Spark Streaming applications, which in turn
generate derived streams for further processing, data aggregates,
or trigger other real-time events.” [3]

IoT comprise of chip enabled devices having sensors which can
connect to the internet and communicate their data. So, data can
be collected on large scale and can be intercepted through Spark
streaming into the system. SparkSQL can access the injected data
and Spark MLlib can process the data and create machine learning
models. �e models learnt by MLlib can be applied to real time data
streams.

“Apache Spark is a widely used stream processing engine for
real-time IoT applications. Spark streaming o�ers a rich set of
APIs in the areas of ingestion, cloud integration, multi-source joins,
blending streams with static data, time-window aggregations, trans-
formations, data cleansing, and strong support for machine learning
and predictive analytics.” [4]

7 CONCLUSION
In today’s world, every organization has center of excellence fo-
cused around the optimum use of its data and its meaningful analy-
sis, Spark has positioned itself at top by bundling all the resources to
be used in data exploration. It provides powerful data analysis and
processing framework with open source community contributing
to make it more e�cient and cost e�ective.
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Figure 1: Features of Spark [2]
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Figure 2: Spark architecture
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Figure 3: Spark SQL
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ABSTRACT
Domo is cloud based data integration platform that enables em-
ployees to engage with data that is located anywhere in real time.
It provides �exibility to outside partners,third party vendors to
integrate and collaborate with data. With more than 400 data con-
nectors, data can be accessed easily directly from public or private
cloud, on-premise or proprietary systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data is the heart of information of any business. �ough it might
seems easy,but it is very trivial to �nd the relevant data that is
required by di�erent people working in di�erent departments of
large organization. More so,the bigger challenge is to derive the
insights from the data when it is located. Domo transforms the
way orgaization’s employee access,use, analyze and share data.
Domo gives the power to users to make decision in real time. Domo
can be thought of as cloud based data operating system that has
the ability to handle and process data regardless of its type and
location. Domo brings di�erent data sources spread across di�erent
locations at one central location so that it can be easily accessible
for use. Domo also let the user share and colloborate di�erent
data sources,visualization and reports. It also has realiable data
management feature that provides high level of security,speed and
scalability. Domo makes data avialble on any device of any size
thus making it truly mobile.

2 DOMO- INBUILT SOLUTIONS
Domo has custom inbuilt dashboard and visualization solution
for di�erent roles (such as BI,CEO,Finance,IT,Marketing, Opera-
tions,Sales,Services etc) within oroganization and for di�erent in-
dustries (such as Education,Healthcare, Manufacturing,Hospitatlity,Retail,Transportation
etc)

3 DATA CONNECTORS
Data Connectors is the heart of Domo. �rough Domo we may
connect to many di�erent types of data sources. Domo supports
connecting to many types of data sources such as Cloud App,
File,Database,On Premise,Api.

Cloud App Connectors; Domo has more than 400 cloud app con-
nectors including all famous ones such as amazon s3, AWS,Adobe
analytics,Google Analytics,Facebook,�tbit, instagram,salesforce etc.

File Connectors; �rough Domo we can also connect to data that
is stored in �les such as excel and/or csv �les.

Database; Domo has connectors for connecting relational, non re-
lational,SQL andNO-SQL databases such asOracle, MS SQL,MySQL,Hadoop
etc.

On Premise; Other than cloud based connectors Domo can also
connect to on premise databases/�les etc as long as security proto-
cols are opened securely for connection.

Api; Domo has Dev Studio tool for creating custom apps. It is
best suited for developers having web development experince (java
script,css,html). Domo App CLI is the main tool that is used to
create,edit and publish app designs to the Domo instance.

4 DATA FLOWS AND TRANSFORMS
Cleaning data is herculean task when dealing with data that is dirty
that needs to be cleaned before reporting. Domo has Magic ETL
tool that makes data cleaning job looks easy. It helps join,transform
and tidy up data with drag and drop ease of use [? ]

Domo also has SQL data �ow that let the developer select data
set,perform transformation operation through SQL query and gen-
erate tidy and processed output dataset. Domo also give option to
run the data�ow whenever dataset is updated thus making sure
that �nal visualization and report is always based on latest clean
data in almost real time.

5 VISUALIZATION
Domo has many inbuilt visualization template that helps the user
present the user story in re�ned visual format. �ese prede�ned
template are called Cards inDomo. Horizontal bar, Vertical bar,Line,Area,Data
Science,Pie and Funnel are few popular visualization categories.
�ese individual categories contain many use ful templates for
e.g Data Science category has visualization template for sca�er
plot,box plot,predictive modeling,outliers etc to visually represent
relevant data. Donut,Pie,Treemap,Funnel,Folded funnel are few of
the popular visualization template under this category.

6 HOW IT WORKS
Create data connector as needed (�le,cloud,on premise,Api etc)

Select the connector and create required dat set by selecting
specifying table,views or by custom sql query.

Select the dataset and chose visualization card under respective
category (Bar,Pie,Funnel,Sca�er, Predective modeling etc)

Drag and drop the �elds/a�ributes that are needed in visualiza-
tion/report

Apply inbuilt aggregate function on �elds as needed
Save the card. Move to dashborad if needed.
Give access and share your visulization card with concerned

users.
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7 DEV STUDIO
Integrated development environment that provides developers with
web developemt experience to create custom apps that can be de-
ployed in Domo instance easily. Development environment consists
of following three main componenets

Domo App CLI is Used to create,edit and publish custom app on
Domo environment

App Design is Custom built template that can be connected to
di�erent datasets and visualize data (�is can be used when there
is need of custom visulization requirement for which standard
template is not available)

App Manifest is Con�guration �le that de�nes properties of
custom app

8 INSTALLATION
Install node.js through download

Install CLI using npm install -g ryuu command on unix/linux
based platform. Make sure that �rewall is not blocking npm registry
by pining www.npmjs.com through terminal

9 CREATING SIMPLE DOMO APP
On the CLI Type command domo init on terminal.�is will initiate
basic design template

We will be asked to enter design name and starter type App.
Enter my�rstdomoapp as design name and HelloWorld as starter
type. �is will create directory and all the necesary �les that we
need for building simple app

``Following project structure is created -
app.cs
app.js
domo.js
index.html
manifest.json``

[? ]
Skip the data source connection part as we are building simple

custom app that can be deployed on Domo instance
From the CLI run domo dev command. �is will open browser

and will render my�rstdomoapp
Make the styling changes in app.css and logic changes in app.js

10 API AUTHENTICATION
Security of data that is transmi�ed over wire is of highest impor-
tance to any organization. Any public API is expected to validate
and authenticate only those clients that have access. Domo API
uses OAuth2.0 for authenticating and authorizing clients. Security
is managed through access tokens. Only authenticated and autho-
rized users can get tokens. For accessing Domo API through OAuth
security client programmust obtain ClientId and client Secret. Once
authenticated users can access API functionality through access
token. To create Client,Login to Domo instance and click on create
new client link under user avatar icon. Specify application name
and description. Choose one or more from Audit,Data,Dashboard
and User application scope as applicable. We have to be careful
while choosing application scope; if application scope is only for
accessing data we should only select Data scope else developes will
get access to user, audit related informaion as well. Once Client

Id and Client Secret is obtained,next step to obtain access token.
We can make following request to obtain access token using Id and
secret [? ]
``$curl -v -u {CLIENT_ID}:{CLIENT_SECRET}
'https://api.domo.com/oauth/token?
grant_type=client_credentials&scope={SCOPE}'``
[? ]
Once we request the token using above command we will get

the JSON response. Body of JSON response will contain multiple
key value pairs. �e most important among those are access token
and expires in key.Obtained access token must be passed in header
of any future request.

For e.g Use below command if we wish to call Domo API that
gives us list of datasets that we have created a�er replacing the
access token that we have obtained
``$curl -v -H Authorization:'bearer {access-token}'
'https://api.domo.com/v1/datasets'``
[? ]
We can build our custom app using Domo API as exlained above.

11 DATA API
Base url (end point) of the data API can be accessed through fol-
lowing command
``GET /data/v1/:alias?:queryOperators``
[? ] Alias is the name of the dataset that we have de�ned in
our manifest �le.We can de�ne and run our custom query us-
ing queryOperators. We can pass aggregate functions such as
count,sum,min,max,avg,�lter,groupby, orderby etc. We can control
the format of the returned data of API by se�ing the request accept
header of XMLH�pRequest object to following formats [? ]
``array-of-objects

csv
excel
json``

[? ]
We can also specify return format in domo.get method.

12 MULTI USER API
Domo o�er following end point for accessing information is all
Domo instance users
``GET /domo/users/v1?includeDetails={true|false}
&limit={int}&offset={int}``
[? ] While calling API we can control user details returned by the
API,limit the number of records we want the API to return and
specify o�set to get the list of users starting from given o�set. [? ]

13 SINGLE USER API
Domo o�er following end point for accessing information of single
user
``GET /domo/users/v1/:userId?
includeDetails={true|false}``
[? ] We can pass the user id of whom we needs details or pass the
current user accessing through environment variable.While calling
API we can control user details returned by the API [? ]
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14 SHARING CUSTOM APP USING DOMO
We can share our custom app/visualization card/report etc with
other users by logging in to Domo CLI through domo login com-
mand and then publish the custom built app on domo instance
using domo publish command.

15 CONCLUSION
Domo is used as cloud based tool for real time data visualization and
reporting. �rough Dev Studio and public API,Domo lets the devel-
oper extends the capability of customizing visualization and build
reporting template that may be used for building custom app.Domo
business cloud platform o�ers high availability,performance and
scalability for the applications that deployed on Domo instance.
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ABSTRACT
HPCC (High Performance computer cluster) systems are open
source tool which o�ers the BigData related services. HPCC con-
tains tools that deal with complex data structure and large scale of
data amount. It is a powerful open source tool for data analyze, es-
pecially for the signi�cant size of data. �e functionalities of HPCC
such as fast querying to di�erent databases, , data visualization,
and data management have good reputation to many users.

One of the properties of the HPCC system is easy-to-used; it is
easy to learn from a developer side, and it also contains exhaustive
resources for a beginner to learn. For example, the HPCC has free
training and completed documentation for the new user, and even
user has some unexperienced issue which is hard to solve, the
development community can also help the user to learn. Despite it
is easy to use, the powerful computing mechanism of the system
and the massive cloud computing platform bring the HPCC system
supercomputing capability.

�is paper discusses the general functionality of the HPCC sys-
tem, and the paper further discusses the basic mechanism of the
HPCC system, �nally conclude the advantages of the system com-
pare with other cloud computing systems. In section 1 and section
2, the papers introduces the basic functionality of the HPCC sys-
tem. In the section 3, the papers discusses the core mechanism
of the HPCC system, and analyzes the components of the system
which could bring advantages of di�erent perspectives to the HPCC
system. In conclusion, the paper summarizes the functionalities,
mechanisms, and advanced properties of the HPCC system.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e HPCC system is a open source platform which serves Big Data
analyzing, the platform that could handles any data scale and very
easy to use. it was developed by LexisNexis® Risk Solutions for
large scale data analyzing, and gradually become an open source
project from di�erent development team to makes the system be�er.
Because of the powerful supporting from open source development
teams andwell maintenance from all di�erent supporters, the HPCC
system is a powerful tool for data engineers to process raw data,
and also for data scientists to analyze data in order to gather useful
information. �e HPCC system has great reputation in the data
analyzing area, it is not only because of the e�ciency of the system,
but also because the HPCC system is complete free [? ].

�e HPCC system, as what the name represents, the HPCC
stands for High Performance computer cluster ; it is the main compo-
nent, or the core of the system platform. �e HPCC main compo-
nent includes three platforms that work together to achieve high
performance computing: (�e Figure 1 shows the general structure
of the HPCC system)

[Figure 1 about here.]

• �or system clusters for data re�nery: it includes data
management, data cleaning and other functionalities for
processing raw data [? ].

• Roxie system clusters for data delivery: it use rapid search
engine to get speci�c data record. it is the main component
for the data analyzing and query developing [? ].

• the ECL Programming Language platform: it is a special
programming language bases on C++, which gives the
developers a visualized form to modify methods for data
analyzing with their own purposes. �e HPCC is driven
by ECL [? ].

�e �rst two components, �or and Roxie systems, are the main
components for achieving high performance computing of the sys-
tem. for HPCC system that serves companies data analyzing, the
�or collects unstructured or raw data from the company and re�ne
the data, then the �or transfers processed data to the Roxie for
further inquiring, such as searching, mining, and customized func-
tionalities. �e core is built on a large parallel distributed networks,
which o�ers the HPCC system supercomputing power, and also
o�ers the system capability for accepting and tolerating unexpected
situation, such as hardware crash, partial computing resources not
working due to adversary a�ack and any other scenarios [? ].

For controlling theworks in the�or and Roxie system, LexisNexis®
Risk Solutions developed the ECL (Enterprise Control Language)
to control the work�ows in both system clusters. the ECL is highly
succinct programming language which is designed for pure de-
velopment purpose; the developers do not need to know how the
business works, they could use the ECL to control the HPCC system
to get the data that companies need [? ]. Since the developers do
not need to know any extra knowledge to work with ECL, it could
potentially lowers companies costs.

Other that the core of the high performance computing clusters,
the other components of the HPCC system also should be seen as
integral units for constructing a high performance system. �e
HPCC system contains many small servers that not in the core, for
example: data store server, data archiving server, the ECL complier
etc. [? ]. �ose units work as the middleware between the client
interface and supercomputer layer interaction, which ful�ll the
integrity and enrich the functionality of the HPCC system [? ].
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2 CORE MECHANISM
�e introduction section introduces the key of the super computing
power of the HPCC system comes from the core - the high perfor-
mance computing cluster. �e key concept of the HPCC system
deals with large scale of data is to shrink the data scale during
transferring data between two main system clusters: from �or to
Roxie [? ]. From the �or, the data scale is re�ned by the system
with multiple ways, such as cleaning, indexing, and exacting. With
the data scale shrinks in the �or, the Roxie system processes the
re�ned data, and only extracts the useful data for the commercial
purposes by high performance online data query [? ]. All the
work�ows in the �or and Roxie are manipulated by ECL platform,
the combination of three parts provides fast query and e�cient
work�ows.

�e next three sections represent the basic structures of �or
and Roxie systems, and the explanation of high performance of
ECL platform:

2.1 �or System - Data Re�nery
�e purpose of the �or system is used for re�ning data; it includes
cleaning data, indexing data, and pre-processing data for Roxie
system to use for data analyzing purposes. Figure 2 shows the
general structure of the �or system in the HPCC system [? ].

[Figure 2 about here.]
Just like the Hadoop and other distributed computing, the �or

system also has the master/slave structure: in the �or system, the
single master node manages the parallel jobs in each slave nodes,
each slave node executes a partial job of data re�ning. �e outlier
middleware for data storing stores the processed data from the�or
system, and ECL server will manipulate query from developers
directly on each slave nodes [? ]. �e DFS (distributed �le system)
of the �or gives �exible �le format to the system; the data that
stores could be stores in di�erent formats. �e computational power
of the HPCC system could also be enhanced by the scale of the
�or system; a HPCC system cloud have �exible amount of the
�or systems. a HPCC system would be more e�cient if there are
more �or systems [? ].

2.2 Roxie System - Data Delivery
Roxie (Rapid Data Delivery Engine) system is designed for fast
query in parallel computing cluster. One of the main reasons that
the Roxie has great performance of searching and querying is be-
cause the pre-build indexed data system from the �or system,
another reason is the Roxie system uses the improved B+ tree to
store data. �e pre-processing step in the�or system, and the data
storage structure of the Roxie system are two important factors
that generate high performance computing cluster [? ].

[Figure 3 about here.]
�e Figure 3 shows the basic structure of the Roxie system. �e

Roxie system follows the principle of Server and Agent processes:
each server and agent construct a node, in the node, the server
process takes querying requests through web protocols (distributed
system), and at the same time, the Agent accepts the requests and
processes the data queries. Same as the storage �exibility of the
�or, the Roxie system can also stores the data in di�erent types,

and in a HPCC system, the amount of Roxie is also con�gurable.
However, in a HPCC system, the Roxie systems are rely on the�or
systems, since the �or processing data for Roxie to manipulate. In
other words: without the �or, the Roxie is completely useless [? ].

2.3 �e ECL Programming Language
�e�or and Roxie systems are powerful systems and necessary
component for the HPCC system platform, but without modi�ed fo
the procedures of the systems jobs, the whole HPCC system would
not be functioning as expectation. Indeed, as the controller of both
�or and Roxie systems, the ECL programming language is the
main component which a�ects the performance and �exibility of
the HPCC system. According to the o�cial documentation of the
ECL programming language:

“ECL is best described as a heavily optimized, data-centric declar-
ative language. Exactly what that means is detailed below; but the
essence is that it is a language speci�cally designed to allow data
operations to be speci�ed in a manner which is easy to optimize
and parallelize.” [? ]

�e ECL is a declarative programming language, similar to SQL
and X�ery, but the syntax of the ECL also re�ects some intuition
of other programming languages, such as Java, C++, and SQL [? ].
As a declarative programming language, in order to run, it needs
to be complied into another low-level language which could works
on the hardware level. Despite the fact that the ECL is a declara-
tive programming language, it has conquered many restrictions of
programming language level, which makes the ECL easy to learn,
and also has magni�cent querying performance. Furthermore, the
syntax design of the ECL itself also gives the ECL unique �avor,
which lower the learning and developing cost potentially. [? ]

3 COMPAREWITH HADOOP AND
MAPREDUCE

�e HPCC system is a advanced high performance computing sys-
tem which is perfectly for large scale of data processing and analyz-
ing. Comparing with traditional parallelized computing platforms,
such as Hadoop, MapReduce, �ere are three main advantages of
the HPCC system for dealing with large data scale [? ]:

• Flexibility: �e HPCC is a �exible system, which could
has self-de�ned architecture of processing data, but the
traditional computing platform such as MapReduce has
strict architecture, which is less likely to adopt customized
methods.

• System Integrity: �e HPCC is a unique system, which
could executing by itself, unlike Hadoop and MapReduce,
which need to run on another system base.

• Fast Online �erying Ability: Since the HPCC is designed
as a network-based distributed computing system, with the
power of the core (�or, Roxie, ECL), it has more advantage
in fast querying online, and the HPCC could also supports
more users at the same time with e�cient querying ability.

4 CONCLUSION
�e HPCC is a e�cient, open source, and developer-friendly sys-
tems, it has great performance on processing large scale of data,
which is a perfect tool for the amount of data and information need
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to be processed in nowaday. �e key components of the HPCC
system are �or systems, Roxie systems, and ECL programming
languages. �e three components works together, and bring the
HPCC system remarkable performance. Compare with Hadoop
and MapReduce, the HPCC is more suitable for commercial us-
age, because of the �exibility, system integrity, and rapid querying
ability.

Although, this paper does not include the data integrity of the
HPCC system. Since the HPCC is a distributed data processing
system, the data integrity is an important topic that need to be
discuss, especially to protect the business secret of the commercial
usage.
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WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
279: The purpose of the Thor system is used for refining data; it includes cleaning data, indexing data, and pre-processing data for Roxie system to use for data analyzing purposes. Figure ˜\ref{f:thor} shows the general structure of the Thor system in the HPCC system˜\cite{Intro4}.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
840: Just like the Hadoop and other distributed computing, the Thor system also has the master/slave structure: in the Thor system, the single master node manages the parallel jobs in each slave nodes, each slave node executes a partial job of data refining. The outlier \textit{middleware} for data storing stores the processed data from the Thor system, and ECL server will manipulate query from developers directly on each slave nodes˜\cite{Intro4}. The DFS (distributed file system) of the Thor gives flexible file format to the system; the data that stores could be stores in different formats. The computational power of the HPCC system could also be enhanced by the scale of the Thor system; a HPCC system cloud have flexible amount of the Thor systems. a HPCC system would be more efficient if there are more Thor systems˜\cite{Intro4}.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
517: Roxie (Rapid Data Delivery Engine) system is designed for fast query in parallel computing cluster. One of the main reasons that the Roxie has great performance of searching and querying is because the pre-build indexed data system from the Thor system, another reason is the Roxie system uses the improved B+ tree to store data. The pre-processing step in the Thor system, and the data storage structure of the Roxie system are two important factors that generate high performance computing cluster˜\cite{Intro4}.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
751: The Figure ˜\ref{f:roxie} shows the basic structure of the Roxie system. The Roxie system follows the principle of Server and Agent processes: each server and agent construct a node, in the node, the server process takes querying requests through web protocols (distributed system), and at the same time, the Agent accepts the requests and processes the data queries. Same as the storage flexibility of the Thor, the Roxie system can also stores the data in different types, and in a HPCC system, the amount of Roxie is also configurable. However, in a HPCC system, the Roxie systems are rely on the Thor systems, since the Thor processing data for Roxie to manipulate. In other words: without the Thor, the Roxie is completely useless˜\cite{Intro4}.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
482: The Thor and Roxie systems are powerful systems and necessary component for the HPCC system platform, but without modified fo the procedures of the systems jobs, the whole HPCC system would not be functioning as expectation. Indeed, as the \textit{controller} of both Thor and Roxie systems, the ECL programming language is the main component which affects the performance and flexibility of the HPCC system. According to the official documentation of the ECL programming language:

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
91: ``ECL is best described as a heavily optimized, data-centric declarative language. Exactly

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
112: what that means is detailed below; but the essence is that it is a language specifically designed to allow data

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters

95: operations to be specified in a manner which is easy to optimize and parallelize.''˜\cite{ECL}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
723: The ECL is a declarative programming language, similar to SQL and XQuery, but the syntax of the ECL also reflects some intuition of other programming languages, such as Java, C++, and SQL˜\cite{ECL}. As a declarative programming language, in order to run, it needs to be complied into another low-level language which could works on the hardware level. Despite the fact that the ECL is a declarative programming language, it has conquered many restrictions of programming language level, which makes the ECL easy to learn, and also has magnificent querying performance. Furthermore, the syntax design of the ECL itself also gives the ECL unique flavor, which lower the learning and developing cost potentially. ˜\cite{ECL}

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
321: The HPCC system is a advanced high performance computing system which is perfectly for large scale of data processing and analyzing. Comparing with traditional parallelized computing platforms, such as Hadoop, MapReduce, There are three main advantages of the HPCC system for dealing with large data scale˜\cite{Intro4}:

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
245: \item Flexibility: The HPCC is a flexible system, which could has self-defined architecture of processing data, but the traditional computing platform such as MapReduce has strict architecture, which is less likely to adopt customized methods.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
158: \item System Integrity: The HPCC is a unique system, which could executing by itself, unlike Hadoop and MapReduce, which need to run on another system base.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
301: \item Fast Online Querying Ability: Since the HPCC is designed as a network-based distributed computing system, with the power of the core (Thor, Roxie, ECL), it has more advantage in fast querying online, and the HPCC could also supports more users at the same time with efficient querying ability.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
572: The HPCC is a efficient, open source, and developer-friendly systems, it has great performance on processing large scale of data, which is a perfect tool for the amount of data and information need to be processed in nowaday. The key components of the HPCC system are Thor systems, Roxie systems, and ECL programming languages. The three components works together, and bring the HPCC system remarkable performance. Compare with Hadoop and MapReduce, the HPCC is more suitable for commercial usage, because of the flexibility, system integrity, and rapid querying ability.

WARNING: line longer than 80 characters
266: Although, this paper does not include the data integrity of the HPCC system. Since the HPCC is a distributed data processing system, the data integrity is an important topic that need to be discuss, especially to protect the business secret of the commercial usage.

Warning 26 in content.tex line 23: You ought to remove spaces in front of punctuation.
HPCC (High Performance computer cluster) systems are open source tool which offers the BigData related services. HPCC contains tools that deal with complex data structure and large scale of data amount. It is a powerful open source tool for data analyze, especially for the significant size of data. The functionalities of HPCC such as fast querying to different databases, , data visualization, and data management have good reputation to many users.

ˆ
Warning 12 in content.tex line 36: Interword spacing (`\ ') should perhaps be used.
The HPCC system is a open source platform which serves Big Data analyzing, the platform that could handles any data scale and very easy to use. it was developed by LexisNexis\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Risk Solutions for large scale data analyzing, and gradually become an open source project from different development team to makes the system better. Because of the powerful supporting from open source development teams and well maintenance from all different supporters, the HPCC system is a powerful tool for data engineers to process raw data, and also for data scientists to analyze data in order to gather useful information. The HPCC system has great reputation in the data analyzing area, it is not only because of the efficiency of the system, but also because the HPCC system is complete free˜\cite{Intro1}.

ˆ
Warning 39 in content.tex line 38: Double space found.
The HPCC system, as what the name represents, the HPCC stands for \textit{High Performance computer cluster}; it is the main component, or the core of the system platform. The HPCC main component includes three platforms that work together to achieve high performance computing: (The Figure ˜\ref{f:hpcc} shows the general structure of the HPCC system)

ˆ
Warning 39 in content.tex line 46: Double space found.

\item Thor system clusters for data refinery: it includes data management, data cleaning and other functionalities for processing raw data ˜\cite{Intro3}.
ˆ

Warning 12 in content.tex line 47: Interword spacing (`\ ') should perhaps be used.
\item Roxie system clusters for data delivery: it use rapid search engine to get specific data record. it is the main component for the data analyzing and query developing˜\cite{HPCC}.

ˆ
Warning 12 in content.tex line 51: Interword spacing (`\ ') should perhaps be used.
The first two components, Thor and Roxie systems, are the main components for achieving high performance computing of the system. for HPCC system that serves companies data analyzing, the Thor collects unstructured or raw data from the company and refine the data, then the Thor transfers processed data to the Roxie for further inquiring, such as searching, mining, and customized functionalities. The core is built on a large parallel distributed networks, which offers the HPCC system supercomputing power, and also offers the system capability for accepting and tolerating unexpected situation, such as hardware crash, partial computing resources not working due to adversary attack and any other scenarios˜\cite{Intro4}.

ˆ
Warning 12 in content.tex line 53: Interword spacing (`\ ') should perhaps be used.
For controlling the works in the Thor and Roxie system, LexisNexis\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Risk Solutions developed the ECL (Enterprise Control Language) to control the workflows in both system clusters. the ECL is highly succinct programming language which is designed for pure development purpose; the developers do not need to know how the business works, they could use the ECL to control the HPCC system to get the data that companies need˜\cite{ECL}. Since the developers do not need to know any extra knowledge to work with ECL, it could potentially lowers companies costs.

ˆ
Warning 39 in content.tex line 64: Double space found.
The purpose of the Thor system is used for refining data; it includes cleaning data, indexing data, and pre-processing data for Roxie system to use for data analyzing purposes. Figure ˜\ref{f:thor} shows the general structure of the Thor system in the HPCC system˜\cite{Intro4}.

ˆ
Warning 12 in content.tex line 71: Interword spacing (`\ ') should perhaps be used.
Just like the Hadoop and other distributed computing, the Thor system also has the master/slave structure: in the Thor system, the single master node manages the parallel jobs in each slave nodes, each slave node executes a partial job of data refining. The outlier \textit{middleware} for data storing stores the processed data from the Thor system, and ECL server will manipulate query from developers directly on each slave nodes˜\cite{Intro4}. The DFS (distributed file system) of the Thor gives flexible file format to the system; the data that stores could be stores in different formats. The computational power of the HPCC system could also be enhanced by the scale of the Thor system; a HPCC system cloud have flexible amount of the Thor systems. a HPCC system would be more efficient if there are more Thor systems˜\cite{Intro4}.

ˆ
Warning 39 in content.tex line 81: Double space found.
The Figure ˜\ref{f:roxie} shows the basic structure of the Roxie system. The Roxie system follows the principle of Server and Agent processes: each server and agent construct a node, in the node, the server process takes querying requests through web protocols (distributed system), and at the same time, the Agent accepts the requests and processes the data queries. Same as the storage flexibility of the Thor, the Roxie system can also stores the data in different types, and in a HPCC system, the amount of Roxie is also configurable. However, in a HPCC system, the Roxie systems are rely on the Thor systems, since the Thor processing data for Roxie to manipulate. In other words: without the Thor, the Roxie is completely useless˜\cite{Intro4}.

ˆ
Warning 39 in content.tex line 92: Double space found.
The ECL is a declarative programming language, similar to SQL and XQuery, but the syntax of the ECL also reflects some intuition of other programming languages, such as Java, C++, and SQL˜\cite{ECL}. As a declarative programming language, in order to run, it needs to be complied into another low-level language which could works on the hardware level. Despite the fact that the ECL is a declarative programming language, it has conquered many restrictions of programming language level, which makes the ECL easy to learn, and also has magnificent querying performance. Furthermore, the syntax design of the ECL itself also gives the ECL unique flavor, which lower the learning and developing cost potentially. ˜\cite{ECL}
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Figure 1: �e basic HPCC structure
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Figure 2: �e general �or structure
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Figure 3: �e general Roxie structure
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1 INTRODUCTION
IBM has a long and storied history in the technology world. Over a
century of products and services are being challenged like never
before. In order to survive and thrive, IBM has made numerous
changes and adaptations have been necessary to achieve survival.
�e latest of those changes has been to an important product–IBM
BlueMix. To thrive in the current computing environment, BlueMix
has become IBM Cloud [4]. Cloud is a concept that has recently
become popular. With the advent of cloud, many companies have
moved operations to the cloud, in order to embrace the new world
of data and computing. IBM has taken steps to enter this world,
with the latest steps being the change from BlueMix, to IBM Cloud.
IBM o�ers the cloud on several di�erent levels and with options to
suit any size business.

�is paper focuses on IBM Cloud, and includes What is the
Cloud, from IBM. Why a move to the cloud is necessary discusses
the necessity, when considering that most businesses will have a
cloud presence, soon. Services beyond the cloud are also provided
by IBM, such as data analytics.

2 WHAT IS THE CLOUD?
IBM Cloud includes Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and So�ware as a Service (SaaS). It also includes a
comprehensive catalogue of cloud services, such as, Watson and
Blockchain, that can be easily integrated with the PaaS and IaaS,
that can help with building modular applications.

IBM Cloud is built for any sized business from small to very
large, to easily consume and manage. �ere are built-in gover-
nance capabilities that allow a company to easily manage cloud
consumption and billing. IBM takes security very seriously, and
has instituted very stringent security and compliance based rules
into the architecture. IBM’s Cloud resides in over 60 data centers,
and maintains a global network that connects the data centers and
additional points of presence.

IaaS, in the IBM Cloud, includes your choice of virtual servers,
for various operating systems and baremetal servers. PaaS o�ers
the ability to build applications in a Cloud Foundry environment
or IBM Cloud Container Service, for the ability to build Docker
Containers for application placement.

SaaS in IBM Cloud is rapidly growing as IBM continues migrate
their so�ware applications from an on premise licensing model, to
a cloud- based consumption model [2].

3 WHY CLOUD
As society becomes more connected, the move to the cloud is essen-
tial to organizational success. IBM is a leader in that transformation.
�e development of services to meet the needs of Internet of �ings
(IoT), for example, is just one area of IBM specialization. �e col-
lection and analysis of many myriad of data streams from sensors
in manufacturing equipment, on warehouse employees, and tags

on shipping containers, allow the ability to proactively act on the
data [3]. �e cloud enables to easily collect, manage, and maintain
all of these devices, seamlessly.

IoT is one of many emerging technologies that the cloud helps
to make easily consumable. Some other emerging technologies
enabled by the cloud are Arti�cial Intelligence, Cognitive, and
Blockchain [3]. All of these solutions are available in the IBM
Cloud, and can be easily deployed for both production and non
production environments. According to IBM, by 2020, 90 percent of
of business models may be driven by the cloud with a global cloud
market valuation of 250 billion dollars [3].

Beyond emerging technology availability in the cloud, there are
several additional bene�ts that companies can achieve. �e ability
for companies to use technology to di�erentiate and be the disrupter
is o�en constrained by a company’s own information technology
(IT) organizations. IT departments, historically, want to control
everything from infrastructure to the building of applications, along
with the consumption of data. Cloud o�ers a di�erent way to
approach technology, by o�ering IT departments the ability to
provide governed, self-service technology to the remainder of the
business. �is allows the various departments within a company to
build and scale business relevant applications under IT’s guidance
and governance, but without the long time constraints that are
typically in place. Governed self-service IT will allow companies to
innovate and adopt emerging technologies, at a much faster pace,
with the goal of leading or remaining competitive [2].

4 OFFERINGS
IBM will help drive business models with several cloud o�erings.
Some of the IBM Cloud o�erings include the IBM Public Cloud, and
the IBM Cloud Private [3].

�e IBMPublic Cloud, formerly called BlueMix is themostwidely
used IBM cloud platform and is available for all customers to con-
sume, even, in low quantities, at no charge. In larger quantities,
IBM Public Cloud is billed on a usage basis, with customer ability
to prepay for services on an annual basis for discounts.

IBMCloud Private is a private cloud o�ering that can be deployed
to a customer owned data center on customer owned hardware
and infrastructure. �is allows customers the choice of maintain-
ing control, especially for those customers that require speci�c
security, compliance, and or governance adherence. IBM Cloud
Private o�ers customers access to similar services and solutions
as IBM Public Cloud, however, it also allows customers the ability
to easily deploy other IBM solutions, that would typically reside
within customer data centers, such as integration and application
development platforms [3].

IBM o�ers the ability to easily integrate the IBM Cloud Private
platform with any public cloud platform, including IBM Public
Cloud, Amazon, and Microso� Azure, among many others [3]. �is
is especially important as most companies will see value and need
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to adopt solutions from many di�erent cloud providers, as they
build out their hybrid cloud infrastructures. Even IBM realizes
that it is unrealistic and naive to think that a company would only
consume solutions or services from a single cloud provider.

5 BEYOND CLOUD
Cloud providers, such as IBM, o�er cloud as the platform to con-
sume many di�erent o�erings and solutions, however, there is still
the data that is generated by these services that is the resource of
intelligence of companies. How companies use this data will be
the di�erentiating factor in many cases, that will dictate customer
success or disruption.

IBM also o�ers solutions for customers who do not want to fully
embrace the cloud. For those customers, they may already have an
on premise data center or other equipment. IBM o�ers a hybrid
cloud solution for those customers. �ese customers can get the
bene�ts of both worlds with IBM. Local applications and equipment
working in the Public or Private Cloud with IBM.

Hybrid cloud lowers the cost of ownership and can be more
e�cient. And, because the customer still has some control, because
of having local equipment in their own premise, a higher sense of
satisfaction is possible, as well [1].

�e extreme growth of data, which is enabled by cloud com-
puting, has driven the need for data scientists with the ability to
perform tasks like predictive and prescriptive analytics, along with
machine learning and deep learning models against this data.

Using machine learning and deep learning models goes beyond
what companies have typically analyzed. It allows them to look
at historical data, for example, in a di�erent way, to help make
predictions on what will happen in the future, versus just looking
at the past. It also allows a company to perform actions on these
predictions and thus, the ability to comprehensively a�ect process
e�ciencies.

6 CONCLUSION
IBM o�ers a large number of services, from so�ware and platform
as services, to private cloud access. �e o�erings are scaleable for
any size organization. IBM has embraced the new world of data
by developing enhanced methods of exploring and managing that
data. Data center development has been a vital part of IBM Cloud
strategy. Customers have the opportunity to house hardware in IBM
data centers or just utilize the Public or Private Cloud. Customer
�exibility is a key aspect of IBMCloud. Cloud based exploration and
management is a relatively new frontier, which IBM has endeavored
to provide world class service. With Watson, IBM o�ers the highest
level of data exploration and management, including real time data
processing. Based on signi�cant Cloud o�erings, IBM is poised, as
an industry leader in the cloud for decades to come, in continuation
of a long, rich tradition of business excellence.
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ABSTRACT
Data is the key tool of insight for Data Scientists, so access to
actionable data is paramount. However, for many reasons, access
to data is not guaranteed. Synthetic data solves the problems of a
lack of data or a lack of access to data. Synthetic Data Vault (SDV),
which was developed in 2016 at MIT, is the premier technology
in synthetic data generation. Here, we explore SDV — why it is
necessary, how it generates data, and how to use the synthetic data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data analysis has changed the landscape of business and research.
All data has a story, and data scientists are tasked with telling
that story. However, what if the data is inaccessible to the data
scientists? Are they out of luck or is it possible to create data that
is still useful?

�e solution to this problem is synthetic data. Synthetic data can
be generated to look (and act) like real data. In the same way that
predictions can be made using existing data, synthetic data can be
generated. While it may seem illogical, synthetic data can also be
analyzed and used to train models.

�e most notable synthetic data generator is the Synthetic Data
Vault (SDV). Developed at MIT by Neha Patki, Roy Wedge, and
Kalyan Veeramachaneni, the Synthetic Data Vault uses machine
learning techniques to model database structure and content. �e
models can then be used to generate entirely synthetic tables and
relationshipswhich are true to the form of the originals. Because the
synthetic data is generated and modeled mathematically according
to the original data, very li�le, if any, insight is lost. Here we will
explore why we should use synthetic data, how SDV generates
synthetic data, and how to use the data generated by SDV.[2]

1.1 Requirements
SDV is wri�en in Python and is, therefore, cross-platform. A sep-
arate �le is required for each database in the table. Also, each
database requires a con�guration �le in json format. �e speci�ca-
tions for the con�guration �le will be shown later, but �rst we will
discuss why such a product is necessary.[1]

2 WHY SYNTHETIC DATA VAULT?
Data science and analysis has driven industry to new areas never
before explored. One look at Kaggle or DrivenData shows the
usefulness and value that data provides organizations who nourish
it. However, organizations also face hurdles with their data (or lack
thereof). Consider healthcare companies or defense contractors

with highly sensitive data that cannot be shared publicly. Also
consider small businesses who don’t possess the knowledge or
manpower to collect real data. �ese organizations need a solution
to the lack of access to data.

Assuming that synthetic data is as insightful as real data, these
organizations would all bene�t from synthetic data generated by
SDV. In the seminal publication for SDV, Neha Patki outlines two
motivations for using synthetic data: “Populating SampleDatabases”
and “Scaling Data Science E�orts”[2]. Consider, for example, a
company using a Kaggle or DrivenData competition to gain insight
into their data. �e company cannot release real data because it
would expose their users and create privacy concerns. �ey must
�nd a way to release data publicly in order for a proper analysis
to be done. �ey can generate such data using SDV. �is is one
example amongst many where synthetic data solves the issue of
data availability (or scaled e�orts, according to Patki, as more data
scientists can now access the data).

2.1 Privacy
Whether for business reasons or privacy issues, most data is sensi-
tive. Any a�empt at a public display of data could lead to a loss of
revenue, lawsuits, damage to national security, etc. Synthetic data
adheres to the structure of the original data without any required
real-world underpinning. So patient data, for example, could be
generated and used by businesses and researchers to improve pa-
tient outcome without any of the pitfalls or added steps of using
real patient data. With the modern internet landscape, user privacy
is taken very seriously. SDV provides a solution to keeping data
private.

3 GENERATING SYNTHETIC DATA
�e �rst step in synthetic data analysis is to generate the data. SDV
accomplishes this task using machine learning techniques. First,
the original data is analyzed and modeled. �en, the models are
used to generate the synthetic data. �e bene�t of machine learning
is that the models are able to recreate realistic synthetic data points
based on statistical analysis of the data.[3]

Most data that would be synthetically modeled sits in a database.
�erefore, SDV works speci�cally with tables inside databases. By
analyzing each column, or feature, of the data, SDV can accurately
generate unique data that conforms to the original. Each numerical
row, for example, has a min, max, mean, etc. which will continue
to be followed upon synthesis.[3]

�e relationship between the tables is analyzed as well. For this
task, the tables must show a many-to-one relationship. Many-to-
many tables must be broken down into many-to-one. SDV detects
if an ID is being used as a foreign key and maps the relationship.[2]
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Take, for example, a database �lled with hospital patient data.
Due to the private nature of health data, analysts might not have
access to the data. However, a synthetic recreation of the data is
possible, which would be perfectly usable for analysis. Suppose
there are �elds for “height” and “weight”. �ese features have
a relationship, positive correlation, which would be captured by
the machine learning algorithm. Also suppose height is normally
distributed. Combine all of these factors together and a normal
distribution of heights could be generated with matching weights.
While this example is oversimpli�ed, it shows that synthetically-
generated data is far more than just random data.[3]

Patki et al. de�ne four steps to the SDV[3]:
(1) Organize
(2) Specify Structure
(3) Learn Model
(4) Synthesize Data

3.1 Organize
Two arguments are required for the modeling to begin: the con�g-
uration �le and the database �le. �erefore, the database must �rst
be separated by table into individual �les.[3]

3.2 Specify Structure
Next, It is necessary to provide metadata to the program. Due to
the complexity and variety of data, SDV is not capable of deriving
datatypes automatically. �e user must specify a type for each
column. ID columns, for example, must be identi�ed separately.
�ey are crucial to the generation of new data because they o�en
times are used as foreign keys in other tables. Any other columns
requiring special consideration also need to be speci�ed, such as
datetime. It is possible to specify custom schema by supplying a
regular expression for a column. Patki describes �ve di�erent data
types[3]:

(1) Number: A numerical value, either an integer or decimal.
(2) Categorical: Discrete categories. �ese can be represented

as text or numbers.
(3) Datetime: Time information, with a speci�ed format.
(4) ID: Either identifying information for the table rows, or

references to other tables in the database. �ese could be
represented as numerical values or as text.

(5) Text: Raw text that should not be modeled. If there is any
structure to the text, the user can provide a regex describing
it.

3.3 Learn Model
Next, SDV “learns” the database. Here, the schema is created. Each
table is modeled along with its relationship to other tables, which
the authors call Conditional Parameter Aggregation (CPA). With
this step, SDV can accurately recreate not only the information
within the database, but its structure as well. An analysis of the data
is now done. SDV checks the distribution of the data to determine
if it is uniform, exponential, etc. �en covariances between the data
features is calculated. �is model is stored so that it can be used at
any point of time in the future for synthesis.[3]

Missing data is handled specially by SDV. Two new columns are
generated upon �nding missing data. �e �rst is a column with

the missing data �lled in randomly. �e other is a boolean column
declaring whether or not missing data was �lled in. Missing data is
obviously not a problem upon synthesis.[3]

3.4 Synthesize Data
Finally, the data is synthesized. Tables can be synthesized and their
child (dependent) tables can be synthesized as well. Here, the user
also has the option of viewing the model of the database. �e gen-
erated tables can immediately be used in place of the originals.[3]

4 USE OF SYNTHETIC DATA
�e use of synthetic data goes beyond privacy concerns. As Patki
stated, one use of the SDV is for “Populating Sample Databases”[2].
Data scientists can generate as much, or as li�le, data as is necessary.
So, if a Data Scientist needs to test scaling or do stress tests, he/she
can continue generating larger amounts of data.

�e �exibility of SDV is also a great advantage. Instead of requir-
ing storage of, or access to, an entire database, all data scientists
need are the models. From those models, they can generate what-
ever they need to work with. For example, a remote server with
a database could be accessed and modeled without ever requiring
entrance into the actual database.

4.1 Accuracy
Synthetic data would not be very useful if it could not take the place
of real data during analysis. In the sample study behind the project,
Patki et al. gave both real and synthesized data to data scientists to
run analysis on. �e results, albeit with a small sample, show no
statistically signi�cant di�erence between real and synthesized data
in predictive modeling. �erefore, it can be tentatively concluded
that synthetic data can be used for analysis in lieu of real data.[3]

4.2 Limitations
Of course, SDV has its limitations. Sometimes data just may not be
able to be recreated easily. For example, SDV currently only tests
for Gaussian, beta, exponential and uniform distributions. Any
other distribution is unsupported.[3]

It must also be stated that synthetic data cannot replace natural
data entirely. Firstly, the models for the data are created using real
data. Relying solely on data generated from an unrelated dataset
would be disastrous in predictions. In her article, “At a Glance:
Generative Models & Synthetic Data”, Cassie Sanchez points out
“No model will ever be able to generate examples of things it’s never
seen real examples of before.”[4]

5 CONCLUSION
Data Scientists face many hurdles before they can begin their anal-
ysis, including inaccessible data. Without access to the data, no
analysis can be done. SDV solves this problem and is on the fore-
front of synthetic data generation. Using SDV, organizations can
easily model and generate data on command that stays syntactically
true to the original. Whether organizations want to do analysis on
healthcare patients or create a Kaggle competition for new insights
— SDV is the tool for the job.
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ABSTRACT
A�er funding was cut SETI lauched SETI@Home, a public volunteer
computer via the internet. Using this so�ware users donate idle
CPU time for SETI to do calculations [12]. It was released in 1999
and one of its goals was to prove the viability of volunteer comput-
ing. �is goal has succeded completly. SETI@Homewas inspiration
for several similar project [2], one of each is the LHC@home [9].

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
SETI (Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence) is a research institute
that searches for signals of extra-terrestrial life [4]. It does this
mostly by listening to radio signals and trying to determine if they
are not human made and neither are natural.

As any signal coming from another sapient form of life would
come from great distances it would be a very weak signal. In
addition most of the signal picked up by a radio telescope that is not
man made is noise, from celestial bodies and from the electronics of
the equipment itself [1]. All of this makes �nding an actual signal
a hard endeavor, as the hypothetical alien radio message would be
buried in that noise.

Due to the signal to noise ratio being so unfavorable SETI uses
supercomputers to make the bulk of their calculations. In 1995
using a network of volunteer computers to make the calculations
instead was proposed [5]. �ey use CPU time that would be idle,
meaning that users would not notice any performance di�erence
on their machines. Although cheaper than a super computer this
approach is not free. It requires a network bandwidth big enough
to handle all of the data as well as maintenance of the servers. As
the program depends of volunteers the data sizes cannot be too
large, as the users will have to download the data [1].

SET@Home is one of SETI’s signal search programs [13]. Al-
though SET@Home ends up having the most computing power
of all the programs it covers the lowest range of frequencies. �is
is because of the fact that data has to be distributed. �e way
SET@Home compensates this is by having the biggest frequency
resolution of the programs [8].

2 HOW SETI@HOME DISTRIBUTES DATA
AND HOW THE DATA IS ANALYZED

2.1 Data distribution to the network of nodes
�e data comes from the Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto Rico.
As the facility does not have high speed internet the data must �rst
be send by regular mail to Berkeley [10]. Once there the data is

divided in “work units”, which size is 250 kibibytes, and distributed
to the collaborators’ computers on the network.

[Figure 1 about here.]
�e data to be analyzed are radio wave. �e frequency range of

the waves analized in the SETI@Home project is from 1418MHz to
1421MHz organized in 10Khz pieces [1]. A work unit is 100 seconds
of the recording of one of this slices [10]. How the data is to be
analyzed will be discussed in Subsection 2.3.

Once the data is separated into work units they are sent to a
work unit storage and a database server [5]. �e database and
storage communicate with a data/result server, responsible for
communicating with the nodes, and a garbage collector, responsible
for removing �agged data from the storage [1, 5].

�e SETI@home team has tried two methods for selecting works
units to be deleted. One of them is to delete units that have received
N results back, where N is a result redundancy target. �is method
of deletion might be slower than the creation of new work units,
�lling up the storage and halting the creation of new work units [1].

Because of this bo�leneck the method has been changed to be
as follows: If a work unit has had results received N times and has
been sent M times (where M > N ) it is selected for deletion [1].
�is method has a downside of some work units never producing
results. �e fraction of work units that don’t produce results can
be made small by increasing M. Increasing M too much, however,
would result in the same bo�leneck [1]. IfM is set too big, however,
the bo�leneck may continue.

�e nodes get new work units as soon as they return the results
for the previous one. Once the results return to the main server
they are recorder and further analyzed. Result handling has two
functions, one is to get the scienti�c results [1]. Compare the results
about a work unit from several nodes, to see if there is consensus
and catch malicious results. If the results from di�erent nodes are
similar but not identical a representative result is chosen.

[Figure 2 about here.]
�e other function of result handling is accounting. �e server

creates log entries with information about the node, for instance
it’s CPU type and user. �is is done both to �ag malicious users
and give credit for the users that found an alien signal [1].

2.2 Signal type and signal distortion
[Figure 3 about here.]

As the degradation of a signal sent in many frequencies (broad-
band) is greater than the degradation of a narrowband signal [11]
the SETI@home team looks for the later to be candidates for alien
signals [10]. Another parameter that narrows the signal search is
the form it has to have in time. As the telescope used by SETI@Home
does not track the sky (meaning it is �xed) while looking for extra
terrestrial signals the radio wave must rise and fall in strength over
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a period of twelve seconds, the amount of time any source object
would take to pass trough the focus of the telescope [11].

[Figure 4 about here.]
If the alien signal is transmi�ing any kind of information it will

probably have it’s strength modulated [6], that is how AM and
PM radio works. SET@Home program has to look for this kind of
signal as well because of this [10], increasing the process complexity
greatly.

[Figure 5 about here.]
A kind of distortion that will happen to signals that have traveled

to Earth is Doppler shi� [3]. Doppler shi� is an e�ect that happens
to waves when the source is moving relative to the receiver [7].
It shi�s the apparent frequency of the wave, meaning that the
signal’s starting frequency will di�er from its ending frequency.
SETI@home so�ware has to account for this and do what is called
“de-chirping”, reverting the frequency change. However, as the
amount of Doppler shi� is unknown the so�ware has to “de-chirp”
for several di�erent amounts of shi� [10].

[Figure 6 about here.]

2.3 Nodes work
�e results that the nodes are looking for are candidates for alien sig-
nals. �is candidates have to have positives frommultiple machines
and are then veri�ed by the SETI@home team in Berkeley [10].

Once the nodes have their data they start the analysis by �xing
possible Doppler shi�s. �is is the most time consuming task, as the
signal needs to be broken down into units of Hz and nHz, this units
are 10−3 to 10−6 times smaller than the original signal, and shi�er
by a few nHz [10]. Once the signal is free of Doppler e�ects the node
starts to search for a signal compatible with an extra-terrestrial
source [4, 10].

�is very �ne Doppler de-shi�ing may actually over shi� the
signal [10], so the whole process is done again with a less �ne
de-shi�ing. �is is done until the de-shi�ing is done in units of
1200Hz. �is �rst set of analysis totals over 275 billion operations
for one work unit.

Signals that show a possibility of being of extra-terrestrial, i.e.
have a strong power for a combination of the aforementioned pa-
rameters, are then checked for human contamination. �e signal
must be a Gaussian with a 12 second period [1] as mentioned in
Subsection 2.2.

�is process is only for �nding continuous signals, as the extra-
terrestrial signals could be pulsating. �is means that special tests
have to be applied to the signal [10]. One of said tests is to look for
triplets of peaks. Detecting triplets is relatively easy, the program
looks for pulses above a threshold and for every pair of pulses it
looks for another peak in between them. �e other test used was
developed by the SET@Home team. It’s a modi�cation of the “fast
folding algorithm” [8]. �is algorithm is capable of detecting signals
that would be lost in the noise.

In total, a node will perform between 2.5 trillion and 3.8 trillion
operations for each work unit [10]. �is massive amount of opera-
tions can only be realistically be done by either a super-computer
(costly) or a huge cloud of computers. As the computers are volun-
teers this method has almost no cost.

3 CONCLUSION
SET@Home may not have yet found signs of extra terrestrial intel-
ligence, it has, however, managed to spurt the volunteer cloud com-
puting movement. Over 50 research initiatives use distributed com-
puting [2]. �is enoumous success is, in a way, hurting SET@Home,
as it has to compete for volunteers.

�e search for the alien signals might have some more issues
with. As was mentioned in 2.2 the kind of signals being analyzed
have only a single frequency, therefore signals that have frequency
modulation would not be caught by this method. �is includes FM
radio and digital radio signals. SET@Home has been asked about
this concerns but has yet to comment.
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Figure 1: Data preprocess and distribution [1]

Figure 2: Data return and postprocess [1]

Figure 3: Example of a Gaussian broadband signal [10]
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Figure 4: Example of a Gaussian narrowband signal [10]

Figure 5: Example of a Gaussian pulsed narrowband signal [10]

Figure 6: Example of a Doppler shi�ed Gaussian narrowband signal [10]
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ABSTRACT
Cloud AutoML is the state-of -the -art tool to design high-quality
training and large-scale capable custom ML models. Using this, a
user with no or less ML knowledge can build ML model in short
span of time, low-cost hardware and infrastructure. It is a revolu-
tion by Google team to get ML to small businesses with less AI/ML
expertises. It is based on 2 important technologies transfer learning
and neural architecture search technology. �e Neural Architecture
search uses the concept of learning to learn or meta learning with
an auto-regressive controller which builds a neural network on
learning from feedback of child network. As it is immensly expen-
sive to compute and execute deep neural networks, Google Cloud
Services such as Google Compute Engine, Google Cloud Storage
support Cloud AutoML. In additon to this, Google API’s provide
the ability to customize pre-trained models in Cloud AutoML. �is
section gives a brief introduction to Cloud AutoML, the technol-
ogy behind its functioning,and the importance of Google Cloud in
Cloud AutoML.

KEYWORDS
hid-sp18-602,google,cloud,automl,neural,search,network

1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud AutoML is an innovative tool with simple graphical user
interface to train and test users custom machine learning models.
�is is a result of collaborative e�ort of Google Cloud AI, Google
Brain and other Google AI teams. �e main purpose of develop-
ing Cloud AutoML is to enable users and businesses with limited
machine learning expertise to easily build and train high quality
custom ML models. It is built on Google learning to learn, transfer
learning, and Neural Architecture Search technologies [6].

Cloud AutoML is a suit of Machine Learning products. Google
has recently launched �rst product under Cloud AutoML: AutoML
Vision which is a service to access a pre-trained model or create a
custom ML models using Google Cloud Services, for image recogni-
tion, detecting image content, classifying images and image-based
recommendation system. It o�ers drag-and-drop interface to up-
load images, train and manage models. Similarly Google is working
to support integration of it’s poweful API�s into Cloud AutoML.
Few of the API’s that are in real demand are, Google Cloud Video
Intelligence API which makes videos searchable, Google Text-to-
Speech, Speech-to-Text which is highly used in smart-home devices,
automation tasks, Natural Language API which is useful for text-
analysis, extracting useful information from users, Google Transla-
tion which is useful for language detection ,conversion and Google
DialogFlow which highly improves interaction and conversation
with voice assistants. �us using Cloud AutoML, a business can

customize ML model according to their needs by selecting any one
or a combination of these API’s [1].

Just like cloud servers are used by several companies, small and
big, without any knowledge of underlying complexity involved in
storing, distribution and processing, the cloud automl can be used
to build customized neural network that serves the purpose without
actually understanding the complexity of generating a model [7].
Not only that, it is time-e�cient and high-accurate because the
base model is already pre-trained on immense data-archives and
the resources used by Google. Also, AutoML generated models run
instantly on Cloud ML infrastructure leveraging the hardware and
powering Google�s own cloud.

With these major advantages, Cloud AutoML Vision is already
in use by many good companies across the globe. For instance,
shopDisney uses label-detecting feature with Cloud AutoML tech-
nology to build vision models in order to label products with Disney
characters, and product categories. Also, these annotations are in-
tegrated into search engine for be�er product recommendations.
Urban out��ers use cloud automl to automate product a�ribution
process to recognize products like pa�erns and dressstyles, which is
very useful in terms of accurate search results, product recommen-
dation. Zoological Society of London are actively using AutoML
Vision to categorize di�erent animals from the images captured in
order to analyze and understand animal motions, distribution and
human impact on wildlife [6].

2 MECHNISM
�is is section is based on Google’s 2017 paper on Neural Architec-
ture Search with Reinforcement Learning, by Bareet Zoph,�oc
V.Le Google Brain Team [2]. Neural Architecture Search with rein-
forcement learning is the basis of the Google Automl. In addition to
this, the concept of Transfer learning which is to make use of pre-
trained models, in order to build a custommodel with small changes
to base model, is the motivation for Cloud AutoML [3]. Many of
the previously proposed methods like Hyperparameter optimiza-
tion, Neuro-evolution algorithm, sequence-to-sequence learning
lack some of the core concepts like able to generate variable-length
network, able to work at large-scale, learning from reward signal
without any supervised/manual intervention, making use of pre-
viously learnt information or feedback framework which is also
called learning to learn or meta learning.

A recurrent neural network trained with reinforcement learning
generates a convolutional architecture. In this model, the concept
of reinforcement learning has a RNN called controller which is
used to generate a variable-length string, by constantly training
the network with results of child-network on the validation-set.
And the result which is in fact know as reward signal is processed
through policy gradient-method to further update the controller.
With increase in number of iterations of this process, the neural
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network grows, resulting in higher accuracy. �e key additions
to this neural search architecture model are: (1) Parameter-server
scheme which uses distributed training of child network and allows
asynchronous updates to the controller. �is parallelism speed
up the training process,rather than spending hours on each child
network. (2) Skip connections and branching layers are used by
the controller in order to increase the search space and also the
complexity of the architecture as a whole rather than standard
RNN.�at is with skip connections the controller can decide on
what input layers should link to the current layer, rather than
choosing just the previous layer.

Using Neural Architecture Search the novel model built on
CIFAR-10 dataset is called ConvNet for image-recoginition, has
3.65 test set error,that is 1.05x faster than best human-invented
models and novel recurrent cell designed for Natural Lanaguage
Processing on Penn Treebank dataset, results in 3.6 perplexity bet-
ter than any previous RNN, LSTM models. Usually, to build ML
models for such large datasets take not only enormous amount of
time but also immense e�ort of ML experts would result in be�er
architecture. But with the concept of Neural Architecture Search, a
machine can generate a recurrent neural network that is far be�er
than experts built state-of-the art models. Hence Neural Architec-
ture Search achives building best models from scratch, with less
human intervention, less time and high test set accuracy [2].

3 ROLE OF GOOGLE CLOUD
Google Cloud is the one of prerequisites for functioning of Cloud
AI services such as Cloud ML Engine, Dialog�ow,Google Cloud
Job Search and Discovery and other Google API’s. Using Cloud
Machine Learning Engine, data scientist and ML expertise can work
together to design a ML model with help of Tensor�ow and then
train, test the model on large scale processed data deployed on a
cluster [10].

Although Cloud ML Engine supports training of the model to
the extent of high accurate prediction rate, we need Google Cloud
Storage for storing input data for training and testing, staging all
the dependencies of the custom ML model into a trainer package,
writing training artifact and storing training and prediction output
�les [9]. Similarly, Customized Cloud Vision models which are usu-
ally deep neural networks have several millions of nodes, that need
to undergo multiple training cycles to acquire high performance,
high accuracy, and this results in computationally intensive even
with special hardware infrastructure [8]. Fei-Fei-Li, Cheif Scientist
Google Cloud AI, mentioned that “Google�s infrastructure is the
solution to speed training times. Google has specialized ASIC, GPU
and TP hardware in its cloud to accelerate training and improve
the ROI with on-demand cloud resource utilization” [8].

Google’s Cloud TPU:Tensor Processing Unit is crucial for lower-
ing the time required to train comutationally intensive models. It
is built with application-speci�c integrated circuits, and consists of
180 tera�ops computing powerwith 64 gigabytes of high-bandwidth
storage memory [4]. It is �exible to shi� models running on Ten-
sor�ow to Cloud TPU. And it is important to consider Cloud TPU,
especially if the training dataset is huge, increasing, and model
takes several cycles to achive accurate prediction, as it leverages
requirement of local datacenters setup. Also with XLA just-in-time

compiler and Cloud TPU hardware which has matrix unit (MXU)
it is possible to train large models with very large batch size that
typically takes months and years in few weeks or months. But
Cloud TPU cannot be used if the neural network isn’t built using
Tensor�ow or the main training loop of tensor�ow program con-
sists of operations, in that case GPU: Graphic Processing Units
can be used instead of TPU. GPU’s are also useful to accelerate
machine learning workload and these can be simply added to VM
instance on which model is running [5]. �erefore, it is important
to note that TPU’s are not the only option,rather Google makes use
of GPU, CPU’s to run machine learning worklaods on Compute
Engine when required. �us, Gloogle Cloud Services comes with
all of these resouces which play a key role in Cloud Automl and
other Cloud AI products.

4 CONCLUSION
Cloud AutoML is certainly a mission to get profound concepts
ML,AI, deep learning neural networks into usage for any company.
Google terms this mission as “democratizing AI, point-and -click
AI for all”, as it is not just about leveraging the technology to build
deep layers of neural network but it is also about leveraging the the
infrastructure through Googgle Cloud Services especially Cloud
TPU, required for ge�ing the ML model into production in large
scale and accuracy.

Moreover, with powerful Google API’s such as NLP, Speech,
Vision, Translation, building customized ML models becomes fea-
sible and �exible. �us Google’s Cloud AutoML is sucessful in
solving the issue of requiring highly skilled and experianced Ma-
chine learning experts to develop advanced neural networks and
signi�cant amount of time taken to build such models manaully
can now be machine-generated with Neural Architecture Search
with Reinforcement Learning and reused with Transfer Learning.
Hence any company can have AI/ML products that could match
the quality and speed of Google AI products.
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